UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

"I

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

October 29, 1999
MEMORANDUM TO: Jim McKnight, DCD
FROM:

Raji Tripathi, CRGR Staff

SUBJECT:

RELEASE OF CRGR RECORDS TO THE PUBLIC DOCUMENT ROOM

In accordance with the Charter of the Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR), the
following CRGR meeting minutes are being released to the PDR to facilitate public access.
They are:
1.

Minutes, dated November 14, 1995, for CRGR Meeting No. 278, held on October 11,
1995.

2.

Minutes, dated August 28,1995, for CRGR Meeting No. 275, held on June 27,1995.

3.

Minutes, dated April 27,1995, for CRGR Meeting No. 271, held on April 11, 1995.

4.

Minutes, dated December 16, 1994, for CRGR Meeting No. 266, held on December 7,
1994.

5.

Minutes, dated August 3, 1994, for CRGR Meeting No. 259, held on July 12, 1994.

6.

Minutes, dated September 12, 1994, for CRGR Meeting No. 256, held on April 11, 1994.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please feel free to call me. I can be
reached at 415-7584.
Attachments: As stated
cc w/o atts.:

J. Murphy, CRGR
C. Rossi, RES
J. Rosenthal, RES
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

November 14, 1995
MEMORANDUM TO:

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

FROM:

Edward L. Jordan, Chairman - \
Committee to Review Generic Re~u

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 278

The Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on Wednesday,
provided
October 11, 1995 from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. A list of attendees is
in Attachment 1.
G. Holahan (NRR) and R. Elliott (NRR) presented for CRGR review and of
endorsement thQ proposed urgent bulletin titled "Unexpected Clogging
Pool
Residual Heat(mkmoval (RHR) Pump Strainer While Operating in Suppression
light
in
operability
ECCS
of
issue
the
Cooling Mode." This bulletin addresses
suction
system
cooling
core
emergency
of the September 11th eVent involving
strainer clogging at Limerick 1.
now
This expedited bulletin is a parallel effort with a proposed bulletin,
suction
published for public comment, which dealt with the potential for generated
strainers of the ECCS pumps in BWRs to become clogged by debris
following a loss-of-coolant accident (approved by the CRGR during the
Committee's 275th meeting).
meeting.
Attachment 2 provides additional details on the October 11, 1995 CRGR
to several
CRGR supported the issuance of the proposed urgent bulletin subject
modifications and various other comments. Specifically,
The heightened urgency of the bulletin needs to be articulated. Instead
1.
of waiting until the next refueling outage, the Committee recommended
that the licensees be asked to ensure suppression pool cleanliness
within 90 days and demonstrate the operability of the ECCS pumps.
2.

3.

in
Although no risk implications were quantified and submitted to CRGR,
is
issue
this
response to a Committee inquiry, NRR indicated that
damage
considered to be risk significant with perhaps a conditional core
member
CRGR
one
probability between 10-3 and 10-4 per reactor-year;
of risk
believed that the risk could be between 10-4 to 10-5. Some idea
to
times
allowable
for
importance is essential to the recommendation
for
frequency
the
ultimately,
take remedial actions. It also affects,
pool cleaning and pump operability demonstrations.
the
The bulletin should focus on BWRs only and should clearly identify and,
applicable
are
concerns
ECCS pumps for which the strainer clogging
perhaps, should include other systems which take suction from the
suppression pool.
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November 15, 1995
MEMORANDUM TO:

James M. Taylor
E rut' e/ ir tor for Operations

FROM:

Chairman
Commit e to Review Generic Requirements

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 278

The Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on Wednesday,
October 11, 1995 from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. A list of attendees is provided
in Attachment 1.
G. Holahan (NRR) and R. Elliott (NRR) presented for CRGR review and
endorsement the proposed urgent bulletin titled "Unexpected Clogging of
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump Strainer While Operating in Suppression Pool
Cooling Mode." This bulletin addresses the issue of ECCS operability in light
of the September 11th event involving emergency core cooling system suction
strainer clogging at Limerick 1.
This expedited bulletin is a parallel effort with a proposed bulletin, now
published for public comment, which dealt with the potential for suction
strainers of the ECCS pumps in BWRs to become clogged by debris generated
following a loss-of-coolant accident (approved by the CRGR during the
Committee's 275th meeting).
Attachment 2 provides additional details on the October 11,

1995 CRGR meeting.

CRGR supported the issuance of the proposed urgent bulletin subject to several
modifications and various other comments. Specifically,
The heightened urgency of the bulletin needs to be articulated. Instead
1.
of waiting until the next refueling outage, the Committee recommended
that the licensees be asked to ensure suppression pool cleanliness
within 90 days and demonstrate the operability of the ECCS pumps.
2.

3.

Although no risk implications were quantified and submitted to CRGR, in
response to a Committee inquiry, NRR indicated that this issue is
considered to be risk significant with perhaps a conditional core damage
probability between 10-3 and 10-4 per reactor-year; one CRGR member
Some idea of risk
believed that the risk could be between 10 to 10.
times to
allowable
for
importance is essential to the recommendation
for
frequency
the
take remedial actions. It also affects, ultimately,
pool cleaning and pump operability demonstrations.
The bulletin should focus on BWRs only and should clearly identify the
ECCS pumps for which the strainer clogging concerns are applicable and,
perhaps, should include other systems which take suction from the
suppression pool.

James M. Taylor
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4.

The licensees need to establish long-term performance measures to
demonstrate the cleanliness of the suppression pool, and implement a
program to ensure operability of pumps taking suction from the
suppression pool. Since the suppression pool cleanliness plays an
important (perhaps dominant) role in the reliability of these pumping
systems, the Maintenance Rule should include the scope and frequency of
suppression pool inspection and cleaning. This is not a condition for
the proposed bulletin, but it is an observation by CRGR for
consideration by NRR at an appropriate time.

5.

The staff should wait until the licensee responses on this urgent
bulletin are received and evaluated, and incorporate them, as
appropriate, prior to issuing the proposed bulletin on post-LOCA
clogging of the ECCS pump strainers (approved by CRGR during the 275th
meeting).

6.

The Committee expressed concern about the lack of effectiveness of the
process for dissemination of generic safety information, and inadequate
utility efforts in analyzing and evaluating the pertinent operational
experience. In the recent years, there have been several generic
communications from NRC, INPO, and the BWR Owners' Group on the subject
of debris blockage at the U.S. reactors, and also from a foreign
reactor. However, the utilities are apparently focusing too narrowly on
the specific problems and prescriptive measures discussed in such
generic communications, and not considering broadly enough the
applicability of the disseminated safety information to their plants.
CRGR believes that this matter warrants further management attention.

Attachment 2 includes the modified urgent bulletin incorporating the CRGR
comments.
In accordance with the EDO's July 18, 1983 directive concerning "Feedback and
Closure of CRGR Review," a written response is required from the cognizant
office to report agreement or disagreement with the CRGR recommendations in
these minutes. The response is to be forwarded to the CRGR Chairman and if
there is disagreement with the CRGR recommendations, to the EDO for decision
making.
Questions concerning these meeting minutes should be referred to Raji Tripathi
(415-7584).
Attachments:
cc:

As stated

Next page

James M. Taylor
cc:
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Attachment 1 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 278
Attendance List
October 11, 1995

CRGR Members

NRC Staff

D. Ross for E. Jordan
E. Brach for M. Knapp
J. Murphy
J. Rutberg
E. Merschoff

G.
C.
R.
J.
T.
A.
M.

CRGR

Staff

R. Tripathi
J. Conran

Holahan
Berlinger
Elliott
Rosenthal
J. Carter
Serkiz
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Attachment 2 to the Minutes of the CRGR Meeting No. 278
Proposed Bulletin, 'Unexpected Clogging of Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
Pump Strainer While Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode"
(CRGR Meeting No. 278 - October 11, 1995)
TOPIC
The proposed bulletin addresses the issue of emergency core cooling system
operability in light of the recent emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
suction strainer clogging event at Limerick. This bulletin requests the BWR
licensees to evaluate the operability of their ECCS from the perspective of
cleanliness of their suppression pools and suction strainers, and
effectiveness of the foreign material exclusion (FME) practices. It also
requests the licensees to clean their suppression pools as soon as practical,
and as a preventive measure, to establish a program for cleaning the
suppression pool that includes the criteria for establishing appropriate
cleaning frequency, and criteria for determining adequacy of the pool
cleanliness. In the bulletin, as proposed, the licensees of both the BWRs and
PWRs were requested to review their FME practices and to take corrective
action on any weaknesses identified. Licensees have 30 days from the date of
the bulletin to submit a report stating whether and to what extent they have
complied with the requested actions.
This expedited bulletin is a parallel effort with another bulletin which deals
with the potential for suppression pool suction strainers of the ECCS in BWRs
to become clogged by debris generated following a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). In June 1995, during the 275th CRGR meeting, the Committee reviewed
the earlier bulletin (and the proposed revision to the accompanying Regulatory
Guide 1.82, "Water Sources for Long-term Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant
Accident," which specifically addresses the aspects of ensuring long-term
cooling that are unique to BWRs) and endorsed it for publication for public
comments. Subsequently, the staff held a Public Meeting on that subject.
BACKGROUND
(i)

Memorandum dated nil, from Frank J. Miraglia to Edward L. Jordan,
"Request for Expedited Review and Endorsement of the Proposed Urgent
Bulletin titled, 'Unexpected Clogging of Residual Heat removal (RHR)
Pump Strainer While Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode."' The
attachments are as follows:
1.

Draft Proposed Urgent Bulletin titled, "Unexpected Clogging of
Residual Heat removal (RHR) Pump Strainer While Operating in
Suppression Pool Cooling Mode."

2.

CRGR Review Package

(ii) E-mail from Raji Tripathi to the CRGR members, dated October 5, 1995,
confirming electronic and/or hard copy transmittal to the members of the
following documents:
(a)

BWR Owners' Group correspondence (from BWROG Executive Oversight
Committee to BWR Owners' Group Executive Committee) on

"Recommended Utility Interim Actions in Response to the Recent
ECCS Suction Strainer Plugging Event at Limerick 1," dated
September 29, 1995.
(b)

Preliminary Notification on the September 11th Limerick event

(c)

As-published proposed bulletin on "Potential Plugging of Emergency
Core Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in Boiling Water
Reactors," and the proposed Revision 2 to the accompanying
Regulatory Guide 1.82, "Water Resources for Long-Term
Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident."

(d)

Information Notice 95-47, "Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief
Valve and Complications Involving Suppression Pool Cooling
Strainer Blockage," dated October 4, 1995.

ISSUES/QUESTIONS
CRGR supported the issuance of the proposed urgent bulletin subject to
several modifications and various other comments. Attachment 2-A
contains the red-line/strike out version of the revised bulletin
addressing the Committee's comments.
The Committee specifically expressed concerns and raised questions in
the following areas: (1) urgency of the proposed bulletin; (2) whether
or not the staff had quantitatively examined this issue from risk
perspective; (3) relevance to PWRs; (4) the importance of suppression
pool cleanliness with respect to the reliability of various systems
taking suction from it; (5) overlap, if any, between the recommended
actions under this urgent bulletin and the proposed bulletin on postLOCA strainer clogging (endorsed by CRGR during the 275th Meeting in
June 1995, and currently out for public comment); (6) lack of
effectiveness of relevant generic communications from the NRC, INPO and
the Owners' Group disseminating safety information, and inadequate
licensee response in implementing lessons learned.
BACKFIT CONSIDERATIONS
This proposed action is proposed as a backfit under the compliance exception
of 10 CFR 50.109.

Attachment 2-A
OMB No. 3150-00142
NRCB 95-02
UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001
October 11,
NRC BULLETIN 95-02:

1995

UNEXPECTED CLOGGING OF A RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL (RHR) PUMP
STRAINER WHILE OPERATING IN SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING MODE

Addressees

All holders of o'in.9.-.'n.we
permits for nucleear power reactors.

operating licenses or construction
(W. .et.r'

Purpose
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this bulletin to
accomplish the following:'
(1)

Alert addressees to complications experienced during a recent event in
which a licensee initiated suppression pool cooling in response to a
stuck-open safety relief valve (SRV) and subsequently experienced
clogging of one RHR pump suction strainer.

(2)

Request boiling water reaetor (BWR) addressees to review the operability
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Background
On September 11, 1995, Limerick Unit 1 was being. operated at 100 percent power
when control room personnel observed alarms and other indications that one
safety relief valve ("M") was open. Emergency procedures were implemented.
Attempts to close the valve were unsuccessful, and within 2 minutes a manual
reactor scram was initiated. The main steam isolation valves were closed to
reduce the cooldown rate of the reactor vessel. The maximum cooldown rate was
540 C/hr [130' F/hr].
Prior to the opening of the SRV, the licensee was running the "A" loop of
suppression pool cooling to remove heat being released into the pool by
leaking SRVs. Shortly after the manual scram, and with the SRV still open,
the "B" loop of suppression pool cooling was started. Operators continued
working to close the SRV and reduce the cooldown of the reactor vessel.
Approximately 30 minutes later, fluctuating motor current and flow was
observed on the "A" loop. Cavitation was believed to be the cause, and the
loop was secured. After it was checked the "A" pump was restarted-` but at
flow.
e
e Ot 8k1/m [2,000 gpm], a fraction of th original
ed
efl r
to
back
increased
gradually
was
rate
flow
the
so
No problems were observed,
I
p
pmp
`R'
32k1/m [8,500 gpm],.,fle
Again, no problems were observed, so the pump
modE.
supprejo ngpGo oi
flow. A pressure gauge located on the
constant
*a
at
operated
be
to
continued
pump suction was observed to have a gradually lower reading, which was
believed to be indicative of an increased pressure drop across the pump
suction strainers located in the suppression pool. After about 30 minutes of
additional operation, the suction pressure remained constant.
The rest of the reactor shutdown was routine, with no further complications.
Discussion
Limerick Unit 1 has been in commercial operation since 1986 without its
suppression pool ever being cleaned. Cleaning was scheduled for the upcoming
1996 refueling outage. The pool of Unit 2 was cleaned during the last
refueling outage in 1995.
At Limerick, each pump suction inlet is constructed in a "T" arrangement with
two truncated cone-type strainers. The strainers are constructed of 0.95 cm
[3/8 inch] thick perforated 304L stainless steel plate with 1.6 cm [5/8 inch]
holes on 2.2 cm [7/8 inch] centers. All strainer surfaces are covered by a
12x12 316-L stainless steel wire mesh. Because of the leaking SRVs, the "A"
and "B" loops of RHR had typically been used for suppression pool cooling
during the last few months before the event. Originally, the licensee only
used the "A" loop for suppression pool cooling. Approximately 3 months before
the event, the licensee changed its practice so that use of the "A" and "B"
loops could be alternated.
After cooldown following the blowdown event, a diver was sent into the
suppression pool at Unit 1 to inspect the condition of the strainers and the
general cleanliness of the pool. Both suction strainers in the "A" loop of
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suppression pool cooling were found to be almost entirely covered with a thin
"mat' of material, consisting mostly of fibers and sludge. The "B" loop
suction strainers had a similar covering, but to a lesser extent. One of the
"B" loop suction strainers was approximately 75% covered by the mat. The
other had only limited coverage. The other strainers in the pool were covered
with a dusting of corrosion products (sludge). Debris was subsequently
removed from the strainers and the suppression pool floor, and the water was
cleaned by use of a temporary filtration system. The strainers were easily
cleaned by brushing the material off the surface.
It is believed that during operation of the suppression pool cooling system,
the strainer filtered out fibers that were in the pool water. The resulting
mat of fibers improved the filtering action of the strainers, thereby
collecting sludge and other material on the surface of the strainer.
the blowdown caused by the SRV opening
e.t
's
h '
of debritsaccumulation on the
rate
the
increased
didnot significtantly
the licensee removed about 635kg
eet,
1owtng~e
'
st'ra'ineri-s-o-t-kw..
[1400 pounds] of debris from the pool of Unit 1. A similar amount of material
had previously been removed from the Unil 2 pool.
Analysis showed that the sludge was primarily iron oxides and the fibers were
of a polymeric nature. The source of the fibers has not been positively
identified, but the licensee has determined that the fibers did not
originate within the suppression pool. There was no trace of either
fiberglass or asbestos fibers. In addition, other foreign material was found
in the pool, such as pieces of wood, nails, and hose. In light of these
findings, the licensee decided to modify their FME procedures to specifically
address material control in the suppression pool and drywell.
Section 50.46 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50.46)
requires that licensees design their ECCSs so that the calculated cooling
performance following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) meets five criteria,
one of which is to provide long-term cooling capability of sufficient duration
following a successful system initiation so that the core temperature shall be
maintained at an acceptably low value and decay heat shall be removed for the
extended period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in
the core. The ECCS is designed to meet this criterion, assuming the worst
single active failure and only partially obstructed flow through the strainer.
Experience gained from the Limerick event demonstrates that inadequate
suppression pool cleanliness can lead to unacceptable buildup of foreign
material, debris and corrosion products on the strainers during normal
operation, which could prevent the ECCS from providing long-term cooling
following a LOCA. The staff concludes, therefore, that licensees should take
the actions discussed below to ensure that debris which is located in the
suppression pool, or will accumulate in the suppression pool during normal
operation, does not adversely impact ECCS capability during normal or
transient operations or following a LOCA.
Prior to the Limerick event, the staff had issued a draft bulletin for public
comment entitled, "Potential Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction
Strainers by Debris in Boiling Water Reactors." The draft bulletin and
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associated draft regulatory guide provide the staff's proposed resolution to
the generic BWR strainer clogging issue. The issue covered by the draft
bulletin, however, differs from the issue covered in this bulletin because the
staff efforts prior to the Limerick event have dealt withdraft bultin
focuses un the potential for ECCS strainers to be clogged by debris generated
by 'aLO'CA. This bulletin has been issued to resolve a related issue,
highlighted by the Limerick event, of the potential for ECCS suction strainers
to be clogged during normal operations by debris which is presently in the
suppression pool, or may accumulate in the suppression pool during normal.
operation. The draft bulletin was published in the Federal Register on July
31, 1995. The public comment period ended on October 2, 1995. The staff is
currently involved in the review and disposition of the public comments as
well as in resolving the open issues identified in the federal register
notice.
Requested Actions
To ensure that unacceptable buildup of debris that could clog strainers does
not occur during normal operation, all boiling water reactor (BWR)
are requested to take the following actions:
*e....s...dd.e.s.s..ee...
1)

6va-l&ateVe

the operability of the-ECC

l pumps wi d
n
R RA..}.:......
,,,:I.
,
~~......

s.to

.:....Q3;,h
..

.sr~ etc.R R and the supprcssion pool on the basis of
fi: ontatinmet
thecclcanlinczz conditions of thcbas'ed cn>' an '.ev>al~uation: of suppression
pool and e--suction strainer surfaeecciean" fliness condti ons. This
evluatio should be basd onthe poo adi str~aine condition durin
the last inspection or cleaning and an assessment of the potential for
the introduction of addit-ion.a-l debris ar otheksr' a-teriai1s Rthat could clog
the strainers since the pool was last cleaned'. In-adiltion, ~thisi
.E:CC

2)

Schedule a suppression pool cleaning as soon a_ practical, but no later.
than thc next refueling outage. The schedule for cleaning the pool
should be consistent with the findings in requested action 1 above. In
addition, a program for cleaning the suppression pool should be

established, including procedures for the cleaning of the pool, criteria
for determining the appropriate cleaning frequency, and criteria for
evaluating the adequacy of the pool cleanliness.
3)

Review FME procedures and their implementation to determine whether
adequate control of materials in the drywell, suppression pool, and
systems that interface with the suppression pool exists. This review
should determine if comprehensive FME controls have been established to
prevent materials that could potentially impact ECCS operation from
being introduced into the suppression pool, and that workers are
sufficiently aware of their responsibilities regarding FME. Any
identified weaknesses should be corrected. In addition, the
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effectiveness of the FME controls since the last time the suppression
pool was cleaned and the ECCS strainers inspected, and the impact that
any weaknesses noted may have on the operability of the ECCS should'be
assessed.
4)

Consider additional measures such as s'r'.o o water chemistry
sampling and trending of pump suction pressure to detect clogging of
ECCS suction strainers.

By letter dated September 29, 1995, (serial BWROG-95083), the BWR Owners Group
(BWROG) Executive Oversight Committee (EOC) provided to the BWROG Executive
Committee their recommended utility interim actions in response to the recent
ECCS suction strainer plugging event at Limerick, Unit 1. The guidance
contained in the letter is consistent with the requested actions in this
bulletin. The letter also provides additional guidance on the BWROG
recommended method for evaluating pool cleanliness and on demonstrating
adequate pool cleanliness.
To minimize the potential for clogging of EGGS sumpz in prcssurized watcr
reactors (PWRs) by foreign material, PWR licensecs arc rcqucstcd to review FME
procedurcs and their implcmcetation to determine whether adequatc control of
materials in the containmcnt and systems that interface with thc containment
exists. In addition, PWR lienesees arc requested to ensurc that comprchensive
FME controls have been established to prevent materials that could potentially
impact ECCS operation from being introduced into the containment and the EGGS
sumps, and that workers arc sufficiently aware of their responsibilities
regarding FME. Any identified weaknesses should be corrected.
Required Response
All addressees are required to submit the following written reports:
X
()

Within 30 days of the date of this bulletin, a report indicating whether
and to what extent the licensee has complied with the requested actions
in this bulletin. If a licensee has complied with these actions, its
report should provide a detailed description of its actions, the results

has taken, *n:a...
corrective actions
andany tcorredtc
its evaluations.,.
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for the cleaning schedule, and a summary of any additional measures
taken to detect and prevent clogging of the ECCS strainers. If a
licensee has dees-not complied with these requested actions, its
reportshould contain a detailed description of any proposed alternativeof
course of action, its schedule for completing this alternative course
action, and the safety basis for its having determined the acceptability
of the planned alternative course of action.
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ticrns

Address the required written reports to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, under
oath or affirmation under the provisions of Section 182a, the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, submit a copy of
the reports to the appropriate regional administrator.
Related Generic Communications
Recent instances of problems with strainer clogging are described in the
following generic communications:
NRC Information Notice 95-47: "Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief
Valve and Complications Involving Suppression Pool Cooling Strainer
Blockage"
NRC Information Notice 95-06: "Potential Blockage of Safety-Related
Strainers by Material Brought Inside Containment"
NRC Information Notice 93-34 and Supplement 1: "Potential for Loss of
Emergency Core Cooling Function due to a Combination of Operational and
Post-LOCA Debris in Containment"
NRC Bulletin 93-02 and Supplement 1:
Cooling Suction Strainers"

"Debris Plugging of Emergency Core

NRC Information Notice 92-85: "Potential Failures of Emergency Core
Cooling Systems caused by Foreign Material Blockage"
NRC Information Notice 92-71:
Strainers at a Foreign BWR"

"Partial Plugging of Suppression Pool

Backfit Discussion
The actions requested by this bulletin, if required, would be backfits in
accordance with NRC procedures and are necessary to ensure that licensees are
in compliance with existing NRC rules and regulations. Specifically,
10 CFR 50.46 requires that the ECCS be designed so that it is calculated to
provide adequate flow capability to maintain the core temperature at an
acceptably low value and to remove decay heat for the extended period of time
required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core following a
LOCA. The Limerick event has demonstrated that suppression pool cleanliness
can adversely impact ECCS performance and could prevent the ECCS from
performing its safety function of long-term decay heat removal following a
LOCA. Therefore, this bulletin is being issued as if the requested actions
were compliance backfits under the terms of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i). A full
backfit analysis was not performed. An evaluation was performed in accordance
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with NRC procedures. A statement of the objectives of and the reasons for the
requested actions and the basis for invoking the compliance exception if the
requested actions were to be required, has been included. A copy of this
evaluation will be made available in the NRC Public Document Room.
PaDerwork Reduction Act Statement
This Bulletin contains information collections that are subject to the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). These information
collections were approved by the Office of Management and Budget, approval
number 3150-00124, which expires Juffe-301y 31, 1997.
The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to
average 240 hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions,
searching existing date sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed,
and completing and reviewing the collection of information. The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission is seeking public comment on the potential impact of the
collection of information contained in the (Bulletin, etc.) and on the
following issues:
1.

Is the proposed collection of information necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of the NRC, including whether the
information will have practical utility?

2.

Is the estimate of burden accurate?

3.

Is there a way to enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the
information to be collected?

4.

How can the burden of the collection of information be minimized,
including the use of automated collection techniques?

Send comments on any aspect of this collection of information, including
suggestions for reducing the burden, to the Information and Records
Management Branch (T-6 F33), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 10555-0001, and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, NEOB-10202, (3150-0012), Office of Management and Budget, Washington,
DC 20503.
The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond
to, a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB
control number.
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the technical
contact listed below or the appropriate Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR) project manager.

Dennis M. Crutchfield, Director
Division of Reactor Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contact:

Robert Elliott, NRR
(301) 415-1397

Lead project manager:

Robert M. Latta, NRR
(301) 415-1314
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Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
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Original Si9g~ieuittee to Review Generic Requirements
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MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 275

SUBJECT:

The Com ittee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on Tuesday,
June 27, 1995 from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. A list of attendees is provided

in Attachment 1. The following item was discussed at the meeting:
1.

N. Virgilio (NRR) and R. Elliott (NRR) presented for CRGR review and

endorsement the.proposed bulletin, uPotential Plugging of Emergency Core
Cooling Suction by Debris in Boiling Water Reactors." This proposed
action would request the licensees to implement appropriate procedural
changes and plant modifications. L. Shao (RES),.M. Marshall (RES) and
Al Serkiz (RES) presented the companion guidance document - proposed
revision 2 of the Regulatory Guide 1.82, "Water Sources for Long-Term
Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident." This draft
revision to the regulatory guide addresses the aspects of ensuring longterm cooling which are unique to BWRs, and it also provides additional
technical guidance to the BWR licensees on conducting evaluations tothe
ensure compliance with the ECCS rule. Subject to various comments,
Committee endorsed the two generic actions for publication in thein
Federal Register for public comments. This matter is discussed
Attachment 2.
and
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Attendance List
June 27, 1995

CRGR Members

NRC Staff

E. Jordan
F. Miraglia
M. Knapp
J. Murphy
J. Rutberg
A. Gibson (for Ellis Merschoff)

L. Shao
M. Virgilio
R. Barrett
C. Berlinger
R. Elliott
A. Serkiz
M. Marshall
A. Kugler
C. Serpan
R. Lobel

CRGR Staff
R. Tripathi
J. Conran

D. Coe (ACRS)
Contractor
D. V. Rao (SEA)

Attachment 2 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 275
Suction
ProDosed Bulletin, Potential Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling
by Debris in Boiling Water Reactors" and
Proposed Revision 2 of the Regulatory Guide 1.82.
OWater Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident."
June 27, 1995
TOPIC
suppression
The proposed bulletin addresses the issue of the potential for
in boiling
(ECCS)
system
pool suction strainers of the emergency core cooling
a lossfollowing
generated
water reactors (BWRs) to become clogged by debris
of
Plugging
*Debris
93-02,
By the NRC bulletin
of-coolant accident (LOCA).
staff
the
1
Supplement
its
and
Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainersa
to take
informed the licensees of relevant events ana requested licensees
1993
7,
May
on
Bulletin
the
interim actions. CRGR reviewed and endorsed
February
on
1
Supplement
endorsed
and
during the 241st meeting, and reviewed
1
Supplement
its
and
93-02
Bulletin
18, 1994 during the 254th meeting.
would
bulletin
proposed
current
the
requested only interim actions, while
changes
request the licensees to implement appropriate long-term procedural
and plant modifications.
in a common
Debris blockage of pump strainers has the potential for resulting
to re-evaluate the
cause failure of the BWR ECCS. The staff initiated efforts
of pump
resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-43 for BWRs as blocking
adequate
strainers can adversely affect the ability of the ECCS to maintain
to the
NPSH during a design basis LOCA. The proposed bulletin communicates
them to
requests
and
BWR licensees the staff's final resolution of this issue
reliability
ECCS
make programmatic and hardware changes to ensure the
are required to
following a postulated LOCA. Within 180 days the licenseesextent they plan to
what
to
provide a written response to the NRC whether and
comply with the requested actions.
Sources for LongThe proposed revision to the Regulatory Guide 1.82, 'Water
addresses the
specifically
Accident,'
term Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant
BWRs. Also,
aspects of ensuring long-term cooling which are unique to
licensees on
BWR
the
to
provided
being
additional technical guidance is
50.46, 'Acceptance
conducting evaluations to ensure compliance with 10 CFRWater
Reactors." The
Light
for
Systems
Cooling
Criteria for Emergency Core
to the regulatory
scope of the analysis included in this proposed revision
part of resolution of
guide is more comprehensive then the previous one. As
to (i) perform
this issue, the proposed bulletin requires the licensees
draft guide to ensure
the
in
analyses in accordance with the guidance provided
loss of net positive
prevent
that their strainers have adequate capability to
resolve the problems;
to
suction head, if they intend to use passive strainers and capability to
time
and (ii)ensure that the operators have adequate
back-flush system to
prevent strainer clogging, if they intend to install a
resolve the problem.

-2
BACKGROUND
(1)

Memorandum dated June 9, 1995 from Frank J. Hiraglia to Edward L.
Jordan, 'Request for Review and Endorsement of the Proposed Bulletin
titled, 'Potential Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers
by Debris in Boiling Water Reactors' and Proposed revision 2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.82, 'Water Sources for Long-term Cooling Following a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident'.' The attachments are as follows:
1.
2.

Proposed Bulletin titled, Potential Plugging of Emergency Core
Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in Boiling Water Reactors"
Proposed revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.82, "Water Sources for
Long-term Cooling Following a Loss-Gf-Coolant Accident"

3.

CRGR Review Package

4.

Draft Federal Register Notice for proposed bulletin and draft
regulatory guide

5.

NUREG/CR-6224, Parametric Study of the Potential for BWR ECCS
Strainer Blockage Due to LOCA Generated Debris"

6.

NRC Bulletin 93-02 and Supplement 1 to the same, "Debris Plugging
of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers"

(ii) E-mail from Raji Tripathi to the CRGR members, dated June 21, 1995,
transmitting staff's submittal, dated June 20th, of the revised page 4
of Attachment 1 to background material item (i) above.
is
A copy of the briefing material distributed by the staff during the meeting
included as Attachment 2-A.
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMENDATIONS
CRGR provided several comments on the staff's approach as well as on the
content of the proposed bulletin and the proposed revision 2 of the regulatory
guide. In particular, the Committee asked the staff to
*

modify the text of the bulletin to include that the staff has reasonable
confidence that the interim actions taken in response to previous also
bulletins are adequate in assuring public health and safety, and
provide rationale for allowing continued operation until the final 1997.
actions requested in this bulletin are implemented by December 31,

*

acknowledge in the bulletin the relevant ongoing industry efforts,
issue,
specifically, by the BWR Owners Group for resolution of thisdocument.
guidance
resolution
including the development of a utility
address uncertainties in the analysis as currently no guidance is
included in the draft guide on how to account for them.

-3 approach in the draft
The members also commented on the staff's innovative
from interested
Federal Register of seeking specific technical comments
parties on five pertinent questions.
red-line/strike-out
Attachment 2-B contains the excerpts from the staff's
to the CRGR staff
submitted
actions
proposed
versions of the two modified
comments, with the exception
identifying the pages affected by the Committee's The staff assured the
of the pages containing minor editorial changes. while addressing public
Committee that it would address the uncertainties
comments.
estimates on the costs
The Committee also asked the staff to provide
to verbally quoting during
associated with the requested actions. In addition
installed by a
strainers
the meeting the cost estimates for replacementresponse to questions (v) in
licensee, the staff subsequently revised the
CRGR Review Package," of the
Background Material Item (i)(3) (Attachment 3,engineering, installation, reoriginal review material), to include design,
strainers. The cost
qualification and other costs related to the replacement
to be inconsequential compared
of new strainers was estimated by the licensee as Attachment 2-C.
to other costs. The revised page is included
these comments with the CRGR
The staff was asked to coordinate resolution of endorsed the two proposed
staff. Subject to these comments, the Committee for public comments, with the
actions for publication in the Federal Register
CRGR staff with a copy of the
understanding that the staff would provide the
as published Federal Register Notice.
BACKFIT CONSIDERATIONS
with the existing
The proposed actions are necessary to ensure compliance
Criteria for Emergency Core
regulations, namely, 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance members commented that this
Cooling Systems for Light Water Reactors." The
exception of 10 CFR 50.109.
was one of the perfect examples of the compliance

CRGR BRIEFING ON THE PROPOSED BULLETIN TITLED
COOLING SUCTION
"POTENTIAL PLUGGING OF EMERGENCY CORE
REACTORS," AND
STRAINERS BY DEBRIS IN BOILING WATER
1.82,
PROPOSED REVISION 2 OF REGULATORY GUIDE
COOLING
"WATER SOURCES FOR LONG-TERM RECIRCULATION
FOLLOWING A LOSS-OF-COOLAb T ACCIDENT"
JUNE 27, 1995
Presented By:
Marty Virgilio
Robert Elliott
Michael Marshall
RBE 6/19/95

1.

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

MARTY VIRGILIO

II.

PROPOSED BULLETIN

ROB ELLIOTT

Ill.

PROPOSED REVISION TO RG 1.82

MICHAEL MARSHALL

IV.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS

OPEN DISCUSSION

RBE 6/19/95

I.

BARSEBACK EVENT (JULY 1992)

II.

A FOREIGN BWR" (SEPTEMBER
SUPPRESSION POOL STRAINERS AT
OF
PLUGGING
"PARTIAL
IN 92-71,
1992)

III.

1993)
PERRY EVENTS (JANUARY/APRIL

IV.

DUE TO A
LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLING FUNCTION
FOR
"POTENTIAL
IN 93-34 AND ITS SUPPLEMENT,AND POST-LOCA DEBRIS IN CONTAINMENT" (APRIL/MAY 1993)
COMBINATION OF OPERATIONAL

V.

(MAY 1993)
CORE COOLING SUCTION STRAINERS"
EMERGENCY
OF
PLUGGING
"DEBRIS
NRCB 93-02,

VI.

PLANT (JANUARY 1994)
OF A REFERENCE BAR 4, MARK I
STUDY
SEA
OF
RESULTS
PRELIMINARY

VII.

1994)
ON THE BARSEBACK EVENT (JANUARY
CONFERENCE
OECD
SPONSORED
SKI

VIII.

SUCTION STRAINERS"
OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
PLUGGING
"DEBRIS
1,
NRCB 93-02, SUPPLEMENT
(FEBRUARY 1994)

IX.

STAFF/BWROG WORK TO DATE
AREkg6/1 9/95

EGCS STRAINER CLOGGING ISSUE TECHNICAL RESOLUTION OPTIONS
SOURCES

PASSIVE
MITIGATION

ACTIVE
DEBRIS REMOVAL
(SELF-CLEANING)

ACTIVE
MITIGATION

OPERATOR
ACTIONS
nOA

BEYOND DBA

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT
I

1I

OPERATOR
ACTIONS

PATH TO RESOLUTION

*

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF ECCS DURING
ANALYSIS AND EVENTS HAVE DEMONSTRATED THAT THERE IS A HIGH
A LOCA.

*

INTERIM COMPENSATORY MEASURES UNTIL LONG-TERM
ADEQUATE
PROVIDE
SUPPLEMENT
ITS
AND
93-02
NRCB
RESOLUTION IS ACHIEVED.

*

WITH 10 CFR 50.46.
BACKFIT IS REQUIRED TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE

*

A RESOLUTION, RESULTING IN 3 OPTIONS.
STAFF HAS WORKED WITH THE BWROG TO REACH

*

FOR
GUIDANCE ON IMPLEMENTATION OF BULLETIN OPTIONS
REG GUIDE 1.82 HAS BEEN UPDATED TO PROVIDE
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH 1OCFR50.46.

RBE 6/19/95

PROPOSED RESOLUTION OPTIONS
0

OF THREE OPTIONS:
THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION CONSISTS
STRAINER
INSTALL A LARGE CAPACITY PASSIVE
1RG 1.82.
GUIDANCE PROVIDED IN REVISED
ANALYSIS
ON
BASED
STRAINER SIZING
AREDUCE POTENTIAL DEBRIS SOURCES.
TO
ACTIONS
ADDITIONAL
MAY NEED TO TAKE
BDESIGN BASIS.
WILL NEED TO MAINTAIN STRAINER
CD2-

INSTALL A SELF-CLEANING STRAINER
OUTAGE.
SUPPRESSION POOL CLEANING EVERY
AB-

3-

PREFERRED BY STAFF AND INDUSTRY.

TECH SPEC ACTIONS/SURVEILLANCES.

SYSTEM
INSTALL A STRAINER BACKFLUSH
A-

EOP REVISIONS.

B-

BLOCKAGE.
MEASURES TO DELAY ONSET OF STRAINER

C-

INSTRUMENTATION/ALARMS.

D-

OPERATOR TRAINING.

E-

TECH SPEC ACTIONS/SURVEILLANCES.

TO PERFORM BACKFLUSH.
ANALYSIS TO ENSURE TIME/CAPABILITY
PROOF.
SAFETY GRADE/SINGLE FAILURE
BE
SHOULD
MODIFICATIONS
* ALL
F-

SPECIFIC AREAS OF COMMENT REQUESTED BY THE STAFF

*

BLOCKAGE?
REFLECTIVE METALLIC INSULATICN A POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTOR TO STRAINER

*

EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVE STRAINER DESIGNS

*

1-

"STAR" STRAINER DESIGN

2-

"STACKED DISK" STRAINER DESIGN

EFFECTIVENESS OF ACTIVE MITIGATION METHODS
1-

SELF-CLEANING STRAINER.

2-

STRAINER BACKFLUSH.

*

COMPLIANCE
METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR ANALYSES TO DEMONSTRATE

*

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS/TECH SPECS

RBE 6/19/95

IMPACT AND FOLLOWUP ACTIONS

*

BULLETIN REQUIRES RESPONSE IN 180 DAYS.

*

REVIEW APPROACH.
-

REVIEW OF LICENSEE SUBMITTALS.

-

AUDIT A LIMITED NUMBER OF PLANTS.

*

1997.
IMPLEMENTATION IS REQUESTED BY DECEMBER 31,

*

MAINTAIN PLANT ANALYSIS.
2 OF 3 OPTIONS REQUIRE THAT LICENSEES PERFORM AND

*

TECH SPECS.
2 OF 3 OPTIONS REQUIRE LICENSEES TO IMPLEMENT NEW

RBE 6/19/95

SUMMARY
*

1OCFR50.46.
BULLETIN IS REQUIRED TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH

*

TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
REVISIONS TO REG GUIDE 1.82 ARE REQUIRED
GUIDANCE ON DEMONSTRATING COMPLIANCE.

*

FIVE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS.
THE STAFF WILL SEEK PUBLIC COMMENT ON
-

*

BWROG AND STAFF TESTS CURRENTLY IN PROGRESS.

CONSISTENT WITH THOSE THAT
ARE
RESOLUTION
FOR
OPTIONS
STAFF'S
THE
INDUSTRY.
HAVE BEEN, OR ARE BEING, TESTED BY THE

RBE 6/19/95

DESCRIPTION OF DG-1038
*

PROPOSED REVISION TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.82, REV. I WATER SOURCES FOR LONG-TERM
RECIRCULATION COOLING FOLLOWING A LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

*

REVISIONS WERE NEEDED TO:

*

1-

provide staff guidance for evaluating licensee compliance with 10 CFR 50.46

2-

better address BWRs and incorporate current knowledge and experience

BASIS OF REVISIONS
1-

NUREG/CR-6224 "Parametric Study of the Potential for BWR ECCS Strainer Blockage Due to LOCA
Generated Debris" (April 1995)

2-

USNRC sponsored experiments.at Alden Research Laboratory

3-

recent events (e.g., Barseback, Perry)

4-

activities (incl. experiments) of foreign utilities and regulatory bodies

5-

activities (incl. experiments) of industry groups

Z4

CHANGES IN DG-1038
SECTION A: OVERVIEW

*

potential debris sources
reference to current regulatory documents and
SECTION B: DISCUSSION

*

*

1-

PWRs: no changes

2-

BWRs
BWRs: better acknowledge characteristics of

SECTION C: REGULATORY POSITION
12-

*

PWRs: no changes
cooling
that can be used to minimize loss of long-term
actions
and
features
of
list
expanded
BWRs:
expanded
compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 clarified and
capability, and criteria for analyses to ensure

SECTION D: IMPLEMENTATION
with 10 CFR 50.46
guidance for staff reviews to ensure compliance

*

APPENDIX A
no changes

*

APPENDIX B
strainer systems for BWRs
added to provide examples of possible active

OVERVIEW OF SECTION 0.2.1
Measures to Ensure Long-Term Capability of ECCS'

......._.__
.......
.. . ...

PASSIVE STRAINERS
Section C.2.1.1

_
REUC

POTENTIAL

REDUCE POTENTLAL
DEBRIS
Section C.2 1.2

ADDITIONAL
INDICATIONS
Section C.2.13

ACTIVE STRAINER
SYSTEM

ADDITIONAL
INSERVICE

INSPECTIONS
Section C.2.1.5

__.___...........
;__. ......... ....

* Combinations of these measures are identified as options in the proposed Bulletin.

OVERVIEW OF SECTION C.2.2
Analysis Guidance and Assumptions

DEBRIS
GENERATION
AND
SOURCES
SECTION C22.1

DEBRIS
TRANSPORT
IN
DRYWELL
SECTION C .2.2

DEBRIS
TRANSPORT
IN
WETWELL

I

SECTI ON C.2.2.2

|

I(

DEBRIS
ACCUMULATION
ON
STRAINER
SECTION C.Z2.3

_

EFFECTIVENESS
OF
ACTIVE
STRAINERS
SECTION C.2.2.3

*

DEBRIS ON
ECCS WITH
PASSIVE
STRAINERS
SECTION C.ZZ'3

The RG does not provide a "cookbook" evaluation process for all BWRs.

Attachment 2-B
Excerpts from the Proposed Bulletin (6 pages)
Excerpts from the draft Revision of the Proposed Reg. Guide (4 pages)
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

April 27, 1995
James M. Tayl or
ector for Operations
Exc

MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:

Committ to Review Generic Requirements
MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 271

SUBJECT:

Tuesday,
The Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on
is provided
attendees
of
list
A
p.m.
April 11, 1995 from 8:00 a.m. to 1:45
meeting:
the
at
discussed
were
in Attachment 1. The following items
the steam
The CRGR was presented an information briefing regarding possible
1.
the
and
Yankee
Maine
at
generator tube cracking problems
of this
issuance of a generic letter to address the implications at this meeting
endorsement
CRGR
request
not
did
experience. The staff
suggestions
for issuing a generic letter; but the Committee did offer event a letter
regarding points needing emphasis or clarification in the
is issued. This matter is discussed in Attachment 2.
to codify
The CRGR reviewed the proposed final amendment to 10 CFR50.36
2.
Specifications
the criteria in the Policy Statement on Technical
by technical
Improvements that define the requirements to be controlled the proposed
with
specifications. The Committee endorsed going forward
discussed
amendment, subject to several modifications and clarifications
3.
Attachment
in
at the meeting. This matter is discussed
status of the
The CRGR was presented an information briefing on therevision
to 10 CFR
proposed
the
action plan for fuel cycle facilities,
of
consideration
regarding
direction
Part 70, and the recent Commission
alternative approaches in these areas. No formal CRGR recommendations
several
resulted from these discussions; but the Committee offeredin considering
focus
of
area
possible
preliminary suggestions regarding
4.
alternative approaches. This matter is discussed in Attachment
"Feedback and
In accordance with the EDO's July 18, 1983 directive concerning
cognizant
the
from
Closure of CRGR Review," a written response is required recommendations in
office to report agreement or disagreement with the CRGRCRGR Chairman and if
these minutes. The response is to be forwarded to theto the EDO for decision
there is disagreement with the CRGR recommendations,
making.
to James H.
Questions concerning these meeting minutes should be referred
Conran (415-6839).

3.

Attachments:
cc:

As stated
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Attendance List

April 11,

1995

CRGR Members

NRC Staff

E. Jordan
D. Crutchfield (for F. Miraglia)
M. Knapp
J. Murphy
J. Rutberg
E. Merschoff

B. Sheron
J. Strosnider
R. Jones
E. Sullivan
K. Karwoski
J. Donoghue
D. Lynch
R. Kiessel
I. Barnes
N. Dudley
E. Benner
B. Grimes
C. Grimes
G. Holahan
N. Gilles
R. Burnett
L. Ten Eyck
W. Schwink
T. Sherr
R. Pierson
B. Mendelsohn
C. Nilsen
T. Cox
J. Swift
M. Tokar
R. Auluck
R. Milstein
D. Daman
D. Ayres

CRGR Staff
J. Conran

James M. Taylor
cc:
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Attachment 2 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 271
Briefing on Steam Generator Tube Cracking at Maine Yankee
April 11, 1995
TOPIC
presented an
B. Sheron (NRR), J. Strosnider (NRR), and K. Karwoski (NRR),(SG) tube cracking
generator
steam
the
information briefing to CRGR regarding
letter to
problems at Maine Yankee and the possible issuance of a generic
in the
still
was
staff
The
experience.
address the implications of this
circumferential
extensive
the
of
implications
process of evaluating the safety
at that
cracking in SG tubes identified during recent tube inspections of a generic
endorsement
CRGR
request
to
prepared
facility, and was not yet
with
letter at this meeting. The staff wanted the benefit of consultation
subsequently
CRGR in this matter, however, in the event that circumstances letter (i.e.,
dictated prompt issuante of an immediately effective generic
comment.)
without prior review by CRGR, and with no opportunity for public
slides, distributed
A working draft generic letter and two additional briefing
and
presentations
the
guide
to the Committee at the meeting, were used to
2A).
(Attachment
discussions at the meeting; copies are enclosed
BACKGROUND
the meeting for this
No documents were provided to the Committee in advance of
are enclosed
item. Copies of briefing materials distributed at the meeting
(Attachment 2A).
RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCLUSIONS
a generic letter
The staff did not request CRGR endorsement for issuance of and suggestions
at this time; but the Committee did offer several comments
regarding points needing emphasis or clarification, as follows:
discovered at
The discussion of the circumferential cracking problems available
1.
at the
made
letter
Maine Yankee, in the working draft generic
in
noted
indications
test
the
meeting, does not focus clearly on whether
threshold
increased
to
the Maine Yankee inspections are due primarily
growth.
sensitivity of the test method employed or to rapid crack
destructive
the
when
Further light may be shed on this question
examination data is more fully evaluated, and if proper comparative
the test data
evaluations are made between the recent test data and strongly
that
felt
Committee
The
from previous inspection cycles.
this
for
need
the
and
emphasis,
greater
given
this question should be
bring
to
information be made clearer in the generic letter, in order
the safety implications of this experience into proper focus.
2.

letter
The treatment of issues in the current working draft generic
pancake
rotating
leaves unclear whether or not the continued use of the
cracking
coil probe (RPC), and plugging of SG tubes when circumferential
unacceptable
is first indicated by RPC inspections, is/is not considered

-2by the staff at this point.
useful.
3.

Some clarification on this point would be

Whatever specific approach is ultimately taken to address the SG
circumferential cracking concerns raised by the Maine Yankee experience,
the clearly stated objective should be: whatever technology is used for
SG tube inspections, tell us what is the threshold sensitivity of the
measure-ment (with regard to crack depth); what is the crack growth rate
based on experience (i.e., comparison of inspection data from cycle-tocycle); and in view of these factors, why it is safe to operate to endof-cycle.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001
April xx, 1995
NRC GENERIC LETTER 95-xx:

CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACKING OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

Addressees
All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for pressurized
water reactors (PWRs).
Purpose
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this generic letter to
(1) notify addressees about the recent steam generator tube inspection
findings at Maine Yankee and the safety significance of these findings,
(2) request that all addressees implement the actions described herein, and
(3) require that all addressees provide to NRC written response to this
generic letter relating to implementation of the requested actions. This
generic letter also requests that certain information related to the subject
matter of this generic letter be submitted to NRC.
In addition, this letter alerts addressees to the importance of performing
comprehensive examinations of steam generator tubes using techniques and
equipment capable of reliably detecting steam generator tube degradation to
which they may be susceptible. The staff believes that these examinations are
consistent with, as well as required by Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50) and that failure to reliably
detect degradation such that the steam generators are operated outside their
design basis is considered a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.
Background
In July 1994, the licensee for Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station shut down the
plant as a result of steam generator primary-to-secondary leakage. Details of
the steam generator tube inspections and investigations are contained in NRC
Information Notice 94-88, "Inservice Inspection Deficiencies Result in
Severely Degraded Steam Generator Tubes," issued on December 23, 1994. As
discussed in the information notice, inadequate eddy current test procedures
appeared to have been the primary reason the tubes became severely degraded
before their discovery. In fact, with hindsight, most of the indications
identified in 1994 could be traced back to at least 1990.
After approximately 6 months of operation, the licensee for Maine Yankee
commenced another inspection of the steam generator tubes. The eddy current
probe (i.e., a 3-coil rotating pancake coil probe) and screening criteria used
at the start of the outage were similar to those used during the 1994
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inspections. These initial inspections resulted in the identification of a
number of circumferential cracks that were larger than anticipated for the
amount of time between the inspections. These results, in part, led the
licensee to perform additional inspections with a Plus-Point probe, an
enhanced type of rotating pancake coil (RPC) probe. These enhanced
inspections resulted in the identification of many more tubes with
circumferential cracks than had previously been identified with the RPC probe.
Penetrant testing confirmed that several indications identified with the
Plus-Point probe were circumferential cracks. Furthermore, the destructive
examination of three tubes removed from the steam generators (2 with marginal
Plus-Point responses and 1 with an intermediate Plus-Point response) confirmed
that the tubes had circumferential cracks. The preliminary results from the
destructive examination indicate that the three pulled tubes had maximum
depths of 45%, 37%, and 57% with average depths of 24%, 23%, and 26%,
respectively. In addition, the preliminary results indicate that the
circumferential extent of these indications were underestimated during the
nondestructive examination in the field.
Discussion
(1) Operating Experience
Both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the industry have identified
the reliable detection and sizing of circumferential cracks in steam generator
tubes as a technical issue of concern. The detection of circumferentially
oriented cracks at various locations on the steam generator tubes has resulted
in the publication of several NRC information notices (90-49, 92-80, 94-05,
and 94-88) and has resulted in several meetings between the NRC staff and the
PWR owners groups, the industry (Electric Power Research Institute), and
various licensees. The sizing of circumferential cracks has been discussed in
meetings between the NRC staff and industry representatives from the Steam
Generator Strategic Management Program (SGMP) on January 12 and February 22,
1995.
A number of factors affect the detection of circumferential cracking. These
factors can be both plant specific and generic. They' include, but are not
limited to, the nondestructive examination methods used for the inspection
(e.g., probes, instruments, and hardware) including the extent to which
multiple techniques are relied upon, the equipment setup for these techniques,
the analysis of the nondestructive examination data, the data analyst training
and performance demonstration program, and the methods used to minimize
interfering signals.
Circumferential cracks are removed from service by plugging or sleeving upon
detection. This is due, in part, to (1) the inability to reliably size these
indications, (2) the threshold of detection for circumferential indications,
and (3) the inability to reliably predict crack growth rates. In addition,
more data, including both laboratory and pulled tube data, are needed to
support the reliable detection and sizing of these indications.
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(2) Safety Assessment
Based on previous NRC studies (e.g., NUREG-0844), an immediate safety concern
based on probability and risk considerations does not exist; however, since
tube ruptures represent a failure of one of the principal fission product
boundaries and they present a pathway for primary system activity release to
the environment, all reasonable precautions should be taken to prevent such an
occurrence.
Inspection practices should furnish assurance that steam generator tube
degradation will be reliably detected so that the potential for the rupturing
of a tube is maintained at an acceptably low level. If licensees conclude
that unexpected levels of tube degradation may exist in their steam
generators, they should implement compensatory measures to minimize the chance
that tube integrity is compromised, and to ensure that the plant can safely
respond to a tube failure. Such measures should have the objective of
maintaining a safe operating posture through a defense-in-depth philosophy of
(1) prevention of uncontrolled tube degradation, (2) early detection of tube
degradation, and (3) mitigation of the consequences of failed tubes.
To verify compliance with the regulatory requirements and to maintain an
appropriate degree of defense-in-depth measures, the NRC has concluded that it
is appropriate for PWR licensees to take the measures enumerated in this
generic letter.
Reauested Actions
All addressees are requested to:
1. Evaluate the recent operating experience with respect to the detection and
sizing of circumferential indications to determine the applicability to
their plant.
2. Based on the evaluation in Item (1) above, determine what actions, if any,
are needed to ensure that the steam generators can be safely operated,
consistent with applicable regulatory criteria, until the next steam
generator tube inspections.
3. Develop plans for the next steam generator tube inspections as they
pertain to the detection of circumferential cracking. The inspection plan
should address, but not be limited to, scope (including expansion
criteria, if applicable), methods, equipment, and criteria (including
personnel training and qualification).
Licensees are encouraged to work closely with industry groups on coordination
of inspections, evaluations, and repair options for all forms of steam
generator tube degradation. In the interest of optimizing the use of
resources, licensees are encouraged to develop generic safety assessments and
inspection plans as described above for logical groupings of plants, where
possible. Plant-specific factors that may affect the applicability of the
generic assessment to a plant should be addressed (e.g., gross chemistry
excursions).
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Requested Information
All licensees are requested to provide:
1. A safety assessment justifying continued operation which is based on the
evaluations performed in accordance with the above requested actions (1)
and (2)
2. A summary of the inspection plan developed in accordance with the above
requested action (3)
3. The NRC is aware that generic industry guidance with respect to performing
steam generator tube inspections has been developed and is continually
being updated. If the addressee intends to follow the guidance developed
for this issue by the industry, reference to these and other relevant
generic documents is acceptable, and encouraged, as part of the response,
as long as the referenced documents have been officially submitted to the
NRC. However, as described previously, additional plant-specific
information is required to establish the justification for continued
operation.
Required Response
Within 60 days from the date of this generic letter, all addressees are
required to submit a written response:
1. Indicating whether or not the addressee will implement the actions
requested above. If the addressee intends to implement the requested
actions, provide a schedule for completing implementation. If a n
addressee chooses not to take the requested actions, provide a description
of any proposed alternative course of action, the schedule for completing
the alternative course of action (if applicable), and the safety basis for
determining the acceptability of the planned alternative course of action.
2. To the information request specified above.
The NRC recognizes that addressees may have already conducted inspections
and/or performed safety assessments. However, as the inspection scope and
details of the methods used should reflect cumulative experience to date, as
appropriate, this required response applies to all PWRs.
Address the required written reports to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, under
oath or affirmation under the provisions of Section 182a, Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, submit a copy to the
appropriate regional administrator.
Related Generic Communications
NRC Information Notice 94-88, "Inservice Inspection Deficiencies Result in
Severely Degraded Steam Generator Tubes," December 23, 1994
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NRC Information Notice 94-62, "Operational Experience on Steam Generator Tube
Leaks and Tube Ruptures," August 30, 1994
NRC Information Notice 94-43, "Determination of Primary-to-Secondary Steam
Generator Leak Rate," June 10, 1994
NRC Information Notice 94-05, "Potential Failure of Steam Generator Tubes
Sleeved With Kinetically Welded Sleeves," January 19, 1994
NRC Information Notice 93-56, "Weaknesses in Emergency Operating Procedures
Found as a Result of Steam Generator Tube Rupture," July 22, 1993
NRC Information Notice 93-52, "Draft NUREG-1477, 'Voltage-Based Interim
Plugging Criteria for'Steam Generator Tubes,"' July 14, 1993
NRC Information Notice 92-80, "Operation With Steam Generator Tubes Seriously
Degraded,'1 December 7,.1992
NRC Information Notice 91-67, "Problems With the Reliable Detection of
Intergranular Attack (IGA) of Steam Generator Tubing," October 21, 1991
NRC Information Notice 91-43, "Recent Incidents Involving Rapid Increases in
Primary-to-Secondary Leak Rate," July 5, 1991
NRC Information Notice 90-49, "Stress Corrosion Cracking in PWR Steam
Generator Tubes," August 6, 1990
NRC Information Notice 88-99, "Detection and Monitoring of Sudden and/or
Rapidly Increasing Primary-to-Secondary Leakage," December 20, 1988
NRC Bulletin 88-02, "Rapidly Propagating Cracks in Steam Generator Tubes,"
February 5, 1988
Backfit Discussion
The actions requested in this generic letter are considered backfits in
accordance with NRC procedures. Because established regulatory requirements
exist, but may not be satisfied, these backfits are necessary to verify that
the addressees are in compliance with existing requirements. Therefore, on
the basis of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i), a full backfit analysis was not
performed. An evaluation was performed in accordance with NRC procedures,
including a statement of the objectives of, and reasons for, the requested
actions and the basis for invoking the compliance exception. A copy of this
evaluation will be made available in the public document room.
Federal Register Notification
A notice of opportunity for public comment was not published in the Federal
Register because of the urgent nature of the actions requested by the generic
letter. However, comments on the actions requested and the technical issue
addressed by this generic letter may be sent to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001.
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
The information collections contained in this request are covered by the
Office of Management and Budget clearance number 3150-0011, which expires
July 31, 1997. The public reporting burden for this collection of information
is estimated to average 350 hours per response, including the time for
reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and
maintaining the data needs, and completing and reviewing the collection of
information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect
of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this
burden, to the Information and Records Management Branch, (T-6 F33), U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., 20555-0001, and to the Desk
Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, NEOB-10202,
(3150-0011), Office of Management and Budget, Washington, D.C. 20503.
Compliance with the following request for information is voluntary. The
information would assist the NRC in evaluating the cost of complying with this
generic letter.
(1) the licensee staff time and costs to perform requested record reviews and
develop plans for inspections
(2) the licensee staff time and costs to prepare the requested reports and
documentation
(3) the additional short-term costs incurred as a result of the inspection
findings such as the cost of the corrective actions or the costs of down
time
(4) an estimate of the additional long-term costs that will be incurred as a
result of implementing commitments such as the estimated costs of
conducting future inspections and repairs
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact one of the
technical contacts listed below or the appropriate Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation project manager.

Roy P. Zimmerman
Associate Director for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Technical contact(s):

EMCB
(301) 415-xxxx
SRXB
(301) 415-xxxx

Lead Project Manager:

PDx-x
(301) 415-xxxx
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NRR STAFF PRESENTATION
TO THE CRGR
SUBJECT:

FINAL RULE CHANGE TO 10 CFR 50.36
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DATE:

April 11, 1995

PRESENTER:

Nanette V. Gilles

TITLE:

Senior Operations Engineer

BRANCH/DIV.: OTSB/DOPS
PHONE NO.:

415-1180

FINAL RULE FOR 10 CFR 50.36
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
o

Interim Policy Statement Published February 1987

o Improved Standard Technical Specifications Issued
September 1992
*
*
*
*
*

40%
Reduce LCOs by
Achieve Substantial Consistency in Requirements
Present Requirements in Operator-Friendly Format
Enhance Bases: Links Requirements to Safety
Analyses
Clarify Many Long-Standing Technical Issues
2

FINAL RULE FOR 10 CFR 50.36
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
(continued)
o Commission Directed Rulemaking May 1993
*
*

Codify Four Criteria From Policy Statement
Preserve Voluntary Nature of Program

o ACRS Letter Dated June 18, 1993: Concern With

Application of Criterion 4
o Final Policy Statement Published July 22, 1993
o Proposed Rule Published September 20, 1994
3

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CRITERIA
1 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Instrumentation
2 Initial Condition of a Design Basis Accident or
Transient
3 Primary Success Path to Mitigate a Design Basis
Accident or Transient
4 Safety Significant from Operating Experience or
Probabilistic Risk Assessment

4

CRITERION 4

A structure, system, or component which
operating experience or probabilistic risk
assessment has shown to be significant to
public health and safety.
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USE OF CRITERION 4
o Consistent with PRA Policies
o

Requirements Needed for Adequate Protection

o PRA Implementation Plan to Establish PRA Application
Guidelines
0

Prior Experience and Backfit Rule Provide Guidance
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RULE OPTIONS
o Issue Final Rule Now

*
*

Proceed to Develop PRA Application Guidelines
Use Backfit Rule for Required Additions

o Hold Final Rule in Abeyance
*
*
0

Complete PRA Application Guidelines
Likely More Than a Year Delay

NRC Staff Recommends Issuance Immediately
7

STATUS OF CONVERSIONS
Number of Units
5

o Amendments Issued

o Amendments Under Review
0

8
30

Intend to Convert
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CRGR BRIEFING

70
PROPOSED REWRITE OF 10 CFR PART
WITH SUPPORTING GUIDANCE

APRIL 11, 1995

FAMILIARIZATION BRIEFING

*PURPOSE OF PART 70
*CURRENT REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
*CURRENT OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
*PROPOSED REGULATORY APPROACH
OMILESTONES

2

PURPOSE OF PART 70
MATERIAL
*DOMESTIC LICENSING OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR
*PUBLIC & WORKER SAFETY
- RADIOLOGICAL
- TOXICOLOGICAL
*ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
- SITING
- EFFLUENTS
WNATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS
- THEFT
- DIVERSION
3

PART 70 OVERVIEW
*SNM LICENSEES
-VARY IN SIZE AND COMPLEXITY
-COLLECTION OF VARIOUS PROCESSES
-CONSTANT CHANGES TO PROCESSES
-COMPETITIVE INDUSTRY
* HAZARDS
-NUCLEAR CRITICALITY... .ACUTE FATALITY
-RADIOACTIVE CHEMICALS
-TOXIC CHEMICALS
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CURRENT REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

*LONG RE-LICENSING INTERVALS
*LICENSING PROCESS NOT STANDARDIZED
*KNOWLEDGE OF SAFETY BASIS LACKING
*NO HAZARDS ANALYSIS
REPORTED
*CHANGES TO PROGRAM NOT ADEQUATELY
REQUIREMENTS
*SEGMENTED COLLECTION OF PRESCRIPTIVE
CRITICALITIES
*INSUFFICIENT REPORTING OF POTENTIAL
*INSPECTION/ENFORCEMENT BASIS LACKING
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CURRENT OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
SNUMEROUS INSPECTION VIOLATIONS
-RADIATION PROTECTION
-CRITICALITY SAFETY
*HIGH EVENT FREQUENCY
-EQUIPMENT FAILURE AND DESIGN ERROR
-MAINTENANCE
-VIOLATION OF PROCEDURES & CONTROLS
-FIRE
-HUMAN ERROR
OSIGNIFICANT EVENTS
-PERSON KILLED ATSEQUOYAHlFRCM CHEMICAL HAZARD
-POTENTIAL CRITICALITY INCIDENT AT GE
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VIOLATIONS IDENTIFIED BY INSPECTION PROCEDURE
I=

TOTAL
VIOLATIONS

VIOLATIONS PER YEAR

INSPECTION
PROCEDURES

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

2

20

26

16

8

74

1

1

2

3

1

7

1

1

-NA_

6

46

6

6

21

2

3

8

-

83822
84850

Radiation
Protection

2
.

Rad Waste
Management -

Inspection
88005

iI
3

Management
Organization &
Controls

88010

Operator Training/
Retraining

8801E

Criticality Safety

88020

Operations Review
Maintenance &
Surveillance
Testing

88025

88035

1

2

1T~

t

4

1

-t

1

I

1

7
3

I

i~
4

Mansnamant

88045

2

2

Environmental
Emergency Planning

TOTALS

I

I

1

3

4

9

30

1

5

1
3

_

Protection

88050

2

1

Rad Waste

8

2

72

64

18
31

210
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CURRENT OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
*NUMEROUS INSPECTION VIOLATIONS
-RADIATION PROTECTION
-CRITICALITY SAFETY
*HIGH EVENT FREQUENCY
-EQUIPMENT FAILURE AND DESIGN ERROR
-MAINTENANCE
-VIOLATION OF PROCEDURES & CONTROLS
-FIRE
-HUMAN ERROR
*SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
HAZARD
-PERSON KILLED AT SEQUOYAH FROM CHEMICAL
-POTENTIAL CRITICALITY INCIDENT AT GE
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FUEL FABRICATION FACILITY EVENTS AND CAUSES
(NUREG-1272 AND NRER)

1987

Weather
Mechanical

EVENTS

EVENTS PER YEAR

i

EVENT CAUSES

1988

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994
(first
half)

1

1
12

2
12

1
16

2
2

7
46

2

5

3

4

14

2

4

1

10

1

1

2

1989

failure

Equipment design

i

.

error

3

Maintenance

1

1

Quality

assurance

8

3

20

1

4

2

7

1

2

1

6

2

3

4

Violation of
procedures/requi
rements/controls

Operation not
supported by
safety analysis
1

1

Inadequate
procedures

4

4

Inadequate
management
controls

Fire

1

Explosion
Transportation
event

2

False alarm

I

1
1
l__

5

2

4

reviewed

5

1

19

2

4
4

9

2
10

1
9

2

4
43

1
1

iI___

I

E

2

6

2

12

12

2

1

42

10

17

42

41

51

16

207

i

specified

Total events

2
1

4

2

3

5

2

1

l_

General human
error/poor
Unknown/not

1

1

Inadequate
documentation

judgement

3

1

2

Documentation
error

16

14

.
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CURRENT OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
ONUMEROUS INSPECTION VIOLATIONS
-RADIATION PROTECTION
-CRITICALITY SAFETY
*HIGH EVENT FREQUENCY
-EQUIPMENT FAILURE AND DESIGN ERROR
-MAINTENANCE
-VIOLATION OF PROCEDURES & CONTROLS
-FIRE
-HUMAN ERROR
*SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
HAZARD
-PERSON KILLED AT SEQUOYAH FROM CHEMICAL
-POTENTIAL CRITICALITY INCIDENT AT GE
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NRC RESPONSE
OF CRITICALITY SAFETY
*BULLETIN 91-01 "REPORTING LOSS
CONTROLS"
OF CRITICALITY-PROMPT EVALUATION AND REPORTING
RELATED EVENTS (VOLUNTARY)
*REGULATORY REVIEW TASK FORCE
REGULATING
-NUREG-1 324 "PROPOSED METHOD FOR
MAJOR FUEL FACILITIES"
-IDENTIFIED WEAKNESSES IN PRESENT PROGRAM
*NMSS REORGANIZATION
*ACTION PLAN DEVELOPED
-STRENGTHEN REGULATORY BASE
11

CRITICALITY-RELATED EVENTS FOR 7 FUEL FABRICATION FACILITIES
(BULLETIN 91-01 REPORTABLE)
EVENT CAUSES

TOTAL
EVENTS

EVENTS PER YEAR
1992
1991
(from

1993

3/22)

l

11/05)

1994
(to
l

15

5

8

Equipment design error

5

1

1

7

Maintenance

3

3

2

8

3

8

3

14

Mechanical failure

2

Quality assurance

ViolatIon of
procedures/requirements/controls

5

5

Operation not supported by
safety analysis
Inadequate procedures

6

Inadequate management controls

7

6

General human error/poor
reviewed____
judgement
|

|12

a

. 8

8
7

1

Fire

|Total events reviewed

2

1

7

1

1
|27

1|5

|

NRC RESPONSE
SAFETY
eBULLETIN 91-01 "REPORTING LOSS OF CRITICALITY
CONTROLS "
CRITICALITY-PROMPT EVALUATION AND REPORTING OF
RELATED EVENTS (VOLUNTARY)
* REGULATORY REVIEW TASK FORCE
-NUREG-1324 "PROPOSED METHOD FOR REGULATING
MAJOR FUEL FACILITIES"
-IDENTIFIED WEAKNESSES IN PRESENT PROGRAM
*NMSS REORGANIZATION
eACTION PLAN DEVELOPED
-STRENGTHEN REGULATORY BASE
13

324
NUREG-1
FROM
RECOMMENDATIONS
TO IDENTIFY RISKS
*INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS
*FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM
*CHEMICAL PROCESS SAFETY PROGRAM
OVERSIGHT
*MANAGEMENT CONTROLS AND
PROGRAM
*CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
*QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
OMAINTENANCE PROGRAM
OTRAINING PROGRAM
OUNUSUAL OCCURRENCE REPORTING
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NRC RESPONSE
OF CRITICALITY SAFETY
LOSS
"REPORTING
91-01
*BULLETIN
CONTROLS "
OF CRITICALITY-PROMPT EVALUATION AND REPORTING
RELATED EVENTS (VOLUNTARY)
*REGULATORY REVIEW TASK FORCE
REGULATING
-NUREG-1 324 "PROPOSED METHOD FOR
MAJOR FUEL FACILITIES"
PROGRAM
-IDENTIFIED WEAKNESSES IN PRESENT
*NMSS REORGANIZATION
*ACTION PLAN DEVELOPED
-STRENGTHEN REGULATORY BASE
15

PROPOSED REGULATORY APPROACH
*PART 70 REVISION
*STANDARD FORMAT AND CONTENT GUIDE
*STANDARD REVIEW PLAN
*INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS GUIDANCE
DOCUMENT
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OBJECTIVES OF PART 70 REWRITE
RISK BASED, INTEGRATED
PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED,
*TAKE
SYSTEMS APPROACH
REGULATORY BASIS
SAFETY
IN
UNCERTAINTY
OREDUCE
RISK SCENARIOS
*REDUCE PRECURSORS TO UNWANTED
& CURRENT PRACTICE
GUIDANCE
GENERIC
STAFF
eCODIFY
REVIEWS
REGULATORY
FROM
*INCORPORATE RECOMMENDATIONS
CHANGES AND
("50.59-TYPE"
BURDEN
OREDUCE UNNECESSARY
"LIVING LICENSE")
ODEVELOP USER-FRIENDLY REGULATIONS
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DIVERSITY OF PART 70 SNM LICENSEES
GROUP

BUSINESS

ACTIVITY
d I,

A

SEALED FORM
(< CRITICAL MASS)

B

UNSEALED FORM
(< CRITICAL MASS)

C

ANY FORM
(> CRITICAL MASS)

SEALED SOURCES
RESEARCH FACILITIES

D

FUEL FABRICATION

FUEL CYCLE FACILITY

E

URANIUM ENRICHMENT

ENRICHMENT FACILITY

F

PRODUCTION/UTILIZATION

REACTORS

UNIVERSITIES
HOSPITALS
GOVERNMENT
INDUSTRY
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GROUPS A & B
(< CRITICAL MASS)
TO MINIMIZE IMPACT ON
* MAINTAIN PRESCRIPTIVE REQUIREMENTS
AGREEMENT STATES
* CURRENT SITUATION
- NOT INSPECTED ON ROUTINE BASIS
- LICENSEE MAY NO LONGER EXIST
- LOCATION OF SNM MAY NOT BE KNOWN
* RISK TO PUBLIC
- JUNK YARD & RECYCLED MATERIAL
- KITCHEN TABLE LEGS & TOYS
* PROPOSED CHANGE TO REDUCE RISK
- ANNUAL REGISTRY
- CURRENT OWNERSHIP AND LOCATION OF SNM
- SNM QUANTITY, TYPE, FORM & ENRICHMENT
19

GROUPS C, D, E & F

(GRADED ACCORDING TO RISK)

*IDENTIFY HAZARDS
-RADIOLOGICAL
-TOXICOLOGICAL
SAFETY ANALYSIS
INTEGRATED
*CHARACTERIZE RISK THROUGH
& ACCIDENT)
(NORMAL, OFF-NORMAL
OF EVENTS
SEQUENCE
AND
EVENT
-IDENTIFY INITIATING
-EVALUATE CONSEQUENCES
PROTECT AGAINST RISK
TO
ON
RELIED
*IDENTIFY MEASURES
WHEN CALLED UPON)
(PERFORM
-AVAILABILITY
PERIOD NEEDED)
-RELIABILITY (PERFORM FOR
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GROUPS E & F

(ENRICHMENT & REACTORS)

NEEDS
*GROUP E DEVELOPED TO ADDRESS FUTURE
TO OPERATING LICENSE
PRIOR
FUEL
FRESH
REACTOR
FOR
F
eGROUP
BY PROPOSED RULE
*EXISTING LICENSEES ARE NOT IMPACTED
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INTEGRATED APPROACH FOR AVAILABILI I Y. KLLIAbILI I Y
AND DEFENSE IN DEPTH
*MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATION

*RADIATION PROTECTION
*NUCLEAR CRITICALITY PROTECTION
o CHEMICAL SAFETY
o FIRE PROTECTION
*ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
*CONTAMINATION CONTROL
aCONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
• MAINTENANCE, SURVEILLANCE, TESTING & CALIBRATION
• QUALITY ASSURANCE
*EMERGENCY PLANNING
o TRAINING
• UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE REPORTING
c,

i22

LACKINU
AUTHORITY FOR NEW PROGRAMS
(INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS)
DESCRIPTION
PROGRAM
*SAFETY
*TOXICOLOGICAL PROTECTION
-CHEMICAL PROCESS SAFETY
*FIRE PROTECTION
-FIRE HAZARD ANALYSIS
*MANAGEMENT CONTROLS AND OVERSIGHT
OCONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
OQUALITY ASSURANCE
-
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ePERFORMANCE TRAINING
ONUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY REPORTING
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-

I

JI/-

REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS
*CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

24

MILESTONES
*CRGR BRIEFING
VIEWS
*MEET WITH INDUSTRY TO OBTAIN RULEMAKING
OF
*CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES
RULEMAKING
*COMMISSION PAPER ON ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
OPROCEED WITH COMMISSION DIRECTION
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Attachment 3 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 271
Proposed Final Amendment to 10 CFR50.36 - Codify the Criteria for
Defining the Requirements Controlled by Technical Specifications
April 11,

1995

TOPIC
B. Grimes (NRR), C. Grimes (NRR), and N. Gilles (NRR) presented for CRGR
review the proposed final amendment to 10 CFR50.36 to codify the four criteria
in the Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements for defining
the scope of technical specifications. Briefing slides used by the staff in
its presentations to the Committee are provided as Attachment 3A.
BACKGROUND
The package provided for review by CRGR was transmitted by memorandum, dated
March 29, 1995, F.J. Miraglia to E.L. Jordan. That package contained the
following documents:
1.

Draft Commission Paper (undated), "Final Rulemaking Package for
10 CFR 50.36", with attachments as follows:
a.

Attachment 1 - Federal Register Notice (undated)
[Comparative Text]

b.

Attachment 2 - "CRGR Information", (undated enclosure addressing
the provisions of CRGR Charter, Section IV.B.)

c.

Attachment 3 - Letter, dated December 5, 1994, providing NEI
comments on proposed amendment

d.

Attachment 4 - Letter, dated December 2, 1994, providing Union
Electric comments on proposed amendment

e.

Attachment 5 - Letter, dated December 7, 1994, providing OCRE
comments on proposed amendment

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of its review of the proposed amendment, including the
discussions at this meeting, the Committee recommended in favor of going
forward with the proposed amendment, subject to several comments and caveats
discussed at the meeting, as given below:
1.

A principal point of discussion with the staff at the meeting was the
manner in which PRA will be used in evaluating safety/risk significance
under Criterion 4. On the basis of staff's discussion of the role that
PRA results (e.g. licensees' IPE) were intended to pl.ay in making the
determination to include/exclude items from the technical specifications
(TS), the Committee was concerned that the intended role was too
restrictive. Specifically, the Committee felt that the suggestion that

-2 PRA results would play only an insignificant role in making such
determinations (i.e., beyond identification of the four systems already
specifically noted by the Commission) until after the comprehensive
guidance being developed in connection with the PRA Implementation Plan
is available, is too restrictive. If this is, in fact the intent of the
staff, the Committee would not support codification of the proposed
criteria (specifically, Criterion 4). The Committee noted that
probabilistic analyses have already played a very significant role in a
number of proposals brought to CRGR regarding elimination or relaxation
of TS'surveillance requirements; and such a restrictive interpretation
and application of Criterion 4 seems inconsistent with these actions
already taken by the staff (and supported, generally, by the Committee).
Further, in recognition of the fact that existing plant-specific
PRAs/IPEs are the best integrated analyses available for most facilities
(particularly where maintained as a living document reflecting the
plants current design status), more credit should be given to these
studies in assessing the safety/risk significance of plant features.
The very restrictive proposed interpretation and planned implementation
of Criterion 4 in the current package, as described in the package and
elaborated on in the discussion with the Committee at this meeting seems
to imply little credit or value to the IPE efforts.
The staff should reexamine the current wording of the package (e.g., at
pages 3-4 of the draft Commission Paper; and at pages 15-22 of the draft
FRN), and make appropriate modifications to reflect greater emphasis on
the intended increased use of PRA (consistent with stated Commission
policy) to an extent clearly supported by state-of-the-art PRA, and in a
manner that appropriately complements the traditional deterministic
approach and does not attempt to supplant the defense-in-depth
philosophy that has served well in the safety regulation of nuclear
power plants. Specifically, there should not be an implied restriction
on the use of PRA under Criterion 4 to such extent that it will, in
effect, not be used to identify plant features for TS inclusion/
exclusion (beyond the four specifically identified systems) until the
planned comprehensive PRA Implementation Guide is available. The
Committee believes that existing PRAs/IPEs can be useful in
understanding and applying Criterion 4 on a current basis; and, at a
minimum, that should be articulated clearly.
2.

The staff's intent that the four (proposed) criteria should be used as a
"set", not in an exclusive manner (i.e., satisfy Criterion 1 or
Criterion 2 or Criterion 3, etc.), to include/exclude items from the TS,
was articulated clearly in the discussions with the Committee at this
meeting; but this does not come across clearly enough in the current
draft package, as written. The staff should reexamine carefully the
current wording of the package, and make modifications as appropriate to
improve its clarity on this point.

3.

The current wording of the first paragraph on page 14 of the draft FRN
employs a "double negative" type phrasing to an extent that obscures the
intended meaning (i.e., any necessary backfitting determinations will be
made in accordance the criteria of 50.109 and existing approved backfit
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procedures, in the usual manner, in evaluating and implementing proposed
TS amendments under this proposed rule). The staff should develop
alternative wording to clarify that intended point here.
BACKFIT AND SAFETY GOAL CONSIDERATIONS
Because proposed TS changes under the new rule would be initiated on a purely
voluntary basis by licensees, the proposed action itself does not fall within
the scope of 10 CFR 50.109 (although the criteria of that rule may be brought
into play in implementing the new proposed rule, as alluded to in 3 above).
Accordingly, this action does not require a backfit analysis or evaluation
against the Commission's safety goals. Properly implemented, however, the
proposed rule will ensure that the safety goals will continue to be met.

Attachment 4 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 271
Information Briefing on Status of the Action Plan for Fuel Cycle
Facilities and the Proposed Major Revision of 10 CFR Part 70
April 11,

1995

TOPIC
R. Burnett (NMSS), L. Ten Eyck (NMSS), and W. Schwink (NMSS) briefed the
CRGR on current status of the action Plan for fuel cycle facilities and the
proposed major revision of 10 CFR Part 70, with emphasis on the recent
redirection of the ongoing effort by the Commission to explore alternative
approaches.outlined for the Committee proposed new procedures
Copies of the briefing slides used in the presentation to the Committee are
enclosed (Attachment 4A).
BACKGROUND
A.

The following background documents were made available to CRGR members
in connection with this information briefing:
1.

Transcript of Commission Meeting on March 22, 1995 - "Briefing on
Status of Action Plan for Fuel Cycle Facilities"

2.

SRM, dated 3/22/95, resulting from the NMSS briefing to the
Commission on Status of Action Plan for Fuel Cycle Facilities

3.

Updated preliminary working draft, dated 3/31/95, of "Revision of
10 CFR Part 70"

4.

Draft document (undated), "Regulatory Benefits Impact Analysis"
(compares "Rewritten Part 70" to "Existing Part 70", point by
point)

5.

Draft Revision 2, dated January 1995, to Regulatory Guide 3.52,
"Standard Format and Content for the Health and Safety Sections
of License Applications for Fuel Cycle Facilities"

6.

Draft NUREG-1520, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of a
License Application for a Fuel Cycle Facility" (portions dated
variously December 1994 through February 1995)

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
No formal CRGR recommendations resulted from the discussions with NMSS staff
at this meeting; but the Committee offered several preliminary comments and
suggestions regarding possible areas of focus in considering alternative
approaches as directed by the Commission:
1.

It may be useful and practical to concentrate efforts on the "core"
sections of the proposed rule that are directed to the large nuclear

-2materials processing facilities (the so-called C and D Categories of
facilities/licensees), and consider separating out that portion of the
current overall rulemaking package to be addressed on a priority basis
and timeline. It appears that this could simplify the current complex
rulemaking package greatly, and would focus staff and licensee resources
where the predominant risks are involved. In conjunction with this
simplification and streamlining theme, Committee members presented
preliminary views, based on a first scan of the extensive Part 70
package elements provided, of specific areas to be reexamined for
possible simplification or paring down; the areas focused on initially
in this context were the proposed provisions on training, licensee QA
programs and event reporting. The Committee will now direct its review
efforts to the draft SRP (that is already well developed and provided as
a part of the extensive Part 70 revision package) for a better
understanding of the planned implementation of these provisions.
With regard to event reporting, specifically, the Committee noted the
relatively high incidence of precursor type events for such a small
number of facilities involved; and the discussions on this point
highlighted the fact that there appear to be important differences in
the existing mechanisms for effective sharing of event information and
lessons learned among the licensees of the large nuclear material
processing facilities, as compared to power reactor licensees, that may
indicate a greater safety significance to reporting provisions for the
materials licensees (because NRC tends to function more importantly in a
clearing house role for this important type of feedback for the large
materials facilities).
2.

The Committee discussed plans to visit the Westinghouse Columbia fuels
facility in May in connection with the Part 70 review; and the
information and discussions provided by the NMSS staff at this meeting
were useful in identifying areas of focus in the CRGR discussions with
the licensee and the planned tour of that facility (e.g., the integrated
safety analysis of the facility and its operations currently being
performed by the licensee). This will provide valuable insights to
CRGR's evaluation of the benefits and costs associated with
implementation of that key proposed provision of the current proposed
Part 70 revision, and the question of whether the associated schedules
prescribed in the proposed rule is realistic.

3.

The Committee commended NMSS for a comprehensive, candid and informative
briefing on the very complex proposed Part 70 rulemaking, and its
understanding and implementation of the Commission's recent directive to
consider alternative approaches. In this regard, the Committee was
informed that a public meeting has already been arranged with the large
materials facilities licensees on May 2 to discuss current thinking and
possible proposals in this regard.

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-001

December 16, 1994
MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:

James M. T ylor
Executiv/ irectp

for Operations

Commite/ to Review Generic Requirements
MINUTE! OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 266

SUBJECT:

The Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on Wednesday, provided
December 7, 1994 from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. A list of attendees is
in Attachment 1. The following item was discussed at the meeting:
1.

The CRGR reviewed a final rule to add the standardized NUHOMS horizontal
casks
modular storage system to the list of approved spent fuel storage
in 10 CFR 72.214.
The CRGR supported the rule subject to:
a;
b.

revision to address a number of CRGR comments; it was agreed that
the revisions would be coordinated with the CRGR staff, and
resolution of CRGR questions about the response to Comment N.1 on
physical security; it was agreed that the resolution would be
circulated to the CRGR members for review.

This matter is discussed in Attachment 2.
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MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 266

SUBJECT:

The Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on Wednesday,
December 7, 1994 from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. A list of attendees is provided
in Attachment 1. The following item was discussed at the meeting:
1.

The CRGR reviewed a final rule to added the standardized NUHOMS
horizontal modular storage system to the list of approved spent fuel
storage casks in 10 CFR 72.214.
The CRGR supported the rule subject to:
a.

revision to address a number of CRGR comments; it was agreed that
the revisions would be coordinated with the CRGR staff, and

b.

resolution of CRGR questions about the response to Comment N.1 on
physical security; it was agreed that the resolution would be
circulated to the CRGR members for review.

This matter is discussed in Attachment 2.
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Closure of CRGR Review," a written response is required from the cognizant
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Attachment 1 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 266

Attendance List
December 7, 1994
CRGR Members
E. Jordan (Chairman)
A. Thadani (for F. Miraglia)
G. Arlotto
J. Murphy
J. Rutberg
W. Kane
CRGR Staff
D. Allison
Other NRC Staff
R. Auluck
W. Reamer
J. Sebrosky
L. Gundrum
E. Shum
G. Gundersen
S. Bahadur
B. Morris
C. Paperiello
M. Raddatz
F. Sturz

Attachment 2 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 266
Final rule to add the standardized NUHOMS horizontal modular
storage system to the list of approved spent fuel storage casks
in 10 CFR 72.214.
December 7, 1994
TOPIC
W. Morris and S. Bahadur of RES and F. Sturz and M. Raddatz of NMSS presented
the subject rule for CRGR review. The rule would amend 10 CFR 72.214 to add
NUHOMS to the list of casks approved for dry storage of spent fuel reactor
sites under a general license. Drafts of the associated safety evaluation
report and certificate. of compliance were previously reviewed at Meeting No.
252.
Copies of the handouts used in the presentation are provided as Attachments A,
and B to this attachment.
BACKGROUND
The Federal Register notice containing the final rule was the primary element
of the review package. A copy is provided in Attachment C to this attachment.
In addition, the CRGR received copies of the regulatory analysis, the
certificate of compliance and the safety evaluation report. Copies of these
documents are provided in Attachments D, E and F to this attachment.
CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION
The CRGR supported the rule subject to:
1.

revision of the package to address a number of CRGR comments; it
was agreed that the revisions would be coordinated with the CRGR
staff, and

2.

resolution of CRGR questions about the response to Comment N.1 on
physical security; it was agreed that the resolution would be
circulated to the CRGR members for review.

Comments discussed at the meeting include the following.

A.

Federal Register notice:
1.

Perhaps more emphasis should be placed on the experience that has
accumulated with similar casks that are in use under site licenses
(rather than a general license).

2.

p. 9, say "The staff concluded that design requirements were met
in a conservative manner, ensuring that margins of safety ...

3.

p. 10, say "...

4.

p. 10, say "the staff evaluated jamming of the transfer cask while
in the spent fuel pool and found it to be unlikely."

5.

p. 13, say "The DSC provides containment.
provide confinement of fuel pellets."

6.

p. 13, say "design of the transport mechanism and trailer to
industry standards is sufficient."

7.

p. 16, comment B.4, the response should include sabotage.

8.

p. 19, correct and clarify the discussion of corrosion rates.

9.

p. 21, comment C-5, the response should address each of the three
elements in the comment.

10.

p. 22, comment C-6, say "The optical equipment ...

11.

p. 24, say "air flow measurements are not required."

12.

p. 26, comment D.4, say that the NRC is not providing the
procedures.

13.

p. 28, comment D.6, response, say "Daily temperature measures are
required to provide additional assurance of the thermal

the licensee must verify

The fuel rods/cladding

is not

classified as important to safety because the use of optical
equipment is optional; however, the user is required to ensure
that cask alignment meets the technical specifications associated
with the certificate of compliance."

performance

....

"

and "This requirement was developed and

implemented under general license with the first cask..."
14.

p. 38, comment F.6, say that flight paths are evaluated.

15.

p. 44, comment G.2, say that "A number of commenters wanted a
formal trial type public hearings .

16.

p. 45, comment G.2, say "... the NRC does not intend to hold
formal trial type public hearings ... " and "... 10 CFR 2.804 and
2.805, provides full opportunity ... but does not use formal trial

type hearings of the kind requested by commenters."

B.

Certificate of compliance:
1.

C.

Perhaps cask users should be provided some additional flexibility
with regard to temperature monitoring upon initial use. For
example, it may be acceptable to terminate the special testing at
a heat load less than the maximum allowed (24 kW).

Safety evaluation report:
1.

It should be made clear that individual design basis events, such
as earthquake and tornado, were evaluated separately; the loads
were not combined.

* 2.

The endorsement of AC1-349-85 (in lieu of AC1-349-80 which is
currently approved per Regulatory Guide 3.60) should be evaluated.
For example, it could be a backfit or a relaxation.

3.

Care should be exercised in the use of off-normal vs. normal
conditions-because the allowable stress limits are very different.

STAFF BRIEFING TO CRGR
ON
10 CFR PART 72
Addition of the Standardized NUHOMS Modular System
to the List of Approved Spent Fuel Storage Casks
BY
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
December 7, 1994
Contacts:
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S. Bahadur - 415-6238
- 415-7278
F. Sturz

BACKGROUND
*

PRESENTED DRAFT SER AND DRAFT CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE TO CRGR
ON NOVEMBER 23, 1993.

*

REVISED BOTH DOCUMENTS IN RESPONSE TO THE CONCERNS RAISED BY
CRGR.

*

PUBLISHED A PROPOSED RULEMAKING ON JUNE 2, 1994, FOR A 75-DAY
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD. EXTENDED COMMENT PERIOD FOR ANOTHER
6 WEEKS.

*

RECEIVED 239 COMMENTS IN 27 LETTERS WITH ONE SUPPLEMENT. OHIO
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH APOLOGIZED AND WITHDREW ITS COMMENTS.

*

INCORPORATED PUBLIC COMMENTS. SUBMITTED DRAFT FINAL RULEMAKING
FOR CRGR REVIEW ON DECEMBER 2, 1994. FORWARDED COPIES TO
TECHNICAL EDITOR AND VARIOUS OFFICES FOR CONCURRENCE.

2

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS
*

HLW POLICY QUESTIONS, DOE, REPOSITORY
ENVIRONMENTAL - EIS

-

*

DESIGN, ANALYSES, CONSTRUCTION, INSPECTION OF
STANDARDIZED NUHOMS
-

TIPOVER OR SLIDING ON PAD
DROP OF DSC IN TRANSFER CASK
CORROSION OF DSC
NOT REQUIRED TO HAVE TRANSFER CASK ON SITE AT ALL TIMES, IT

-

SIMILAR DESIGNS IN USE AT OCONEE AND CALVERT CLIFFS

-

*

DAVIS-BESSE SITE SPECIFIC
-

*

CAN BE LEASED FROM VECTRA

CONSTRUCTED ON FLOOD PLAIN
CONTAMINATION OF WATER TABLE
SEISMIC
EIS
HEARING

APPLICATION OF 10 CFR 72.48 TO VENDORS AND GENERAL LICENSEES
-

SIMILAR TO 10 CFR 50.59
PREVIOUSLY APPLIED TO SITE-SPECIFIC LICENSE
SIMILAR LANGUAGE IN CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE, FIRST TIME FOR

APPROVED CASK LISTED IN 10 CFR 72.214

3

CHANGES TO SER AND
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
*

NO CHANGES TO NUHOMS DESIGN.

*

NO MAJOR CHANGE ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

MINOR EDITORIAL CHANGES AND REPORTING PROCEDURES BASED ON

-

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND NRC REVIEW.
-

AVERAGE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENT MOVED TO

SPECIFICATION 1.1.1, ITEM 2.
-

30-DAY PERIOD ADDED FOR SPECIFICATIONS REQUIRING LETTER

REPORT IN THE ACTION STATEMENT.
-

DECONTAMINATION OF THE TRANSFER CASK ADDED TO THE MAXIMUM

DSC REMOVABLE SURFACE CONTAMINATION SPECIFICATION.

*

DSC CORROSION EVALUATION SECTION ADDED TO THE SER BASED ON
PUBLIC COMMENTS.

*

Si UNITS INCLUDED IN SER.

4

FUTURE ACTION

*

SUBMIT THE PACKAGE FOR EDO APPROVAL LATEST BY DECEMBER 13, 1994.

*

PUBLISH FINAL RULE BY DECEMBER 23, 1994, WITH A 30-DAY
IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD.

*

ACCELERATED SCHEDULE IS FOLLOWED TO ALLOW DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR
POWER STATION BEGIN FABRICATION OF DRY CASK CANISTER BY
JANUARY 26, 1995, TO MEET THE AUGUST 1995 LOADING DATE.
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November 26, 1994
Mr. James M. Taylor
Sxecutive Director for Operations
United States Nuclear Regulatory Couuission
Document Control Desk

Washington, D. C.
Subject:

20555

Approval of NUHOMS Dry Fuel Storage System for GOneral
License UaS

Dear Mr. Taylor;
T am writing to you concerning the schedule for certification of the
MUUONS dry fuel storage system which is to be used at the
Davis-Bosse Nuclear Power Gtation (Dm8) next year. In a letter
dated August 25, 1993, we informed the Nuclear Regulatory Comission
(NRC) staff that the NUORN= system had been selected for use at the
system was selected
DBNPS commencing in mid-1995. When the NI=0
in March of 1993, NRC issuance of the Certificate of CoMpliance was
anticipated in let. 1993 or early 1994 based on discuasios with the
Office of Nuclear Material safety and Safeguards (NMS8). Zowever,

slippage of the NRC certification schedule is now jeopardizing our
module in August 1995. Our
schedule for loading the first 1U1M
the NUHN system to be
certifying
rule
final
the
schedule reguires
published in the Federal Register no later than Deaber 27, 1994 or
seek an exemption to allow canister fabrication to begin in
January 1995.
The August 1595 schedule for loading the first NJM5 modules at the
in the spent fuel
care reserv
DtNPS won el ected to preserve full
pool, to not interfere with the schedule for new fuel receipt, and
to

allow aeufficient time to emloete th

loadn

activities

bfore

the onset of inclement winter weather. rull core reserve will be
spent fuel pool during the Tenth Refuling Outage
1 oot in the DM
which is scheduled to begin in April, 1996.
(1OR17)

The fabrication schedule for the NUOMS componlets hae already been
compressed to the minimum.

Dry storage Canister (DSC) fabriastion

must begin by Jauary 2%, 1995 to moet the August 1995 loadLng date.
Operating Componie:
CIoaml Glottic laluminchng
Toledo Edison
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FROM!NUMLEAR LICEMNSI2

419-249-2392

TO!301 524 386i

Docket Number 50-346
License Number MM-3
Serial Numer 2262
wage 2

late the Zulemaking by
Given that the PRC staff La unlikely to
DeceMber 27, 1,94, nth only option In to direct VICTRA to me" an

wzeptioa fxom 10 Cfl72.234 (c) to permit D8C fabricatiom to support
en. usl loading scbdule. Au rex tion places additional hurden on
the XRC staff and will potentially subdect both the IC and TI to
unnecessary criticism an adverse publicity.
I request that you eatablish a fIrm schedule that will result In
cowpletiai of the rulemaking by January 26, 1995 and commit the
necossaxy MC resources to support the oxwqtion request if the
date .
rul*making is not final by th
Sincerel

us

WMO/old

cc:

L. L.

adrum, NRC rojeoct Manager

J. a. martin, Regional AdAnistrator, XRC Region III

6. Btasek, D-l NRC Senior Resident Inepctor
Utility Radiological Safety Board

PAGE!03

[7590-011
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
10 CFR Part 72
RIN 3150-AF02
List of Approved Spent Fuel Storage Casks:

AGENCY:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION:

Final rule.

SUMMARY:

Addition

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is amending its regulations

to add the Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal Modular System to the List of
Approved Spent Fuel Storage Casks.

This amendment will allow holders of power

reactor operating licenses to store spent fuel in this approved cask under a
general license.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

ADDRESSES:

(30 days from date of publication in the Federal Register)

Copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no

significant impact are available for inspection and/or copying for a fee at
the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington,
DC.

Single copies of the environmental assessment and the finding of no

significant impact are available from the individuals listed under the next
heading below.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Mr. Gordon E. Gundersen, Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,
telephone (301) 415-6195, or Dr. Edward Y. S. Shum, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC
20555, telephone (301) 415-7903.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Section 218(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) includes
the following directive:

"The Secretary [of DOE] shall establish a

demonstration program in cooperation with the private sector, for the dry
storage of spent nuclear fuel at civilian nuclear reactor power sites, with
the objective of establishing one or more technologies that the [Nuclear
Regulatory] Commission may, by rule, approve for use at the sites of civilian
need
nuclear power reactors without, to the maximum extent practicable, the
for additional site-specific approvals by the Commission."

After subsequent

DOE technical evaluations and based on a full review of all available data,
rule
the Commission approved dry storage of spent nuclear fuel in a final
final
published in the Federal Register on July 18, 1990 (55 FR 29181). The
rule established a new Subpart K within 10 CFR Part 72 entitled "General
License for Storage of Spent Fuel at Power Reactor Sites."
the
Irradiated reactor fuel has been handled under dry conditions since
mid-1940's when irradiated fuel examinations began in hot cells.

Light water

1960.
reactor fuel has been examined dry, in hot cells since approximately
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Some of these fuels have been stored continuously at hot cells under dry
conditions for approximately two decades.
fuel in dry casks is extensive.

Experience with storage of.spent

(54 FR 19379 (1990)).

Further, as discussed

below the United States has extensive experience in the licensing and safe
operation of independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSI's).

By the

end of 1994 six site-specific licenses for dry cask storage will have been
issued.

They are:

Virginia Power's Surry Station, issued July 2, 1986;

1986;
Carolina Power and Light"s (CP&L) HB Robinson Station, issued August 13,
Duke Power's Oconee Station, issued January 29, 1990; Public Service of
and
Colorado's Fort St. Vrain facility, issued November 4, 1991; Baltimore Gas
Electric's (BG&E) Calvert Cliffs Station, issued November 25, 1992; and
issued
Northern States Power's (NSP) Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant,
October 19, 1993. All except NSP have commenced operation and loaded fuel.
As of the end of 1994, these utilities have dry storage spent fuel inventories
530
of approximately, 500 assemblies at Virginia Power, 60 assemblies at CP&L,
assemblies at Duke Power, 1480 fuel elements at Public Service of Colorado;
190 assemblies at BG&E; and NSP plans to store soon.
In May 1993, Consumers Power's Palisades Station commenced operation and
72,
loaded fuel under the provisions of the general license in 10 CFR Part
at
Subpart K. As of the end of 1994, approximately 168 assemblies are stored
Palisades.
As a result of the growing use of dry storage technology, NRC has gained
over 35 staff years of experience in the review and licensing of dry spent
agency
fuel storage systems. To further support the NRC technical staff, the
draws upon the knowledge and experience of outside scientist and engineers
of the
recognized as experts within their respective fields in the performance
3
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submitted by
independent safety analysis of the system and component designs
of numerous
applicants for dry cask licenses or certification. Reviews
of
applications, seeking either site-specific licenses, certificates
over the past
compliance or approvals of topical reports, have been conducted
eight years.
in the
More recently, the NRC published a notice of proposed rulemaking
to amend
Federal Register on June 2, 1994 (59 FR 28496) which proposed
cask (i.e., the
10 CFR 72.214 to include one additional spent fuel storage
Modular Storage
VECTRA Technologies, Inc., Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal
that power reactor
System) on the list of approved spent fuel storage casks
issued by NRC in
licensees may use under the provisions of a general license
NUHOMS consists
accordance with 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart K. The Standardized
water
of two systems: (1) The NUHOMS-24P holds 24 specified pressurized
52 specified
reactor spent fuel assemblies and; (2) The NUHOMS-52B holds
boiling water reactor spent fuel assemblies.
period on
Subsequent to the expiration of the 75-day public comment
1994, for a 6-week
August 16, 1994, NRC received a request, dated August 11,
Sierra Club on behalf
extension of the comment period from Connie Kline of the
several proprietary
of 12 citizen groups. The extension request asserted that
to the public for
documents related to this rulemaking were not available
The NRC granted
approximately 2 weeks at the beginning of the comment period.
the public comment
the request on August 29, 1994 (59 FR 44381) by extending
period to September 30, 1994.
Services, Inc.)
VECTRA Technologies, Inc. (formerly Pacific Nuclear Fuel
"Safety Analysis
submitted to the NRC, a Safety Analysis Report (SAR) entitled
System for
Report for the Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal Modular Storage
4
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Irradiated Nuclear Fuel," NUH-003, Revision 2, dated November 1993.
Subsequently, it provided additional information to the NRC related to the
SAR.

In March 1994, the NRC issued a draft Safety Evaluation Report (SER)

entitled "Safety Evaluation Report of Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
Safety Analysis Report for the Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal Storage System
for Irradiated Nuclear Fuel" approving the SAR.

The NRC issued a draft

Certificate of Compliance by letter to Mr. Robert D. Quinn from Mr. Frederick
-C.Sturz dated April 28, 1994.

These documents are part of the docket and

record that support the notice of proposed rulemaking published in the Federal
Register on June 2, 1994.
The objective of 10 CFR Part 72 is to protect the public health and
safety by providing for the safe confinement of the stored fuel and preventing
the degradation of the fuel cladding.

The review criteria used by the NRC for

review and approval of dry cask storage under 10 CFR Part 72 consider the
following factors:

siting, design, quality assurance, emergency planning,

training, and physical protection of the fuel.

Included in the review of a

specific system, either for a certificate of compliance or a site-specific
license, are the following phenomena:

earthquakes, high winds, tornados,

tornado driven missiles, lightning, and floods.

In addition, applicants must

demonstrate to NRC's satisfaction that their proposed dry cask system will
resist man-made events such as explosions, fire, and drop or tipover
accidents.'
Based on further staff review and analysis of public comments, both the
SER and Certificate of Compliance for the Stardardized NUHOMS were modified.

'The design bases for these events and accidents are contained within
10 CFR Part 72.
5

of
Section M contains a description of changes to the SER and Certificate
Compliance in response to public comments. The NRC finds that the
in accordance
Standardized NUHOMS, as designed and when fabricated and used
meets the
with the conditions specified in its Certificate of Compliance,
NUHOMS, as
requirements of 10 CFR Part 72. Thus, use of the Standardized
public health and
approved by the NRC, will provide adequate protection of the
With this rulemaking, NRC is approving the use of
safety and the environment.
72,
the Standardized NUHOMS under the general license in 10 CFR Part
10 CFR
Subpart K, by holders of power reactor operating licenses under
to
Simultaneously, NRC is issuing a final Certificate of Compliance
Register). A
be effective on (30 days from date of publication in the Federal
inspection and
copy of the Certificate of Compliance is available for public
NW. (Lower
copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street,
Part 50.

Level), Washington, DC.

Public Responses

In response to the proposed addition of the Standardized NUHOMS,
from individuals,
239 comments in 27 letters with one supplement were received
industry
public interest groups, an environmental group, an association,
Many of these
representatives, a City, States, and one Federal Agency.
together and
letters contained similar comments, which have been grouped
into 15 broad
addressed as a single issue. All comments have been grouped
herein is a
issues designated A though 0. For each broad issue included
to those comments.
summary of the comments and an NRC analysis and response
that include the
The NRC has identified and responded to 89 separate issues
6
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significant points raised by each commenter.
for public
Public comment letters on the proposed rule are available
Document Room.
inspection and copying for a fee at the Commissions Public
waste and the use
A number of comments related to disposal of high-level
these comments
of dry cask storage technology in general. Examples of
include:
the
-The Federal government's failure to resolve questions about
and public
permanent storage of nuclear wastes leaves both the plant
with limited options:

additional-storage in pools, additional storage

in dry casks or plant shutdown.

The Federal government has an

storage. It
obligation to resolve the issue of permanent or interim
so, as
would be difficult to overstate the need for dispatch in doing
problem.
hundreds of American communities will eventually face this
Edison Company's
-It is not fair to the public of Ohio to link Toledo
with
attempts to continue the safe storage of its nuclear fuel
every other
insistence by others that we shut down Davis-Besse and
nuclear plant in the country.
Department of
-Only dry storage casks that are compatible with future
Energy (DOE) interim or permanent storage operation, including
license and
transportation, should be approved for use under the general
listed in 10 CFR 72.214.

relating to the
These comments deal with broad policy and program issues
the Department
storage and disposal of high-level radioactive waste including
will find a summary of
of Energy's repository program. However, commenters
Group G. Many comments
relevant information on many of these broad issues in
7
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being
were directed at the Standardized NUHOMS-24P with only a few comments
specific to the Standardized NUHOMS-52B.
Many commenters discussed topics that were not the subject of this
as a part of
rulemaking and thus were not specifically addressed by the staff
to the use of
this final rulemaking action. These comments express opposition
dry cask storage and included suggestions such as the following:
down;
(1) nuclear plants generating radioactive waste should be shut
the
(2) the production of radioactive waste should be stopped when
full;
existing spent fuel pool (and off-load-reactor capacity) is
storage
(3) a formal hearing should be required at each site using dry
casks;
(4) the Davis-Besse plant should be shut down;
sites
(5) the use of nuclear power should be stopped and existing
cleaned up;
cask;
(6) the problems Palisades experienced in using the VSC-24
(7) alternative forms of power should be used;
dry cask
Finally, many commenters expressed concern over the ability of
to safely store
storage designs, presumably including the Standardized NUHOMS,
a small but
spent fuel. The following responses to these comments reflect
environmental
important portion of the NRC's review of health, safety, and
is designed to
aspects of the Standardized NUHOMS, to ensure that the cask
under both
provide protection of the public health and safety and environment
conditions. Dry
normal conditions and severe, unlikely, but credible accident
to provide
cask storage systems are massive devices, designed and analyzed
fuel in a safe
shielding from direct exposure to radiation, confine the spent
environment. They
storage condition, and prevent releases of radiation to the
8
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are designed to perform these tasks relying on passive heat removal and
human
confinement systems without moving parts and with minimal reliance on
The
intervention to safely fulfill their function for the term of storage.
to
designs include margins of safety under both normal and accident conditions
and safety,
provide additional assurance of protection for the public health
the common defense and security, and the environment.

Analysis of Public Comment

and
A. A number of commenters raised issues relating to cask handling
the ability of the cask to withstand drop and tipover accidents.

A.1.

Comment.

Several commenters wanted the transfer cask containing

possible drop,
the Dry Storage Canister (DSC) to be analyzed for the maximum
spent fuel
regardless of whether that drop can occur inside or outside the
building.

the
One commenter alleged that a drop of the transfer cask into

spent fuel pool would damage fuel assemblies in the pool.

Another commenter

pool. What
was concerned about jamming the transfer cask in the spent fuel
Would the
would happen to the cask if jammed fuel could not be extricated?
entire 40 ton transfer cask be left in the fuel pool?
Response.

Use of the Standardized NUHOMS inside the fuel handling

50 reactor
building would be conducted in accordance with the 10 CFR Part
loading,
operating license. These cask handling operations, including
as required
retrieval, and training must be evaluated by tie general licensee,
and can be
by 10 CFR 72.212(b)(4), to ensure that procedures are clear
drop events and
conducted safely. Load handling activities and possible load
9

structural and radiological consequences related to transfer cask drops inside
the spent fuel building are subject to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. Thus,
the licensee must determine whether the activities involve any unreviewed
facility safety question or change in facility technical specifications.

The

transfer cask and DSC designs were evaluated by the NRC against the criteria
of
for controlling heavy loads found in NRC publication NUREG-0612 ("Control
Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants") and American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) N14.6, "Special Lifting Devices for Shipping Containers
Weighing 10,000 Pounds or More." The lifting yoke associated with the
to
transfer cask is a special purpose device designed to ANSI N14.6 criteria
the DSC
ensure that the yoke can safely lift the wet transfer cask containing
DSC
out of the spent fuel pool and can safely lift the dry transfer cask and
to the transport trailer. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, for those reactor plants
with a shipping cask drop analysis, the facility staff must verify that the
shipping cask drop analysis adequately describes the consequences of a
exists.
postulated transfer cask drop and that no unreviewed safety question
the
For those reactor plants that may lack a shipping cask drop analysis,
CFR
facility staffs must perform a transfer cask drop analysis pursuant to 10
50.59.
Specific requirements for lifting heavy loads are contained in the
jamming
Certificate of Compliance and SER. These include: The possibility of
most
a transfer cask while in the spent fuel pool is highly unlikely. In
fuel
reactor plants, the cask loading pit is generally separate from the spent
by
pool, and the cask is prevented from traveling over the spent fuel pool
become
controls on the bridge crane. Therefore, the transfer cask could not
jammed while in the spent fuel pool.
10

A.2.

Comment.

can be lifted to 80

the DSC
One commenter asked why the transfer cask with
it has to
inches outside the spent fuel pool building when

from above 15 inches.
be unloaded and inspected for damage if it drops

Why

not limit the height to 15 inches?
on the transport
Response. The transfer cask with the DSC rides
and therefore, was analyzed for
trailer at a height of greater than 15 inches,
from a height between 15 and 80
a drop from that height (80 inches). A drop
hazard. However, to ensure
inches does not pose a public health and safety
and inspected for damage.
safety the NRC requires the DSC to be unloaded
the tip over analysis or
A.3. Comment. One commenter asked what was
drop analysis result.
analyses
The tipover, end drops, and horizontal drop
the Standardized NUHOMS design.
form part of the structural design basis for
and tipover analyses in SAR,
The designer, VECTRA, described these drop
vendor's analyses is described in
Section 8.2.5. The NRC's evaluation of the
of these analyses to be
SER, Section 3.2.2.3E. The NRC found the results
were all within the allowable
satisfactory, because the calculated stresses
Engineers (ASME) Code.
criteria of the American Society of Mechanical
Section 1.1.1 of the draft
A.4. Comment. Several commenters, citing
cask drop accident in the
Certificate of Compliance, requested the postulated
the list of parameters and analyses
plant fuel handling area to be included in
user (10 CFR 50.59 safety
that will need verification by the system
Response.

evaluation).
of
As stated in Section 1.1.1 of the draft Certificate
the user, before use of the
Compliance, a holder of a 10 CFR Part 50 license,
determine whether activities
general license under 10 CFR Part 72, must
Response.
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unreviewed facility safety
related to storage of spent fuel involve any
specifications as provided under
issues, or changes in facility technical
possible drop of a spent fuel
10 CFR 50.59. Fuel handling, including the
to be verified. Fuel handling
cask, would be among the activities required
are routine operations within the
which includes spent fuels and fresh fuels
regulation under 10 CFR Part 50.
nuclear power plant that are subject to NRC
to establish operating
A holder of a 10 CFR Part 50 license is required
emergency planning to address a
-procedures for spent fuel handling and provide
fuel handling area (Certificate
potential cask drop accident in the reactor's
the NRC considers it is already
of Compliance, Section 1.1.4). Therefore,
nuclear power plant should be
clear that the spent fuel operation in the
of a spent fuel cask does not raise
evaluated to verify that the possible drop
technical specification
an unreviewed safety issue or require a facility
Part 50.
change appropriately regulated under 10 CFR
there is no place to unload
A.5. Comment. One commenter stated that
breach. There is no indication that
the spent fuel in the event of a canister
or transport mechanism to move
the canister, the canister lifting mechanism
equipment or have been designed
the canister into the cask are nuclear grade
the canister, thereby circumventing
to prevent a single failure from breaching
provided by the canister wall
the protection provided by the sole barrier
itself.
must be
10 CFR 72.122(1) provides that storage systems
spent fuel in storage. A general
designed to allow ready retrieval of the
maintain the capability to unload a
licensee using an NRC approved cask must
the capability to unload a
cask. Typically, this will be done by maintaining
other options are under
cask in the reactor fuel pool. In addition,
Response.

outside the reactor pool. With
development that would permit unloading a cask
the DSC, or canister, is designed to
respect to canister equipment and design,
(BPVC), Section III, Subsection NB.
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
the canister to be unloaded,
In the unlikely event of a breech that required
spent fuel pool. Therefore, it is
the canister can be returned to the reactor
a canister. In addition, other
not correct that there is not place to unload
permit unloading a canister outside
options are under development that would
to provide a secondary confinement
the reactor pool. The DSC is considered
provide primary confinement. Only
barrier and the cladding of the fuel rods
are permitted to be stored under
intact fuel assemblies with no gross damage
Storage Module (HSM) is designed
the rules of 10 CFR Part 72. The Horizontal
which is the required code for
to American Concrete Institute (ACI) 349,
The transfer cask is designed
nuclear structures made of reinforced concrete.
Subsection NC; ANSI-N14.6 for heavy
according to the ASME BPVC, Section III,
and NUREG/CR 1815 for impact testing.
loads; ANSI-50.9 for load combinations;
such exacting standards of
Because the cask itself is required to meet
the trailer which are necessary to
construction, the transport mechanism and
to be important to safety.
move the canister into the HSM are not considered
to meet nuclear grade equipment
Therefore, they do not need to be designed
standards.
relating to releases of
B. A number of commenters raised issues
and leakage from the casks under
radioactivity from surface contamination
normal and accident conditions.
Compliance
One commenter pointed out Certificate of
have a section stating what action is
Surveillance Requirement 1.2.12 does not
B.1.

Comment.
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transfer cask exceed limits after
to be taken when contamination level in the
HSM.
the DSC has been transferred to the concrete
Requirement
Response. The Certificate of Compliance Surveillance
that decontamination of the
in Section 1.2.12 has been modified to clarify
contamination limit is exceeded.
transfer cask is required if the surface
the seismic events at the
B.2. Comment. One commenter concerned with
a displacement pulse of 60 cm.,
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station stated that
Desert northeast of Los
as observed in the Lander's quake in the Mojave
and allow a substantial release of
Angeles, would completely destroy the HSM
radioactivity from the fuel within.
same at
The potential for a seismic event is not the
For Davis-Besse, the maximum ground
every reactor site in the United States.
inches corresponding to a 0.15g
displacement has been calculated to be 3.33
less than the displacement
maximum ground acceleration. This is substantially
to be well within the design of the
observed in the Lander's quake and appears
using the Standardized NUHOMS,
Standardized NUHOMS. Each general licensee
their evaluation to determine
including Davis-Besse, is required to document
seismic events, envelope the cask
that the reactor site parameters, including
ResDonse.

SER.
design basis, as specified in its SAR and
Wisconsin Public Service
B.3. Comment. One commenter, citing a
(EIS) for Point Beach, asked
Commission draft environmental impact statement
casks have a greater potential to
for an explanation of why NUHOMS and metal
Nuclear Associates ventilated
spread contamination than the Pacific Sierra
storage cask (VSC) system, VSC-24 cask.
of the
The specific rationale that forms the basis
Commission's draft EIS for Point
statement in the Wisconsin Public Service
Response.
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The decontamination requirements for the two
loaded into the ventilated concrete
designs are comparable. The VSC-24 DSC is
transported from inside the
cask (VCC) forming the VSC. The VSC is then
pad. During the movement and
reactor auxiliary building to the storage
clean having not been exposed
storage of the VCC, the exterior surface remains
NUHOMS DSC is moved in the
to contamination in the spent fuel pool. The
the horizontal storage module in
transfer cask from the reactor building to
been in the spent fuel pool, it may
the field. Because, the transfer cask has
which have the potential to
have small amounts of external contamination
potential contamination could not be
spread during transit. However, any such
contamination, worker's dose, and
significant. NRC requires that the surface
for the operation of the ISFSI
environmental dose limits must all be met
Each 10 CFR Part 50 licensee must
including during any transfer operations.
operations to ensure that
have a radiation protection program to monitor
exposure to radiation are below
surface contamination and worker and public
achievable (ALARA). Past
acceptable levels and as low as is reasonably
are well below all NRC limits.
operation of the NUHOMS shows that the doses
that heat generated by
B.4. Comment. One commenter "is concerned

Beach was not documented.

force, the presence of free
fission product decay may provide the driving
way, provide a
moisture in water-logged fuel may, in a non-mechanistic
and the ambient air
transport mechanism for fission product release
may provide (an unmonitored)
circulating through the cask concrete structure
pathway to the biosphere."
possibility of insufficient

One commenter remained concerned about the
DSC.
drying of the fuel before placement in the

Northwest Laboratory Report PNLAnother commenter, citing Battelle Pacific
fuel during vacuum drying,
5987 on the removal of moisture from degraded
15

release that
contends that the mechanism for free moisture and radionuclide
by sabotage, have not
pertain in normal or upset conditions, such as caused
been simulated adequately.
Response.

The DSC is a closed vessel.

There is no path available

the atmosphere. During
for release of fission products from inside the DSC to
the HSM and around
normal operation, the circulating air, as it passes through
in contact with and
the outside of the DSC to remove the heat, never comes
cavity of the DSC.
therefore, could not remove fission products from the
were postulated and
Moreover, design basis accidents under upset conditions
the heat generated from
analyzed in the SAR and SER. These analyses show that
the DSC and therefore, could
fission product decay is not capable of breeching
Further, it is
not provide the driving force for a release of radioactivity.
will remain in the fuel
not expected that any significant amount of moisture
after it has been loaded
after it is loaded in to the DSC. The fuel is dried
the DSC shell. The
into the DSC and the topcover plate seal welded to
a vacuum pressure of less
Certificate of Compliance requires two pump-downs to
30 minutes. A stable
than 3mm Hg each with a holding time of greater than
all liquid water has
vacuum pressure of less than 3mm Hg indicates that
evaporated in the DSC cavity.

on monitoring,
C. A number of comments were received that focused
with dry cask storage of
surveillance, and inspection activities associated
NUHOMS.
spent fuel, particularly as they relate to the Standardized
nor
One commenter stated that there are neither active
nor are there active
passive systems in place to mitigate barrier breaches,
occurred. There are no
radiation monitors that would indicate a breach has
C.1.

Comment.
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The commenter
monitored drains and sumps nor are there retention basins.
the health and safety of
stated the cask is insufficient to be relied upon for
Ohioans.
Response.

The Certificate of Compliance (Section 1.3) for the

requirements that are
Standardized NUHOMS includes surveillance and monitoring
to assure that
more than sufficient to detect cask degradation in time
addition, radiation
adequate corrective actions can and will be taken. In
detect any radiation
monitoring and environmental monitoring programs would
leak in excess of NRC limits from an NRC approved cask.
where it
The NRC has in some instances required continuous monitoring
when a corrective action
believes continuous monitoring is needed to determine
the NRC has accepted
needs to be taken. To date, under the general license,
as an indicator
continuous pressure monitoring of the inert helium atmosphere
for dry spent fuel
of acceptable performance of mechanical closure seals
storage casks.
for the
However, the NRC does not consider such continuous monitoring
because: (1) there are
Standardized NUHOMS double-weld seals to be necessary
cause the seal to fail
no known long-term degradation mechanisms which would
of corrosion has
within the design life of the DSC and (2) the possibility
These conditions
been included in the design (see SER Section 3.2.2.5).
Therefore, an
ensure that the internal helium atmosphere will remain.
is not necessary.
individual continuous monitoring device for each HSM
casks including
However, the NRC considers that other forms of monitoring
and application of
periodic surveillance, inspection and survey requirements,
of 10 CFR Part 50
preexisting radiological environmental monitoring programs
with seal weld closures can
licensee during the period of use of the canisters
17

adequately satisfy NRC requirements.
control systems to
With respect to the issue of instrumentation and
the user of the Standardized
monitor systems which are important to safety,
and in Section 1.3.2 of the
NUHOMS will, as provided in Chapter 14 of the SER
by a temperature measurement,
Certificate of Compliance, be required to verify
to identify conditions which
the cask thermal performance on a daily basis
The cask user will
threaten to approach cask design temperature criteria.
of the cask air inlets
also be required to conduct a daily visual surveillance
and Section 1.3.1 of the
and outlets as required by Chapter 14 of the SER
Certificate of Compliance.
important to safety,
While the HSM and DSC are considered components
same sense as spent fuel pool
they are not considered operating systems in the
may require other
cooling water systems or ventilation systems which
functioning. Hence, due
instrumentation and control systems to ensure proper
and surveillance activities are
to this passive design, temperature monitoring
assure adequate protection of
appropriate and sufficient for this design, to
the public health and safety.

been

vessel which has
Since the Standardized NUHOMS DSC is a welded closed
is no routine
decontaminated prior to being placed in a HSM, there

a retention basin or sump.
radioactive liquid generation that would require
of becoming contaminated,
Water entering the storage area has no mechanism
expected to be dried by the
since the DSC is enclosed within the HSM and is
heat generated during storage.
One commenter expressed concern over the possible
because of exposure to water
external corrosion of the stainless steel DSC
about corrosion of
over decades. Another commenter expressed concern
C.2.

Comment.
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While stainless
stainless steel under conditions of indefinite duration.
the plumbing fixture
steel corrodes less rapidly than carbon steel, even
and corrosion under
industry is finding unexpected stainless steel pitting
Another commenter stated
conditions far less intense than those in a DSC.
of the DSC for corrosion
that the system is not designed for remote inspection
the DSC is to return
while it is in the HSM and that the only way to inspect
the DSC is needed to
it to the spent fuel pool. Periodic inspection of
by unknown mechanisms.
preclude unidentified gradual canister deterioration
for the NUHOMS in the
Another commenter inquired about a checking system
(DSC) and the support
future. How will corrosion be evaluated on the canister
accumulate moisture and
rails inside the HSM? Is it possible for them to
storage? What check is
corrode together over the possible many years of
be removed at the end
required on this possibility that the canister couldn't
of cask life?
ResDonse.
to external water.
stainless steels a

The DSC is enclosed within the HSM and is not exposed

Laboratory experiments have indicated for similar
year.
general corrosion rate of less than 0.001 inches per

bound DSC corrosion than
The NRC believes these experiments more accurately
design life of the DSC,
experiences in unrelated industries. For a 50-year
in exceeding a corrosion
the expected corrosion would therefore not result
DSC from performing its
depth of 0.0025 inches. This will not affect the
rates expected for
intended safety functions. Because of the low corrosion
of the DSC are not
stainless steel, periodic inspections for deterioration
be noted that the
deemed necessary, therefore, not required. It should
alloy steel applied to the
support rails for the DSC have an extremely hard
and are coated with a dry film
sliding surface, are ground to a smooth finish,
19

lubricant to prevent corrosion and to reduce the coefficient of friction.
Furthermore, as indicated above, the environment inside the HSM is protected
from rain; it is also kept dry due to the heat load from the DSC.

Therefore,

and the hard
it is highly unlikely that corrosion between the stainless steel
extent.
alloy steel surface of the support rail will occur to any significant
of
These conclusions and analyses regarding the very small likelihood
can be
corrosion indicate that there is reasonable assurance that the DSC
removed from the HSM when required.
C.3.

Comment.

One commenter questioned whether the screens between the

and how
casks, which are essential to cooling, will remain clear of debris
was
they can be cleaned if they become partially clogged. Another commenter
concerned how the roof screen was inspected.

It seems likely that insects,

the outlet
animals, and birds will be attracted to the warm air coming from
particularly
vents. Several commenters remained concerned about vent blockage
of midges
from insects such as paper wasps which build huge nests and swarms
and
common to the Great Lakes which can completely cover and block screening
vents.

How are the screens attached?
Response.

As stated in the Certificate of Compliance, a licensee using

of the
the Standardized NUHOMS must conduct a daily visual surveillance
In
exterior of air inlets and outlets (front wall and roof bird screen).
to ensure no
addition, the licensee must perform a daily close-up inspection
If the
material accumulates between the modules to block the air flow.
to clear
surveillance shows blockage of air vents, the licensee is required
of the
the vent blockage by following procedures developed by each user
replace the
Standardized NUHOMS. If the screen is damaged, the licensee must
should
screen. The required daily surveillance and temperature measurements
20

or birds
readily detect blockage of the vents or screens by insects, animals,
before
in a timely manner so as to lead to the removal of the obstruction
damage occurs due to high temperatures.

The bird screen is made of stainless

are attached to
steel wire cloth tack welded to stainless steel strips which
the HSM with stainless steel wedge anchors.
C.4.

Comment.

One commenter expressed concern about the presence of

at other waste
burrowing and other nuisance animals that have posed problems
sites.
Response.

Burrowing and other nuisance animals are not expected

to pose problems for the Standardized NUHOMS.

Because of the robust system

material or cause
design, animals will not be able to get to the radioactive
material.
damage such that water could cause movement of the radioactive
to safety related
Burrowing under the concrete pad would not cause damage
be detected by the
components. Further, large scale burrowing would likely
of the storage
daily surveillance or other activities related to the operation
area.
C.5.

Comment.

One commenter wanted additional radiation monitoring

NUHOMS designs.
because of the calculated higher dose rates over previous
of maintaining
These higher dose rates are not consistent with the objective
should provide
occupational exposures ALARA. Site-specific applications
10 CFR Part 20
detailed procedures and plans to meet ALARA guidelines and
requirements with respect to operation and maintenance.
Response. NRC agrees with the comment. For a site-specific
with 10 CFR Parts
application, NRC requires detailed procedures, in compliance
operation and
20, 50, and 72 with ALARA taken into consideration for
as installation of
maintenance of the ISFSI. Additional monitoring, such
21

for workers is
thermoluminescent dosimeters around the ISFSI and monitoring
required.
C.6.

Comment.

One commenter was concerned about the optical survey

prior to transfer.
equipment used to align the transfer cask with the HSM
regulations apply?
What checks are due on this optical equipment and what
Response.

The optical equipment, used to align the transfer cask

with the HSM is not classified as important to safety.

Therefore, no checks

are required.
C.7.

Comment.

One commenter wants to know who evaluates the insertion

is the result of
or retrieval of the DSC for excessive vibration and what
released?
excessive vibration. Wouldn't this allow crud to be
The NRC Certificate of Compliance, Section 1.2.9
system during DSC
provides that the cask user shall observe the transfer
vibration does not
insertion or retrieval to ensure that motion' or excessive
to be taken by the cask
occur. It also prescribes certain follow-up actions
and excessive
user in the event that alignment tolerances are exceeded
could dislodge
vibration occurs. It is possible that excessive vibration
DSC and would not be
crud; however the crud would be continued within the
vessel. Any later
released to the atmosphere because the DSC is a sealed
which should
opening of the DSC will be done under controlled conditions
the environment.
safely contain the crud and prevent its release to
to set definite
C.8. Comment. Several commenters wanted the NRC
including the daily
methods for the required surveillance and monitoring,
uniform and standardized
temperature measurements, of NUHOMS so that data is
reactor locations.
for future reference on different modules at different
Strandardized
Response. The NRC Certificate of Compliance for the
Response.
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licensee or vendor
NUHOMS has required temperature measurements; however, the
requirements
has latitude in determining how the performance based temperature
The NRC is not convinced that the possible benefits of a

will be met.

or technique
uniform, but prescriptive, surveillance and monitoring system
users to design an
would outweigh the costs of curtailing the freedom of cask
Collection of uniform
implementation scheme suited to their individual needs.
regulatory need
data for possible future reference, but without a specific
affect safety without
could lead to additional worker's exposure, or adversely
any offsetting benefit.
C.9.

Comment.

One commenter asked about the design life of this

NUHOMS module and on what documents this is based.

Will the canister be

be opened to the
removed from the concrete module at a specific time and
contents?
Response.

The design life of the Standardized NUHOMS is 50 years

as described in the SAR.

The Certificate of Compliance has a 20 year approval

following a safety
period which can be renewed by NRC for another 20 years
the canister will
reevaluation. It is expected that at the end of operation,
the spent fuel pool
be removed from the concrete module and will be opened in
The fuel will be
facility or an adequate dry environment alternative.
transportation and
transferred to an NRC approved shipping cask for off-site
ultimate disposal by the Department of Energy.
C.10.

Comment.

One commenter believed it prudent to monitor

excursions are not
temperature and air flow to ensure that temperature
experienced.
Response.

NRC believes the required temperature measurement as

Compliance, plus the daily
stated in Specification 1.3.2 of the Certificate of
23

adequate to ensure
visual inspection of HSM air inlets and outlets, will be
are not experienced and to
temperature excursions exceeding the design basis
to maintain safe storage
determine when corrective action needs to be taken
reliable indicator of thermal
conditions. Air flow measurements are not a
will be used to monitor the
conditions; therefore, temperature measurements
thermal performance of the system.
related to the
D. A number of commenters raised technical issues
thermal performance of the
thermal analysis of the Standardized NUHOMS and
conditions.
system under normal, off-normal, and accident
the interest of ALARA
D.1. Comment. Several commenters wanted, in
kW heat removal capacity to
principles, the verification of approximately 24
wanted the NUHOMS tested
be done using an artificial heat load. One commenter
Idaho National Engineering
with a full heat load at a testing site like
site that may load it with a
Laboratory (INEL), not tested at each reactor
cited the ALARA
higher heat generation rate fuel. Another commenter
though design basis fuel is
philosophy of loading the oldest fuel first even
of the requirement to calculate
on site. Several commenters wanted deletion
of draft Certificate of
the temperature rise for each (literal interpretation
less than the design limit of
Compliance) HSM loaded with canisters producing
are not normally provided the
24 kW for the following reasons: (1) Users
(2) The 100 degree F rise
vendor's analytical models for this calculation;
load ensures that all safety
calculated for the design basis maximum heat
Since 24 kW is the limit, virtually
limits are met for concrete and fuel; (3)
an undue burden on the user to
all of the HSMs will be affected. This places
considering the inherent
"baseline" the predicted delta-T by calculation,
24

Specification 1.3.1 ensures
safety margins of the system; and (4) Technical
measurement of low temperature rise
that air flow is not blocked, so a false
cannot occur.
the oldest
A licensee is not required by NRC to load
ALARA, it may do so. However, each
fuel first; however, in the interest of
allowed in a DSC, the licensee
time hotter fuel is loaded up to the maximum
of the system. For fuel
would need to verify the heat removal performance
of the system, the heat removal
producing less heat than the design limits
must be verified by
capacity of the system determined by calculation
be repeated each time a DSC is
temperature measurements. This process must
system designed heat load is
loaded with hotter fuel until the maximum
spent fuel producing 24 kW heat must not
reached. The system when loaded with
0
difference of more than 100 F for
temperature
outlet
vent
and
ambient
an
have
years. This verification process is
fuel cooled equal to or more than five
of each licensee is performing as
required to confirm that the as built system
heat source to test an initial
designed. A licensee could use an artificial
prior to loading fuel. However, this
cask at a bounding heat load of 24 kW
removal capacity of the system; it
test would only verify the spent fuel heat
Experience has shown that adequate
would not verify as-build performance.
at the reactor site. Therefore,
verification testing can be performed
site like INEL would not provide
performing the verification at a testing
Response.

additional safety margins.
conflicting
Several commenters pointed out possible
in the surveillance requirements.
statements about temperature measurements
capacity test, temperatures are
In discussions about the heat removal
Daily temperature measurements on
determined only during the test period.
D.2.

Comment.
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each HSM are required to verify thermal performance.
programs have
Response. These two temperature measurement
the
Temperature measurements by licensees to verify
until equilibrium is reached.
heat capacity calculations need only be done
are intended to demonstrate
The daily temperature measurements by licensees
over the life of the HSM and
continue safe operation within specified limits
in the initial period to verify
may not be the same type of measurement done
different objectives.

heat renewal capacity.
D.3.

Comment.

of
One commenter was concerned about the adequacy

the country. The commenter cited
cooling under all atmospheric conditions in
no wind.
humidity over 90%, temperature over 100, and
requirements for
Response. 10 CFR 72.212(b) contains regulatory
general licensee users of dry storage casks.

Each user must verify that the

reactor site for the
following conditions are not exceeded at their
temperature with solar
Standardized NUHOMS: the maximum average yearly
is 1000F; and the maximum
incidence is 70'F; the average daily temperature
If the power reactor site
0
temperature is 125 F with incident solar radiation.
criteria, the Standardized
high temperature parameters fall within these
demonstrated in the SAR.
NUHOMS can be safely used at the site, as
to establish procedures to
D.4. Comment. One commenter wants the NRC
the thermal performance of an
measure temperature performance and especially
of adjacent modules as
individual module, and not the combined performance
of Compliance.
stated on page A-23 of the draft Certificate
page cited by the
ResDonse. The requirement stated, on the
to verify a temperature
commenter is a requirement for the licensee
each HSM, not the combined
measurement of the thermal performance for
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performance of adjacent modules.

A cautionary statement is included in the

licensee measurements of air
basis of the specification to ensure that
of an individual module, and
temperatures reflect only the thermal performance
modules.
not the combined performance of adjacent
know how the temperature
D.5. Comment. One commenter wanted to
floor areas are incorporated into the
differences in the roof, side wall, and
daily temperature measurement.
the user is required
Response.* For the first HSM to be emplaced,
temperature difference of the system
to measure the air inlet and air outlet
ensure that the heat capacity of the
at equilibrium. This measurement is to
the concrete temperature criteria will
system will not be exceeded, and that
NUHOMS, this maximum heat capacity is
not be exceeded. For the Standardized
maximum and is the basis for the
24 kW. The 24 kW heat load is the design
cask. The temperature distribution for
thermal hydraulic calculations for the
(i.e., the roof, walls, and
various parts of the HSM have been calculated
differences causing thermal stresses
floor) by the cask vendor. Temperature
duly reported in both the SAR and SER.
in the concrete were evaluated and are
as a part of the overall process for
These calculations were reviewed by NRC
this design approval.
measurements
One commenter stated that daily temperature
air flow, given the requirement to
are not necessary to ensure convective
not obstructed. Site-specific NUHOMS
verify that the inlets and outlets are
the DSC is placed into the HSM, 24 hours
require temperature measurements when
to ensure adequate thermal
later and again at 1 week after loading
D.6.

Comment.

performance.
Response.

The NRC disagrees with this commenter.
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The HSM and DSC

in the Standardized NUHOMS.
are considered components important to safety
provide additional assurance of
Daily temperature measurements by the licensee
components. The NRC made a policy
adequate thermal performance of those cask
of the thermal performance
decision to require daily temperature measurements
approved for use by a general
of all ventilated type dry storage designs,
flow within a concrete
licensee, that rely on convective cooling air
was developed and implemented
neutron/gamma radiation shield. This policy
by the NRC and listed in §72.214
with the first cask of this type approved
cask (58 FR 17967, April 7, 1994).
for use by a general licensee, the VSC-24

about emergency planning
E.. A number of commenters expressed concern
and response contingencies.
E.1.

Comment.

of problems and the

in the event
Several commenters expressed concern that
at
need to off-load fuel (as is the recent situation

in a timely manner due to
Palisades), a transfer cask may not be available
cask itself has experienced problems
inclement weather or because the transfer
expressed concern of-having a
or is being used elsewhere. One commenter
vent blockage to prevent concrete
transfer cask on site within 40 hours of
VECTRA and not at the licensee's
damage. If the transfer cask is leased from
which would require the use of a
site, who is liable if something happens
transfer cask.
The staff has analyzed all design basis accidents
concluded that here will be no
involved from the operation of an ISFSI and
The 40-hour limit on vent
release of radioactive material to the environment.
degradation that might occur over a
blockage is intended to prevent concrete
Response.
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A vent blockage accident would not result in the

long period of storage.

not be breached.
release of radioactive material since the DSC would
to the public health and
Therefore, the NRC believes that the potential risk
obtain the use of a
safety is extremely small during the time needed to
a transfer cask be at an
transfer cask. Thus, there is no requirement that
ISFSI site all the time.
E.2.

Comment.

the fuel in a transfer

of
One commenter expressed concern that during movement
cask or in a storage cask on a transporter was not

analyzed for the effects of tornado winds and missiles.
SER address the
Response. Both the vendor's SAR and NRC staff's
of the transfer cask
effects of tornado winds and missiles during movement
for tornado winds, there is
with a loaded canister. These analyses show that,
subjected to Design Basis
a safety factor of 1.5 against overturning when
generally be adequate for
Tornado winds (a safety factor greater than 1 will
tornado missile penetration
public protection). The transfer cask stability,
calculated and shown to be
resistance, and shell and end plate stresses were
Level D (accident)
below the allowable stresses for ASME BPVC Service
stresses.
E.3.

Comment.

One commenter described an October 1972 storm that

the (pre-operational)
flooded the entire Davis-Besse plant site including
of the site,
reactor building. There has been subsequent flooding
particularly during spring thaws.
Response.

the
Safety analyses by NRC and the cask vendor show

continue to perform
Standardized NUHOMS can withstand floods and will
the licensee changed site
acceptably. With regard to the Davis-Besse site,
the area was built up and
topography during plant construction. Specifically,
29

some dikes were added.
feet International Great

is 585
The plant structures ground floor elevation
of
Lakes Datum (IGLD), which is also the elevation

static water level
The licensing design basis for maximum probable
the HSM and DSC were evaluated for
on the site is 583.7 feet IGLD. As noted,
72.122(b). The HSM can withstand a
flood conditions as required by 10 CFR
and a static head of 50 feet of
maximum water velocity of 15 feet per second
of 50 feet of water. Any site
water. The DSC can withstand a static head
design must evaluate the conditions
which intends to use a Standardized NUHOMS
the design specifications of the
at the.ir site to verify compatibility with

the pad.

system.
relating to the design,
F. A number of commenters raised issues
NUHOMS.
evaluation, and operation of the Standardized
to the fuel to be stored in the
F.1 Comment. Several comments related
control components in assemblies
Standardized NUHOMS. One commenter wanted
criteria. One commenter
addressed in SAR and SER citing DOE acceptance
now being used in pressurized water
questioned how 55,000 MWD/MTU burnup fuel
NUHOMS-24 is rated to handle
reactors will be handled since the Standardized
commenter, citing provisions of
only 40,000 MWD/MTU burnup fuel. Another
NUHOMS designs, stated that higher
current site-specific licensees for other
decay heat and radiological source
burnup should be allowed, provided the
commenter asserted that increased
terms are within limits. Yet another
fuel may potentially increase
fission products from higher enriched
that this needs to be evaluated in the
embrittlement of the fuel cladding and
this would increase the probability
SER. The commenter further alleged that
dry casks.
of more defective fuel being loaded into
30

storage of
The vendor designed the cask system for
fuel assemblies meeting certain
pressurized water or boiling water reactor
the cask system to assemblies meeting
specifications. By limiting the use of
a decision which may partially restrict
these specifications, the vendor made
does not require that a cask be
the use of the cask. However, the NRC
at every reactor site. For example,
universal for all types of fuel or usable
§ 72.214 is usable for boiling water
none of the casks previously listed in
Response.

reactor spent fuel.
fuel and fuel with initial
Currently, the 55,000 MWD/MTU burnup
to remain in the spent fuel pool
enrichments of greater than 4% will have
store fuel with this higher burnup and
because dry spent fuel cask designs to
and evaluated by the NRC.
initial enrichment have not yet been reviewed
safety analysis.
Several comments related to criticality
of using 7.5-year cooled spent fuel
One commenter questioned the conservatism
specified and when older fuel may
when five-year cooled fuel is the minimum
the
inquired about criticality safety if
also be stored in the cask. Another
as might be the case for brittle
original basket geometry were compromised,
basket geometry case, the
failure of a spacer disk. For the compromised
in criticality safety for a helium
commenter also asked about the difference
medium. The commenter, referring to
atmosphere rather than a borated water
why all parties agreed not to spend
July 24, 1992 meeting minutes, inquired
safety calculations.
any resources to make such criticality
criticality safety analysis
Response. The Standardized NUHOMS nuclear
and Wilcox 15 x 15/208 pin fuel
is based on the following: (1) Babcock
to 4.0 w% of U-235, and (2) General
assemblies with initial enrichments up
initial enrichments up to 4.0 w% of U-235,
Electric 7 x 7 fuel assemblies with
F.2

Comment.
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The age
NUHOMS-52B designs respectively.
and
NUHOMS-24P
for the Standardized
in
a relevant consideration
not
is
stored
be
of the fuel that will actually
storage of
because the analysis assumes
analysis
safety
criticality
The
than cooled spent fuel.
reactive
more
is
which
unirradiated fresh fuel
controls which limit the
administrative
has
system
Standardized NUHOMS-24P
1.45 w% of U-235
to less than or equal to
reactivity
fuel
irradiated
of Compliance Section 1.2.1).
(Certificate
fuel
equivalent unirradiated
failure of
accident due to the brittle
criticality
a
of
The possibility
handling of the
concern. No lifting or
significant
a
be
not
the basket should
the basket
is permitted to occur if
building
pool
fuel
spent
DSC outside the
the actual
the user does not determine
If
0°F.
than
lower
temperature is
be used.
temperature must conservatively
ambient
the
then
basket temperature,
in
materials will not behave
basket
the
restrictions,
Under these temperature
not be compromised
the basket geometry would
Consequently,
a brittle fashion.
a
consideration related to
safety
criticality
the
for
by brittle failure. As
fuel in a
medium, the kei of the
water
borated
a
helium atmosphere versus
water. Therefore,
than the kei in borated
less
much
is
helium atmosphere
they are
water are sufficient because
borated
the
for
criticality calculations
using a helium
would bound calculations
therefore
and
more conservative
atmosphere.

and dose
were concerned with shielding
commenters
Two
F.3 Comment.
that using
One commenter believed
NUHOMS.
Standardized
assessments for the
five-year
was nonconservative when
assessment
dose
the
for
10-year cooled fuel
Another,
to produce 24 kW of heat.
DSC
the
load
to
cooled fuel is needed
an NRC request
wanted clarification of
PNFSI,
with
meeting
NRC
referring to an
shielding
to perform site-specific
utility
allowing
to delete a clause
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calculations.
results in
The cask vendor presented dose assessment
fuel. However, for this rulemaking,
the SAR for both five and ten-year cooled
cooled fuel for the shielding analysis
NRC used the dose assessment for 5-year
releases of radionuclide material.
radiation source term, and for accidental
assessment is conservative and bounding.
NRC's use of the 5-year cooled fuel
fuel in NRC approved casks, the
To ensure safe storage of spent nuclear
of
Compliance, Section 1.2.1, a number
NRC specifies, in the Certificate of
parameters, which may include burnup,
fuel acceptance parameters. These
time, and radiological source term,
initial enrichment, heat load, cooling
that can be stored in a cask. One
assemblies
those
of
properties
the
define
Standardized NUHOMS is the radiological
such parameter of interest for the
the shielding analyses. For this
source term that forms the basis of
approach. Specifically, for
parameter, the vendor proposed an alternative
specified source term parameters but
fuel assemblies that fall outside the
proposed to allow licensees to do
satisfy all other parameters, the vendor
to show compliance with the design
individual cask shielding calculations
result in more assemblies, in a
basis dose rates. This could possibly
instance
eligible for dry storage. In the
licensee's inventory, that would be
agree with the vendor proposal. The
noted in the comment, the NRC did not
to
specifications provide a simple check
Certificate of Compliance dose rate
loaded with the wrong fuel. The dose
ensure that DSCs are not inadvertently
vendor
shielding analyses provided by the
rate specifications are based on the
of some
in non-fuel components in the ends
in its SAR. Because of differences
occur
those evaluated by NRC in the SER may
assemblies, dose rates higher than
in the shielding analysis. The
at the ends of.casks than were assumed
ResDonse.
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a

allow for this possibility and permit
Certificate of Compliance specifications
the licensee verifies proper cask
the licensee to store such fuel provided
fuel parameters, and compliance with
fabrication, conformance with all other
site-specific calculations referred to
radiation protection requirements. The
but rather are the licensee's
in the comment are not shielding calculations,
required by §72.212(b)(2)(iii), to
written evaluations (or dose assessments),
ISFSI in §72.104 have been met.
establish that the radiation criteria for
that the licensee submit a letter
The Certificate of Compliance also requires
in such a case.
report to the NRC summarizing its actions
concerned with fuel clad.
F.4 Comment. Several commenters were
concerned with potential problems
integrity issues. Particularly, they were
between vertical and horizontal storage.
that may arise because of differences
to carefully inspect the cladding
One commenter noted that it was essential
allow the radioactivity inside to
for the minute hairline cracks which would
made clear that for fuel to be eligible
escape. Another commenter wanted it
inspected nor require special
for storage it doesn't need to be specifically
the spent fuel pool. The commenter also
handling or storage provisions within
cladding do not constitute gross
asserted that pinhole leaks in fuel rod
cladding integrity clarified. Another
breeches. The commenter wanted fuel
of fuel rods will lead to cladding
commenter claimed that horizontal storage
technical specifications of the NUHOMS
deterioration which would challenge the
about the possibility of fuel rod
cask. Yet another commenter was concerned
contact between the fuel cladding/crud
bowing which could result in weighted
for eventually bonding of the
and the DSC guide sleeve, and the potential
period. One commenter, noting that
materials over the duration of the storage
could be nearly 20 years old, was
some of the fuel in the spent fuel pools
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leaks using specific techniques
concerned that the fuel will not be tested for
or ultrasound before canister
such as penetrating dyes, eddy current, sipping
and all water-logged
A commenter wanted all fuel with known defects
the cask integrity under operating
fuel retained in the spent fuel pool until
to know how "grossly
conditions is fully demonstrated. Another wanted
and shipped off site.
breached" fuel will be ultimately handled
standardized NUHOMS, the
ResDonse. For storage of PWR fuel in the
not normally deflect in the middle
rods stored in a horizontal orientation do
DSC guide sleeve for PWR fuel.
of any span such that the rods contact the
rod may come in contact with the
However, the possibility exists that a biwed
loading.

guide sleeve.
channel which surrounds
With respect to storage of BWR fuel, the fuel
to separate coolant flow paths, to
the fuel bundle (rods) provides a barrier
and protection for the fuel
guide the control rod, and to provide rigidity
fuel rods inside the channel do
bundle during handling. Therefore, the BWR
Even if there were such contact,
not come in contact with the guide sleeves.
concern because the guide
the interaction would not present a significant
has a very low rate of corrosion,
sleeve material is a stainless steel, which
with inert helium, which
and the DSC cavity is evacuated and back-filled
involving the guide sleeve and
further reduces the likelihood of any corrosion
fuel rods.
the fuel have no known or
The Certificate of Compliance requires that
the structural integrity of the
suspected gross cladding breaches to ensure
(rods) and fuel with cladding
fuel. Known or suspected failed fuel assemblies
cracks are therefore not
defects greater than pin holes and hairline
Fuel meeting this specification will
authorized in the Standardized NUHOMS.
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storage because of the dry inert
be safely stored and will remain intact in
which will prevent deterioration of
atmosphere and relatively low temperature
fuel will be handled in sitethe cladding. Currently, grossly breached
specific applications.
stability
Quite a few comments related to the structural
earthquakes. Commenters questioned
of the HSM, particularly its response to
Standardized NUHOMS and suggested
the possibility of vertical storage of the
the HSM if the DSC were in a
that it would be very difficult to restrain
dry storage casks constructed to
vertical position. One commenter wanted
National Building Code (and Ohio
Building Officials Code Administrators (BOCA)
group H-4, high hazard use, which
Administrative Code) for structures in use
questioned whether ground
includes radioactive materials. Commenters
could adequately describe all
acceleration used by NRC in its evaluation
Mountain Front and suggested that a
potential earthquakes east of the Rocky
realistic for all sites, despite
ground acceleration of 2.5g would not be
alleged a number of seismic
proximity to fault lines. Another commenter
in the Ohio area, could cause a
events in the midwest, that had some effect
NRC insists that the cask,
complete failure of the cask and requested
be designed to substantially exceed
containment structure and foundation pad
One commenter wanted to know if
all earthquakes with a potential for 0.60g.
events, at all US reactor sites,
the module had been analyzed for earthquake
Curves. Others expressed various
according to Laurand Findmun Seismic Hazard
of the Standardized NUHOMS
concerns about the integrity and reaction
and asled such questions as: Could the
components under earthquake conditions
moves beneath them; Could the module
casks crash against each other as ground
are the rail support holdings evaluated;
shift, crack or move off the pad; How
F.5.

Comment.
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or Could the module roof crack and
rails;
the
off
knocked
be
DSC
the
Could
fall on the canister?
in the
The Standardized NUHOMS design described
storage.
and SAR does not address vertical
vendor's applications for approval
the
nor approved vertical storage for
Consequently, NRC neither evaluated
Response.

Therefore it may not be stored vertically.
NUHOMS for compliance with design
The NRC reviewed the Standardized
Code
than those of the BOCA National Building
criteria that are more stringent
These more stringent criteria are
(NBC) (see response to Comment A.5).
the
more closely represent the use of
included in national standards that

system.

Standardized NUHOMS.
ground acceleration of 0.25g,
Part 72 specifies a design basis maximum
Front that are not in areas of known
for areas east of the Rocky Mountain
are designed to withstand a 0.25g
seismic activity. All HSMs and DSCs
NUHOMS
which intends to use the Standardized
licensee
reactor
Any
earthquake.
at the cask's location on the
displacements
maximum
the
that
verify
must
criteria for the system. The Standardized
design
the
within
are
site
reactor
on the pad for safety. Failure of
NUHOMS is free standing and not dependent
to
not cause the Standardized NUHOMS
the pad, due to seismic events, will
to
not require the pad to be designed
fail. Therefore, cask safety does
withstand a seismic event.
F.6.

Comment.

consideration of the

did not include
One commenter stated that the SAR
crashes; b.
following accident events: a. Aircraft

d. Explosions; and e. Sabotage.
Turbine missiles; c. External fires;
NUHOMS, the general
Response. Prior to using the Standardized
bases
the site is encompassed by the design
licensee must evaluate to assure
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of the approved cask.

The events listed in the comment are among the site-

specific considerations that must be evaluated.
paths over the
Generally, licensees sites restrict aircraft flight
very low probability of a
facility. Turbine missile analyses typically show a
turbine missile
turbine missile breaking the turbine casing. The site's
analysis of the
analyses must be considered as part of the facility's
are handled by
suitability of the storage location. External fires
by control of
established fire control programs. Explosions are prevented
Sabotage is
combustibles under the licensee's fire protection program.
that each licensee must
considered under the criteria for security programs
implement.
F.7.

Comment.

Several commenters raised issues about the pad and

foundation for the Standardized NUHOMS.

One commenter referring to a previous

approvals
rulemaking that stated the NUHOMS cask required site-specific
concerned with
because they are constructed inplace. Other commenters,
and soil stability
seismic events at the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station
asserted that there was a
issues similar to cask use at the Palisades Plant,
or module to the pad at
necessary relationship of the Standardized NUHOMS cask
be based on the reactor
a specific site and that evaluation of it could not
seismic and soil analysis
site seismic analysis. Each site required singular
for dynamic loads and not just static loads.
Response.

The NUHOMS design referred to in the previous

pad as an integral
rulemaking of 1990 (55 FR 29181) includes the site-specific
to safety. The
part of the concrete HSM and therefore is important
has the HSMs as free
Standardized NUHOMS, considered in this rulemaking,
to the pad. The
standing units, that is, they have no structural connections
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pad to perform a safety function to
Standardized NUHOMS does not rely on the
vendor analyzed the HSM containing the
protect public health and safety. The
0.25g caused by earthquakes and found
DSC for peak ground accelerations of
NRC evaluated the Standardized
that it would neither slide nor overturn.
that could diminish cask safety.
NUHOMS under a wide range of site conditions
before using the Standardized NUHOMS,
Further, under the NRC general license,
parameters are within the envelope of
a licensee must verify that reactor site
approval. If potential conditions
.conditions reviewed by NRC for the cask
or
potential erosion, soil instability,
exist at the reactor site (including
diminish cask safety by any credible
earthquakes) which could unacceptably
include an evaluation of the
means, then the licensee's analysis must
of cask safety is highly
potential conditions to verify that impairment
unlikely.

under

require a licensee using a cask
The NRC's regulations do not explicitly
storage pad and foundation under
a general license to evaluate the cask

But as explained above, if
such site conditions for erosion or earthquakes.
for
unacceptably diminish cask safety by,
conditions at the reactor site could
supporting foundation so as to put the
example, affecting the stability of the
cask may not be used unless the
cask in an unsafe condition, then the
or a suitable location at the reactor
foundation is appropriately modified
the pad and the underlying foundation
site is found. Implicitly, therefore,
conditions that include erosion, soil
materials must be analyzed under site
that the pad has no direct
instability, and earthquakes, notwithstanding
designed to retain its integrity even
safety function and that the cask is
site conditions.
assuming the occurrence of a range of
that the licensee has the
As a related matter, it should be noted
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to evaluate the match between reactor
responsibility under the general license
conditions (i.e., the envelope) reviewed
site parameters and the range of site
the licensee will have a substantial
by NRC for an approved cask. Typically,
in the Final Safety Analysis Report
amount of information already assembled
addition, the envelope for the approved
(FSAR) for the nuclear reactor. In
in the
and Certificate of Compliance and
cask is identified in the NRC SER
course, the licensee should consider
cask vendor's SAR for the cask. Of
NRC adequately encompasses the actual
whether the envelope evaluated by
site. In addition, the licensee should
location of the cask at the reactor
cask
conditions associated with the actual
site
any
are
there
whether
consider
and which were not evaluated in the
design
cask
affect
could
which
location
NRC safety evaluation for the cask.
HSM for rigid body response (i.e.,
The vendor analyzed the DSC and the
accelerations. The resultant peak
sliding and overturning) to seismic
is
0.379 and the peak vertical acceleration
horizontal ground acceleration is
will
sliding is 1.35. Similarly, the HSM
0.17g. The margin of safety against
of
force because the stabilizing moment
not tip-over due to the design seismic
safety
overturning moment. The margin of
the HSM is greater than the seismic
or
no sliding or overturning of the HSM
against overturning is 1.26. Thus,
DSC will occur due to the design earthquake.
is not considered as a safety related
Since, as discussed above, the pad
for the
being approved in this rulemaking
item, a specific pad design is not
NUHOMS and the DOE MPC are not related.
Standardized NUHOMS. The Standardized
questions pertaining to the
F.8. Comment. A few commenters had
Standardized NUHOMS. One commenter
operation of and procedures for the
the Standardized NUHOMS could be purchased
inquired whether just one module of
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number of modules desired could be
by a utility, or whether 3, 5, or whatever
One commenter expressed
procured and easily added like singular casks.
the blockage of the bottom
concern about snow removal procedures to prevent
procedure
Another commenter wanted NRC to establish a
A-15 and A-16 in the draft
and criteria for dose rates discussed on pages
noted that a procedure to open
Certificate of Compliance. Several commenters
been tried before nor documented
a storage cask and remove the fuel, has not
that unloading of a cask would
in the rulemaking. They were also concerned
vents by drifting snow.

place workers at higher risk.
the NRC
With respect to the purchase of NUHOMS modules,
limit the number that may be
Certificate of Compliance does not permit or
not regulate the commercial
purchased by a general license. NRC does
user including any provisions on the
arrangements between the cask vendor and
added to the Standardized NUHOMS.
number of casks that can be purchased or
1.3, the user of the
Under the Certificate of Compliance, Section
required to conduct a visual
Standardized NUHOMS (general licensee) is
and outlets. If the surveillance
surveillance of the exterior of air inlets
cleaned in accordance with proper
shows blockage of air vents, they must be
the potential impact to the health
procedures. These procedures will minimize
measurements indicate proper
and safety of workers. The daily temperature
Response.

thermal performance.
licensee to develop
The Certificate of Compliance requires each
prescribed on pages A-15 and A-16.
procedures to implement the dose criteria
Section 1.26, the dose rate
On page A-15 of the Certificate of Compliance,
(a) 200 mrem/hr at top shield
criteria to be met is equal to or less than:
cavity, and (b) 400 mrem/hr at top
plug surface at centerline with water in
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in cavity. On page A-16 the
cover plate surface at centerline without water
(a) 400 mrem/hr at 3 feet from
dose rate criteria is less than or equal to:
center line of DSC 100 mrem/hr,
the HSM surface, (b) outside of HSM door on
Each licensee is required to
and (c) end shield wall exterior 20 mrem/hr.
above criteria. In addition, each
develop its own procedures to implement the
for the ISFSI for workers
licensee must develop operational procedures
radiation exposure to be ALARA.
fuel from the DSC is
For the Standardized NUHOMS, removal of spent
Chapter 11 of the SER. The process
addressed in Chapter 5 of the SAR and in
and would be performed under
is essentially the reverse of loading operations
The Certificate of
the reactor license radiation protection program.
written procedures for these
Compliance requires each user to develop
considered for unloading. 10 CFR
operations and includes precautions to be
Specification 1.1.6 of the
Part 20 requires that ALARA be addressed.
testing and training
Certificate of Compliance requires that pre-operational
returning the DSC and transfer cask
exercises include the opening of a DSC and
of Compliance also requires the
to the spent fuel pool. The Certificate
training program to include off-normal events.
for the
One commenter citing the May 1993 study prepared
Analyses of San Antonio, Texas,
NRC by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
consequences of dry storage on
questioned the relatively higher temperature
"the dry environment has the potential
fuel cladding. The report states that,
F.9.

Comment.

cladding oxidation, increased
of producing such problems as further fuel
as a result of rod internal
cladding stresses and creep deformation
cladding alteration modes could be
pressure... These possible spent fuel and
since temperatures are much
quite accelerated under dry storage conditions,
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higher than in wet storage."
fulfilling its obligation to

is
The commenter does not believe that NRC
see that "spent fuel cladding must be protected

leads to gross rupture" §72.122(h).
during storage against degradation that
the long-term geological
Response. The May 1993 study addresses
and is not directed to the shortdisposal of high-level waste (spent fuel),
power plants. The report
term interim storage of spent fuel at nuclear
of repository performance for geological
evaluates processes over 10,000 years
for the interim storage period,
disposal. Its conclusions are not applicable
which spent fuels stored in the DSC have
of a 20-year cask certificate, during
cladding must be protected. Under
to meet.the NRC's criteria to ensure that
of radionuclides is not expected to
normal operation of the ISFSI, leakage
welding of the DSC covers are
occur, since the design and the double-seal
integrity throughout the approved
checked and tested to provide structural
conditions, the licensee is required to
storage period. During normal storage
to ensure protection of workers and the
conduct a radiation monitoring program
safety of the general public.
to broad policy and program
G. A number of comments were related
and disposal of high-level radioactive
issues in connection with the storage
Some questioned the use of dry
waste including the DOE repository program.
Some commenters stated that only dry
cask storage and technology in general.
with DOE interim or final repository
storage casks that would be compatible
be approved for use under a general
operations, including transportation,
license.
casks approved
One commenter does not want any more
is opened. The wet fuel pool is a proven
until a permanent federal repository
G.1.

Comment.
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radioactivity.
technology which has been successful in containing

Another

commenter stated that dry storage is dangerous.
Act
The NRC, in implementing the Nuclear Waste.Policy
storage technologies and to determine
of 1982, has an obligation to review dry
for the storage of spent fuel,
whether to approve the use of such technologies
The previous rulemaking of
provided they meet applicable safety requirements.
stored in dry storage casks designed
1990 (55 FR 29181) found that spent fuel
can safely contain radioactivity.
to meet the NRC regulatory requirements
meets the safety requirements
This rulemaking adds one cask design, which
to comments, as well as the
previously developed. The previous responses
underlying this rulemaking, and
detailed safety and environmental analyses
the Standardized NUHOMS will
described elsewhere in this notice, all reveal
its use should not pose the
conform to the NRC requirements, and that
Response.

potential for significant environmental impacts.
Act of 1982 to accept spent
DOE is required by the Nuclear Waste Policy
fuel for ultimate disposal.

Moreover, the Commission made a generic

(55 FR 38474; 49 FR 34658)
determination in its waste Compliance Decisions
and will be available within the
that safe disposal is technically feasible
first quarter of the 21st century.
over wet storage in that the
Dry cask storage has significant advantages
intervention. No pumps, filters,
system is passive requiring minimal human
to maintain the conditions necessary
and water quality monitoring are needed
for the Standardized NUHOMS is
for wet storage. The only monitoring required
checking inlet and outlet vents.
daily temperature monitoring and visually
a full public hearing on
G.2. Comment. A number of commenters wanted
the use of the NUHOMS cask.
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the NRC does
Consistent with the applicable procedure,
rule or
hearings on the Standardized NUHOMS
not intend to hold formal public
technology
site prior to use of the dry cask
separate hearings at each reactor
used by
rulemaking. Rulemaking procedures,
approved by the Commission in this
Standardized NUHOMS, including the
the NRC for generic approval of the
are
and the opportunity for public input,
underlying staff technical reviews
public
input and assure protection of the
more than adequate to obtain public
has
Further, in this rulemaking, NRC
environment.
the
and
safety
and
health
on the
and fully consider public comments
elicit
to
steps
additional
taken
NRC participation in public meetings
including
technology
NUHOMS
Standardized
in
the public comment period by 45 days
of
extension
and
Davis-Besse
near
comment
extension provided a total public
This
requests.
public
to
response
Resoonse.

period of almost four months.
NRC
Policy Act of 1982 authorizes the
Section 133 of the Nuclear Waste
the
by rulemaking. When it adopted
to approve spent fuel storage technologies
storage
review and approval of dry cask
generic process in 1990 for the
by
that "casks... [are to] be approved
technologies, the Commission stated
are
that are connected with the casks
rulemaking and any safety issues
rather than in a hearing procedure."
properly addressed in that rulemaking
under NRC rules of practice,
55 FR 29181 (July 18, 1990). Rulemaking
provides full opportunity for expression
described in 10 CFR 2.804 and 2.805,
hearings of the type requested by
formal
use
not
does
but
views,
of public
commenters.
provided adequate avenues for
In this proceeding, rulemaking clearly
approval
their views regarding NRC's proposed
provide
to
public
the
of
members
the opportunity to participate through
including
NUHOMS,
Standardized
of the
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opinions and arguments. In
the submission of statements, information, data,
public examination, technical
this connection, the NRC staff prepared for
documented findings of
evaluations for Standardized NUHOMS, detailed,
environmental requirements. In
compliance with NRC safety, security and
Standardized NUHOMS, and approved
November of 1993, the NRC staff reviewed the
rulemaking to grant a generic
the design for the purpose of initiating this
staff conducted a second review in
approval of the design. In addition, the
NUHOMS in this rulemaking,
,response to the public comments on the Standardized
as set forth in this notice of
again finding compliance with NRC requirements
final rule and response to comments.

issues

and in depth, the technical
In addition to reviewing, systematically
safety, and the environment,
important to protecting public health and

fully consider public views on the
the NRC has taken extra steps to obtain and
every effort to respond to public
Standardized NUHOMS technology, and has made
NUHOMS compliance with NRC
concerns and questions about the Standardized
The initial public comment
safety, security, and environmental requirements.
to close on August 16, 1994.
period opened on June 2, 1994, and was scheduled
extended to September 30, 1994.
On August 29, 1994, the public comment was
near the Davis-Besse site.
NRC also participated in an earlier meeting
would not appreciably add to
Under these circumstances, formal hearings
of public health, safety, and the
NRC's efforts to ensure adequate protection
full understanding and consideration
environment, and are unnecessary to NRC's
of public views on the Standardized NUHOMS.
and there may
One commenter stated that there is not now
reactor fuel and the fact
not be a permanent HLRW repository for commercial
any distinction
that the NUHOMS 24P and 52B casks are non-transportable,
G.3.

Comment.
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and "permanent disposal" of this waste
between so called "temporary storage"
repository or Monitored Retrievable
is moot... Due to the lack of a permanent
future, the case of a serious spill
Storage (MRS) any time in the foreseeable
environmentally unsuitable site like
and the resultant contamination at an
adverse impacts associated with the
Davis-Besse where "short and long-term
potential release of
occupancy and modification of (a) floodplain...
of the ISFSI... (and location) over an
radioactive material during the lifetime
have been inadequately dealt with.
aquifer which is a major water resource"
the Standardized NUHOMS is
ResDonse. This rulemaking to certify
an approved cask for 20 years. It does
for interim storage of spent fuel in
disposal in a permanent high-level
not authorize or approve the ultimate
is under the responsibility of the
radioactive waste (HLRW) repository, which
storage, the user (holder of a Part 50
Department of Energy. During interim
against design basis threats, against
license) must protect the spent fuel
phenomena, such as tornadoes, tornado
environmental conditions and natural
of
In regard to flooding, the Certificate
missiles, earthquakes, and floods.
Certificate of Compliance) for flood
Compliance has provision (see A-2 of
is no release of radioactive material
condition analysis to ensure that there
from flooding.
future uses of land
One commenter stated that "projected
to make given the unknown length
and water within the region" are impossible
and the options for both cask and
of time this waste may remain on site
40 years respectively and the fact that
reactor license renewal beyond 20 and
for the length of time that this waste
no known man-made structure can last
environment. If an MRS or repository
must be isolated from humans and the
of
have to be repacked. Each handling
ever become available, this waste may
G.4.

Comment.
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an accident, spill, contamination,
this waste increases the likelihood of
worker and public exposures.
be made based
Projected future land and water use can
reactor and its associated dry cask
on the continued safe operation of a
of these facilities should have no
storage facility. The continued operation
the future than they do today. As
greater impact on land and water use in
decisions concluded there is
previously noted, the NRC Waste Confidence
of spent fuel by the Federal
reasonable assurance that safe disposal
Therefore, the spent fuel will not
government will be available by 2025.
of time it must be isolated from
remain at a reactor site for the length
ResDonse.

humans and the environment.
significant environmental impacts
It should be noted that the absence of
is the conclusion of NRC EAs for the
from dry cask storage at a reactor site
approved dry casks analyzed in earlier
Standardized NUHOMS and for previously
and in the Commission's Waste
rulemakings addressing 10 CFR Part 72,
1984; 49 FR 34658) and 1989
Confidence decisions in 1984 (August 31,
the 1984 Waste Confidence decision, the
(September 29, 1989; 54 FR 39765). In
assurance that spent fuel can be
Commission concluded there was reasonable
significant environmental impacts, for
without
sites
reactor
at
stored
safely
NRC reactor operating licenses. The
at least 30 years beyond expiration of
reaffirmed prior Commission conclusions
1989 Waste Confidence decision review
impacts.
on the absence of significant environmental
whether the NUHOMS canister
G.5. Comment. One commenter questioned
DOE MPC. If DOE chooses to use
will fit the conceptual design for the
MRS, then will the NUHOMS inner canister
vertical casks (like the VSC) at the
shell in the MPC design? If local
fit into the vertical outer concrete
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either inner metal canister fit
reactors choose the VSC-24 or the NUHOMS, will
to be opened after storage,
into the overpacks for DOE, or will they have
canister, and the old one
returned to the pool, the fuel put in a new
discarded as radioactive waste?
The Certificate of Compliance for the Standardized
of spent fuels and is not required
NUHOMS is intended for the interim storage
evaluated by NRC for conformance with
to conform to and therefore has not been
canister (MPC). DOE has not
the conceptional design for the DOE multi-purpose
or deployment of the MPC.
yet made final decisions regarding design
on conformance of the Standardized
Therefore, it is not possible to speculate
Response.

NUHOMS to the MPC.
G.6,

Comment.

renewal of this c-ask

for 20-year
One commenter asked what is the criteria
design is not
design. How will this be checked? If the

renewed, what is the plan?
add Subparts K
The 1989 proposed rule (54 FR 19379) to
period represents, what the
and L to Part 72 indicated that the 20-year
increment for cask design approvals.
Commission believes to be, an appropriate
have to demonstrate the casks
The application for design reapproval would
functions for the reapproval period.
ability to perform the necessary safety
against the Commissions regulatory
The application would be evaluated by NRC
reapproved, the licensee would have to
requirements. If a cask design is not
approved storage life expired. This
remove casks from service as the 20-year
storing it elsewhere.
could mean removal of the spent fuel and
discussion as to the need of an
G.7. Comment. One commenter wanted a
more sufficiently meets the need of
additional cask design including how it
waste.
the interim dry cask storage of high-level
Response.
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ResDonse.

Section 218(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
"The Secretary [of DOE] shall

(NWPA) provides the following directive:

sector, for
establish a demonstration program in cooperation with the private
power sites,
the dry storage of spent nuclear fuel at civilian nuclear reactor
that the [Nuclear
with the objective of establishing one or more technologies
of civilian
Regulatory] Commission may, by rule, approve for use at the sites
the need
nuclear power reactors without, to the maximum extent practicable,
After subsequent
for additional site-specific approvals by the Commission."
available data,
DOE technical evaluations and based on a full review of all
a final rule
the Commission approved dry storage of spent nuclear fuel in
The final
published in the Federal Register on July 18, 1990 (55 FR 29181).
"General
rule established a new Subpart K within 10 CFR Part 72 entitled
there
License for Storage of Spent Fuel at Power Reactor Sites." Therefore,
to meet the
is a need for casks to be approved by NRC to implement the NPWA
nuclear power
demand of the interim dry cask storage of spent fuels in the
NRC
However, the variety of cask designs submitted by vendors for
that do not
review and approval are mostly dictated by economic reasons

plants.

involve NRC.

use

done for each
H. A number of commenters wanted site-specific analysis
must
of the Standardized NUHOMS despite the fact that each licensee

design specified
determine that the site parameters are enveloped by the cask
of 10 CFR Part 72,
in the SAR, SER, and Certificate of Compliance. The intent
power reactors to use
Subpart K was to grant a general license to licensees of
additional licensing
NRC approved dry storage casks listed in §72.214 without
review by NRC.
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Environment
A number of commenters wanted site-specific
be
commenters stated that an EIS should
Impact Statements (EIS). Several
that may be permanent along the Great
required on any such waste facility
on public
this "will have no adverse effect
Lakes fresh water system. To say
The
most of the public does not accept.
prediction
a
is
safety"
and
health
ruling to use dry cask storage design
generic
the
that
feels
still
commenter
on
and should be discarded. By relying
impossible
is
site
reactor
any
at
the 1970's prior to Davis-Besse
environmental evaluations done in
people of
its responsibility to protect the
construction, the NRC is remiss in
commenter wants the NRC to prepare,
Ohio from harm by its licensee. Another
(EA) for each site including
at a minimum, an Environmental Assessment
and
wildlife, demography, meteorology
information on sensitive ecosystems,
cask capability to withstand weather
geology.. The EA should discuss the
H.1.

Comment.

events.
conditions and potential catastrophic
impacts of utilities using
Response. The potential environmental
by NRC
the other spent fuel casks approved
the Standardized NUHOMS (or any to
and are documented in a published
(10 CFR 72.214)) have been fully considered
this rulemaking. Further, as described
Environmental Assessment (EA) covering
the casks would not have significant
below, the EA indicates that use of
the EA notes the 30-plus years of
environmental impacts. Specifically,
fuel, identifies the previous extensive
experience with dry storage of spent
are
environmental impacts of dry storage
the
that
findings
and
analyses
NRC
nonimpacts there are, including the
what
describes
succinctly
and
small,
(i.e., the impacts associated with
radiological impacts of cask fabrication
casks
concrete, and plastic used in the
the relatively small amounts of steel,
the radiological impacts of cask operations
are expected to be insignificant),
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expected to be a small fraction of
(i.e., the incremental offsite doses are
NRC regulations), the potential
and well within the 25 mrem/yr limits in
(i.e., the impacts are expected to be
impacts of a possible dry cask accident
involving the spent fuel storage
no greater than the impacts of an accident
possible sabotage (i.e., the offsite
basin), and the potential impacts due to
All of the NRC analyses collectively
dose is calculated to be about one rem).
environmental impacts and risks are
yield the singular conclusion that the
expected to be extremely small.
impacts from dry cask storage
The absence of significant environmental
of NRC EA's for previously approved
at a reactor site is also the conclusion
addressing 10 CFR Part 72, and in
dry casks analyzed in earlier rulemakings
in 1984 (August 31, 1984; 49 FR
the Commission's Waste Confidence decisions
FR 39765). In the 1984 Waste
34658) and 1989 (September 29, 1989; 54
there was reasonable assurance
Confidence decision, the Commission concluded
sites without significant
spent fuel can be safely stored at reactor
years beyond expiration of NRC reactor
environmental impacts, for at least 30
decision review reaffirmed
operating licenses. The 1989 Waste Confidence
of significant environmental
prior Commission conclusions on the absence
impacts.
of environmental
Thus, given the Commission's specific consideration
and given the absence of any new
impacts of dry storage summarized above,
that such impacts are expected to
information casting doubt on the conclusion
significant. The NRC is not
be extremely small and not environmentally
insights would be gained from
convinced that meaningful new environmental
each site using the dry storage
either a new site-specific EIS or EA for
methods.
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as well as the finding of no
rule,
proposed
the
covering
EA
The
fully
and published for this rulemaking,
prepared
(FONSI)
impact
significant
Moveover,
regulations in 10 CFR Part 51.
environmental
NRC
the
with
comply
National
regulations in Part 51 implement
environmental
Commission's
the
since
to the
and give proper consideration
(NEPA)
Act
Policy
Environmental
the EA
Quality (CEQ), they ensure that
Environmental
of
Council
of
guidelines
analyses
requirements, and that further
and FONSI conform to NEPA procedural
*are therefore not legally required.
CFR
it bears emphasizing that 10
FONSI,
and
EA
the
with
In connection
approves
dry cask storage and already
Part 72, Subpart K already authorizes
See
spent fuel at reactor sites.
store
to
utilities
by
use
dry casks for
on Cask Certificate Nos. 1000
information
of
listing
a
for
10 CFR 72.214
for the
The present rulemaking is accordingly
1007.
and
1005,
1003,
through
already approved
more cask to the list of casks
one
adding
of
purpose
limited
this
to be added to the NRC list by
by NRC. Furthermore, the cask,
all applicable NRC safety requirements.
rulemaking, will comply with
within
to cask use by any power reactor
Finally, this rulemaking applies
the United States.

that the January 30, 1994, reply
Comment. One commenter stated
completely
Mr. Adamkus (from U.S. EPA) is
to
Bernero
Robert
NRC's
from
and Finding of
"Draft Environment Assessment
1994
March
the
is
as
inadequate
the site's
no consideration is given to
No Significant Impact" because
"new information
per NRC's own admission, and
unsuitability even for LLRW
ignored.
site evaluation findings" is
which could alter the original
NRC
not provide any site-specific
does
rule
final
This
Response.
to a particular
parameters that are peculiar
approval or address site-specific
H.2.
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reactor site.

Rather, the rule only adds one cask design, the Standardized

plant
NUHOMS, to the list of approved casks available for use by a power
Part 72.
licensee in accordance with the conditions of the general license in
or not the
Pursuant to those conditions each licensee must determine whether
missiles)
reactor site parameters (including earthquake intensity and tornado
SAR and SER.
are encompassed by the cask design bases considered in the cask
NUHOMS
The EA and FONSI for this rule is limited in scope to the Standardized
in a generic setting.
Unlike interim storage prescribed in 10 CFR Part 72, the in-ground
waste (HLW
disposal of radioactive material, whether high-level or low-level
or LLW), must take into account the geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical
from
characteristics of the site or region to isolate the radioactive waste
of
the accessible environment. Site criteria for in-ground disposal
site, one with
radioactive wastes enable an applicant to choose an appropriate
to retard
a combination of favorable conditions that will be a natural barrier
a long
or attenuate the migration'of any leaked radioactive material over
period to control releases within acceptable limits.

The disposal period for

years.
LLW is on the order of 500 years and for HLW, greater than 10,000
for interim
Therefore, site characteristics are investigated and assessed
as a
spent fuel storage under Part 72, not to determine their suitability
the
barrier to release of radioactive material, but rather to determine
events that
frequency and the severity of external natural and artificial
severe events are
could affect the safety of an ISFSI. Unlikely but credible
considered to determine the safety of the storage cask design.
H.3. Comment. One commenter stated that the NRC has not "approved
the need for
technologies for the use of spent fuel at the sites of... without
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review would
If that were so, no additional site
would an SAR revision or a Certificate
have been necessary at Palisades, nor
for right after the VSC-24 was certified.
of Compliance amendment be called
dry storage technologies under
Response. The approval and use of
is relatively new. As such, and given
the provisions of the general license
of the public, additional precautions
the specific concerns raised by members
Station to ensure that all NRC conditions
were taken at the Palisades Nuclear
As is the case at all sites, NRC
for use of the approved cask were followed.
determine if the design basis for the
conditions require the cask user to
the
encompasses the site parameters at
considering
are
they
technology
storage
The review at Palisades confirmed
location where the fuel is to be stored.
with use of this new design is gained,
experience
the
As
case.
the
be
to
this
in the SAR are expected and allowed
modifications to the design described
additional site reviews."

under the provisions of §72.48.
impacts evaluated
One commenter wanted the environmental
energy sources, conservation of energy,
of alternatives, such as; renewable
and wind and solar power.
shutting down the nuclear power plants,
the subject of this rulemaking
Response. Energy production is not
therefore, not reasonable alternatives
and alternate sources of energy are,
is limited to the addition of the
requiring evaluation. This rulemaking
approved casks in §72.214.
Standardized NUHOMS to the list of
that the NRC is ignoring the
H.5. Comment. One commenter stated
license as to the feasibility of
regulatory requirements of a site-specific
design.
using the cask or of modifying their
cover site-specific NRC
Response. This rulemaking does not
H.4.

Comment.

ignoring them.
licensees; however, the NRC is not
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Under NRC regulations, the

of spent fuel: (1) the
utility has two options in using dry cask storage
from NRC, or (2) the licensee
licensee can apply for a site specific license
provisions of 10 CFR
can use an NRC approved cask under the general'license
may be able to use the general
Part 72, Subpart K. However, not all licensees
they possess is not storable
license provisions either because the fuel type
of the cask designs envelope
in any cask listed in §72.214 or because none
not ignoring site-specific
the reactor site parameters. The NRC is also
designs. Quite the
license considerations relating to modifying casks
of an NRC approved cask
contrary, the criteria that apply to modifications
as the criteria that apply to
such as the Standardized NHOMS are the same
modifications of site-specific ISFSIs.
Since the economies of several states and provinces
live along the St. Lawrence
including two thirds of the population of Quebec
Statement conducted with a
Seaway, one commenter wanted an Economic Impact
impact on tourism and sport
cost/benefit analysis citing possible adverse
H.6.

Comment.

fishing.
Response.

benefits
A regulatory analysis, which considers both

to the list of NRC-approved
and impacts of adding the Standardized NUHOMS
in support of this
casks under 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart K, was prepared
It was included as a part of the notice of proposed
rulemaking notice. However,
rulemaking and is also included in this final
scope of this rulemaking. In
this regulatory analysis reflects the limited
any site-specific NRC
particular, since the rulemaking does not provide
economic impacts.
approvals, NRC did not evaluate site-specifi.
the use of the cask to
H.7. Comment. One commenter wanted to restrict
Letter 88-20 Supplement 4
reactor sites that have responded to NRC Generic

rulemaking action.
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Events (IPEEE) on schedule.
Individual Plant Examination of External
will not address dry cask
Response. IPEEE response submittal
NUHOMS use.
storage and are not necessary for Standardized
not receive
One commenter stated that NUHOMS must
H.8 Comment.
characteristics must be considered,
generic approval because site-specific
Erie is potential ecocide, and the
placing this cask on the shores of Lake
Another commenter stated that the potential
nuclear waste in a variety of
engineering problems of storing high level
United states are not considered.
climatic and geologic regions of the
NUHOMS, for the
ResDonse. A utility's use of the Standardized
reactor site, would not have a significant
storage of spent fuel in casks at a
is supported by the NRC safety and
impact on the environment. This finding
NUHOMS, including the
environmental evaluations for the Standardized
of the cask with NRC requirements, as
applicant's demonstration of compliance
cask storage and the 1984 and 1989 waste
well as by the 1990 rulemaking on dry
NUHOMS can only be used by a
confidence proceedings. Since the Standardized
are enveloped by the cask design basis,
licensee provided the site parameters
of
storage of spent fuel near the shore
as specified in the SAR and SER, cask
would not have a significant impact
Lake Erie within the specified parameters
cask is not terrorist proof.

on the environment.
the transportability of dry storage
1. The following comments relate to
casks to an off-site location.
1.1.

Comment.

transport methods
One commenter questioned how the cask

are related.
used on-site and to a off-site locations
reviewed the cask vendor's
Response. In this rulemaking, the NRC
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NUHOMS canister and transfer
proposed means for transporting the Standardized
the on-site storage pad under the
cask outside the reactor buildings to
This on-site movement occurs within
storage requirements of 10 CFR Part 72.
can be limited, and where operations
an owner-controlled area where access
licensee. NRC did not review the
would be safely managed by the general
for example to a DOE MRS or
Standardized NUHOMS for transport off-site,
of spent fuel occurs in public
respository. Generally, off-site transport
restrictions and limited control of
places where the shipper has less access
fuel shipments must be made in a
the surroundings. Off-site spent nuclear
to NRC's regulations found in 10
transportation cask approved by NRC pursuant
of Radioactive Material," and must
CFR Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation
At
of Transportation (DOT) Regulations.
also comply with pertinent Department
NUHOMS for storage only.
this time, the NRC is approving the Standardized
a Wisconsin Public Service
1.2. Comment. One commenter, citing
the statement, "The baskets heavier
Commission EIS for Point Beach, questioned
of an intact NUHOMS
weight and larger diameter make the transportability
questionable."
canister to an MRS site or repository
Standardized NUHOMS in
Response. The NRC has not reviewed the
this rulemaking for off-site transportation.
to know the relationship between
I.3. Comment. One commenter wanted
of
MP187 now applying for a Certificate
the Standardized NUHOMS and the NUHOMS
Will the canister of all models fit
Compliance. Is the MP187 transportable?
a utility be better off waiting for the
into the transport overpack? Wouldn't
a storage only cask that may have
transportable cask rather than choosing
compatibility problems with an MPC system?
ResDonse.

a canister
The MP-187 transportation overpack utilizes
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similar to the Standardized NUHOMS.

However, it is the subject of a separate

licensing application. Both the
NRC review as part of a site specific
many common design features.
Standardized NUHOMS and the MP-187 share
and the NRC has not been asked by the
However, they are separate applications,
NUHOMS can be transported in
cask vendor to review whether the Standardized
the NUHOMS MP187 transportation overpack.
consider the transportability of
The issue of whether a utility should
of this rulemaking.
dry storage casks is beyond the scope
a report given at the HLW
I.4. Comment. One commenter citing
Spent Fuel Storage and
Conference at Las Vegas, 1990, "Integrated
by PNFSI, states on page 671: "While
Transportation Systems using NUHOMS"
from a NUHOMS on site transfer cask
subsequent transfer of an intact DSC
this method of transfer is not
directly to an OCRWM rail/barge is feasible,
oriented top down and the DSC bottom
preferred since the assemblies would be
would be orientated top up, thus
shield plug and grapple ring assembly
fuel handling process at the MRS or
complicating the canister opening and
Has NRC evaluated this situation?
geologic repository following shipment."
Has it been rectified?
of the
Since the cask vendor applied for certification
cask under 10 CFR Part 72,
Standardized NUHOMS only as a storage
subject of this rulemaking. Therefore,
transportation of this cask is not a
did not consider the particular
the NRC review of the standardized NUHOMS
Response.

comment.
transportation problem described in the
rule stating that it is beneficial
J. Several commenters supported the
with NRC's direction to avoid
to the NRC and licensees, and is consistent
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Others disagreed and asked
unnecessary site-specific licensing reviews.
and oversite process.
specific questions about NRC's approval
the NRC statement "The proposed
J.1. Comment. One commenter stated that
health and safety" cannot be
rule will not have adverse effect on public
it may be convenient for the nuclear
guaranteed and, therefore, even though
approvals, in this case these are
industry and the NRC to avoid site specific
Another commenter following the same
essential for maintaining public safety.
was made; "this cask, when
theme questioned how the following determination
specified in the Certificate of
used in accordance with the conditions
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72;
Compliance and NRC regulations, will meet
health and safety would be ensured."
thus, adequate protection of the public
by the NRC for use under the
Response. Dry storage casks approved
that relies on generic cask features to
general license are of a robust design
and safety. Additional NRC
assure protection of the public health
and NRC oversight and inspections are
site-specific approvals are unnecessary,
licensees implement NRC conditions on
sufficient in general to assure general
NRC also has the authority to look
cask use. If specific concerns are raised,
protect public health and safety. The
into them and respond as necessary to
in 10 CFR Part 72 that must be met
NRC has established specific requirements
for a cask. The details of the
in order to obtain a Certificate of Compliance
that the cask meets the requirements
review and basis for the NRC concluding
SER. The goal of dry cask storage
of 10 CFR Part 72 are provided in the
That goal, and the effectiveness of
technology is to store spent fuel safely.
demonstrated empirically and
the technology, previously has been
may require different types of
experimentally. Different cask designs
and therefore different review methods
analysis to demonstrate their safety,
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of
conclusion. In each case, the level
may be appropriate to reach that
of
assurance of adequate protection
provide
to
needed
that
is
review performed
the public health and safety.
over the exemption
Several commenters expressed concern
(but
to begin transfer cask fabrication
VECTRA
to
granted
72.234(c)
CFR
to 10
Davis-Besse
equipment available for use by
not use) "to have the necessary
to maintain
in mid-1995, and thus enable DBNPS
(DBNPS)
Station
Power
Nuclear
the
in its spent fuel pool following
capability
off-load
full-core
complete
One commenter said that seeking
early 1996."
refueling outage scheduled for
cask
is an exercise in futility because
public comment and providing comments
to
Another commenter wants no exemptions
approval seems to be fait accompli.
have
to be allowed stating that problems
fabricate before certification
are allowed.
developed when all these exemptions
request for an exemption to
VECTRA's
granted
NRC
The
Response.
Compliance
issuance of the Certificate of
fabricate the transfer cask before
decision
assurance program. NRC's exemption
under its NRC approved quality
at VECTRA's
clear that fabrication was entirely
made a special effort to make
favorable consideration of VECTRA's
financial risk and did not assure
NUHOMS
based on the SAR for the Standardized
finding,
NRC's
The
application.
the issuance
beginning fabrication prior to
that
concluded
SER,
NRC's
and the
health and
would pose no undue risk to public
Compliance
of
Certificate
of the
of
is dependent on satisfactory completion
cask
transfer
the
of
Use
safety.
J.2.

Comment.

NRC's certification process.
the public comments received in
The NRC staff carefully considers
As noted
are needed to the proposed rule.
changes
if
determine
to
rulemakings
and other
public comments received in this
several
notice,
this
in
elsewhere
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to the SER and the
cask-approval rulemakings have resulted in changes
public comments provide
Certificate of Compliance. For this reason, the
useful inputs to the NRC's safety approval process.
J.3.

Comment.

requirements of a SAR

the
One commenter wanted a Regulatory Guide outlining
a CSAR
for cask certification (CSAR). Requirements for

have not been clarified.

a
Specific criteria for a TR (TSAR) by a vendor for

generic Certificate of Compliance need to be set.
Regulatory Guide 3.61, "Standard Format and Content
Response.
Fuel Dry Storage Cask," dated
for a Topical Safety Analysis Report for a Spent
of a TSAR. Regulatory
February 1989 provides guidance for the preparation
Safety Analysis Report for
Guide 3.62, " Standard Format and Content for the
February 1989 provides
Onsite Storage of Spent Fuel Storage Casks," dated
at a reactor site. Both
guidance in preparing an SAR locating an ISFSI
that can be potentially useful
Regulatory Guides identify similar information
to perspective applicants for cask certification.
why Pacific Nuclear
J.4. Comment. One commenter wanted to know
to the VSC design in January
divested itself of any ownership or relationship
shared in these two closely
1992. How does this affect proprietary material
to the DOE MPC system?
related designs? How does it affect their relationship
design and
Response. The key individual involved in the
in the design and development
development of the VSC-24, who was also involved
formed a new company, Pacific
of the NUHOMS design left Pacific Nuclear and
and marketing of the VSC-24
Sierra Nuclear, for the commercial manufacture
obtaining the required
storage system. The NRC has experienced no difficulty
or answers to its
safety information, including proprietary information,
after divestiture. The NRC is
questions from either firm, either before, or
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the vendors. In addition, NRC fully
not aware of any relationship between
of each vendor's cask design
reviewed the health and safety aspects
the two
any assumed relationship between
independently; it did not rely on
has
to the DOE MPC system, each vendor
vendors. Concerning their relationship
with DOE.
to establish its own relationship
to know how long any model of
J.5. Comment. One commenter wanted
Has the
has been taken out and'evaluated.
NUHOMS has been used and if fuel
test
for how long? If not, this is a
and
anywhere
used
been
ever
24P or 52B
of a new cask at a reactor site.
Response.
Oconee Nuclear Station

Duke Power Company,
The NUHOMS-24P is being used at
January 29, 1990,
under a site-specific license issued

Station
Company, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Electric
and
Gas
Baltimore
at
and
November 25, 1992. Monitoring and
issued
license
site-specific
a
under
the
performed under the conditions of
surveillance of the system is being
to be removed
there has been no need for fuel
site-specific license. However,
for evaluation.
of the
as yet. Pre-operational testing
The NUHOMS-52B has not been used
the general license are to be performed
first cask system put in place under
Certificate
Conditions for Systems Use of the
in accordance with Attachment A,
of the system will be performed
of Compliance. Monitoring and surveillance
of Compliance.
under the conditions of the Certificate
NUHOMS-52B will not place plant
The first use of the Standardized
the
at risk. Conditions of use for
environment
the
or
public,
the
workers,
and
safety of the workers, the public,
adequate
ensure
NUHOMS-52B
Standardized
will be
NUHOMS-52B has been designed and
Standardized
The
the environment.
It
of the ASME B&PV and ACI codes.
criteria
established
well
to
fabricated
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documented properties to
uses construction materials which have well known and
shielding to meet
provide the necessary structural strength and radiation
is not identical
regulatory requirements. While the Standardized NUHOMS-52B,
can be drawn to
to the NUHOMS-24P, many parallels in design and function
perform as intended.
demonstrate that the Standardized NUHOMS-52B will
dry cask storage
J.6. Comment. One commenter stated that even though
methods it would seem
passes all NRC rules and is one of the least expensive
method is worth
that a different location or more expensive storage
lives,resources, and property.
Based on numerous NRC reviews and growing experience
that spent fuel can be
with dry storage cask technologies, NRC has concluded
to the public health and
safely stored in dry casks without significant risk
Response.

storage locations
More expensive storage techniques or alternative
protection. Further, the
would not provide any significant additional public
as reflected in Section
storage location is a matter of Congressional policy
includes the following
218(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, which
a demonstration program in
directive: "The Secretary [of DOE] shall establish
of spent nuclear fuel
cooperation with the private sector, for the dry storage
safety.

objective of establishing
at civilian nuclear power reactor sites, with the
Commission may, by
one or more technologies that the [Nuclear Regulatory]
power reactors without,
rule, approve for use at the sites of civilian nuclear
additional site-specific
to the maximum extent practicable, the need for
also finds that the generators
approvals by the Commission." Section 111(a)
to provide for the interim
of the spent fuel have the primary responsibility
the DOE.
storage of the spent fuel until it is accepted by
systems is one
The type of spent fuel stored in the dry cask storage
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lower. Also, because the
factor that allows the cost of the systems to be
can be used rather than
fuel has cooled a number of years, passive cooling
from the reactor. Passive
active cooling as is required for fuel just removed
active components such as
cooling by nature reduces the cost by not having
maintenance required for these
pumps, heat exchanger, water filters, and the
components.
J.7.

Comment.

system other than the

cask
One commenter opposed licensing any dry storage
DOE multi-purpose canister (MPG) because it minimizes

compatibility between
handling individual fuel assemblies, standardizes
cask designs lead to less
storage sites and DOE, and cost reduction. Multiple
management. Federal
expertise in production, operation and accident
the use of the MPC.
Regulations need to be amended to mandate only
for general
Response. The DOE MPC system will not be available
use until well after 1997.

In the meantime, additional storage capacity is

needed now at several reactor sites.

Once the MPC is available for general

given the demonstrated and
use, most utilities may well use it. However,
storage capacity, and given
immediate need of some reactors for an additional
under a general license
NRC's responsibility to implement dry cask storage
for NRC now to require use
pursuant to NWPA of 1982, it would not be prudent
of MPC designs that DOE has not yet approved.
has a significant
We also do not agree that the number of cask designs
standard engineering and
effect on the level of expertise available because,
engineers, and health safety
scientific skills such as mechanical and civil
specialists can be hired as needed.

issues.
K. Several commenters had concerns about decommissioning
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that
One commenter, citing the draft SER, stated
reactors and reactor sites remain
decommissioning and decontamination of
is not known whether demolition and
uncertain at best. "At this time, it
conventional methods.. .The reinforced
removal of the HSM can be performed by
require considerable effort to
structure of the HSM, for example, will
fashion of putting off until tomorrow
demolish." Of course, in its typical
considers "ease of decommissioning (a)
what it cannot deal with today, the NRC
K.1.

Comment.

secondary consideration."
difficult than a
The demolition of the HSM will be more
of reinforced steel it contains.
typical building due to the large amount
represents a likely level of effort
However, it is technically feasible and
a bank vault. Bank vaults are routinely
similar to that required to demolish
The HSM may become slightly
demolished without extraordinary effort.
neutron radiation field during the spent
radioactive due to being exposed to a
some containment during demolition to
fuel storage period. This would require
Recognizing this the NRC considers
prevent the spread of contamination.
compared to the safety afforded by
decommissioning a secondary consideration
Response,

storage of spent fuel in dry casks.
and when the
One commenter questioned how, where to,
the decommissioning of NUHOMS affect
spent fuel and casks will go? How does
repository is sited and the pool must
the reactor decommissioning plan if no
concern that after the operating
remain open? Another commenter expressed
for
spent fuel pool may not be available
facility has been decommissioned, the
K.2.

Comment.

use in recovery of a breached DSC.
Confidence
The Commission determined in the Waste
capacity will be available in the first
decisions that sufficient repository
Response.
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is already in storage
quarter of the 21st century, to accept spent fuel that
the reactor licensed by NRC.
or that will be generated during the lifetime of
fuel can be safety stored at
In addition, the Commission determined that spent
for these
reactors until such time as it is disposed. The bases
Confidence decisions (54
determinations are extensively discussed in the Waste
FR 39765; 49 FR 34658) and remain applicable today.
the provisions of the
To operate the dry spent fuel storage area under
a nuclear power reactor under
general license, a license to possess or operate
decommissioned and its
10 CFR Part 50 is required. If the reactors were
remain on site, a specific
license terminated, and if the spent fuel were to
At the time of application
license issued under § 72.40 would be required.
was terminated, the
for a specific license and before the Part 50 license
the fuel will be repackaged
licensee would have to address the subject of how
of the casks now listed in
for shipment to an MRS or repository (since none
and termination
§ 72.214 are approved for transportation). Decommissioning
must take into account the
of a Part 50 license for a given reactor site
proper disposal of any spent fuel.
were received about the
L. A number of positive and negative comments,
item nine to general
application of § 72.48 or Certificate of Compliance
licensees.
L.1.

Comment.

§ 72.48 to Certificate

of
Several commenters questioned the application
of Compliance holders for use by a general licensee.

inappropriately applied to
Commenters believe that this regulation is being
believe that the
general licensees and cask vendors. The commenters
licenses issued under
regulation was intended to apply to site-specific
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§ 50.59 to
One commenter cited the parallel application of
Compliance and
50 licensees. Any changes to the Certificate of

72.40 only.
10 CFR Part

the rulemaking process.
the supporting SAR and SER need public input using
"unreviewed safety questions,"
Who would make the decisions in using the terms
impact"? Other
"significant increase" and "significant environmental
significant changes can
commenters liked this addition stating that non-safety
Several commenters supported
be made in a timely and cost effective manner.
language) in the draft
the incorporation of item number 9 (§ 72.48 type
similar provisions made for
Certificate of Compliance. One commenter wanted
applicable to the
general license holders with record keeping requirements
Changes requiring an
general license rather than the certificate holder.
by the certificate holder
amendment to the certificate should be initiated
only.
of
NRC will not allow changes in the Certificate
licensee may make changes in
Compliance under § 72.48. However, the general
safety question or a
the SAR under § 72.48 unless it involves an unreviewed
or a significant unreviewed
significant increase in occupational exposure
make the determinations in
environmental impact. The general licensee must
of § 72.48. The
the first instance, that are necessary for application
its records (which are subject to
licensee must also retain its evaluations on
Response.

NRC review).
general license are the
Supporting this application of § 72.48 to the
follows: The holder of a
words of 10 CFR 72.48(a)(1) which provides as
(i) Make changes in the ISFSI . .
license issued under this part may:
described in the Safety Analysis

Report

. . . (iii). . .without prior

test or experiment involves a
Commission approval, unless the proposed change,
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an unreviewed
change in the license conditions incorporated in the license,
impact. Also,
safety question, or a significant unreviewed environmental
as follows: A
supporting the interpretation is 10 CFR 72.210 which provides
fuel in an
general license is hereby issued for the storage of spent
sites to persons
independent spent fuel storage installation at power reactor
under Part 50 of this
authorized to possess or operate nuclear power reactors
NRC regulations to
chapter. The staff is considering a rulemaking to amend
explicitly state that I 72.48 applies to general licensees.
silent on how a
L.2. Comment. One commenter. stated that the code is
final rule. It should
vendor can change a cask SAR and certificate after the
is generic for all US
be made clear for the vendor that this cask SAR (CSAR)
in length and
sites. All seismic, control component, distance, changes
clearly defined in the
weight, changes in transfer devices, etc., need to be
comment. Who
proposed rulemaking for the cask and the CSAR before public
change a cask certified
would be liable if a utility requested the vendor to
design?
Response.

The cask vendor can apply to the NRC for a change to

the cask certificate and SAR after the final rule.

The vendor must propose

request NRC review of the
the generic revisions to the certificate and SAR and
revision in an SER, and
proposed revision. The NRC will evaluate the proposed
of Compliance. These
if appropriate, prepare a draft revised Certificate
Room and a proposed
documents would then be placed in the NRC Public Document
on the proposed revised
rule would be published requesting public comments
public comment (and
Certificate of Compliance. After consideration of
would be published
assuming an appropriate basis exits), a final rule
of Compliance.
incorporating the revision in the revised Certificate
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The SAR (CSAR) is not necessarily generic for all U. S. operating
SAR is pertinent
reactor sites as the comment appears to suggest. Rather, the
cask design
for those sites having parameters that are incorporated by the
difficult for a
bases analyzed in the SAR. From a practical standpoint, it is
control
cask vendor to foresee all possible combinations of seismic,
transfer
component, distance, changes in length and weight, changes in
revisions
devices, etc., when it submits its initial application for approval;
are expected.
L.3.

The vendor is responsible for the certified cask design.

Comment.

One commenter wanted an explanation of not allowing

and that such
buyer substitution of material for a Certificate of Compliance
and drawings.
references should be deleted from fabrication specifications
once the design is
Does this.mean that no changes in any materials are allowed
the VSC-24 as
certified? If so, explain this in reference to new models of
far as materials, coatings, etc.?
Response.

Under 10 CFR Part 72 the licensee is permitted to make

the changes do not
changes in the ISFSI as described in the SAR provided that
certificate
involve an unreviewed safety question. The licensee and cask
control over
holder must have a quality assurance (QA) program that provides
systems, and
activities affecting quality of the identified structures,
to safety and to
components to an extent commensurate with the importance
not want buyers
ensure conformance with the approved design. The NRC does
cask materials, to
(which may not be the licensee or certificate holder), of
necessary safety
automatically be able to substitute material without the
holder, has
evaluations. Rather, the licensee, through the cask certificate
ensure conformance
the ultimate responsibility for approving any changes to
components identified
with the approved design. For structures, systems, and
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to be used and
as important to safety, if alternate materials are desired
evaluation, then it
those specific materials form the basis of the safety
cask application.
would be appropriate to identify those materials in the
to the SAR and, if
Alternatively, the certificate holder may seek an amendment
For other structures,
necessary, a change to the Certificate of Compliance.
to be used or are
systems, or components that are needed for the design
and were not relied
otherwise prudent, but do not perform a safety function
changes may be
upon in the basis for design approval, then appropriate
of Compliance holder
permitted provided the licensee and the Certificate
quality assurance programs
document.the appropriate evaluations and use their
casks are not the subject
to implement the change. New models of the VSC-24
of this rulemaking.
L.4.

Comment.

Assessment and Finding

One commenter questioned how the draft Environmental
of No Significant Impact would remain valid if changes

to cask design and procedures can be made.

Test or experiments could be

No. 9 (see also § 72.48)
conducted under draft Certificate of Compliance Item
the conditions specified in
leading to the use of a cask that does not meet
adversely impact site
the Certificate of Compliance. These changes may
specific public health, safety and the environment.
Response.

Given the limiting criteria of § 72.48, it is unlikely

analysis. The
that any change would materially change the environmental
any changes that involve
licensee's authority under § 72.48 does not permit
for cask use in the
unresolved safety issues, changes to the conditions
in occupational exposure, or
Certificate of Compliance, significant increase
Assessment supporting
significant environmental impact. In the Environmental
the staff evaluated
this rulemaking to approve the Standardized NUHOMS,
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various types of accidents that could happen to the ISFSI facility.

The

staff's evaluation encompassed design basis accidents and concluded that no
radioactive material will be released to the environment.

The staff also

evaluated a worst-case accident and found that the environmental impact is
insignificant.

Therefore, it is unlikely that the potential impact from

changes to cask design or test or experiment under the control of the licensee
would introduce new environmental considerations or impacts that differ from
or exceed those as analyzed in the Environmental Assessment.

Changes in

environmental impacts, as a result of changes to the cask design or
procedures, must be evaluated by the licensee.

The licensee's evaluations are

available for inspection by the NRC.

M. A number of technical clarifications and editorial issues were
raised.
M.1.

Comment.

One commenter stated that both SAR and SER on which the

Certificate of Compliance is based should be dated as was the case for
VSC-24 Certificate of Compliance.

the

If not, the public will be commenting on an

unfinished document that can be endlessly revised.
Response.
dated November 1993.

The draft SER is dated November 1993 and the SAR is
Both of these documents were revised based on public

comments.
M.2.

Comment.

One commenter wanted page 1 of the Certificate of

Compliance revised to change the name "Pacific Nuclear" to "VECTRA."
Response.

The Certificate of Compliance has been revised to

reflect this.
M.3.

Comment.

One commenter pointed out a typographical error on page
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In the Basis paragraph, the
A-19 of the draft Certificate of Compliance.
occur..." should read "Unacceptable
sentence starting, "Acceptable damage may
damage may occur..."
Response.

to
The Certificate of Compliance has been revised

clarify this.
M.4.

Comment.

Specification 1.2.16

Technical
One commenter requested clarification of
Compliance, as
on page A-25 of the draft Certificate of

is a surveillance
to whether the Yearly Average Ambient Temperature,
is unclear what action should be taken
requirement or an action statement. It
(Yearly average temperature <70F or
if either of the two specified limits
is exceeded.
average daily ambient temperature <lOOF)
specification is
Response. The Yearly Average Ambient Temperature
must verify in accordance with the
a site-specific parameter which the user
use the system under the general
requirement of §72.212(b)(3) in order to
further action to be taken.
There is no surveillance requirement or
"Regulatory Requirements for
Certificate of Compliance Section 1.1.1,
of some of the same site-specific
General License," also includes verification
to include the 1000 F or less
temperature parameters and has been amended

license.

average daily ambient temperature parameter.

Therefore, this specification

of Compliance Section 1.2.16) was
mentioned in the comment (Draft Certificate
deleted.
4, 1991, letter
Apparently in reference to a December
Safety Analysis Report
from PNFSI that stated " The NUHOMS Certification
that the use of the term CSAR was a
(CSAR) was...," one commenter believed
the NRC. The utility SAR should be
good idea and should have been used by
should be called CSAR just as NUHOMS
called SAR as it was and the vendor SAR
M.5.

Comment.
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SAR are being
Also, the acronyms topical report (TR), TSAR, and
This would eliminate
used interchangeably and they need clear definition.
did in 1990.

confusion on the issue by those involved.
ResDonse.

The staff generally agrees with the comment.

However,

staff's safety review are
the required documents that form the basis of the
of Compliance.
clearly identified in the SER and Certificate
"certificate holder"
M.6. Comment. One commenter wanted the term
eliminated because it is ambiguous and misleading.
changed to
Response. The term "certificate holder" has been
be consistent with the
"holder of a cask Certificate of Compliance" to
regulations.
Compliance
One commenter wanted the draft Certificate of
of seismic restraints at each
clarified as to who is responsible for the use
the ambiguous term "certificate
reactor site, the vendor or the utility citing
M.7.

Comment.

holder."
Response.

need for
The utility is responsible for determining the

on site seismic conditions
seismic restraints in the spent fuel building based
(Certificate of Compliance, Section 1.2.17) .
M.8.

Comment.

Several commenters stated that the limits on both

and gamma spectra
neutron and gamma emission rates as well as neutron
of Compliance) results in
(Attachment A, Section 1.2.1 of draft Certificate
produce lower dose rates.
excluding some fuel assemblies which would actually
fact that the neutron dose
The problem for fuel qualification stems from the
dose rate during cooling
rate does not decrease as rapidly as the gamma
high burned fuel assembly
because of the longer lived isotopes. Thus, a
term may remain excluded even
excluded on the basis of high neutron source
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neutron/gamma dose rate could be
though with extra cooling time the combined
fuel may not qualify due to exceeding
less than the design basis case. Some
the energy groups exceeding the limits
the spectra requirements even though
the dose rates. Combined neutron/gamma
may not be significant contributors to
recommended that the limits on source
dose rates are the real concern, it is
equivalence. The fuel specification
term be replaced by limits based on dose
enrichment, burnup, and cooling time
should allow other combinations of fuel
fuel cladding temperature or dose
that would not result in exceeding the
rates.
specifications
The staff agrees that alternative fuel
did not provide a specific
could be beneficial. However, this commenter
any other alternative at this
alternative, and the staff has not evaluated
approach in the SAR. Therefore, no
time. Also, VECTRA did not include this
Response.

rulemaking.
other approach is considered for this
wording changes to the draft
M.9. Comment. One commenter suggested
A, Section 1.2.6 Action b as follows:
Certificate of Compliance, Attachment
plug. Re-install or adjust position
"Visually inspect placement of top shield
seated." The commenter also proposed
of top shield plug if it is not properly
section, as follows: "Install
wording changes to Action c, of the same
other ALARA actions, as
additional temporary shielding or implement
appropriate."
and has added
The staff agrees with the first comment
Compliance, Section A.1.2.6, Action b.
the suggested words to Certificate of
c because 10 CFR Part 20 ALARA already
It is not necessary to change Action
Response.

applies to these activities.
M.10.

Comment.

of Compliance,
One commenter wanted draft Certificate
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deleted. The user should be permitted
Attachment A, Section 1.2.6, Action d
under 10 CFR 72.48, which is
to analyze and document higher dose rates
Another commenter wanted entire the specification
of Compliance deleted. Given
1.2.6 of Attachment A to the draft Certificate
specification for DSC dose rates is not
that HSM dose rates are specified, a
in the canister closure operations
necessary since only the workers involved
covered by the reactor radiation
are affected by them and they are already
draft Certificate of Compliance,
protection program. One commenter wanted
Given that HSM dose rates are
Attachment A, Section 1.2.11 deleted.
Cask dose rates is not necessary since
specified, a specification for Transfer
not the general public. The commenter
only the workers involved are affected,
be
deleted the action statement should
continues, if the section cannot be
dose rates are exceeded, place
revised to read as follows: "If specified
areas of the transfer cask or
temporary shielding around the affected
Review the plant records of
implement other ALARA actions, as appropriate.
placed in the DSC to ensure they conform
the fuel assemblies which have been
be
1.2.1. The report to the NRC should
to the fuel specifications of Section
rates
analyze and document the higher dose
deleted with the user being able to
for NRC review.
under 10 CFR 72.48, which is available
for design purposes. The dose
Response. The dose rate limits are
has not been inadvertently loaded with
rate is limited to ensure that the DSC
spent fuel specifications. NRC will
fuel not meeting the vendor/applicant
limits are exceeded. For reasons
require reporting if the specified dose
t'e above requests.
discussed above, the NRC cannot accommodate
that the requirement for a
M.11. Comment. One commenter stated
1810
DSC of 2000 ppm is in excess of the
the
in
concentration
boron
dissolved
available for NRC review.
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ppm site-specific license.
ensure reactivity below 0.95

to
The 1810 ppm dissolved boron is sufficient
K-eff (95/95 tolerance level with uncertainties)

assuming 24 fresh fuel assemblies.

For the unlikely worst case with water

not achievable for fresh fuel)-,
density- 0.2 to 0.7 gm/cc (a condition
The pool dissolved boron verification
reactivity remains below 0.98 K-eff.
from not to exceed 48 hours to once
measurement frequency should be changed
Part 50 requirements.
per month to be consistent with 10 CFR
canister was designed using
Another commenter stated that the NUHOMS-24P
is "credit for soluble boron." The
burnup credit, the basis for licensing
1-1, draft Certificate of
burnup-enrichment curve requirement (Figure
time that NRC accepts burnup credit
Compliance) should be removed until the
1.2.15, draft Certificate of
and the pool boron specification (Section
Compliance) is removed.
of burnup credit in criticality
The NRC has not yet approved the use
casks. The applicant did
transportation
and
storage
fuel
spent
for
analyses
for
an alternate design acceptance basis
as
burnup
for
credit
analyze
however
of burnup credit by NRC. As
the NUHOMS-24P DSC, pending further consideration
DSC criticality safety is approved based
discussed in the SER, the NUHOMS-24P
of loading with irradiated fuel
on, among others, the key assumptions
<1.45 w% U-235, misleading unirradiated
assemblies with equivalent enrichment
U-235, and soluble boron in water for
fuel with maximum enrichment of 4.0 wt%
considers the use of the burnup-enrichment
wet loading and unloading. The NRC
1-1, as a fuel selection criteria, to
curve, Certificate of Compliance, Figure
unanalyzed conservatism in the
be prudent. Its use adds additional
to previous NUHOMS-24P approvals.
criticality safety margin. It is comparable
the requirement that storage cask
Its use would also be consistent with
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of the stored spent fuel
designs be, to the extent practicable with removal
disposition by DOE.
from the reactor site, transportation, and ultimate
requested to allow
Therefore, the NRC disagrees with the commenters
these burnup-enrichment
Standardized NUHOMS-24P users the option of using
curve.
NUHOMS
The comment appears to refer to the use of a
The "standardized NUHOMS 24P and
24P associated with a site-specific license.
and should not be confused
52B" are the subject of this general rule making
is clear about conditions
with a site license. The SER for this rulemaking
required to ensure that the keff
for use, i.e., 2000 ppm boron concentration is
does not request, nor does
remains below 0.95. The SAR for this rulemaking
of kef = 0.95 for all accident
the SER grant, exemption from the requirement
fuel assemblies and
conditions, including misleading of 24 unirradiated
Response.

optimum moderation density.
credit in criticality
The NRC has not yet approved the use of burnup
casks. The applicant did
analyses for spent fuel storage and transportation
design acceptance basis for
however analyze credit for burnup as an alternate
of burnup credit by NRC. As
the NUHOMS-24P DSC, pending future acceptance
safety is approved based
discussed in the SER, the NUHOMS-24P DSC criticality
with irradiated fuel
on, among others, the key assumptions of loading
U-235, misleading unirradiated
assemblies with equivalent enrichment <1.45 w%
and soluble boron in water for
fuel with maximum enrichment of 4.0 w% U-235,
the use of the burnup-enrichment
wet loading and unloading. The NRC considers
as a fuel selection criteria, to
curve, Certificate of Compliance Figure 1-1,
conservatism in the
be prudent. Its use adds additional unanalyzed
to previous NUHOMS-24P approvals.
criticality safety margin. It is comparable
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requirement that storage cask
Its use would also be consistent with the
with removal of the stored
designs be, to the extent practicable, compatible
and ultimate disposition
spent fuel from the reactor site, transportation,
the commenters request to allow
DOE. Therefore, the NRC disagrees with
of using thee burnup-enrichment
Standardized NUHOMS-24P users the option

by

curve.
M.12.

Comment.

fuel types in the draft

of specific
Several commenters stated that the listing
Certificate of Compliance is overly restrictive.

fuel types or a "fuel qualification
Allowance should be made for very similar
replace the listing.
table" as proposed by the vendor should
should be made for very
Response. The NRC agrees that allowance
similar types of fuel to be stored.
this flexibility.

The Certificate of Compliance provides

at this time
The "fuel qualification table" consideration

is not subject to this rulemaking.
of page A-27 of
One commenter citing the first paragraph
that the postulated adiabatic
the draft Certificate of Compliance states
being exceeded in approximately
heatup would result in concrete temperatures
and conservative to perform the
40 hours. As a result, it is appropriate
on a daily basis to ensure that
visual surveillance to verify no vent blockage
The last sentence in the first
a blockage existed for less than 40 hours.
needs to be removed from service if
paragraph should reflect that the module
is less than 40 hours, not 24
it cannot be established that the blockage
will adequately verify this. One
hours. A 24 hour surveillance interval
3 of the draft Certificate of
commenter cited an inconsistency in Section
a module must be removed from service
Compliance. Section 3.1 indicates that
greater than 24 hours. Surveillance
of a vent blockage is in existence for
M.13. Comment.
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removed from service if the
Section 1.3.2 indicates that a module must be
been exceeded for greater than 24
concrete accident temperature criteria has
hours.
limit to

not cause the temperature
A vent blockage for less than 24 hours would
the objective for the 24
be exceeded, as explained in Section 1.3 and

The apparent conflict between
hour frequency required by surveillance 1.3.1.
Requirement 1.3.2 should be
Section 1.3 and the action for Surveillance
1.3.2. Actions are
resolved. It appears that Surveillance Actions
appropriate.
Response.

to
The Certificate of Compliance has been clarified

reflect the comment.
to Attachment
One commenter stated that Section 1.2.14
is unnecessary because the time to
A of the draft Certificate of Compliance
the HSM would normally require less
transfer the DSC from the transfer cask to
with temperatures above 100 degrees
than eight hours. During this time, even
in fuel clad temperature and neutron
F without the solar shield, any increase
not detrimental.
shield temperature would be small and therefore
the atmosphere and would not
Additionally, the transfer cask is open to
M.14.

Comment.

pressurize.
Response.
condition of operation

The vendor, VECTRA, has proposed this limiting
might occur
in lieu of showing what detrimental effect

the ambient conditions involve
on the cladding or neutron shield, should
0
with this condition as cited in
temperatures above 100 F. The NRC concurs
of Compliance.
Attachment A, Section 1.2.14 of the Certificate
issues.
N. Several commenters raised safeguards/sabotage
bombing
Another commenter cited the World Trade Center
N.1. Comment.
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and the ease with which a disturbed individual recently breached security and
remained undetected at a U.S. reactor.

Explosive technology has become very

sophisticated in the last 15 years since the NRC and Sandia Laboratories
studied the effect of sabotage on shipping casks in the March 1979 NUREG-459
"Generic Adversary Characteristics Summary Report." Another commenter made
reference to an experiment with balloons which failed.

Yet another commenter

questioned the degree of protection in the spent fuel pool versus dry cask
-storage; will the cask be in a vital area; will safeguards be reviewed as part
of the security plan; and what is the effect on the security of these casks.
Response.

The NRC reviewed potential issues related to possible

radiological sabotage of storage casks at reactor site ISFSIs in the 1990
rulemaking that added Subparts K and L to 10 CFR Part 72 (55 FR 29181).

NRC

regulations in 10 CFR Part 72 establish physical protection and security
requirements for an ISFSI located within the owner controlled area of a
licensed power reactor site.

Section 72.212(b)(5) requires that spent fuel in

the ISFSI be protected against the design basis threat for radiological
sabotage using provisions and requirements comparable to those used for
protection of spent fuel at the associated reactor, subject to certain
additional conditions and exceptions described in 10 CFR 72.212.

Each utility

security
licensed to have an ISFSI at its reactor site is required to develop
plans and install a security system that provides high assurance against
the
unauthorized activities which could constitute an unreasonable risk to
associated
public health and safety. The security systems at an ISFSI and its
reactor are similar in design features to ensure the detection and assessment
of unauthorized activities.

Alarm annunciations at the ISFSI are monitored by

the security alarm stations at the reactor site.
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Response to intrusion is

audited by
Each ISFSI is periodically inspected by NRC and annually
within their
the licensee to ensure that the security systems are operating
reviewed, with a
design limits. The validity of the threat is continually
the NRC is studying
formal evaluation every six months by the NRC. Currently,
casks.
the effects of a truck bomb detonation near dry storage
plan updated to
N.2. Comment. One commenter wanted the emergency
such as sabotage,
include initiating events caused by unnatural occurrences,
specifically for the
particularly for this fuel storage option. Whether
barriers is for the NRC
Davis-Besse site this means upgraded or new security
required.

to determine.
Response.

Under 10 CFR 72.212 requirements, each general licensee

threat of radiological
must protect the spent fuel against the design basis
licensee to review the
sabotage. Also, 10 CFR 72.212 requires each general
is decreased and if
reactor emergency plan to determine if its effectiveness
approvals.
so, prepare the necessary changes and obtain the necessary
into NRC
Therefore, the comment is already essentially incorporated
regulations.
and inspection
0. Several commenters had fabrication, quality assurance
concerns.
and
One commenter raised questions about NRC oversight
This is based on tests
requirements for proper cask fabrication by licensees.
in July just before the
of the faulty welds at the Palisades plant conducted
0.1.

Comment.

cask was filled, but the test was not reviewed.
ResDonse.

The ultimate responsibility to ensure proper cask

fabrication belongs to the user of the cask.
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Each Part 50 licensee (general

(QA) program in place to oversee
licensee) must have its own quality assurance
apply to design, purchase,
vendor activities. The QA requirements
operation, maintenance, repair,
fabrication, handling, inspection, testing,
that
and components, and decommissioning
systems
structures,
of
modifications
certified cask vendors have NRCare important to safety. In addition,
the implementation of these quality
approved QA programs that control
to the safety significance of these
activities in a manner appropriate
its
licensee reviews, approves, and oversees
activities. In turn, the general
The NRC inspects both the general
vendor's QA programs and activities.
QA
for compliance with the respective
licensee and the subtiered vendors
of the activities performed.
program requirements and for the adequacy
loaded cask happened because the
The faulty welds at Palisades in a
If the radiographs were read in a timely
radiographs were not read initially.
loaded without corrective action first
manner, the cask should not have been
in the process contributed to
being taken. NRC oversight and involvement
cask weld.
timely detection of the defective
clarification of the quality
0.2. Comment. One commenter wants
a regulatory guide for vendors, with
assurance program. NRC should have
and NRC inspections of
strong criteria for audits and subcontractors,
of
put in the PDR. How will a subcontractor
be
to
need
facilities
fabricating
the future? If a vendor is going to
in
NRC
by
checked
be
vendor
NUHOMS
the NRC should inspect each cask and
continuously change subcontractors,
QA manual.
certainly carefully inspect the vendor
Guides 3.62 and 3.61,
Response. Chapters 11 or 13 of Regulatory
acceptable quality assurance programs.
respectively, provide guidance on
B
meeting the requirements of Appendix
These chapters state that a QA program
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Part 72 will be accepted by NRC.
of 10 CFR Part 50 or Subpart G of 10 CFR
NRC Branch Technical Position
Both Part 50 and 72 require an audit program.
an Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Titled, "Quality Assurance Programs for
the NRC review of quality
Installations (ISFSI) 10 CFR 72," implements
NRC inspection reports are
assurance programs submitted by applicants.
reports containing sensitive
routinely placed in the PDR except for
fabrication are available in the
information. Inspection reports of NUHOMS
PDR.
have
One commenter wanted to know if any nonconformances
any fabrication of NUHOMS canister.
been discovered in inspection reports of
How has the QA program for NUHOMS been
If so, what? How was this resolved?
contractors and subcontractors be
reviewed? Is there a manual? How will
0.3.

Comment.

checked?
in NRC
A notice of nonconformance is documented
August 23, 1993. The NRC staff
Inspection Report No. 721004/93-07 dated
at Duke Power Company, its contractor,
conducted inspections in three phases
and subcontractor (Rancor, Inc.)
(Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.)
activities with regard to the NUHOMS-24P
concerning the quality assurance (QA)
staff found that implementation of Duke
dry spent fuel storage canisters. The
in general; however, certain NRC
Power Company QA Program was satisfactory,
G were not met. QA activities
requirements under 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart
of: nonconforming
cited in the inspection report were documentation
Response.

assurance records; control of
materials, parts or components; quality
control of measuring and test
purchased material, equipment and services;
drawings; licensee inspection; and
equipment; instructions, procedures, and
were taken and documented by Duke
audits. Nonconformance corrective actions
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Power Company.
dated January

acceptable by letters
NRC staff found these corrective action
actions taken and
13, 1994, and April 4, 1994. The corrective

by
are reviewed in periodic inspections
the implementation of the QA Program
the NRC staff.
is "VECTRA Technologies, Inc.,
The latest version of the QA manual
1, transmitted July 25, 1994, which
Quality Assurance Manual," Revision
and organization, and includes additional
reflects the corporation's new name
QA record-keeping commitments. NRC
changes to update the manual and clarify
In its
its letter dated August 23, 1994.
staff found Revision 1 acceptable in
3,
1 of the VECTRA QA Manual with Revision
review, the staff compared Revision
the staff found acceptable by letter
Edition 2, of the PNSI QA manual which
dated January 28, 1993.
vendors (or licensees) are
Contractors and subcontractors of cask
performed by the staff.
subject of periodic QA inspections
to know if there is a possible
0.4. Comment. One commenter wanted
resolved, with a material defect in
problem, and if there was, how it was
Swagelok tube fittings for NUHOMS?
defect problem
The NRC is not aware of any material
the
designs. There is no reliance on
with Swagelok tube fittings on NUHOMS
boundary for the NUHOMS canister.
Swagelok fittings as part of the confinement
plate that is welded on after the canister
The fittings are covered by a metal
be
is a failure in the fitting it would
there
if
Therefore,
dried.
vacuum
is
DSC can
to repair or replace it so that the
licensee
the
of
responsibility
the
safety
would not cause a public health and
be loaded properly, but its failure
Response.

concern.
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Impact:
Finding of No Significant Environmental

Availability

of
the National Environmental Policy Act
The Commission has determined under
regulations in Subpart A of 10 CFR
1969, as amended, and the Commission's
Federal action significantly affecting
Part 51, that this rule is not a major
and therefore an environmental impact
the quality of the human environment
rule adds an additional cask to the
statement is not required. This final
that power reactor licensees can use
casks
storage
fuel
spent
approved
list of
without additional site-specific
to store spent fuel at reactor sites
of no
environmental assessment and finding
The
Commission.
the
from
approvals
is based are available for
determination
this
which
on
impact
significant
Room, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level),
inspection at the NRC Public Document
of
the environmental assessment and finding
Washington, DC. Single copies of
of
from Mr. Gordon E. Gundersen, Office
no significant impact are available
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington
Nuclear Regulatory Research, U. S.
DC, 20555, telephone (301) 415-6195.
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

new or amended information collection
This final rule does not contain a
et
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501
requirement subject to the Paperwork
and
approved by the Office of Management
seq.). Existing requirements were
Budget approval number 3150-0132.

Regulatory Analysis
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The

on this regulation.
The Commission has prepared a regulatory analysis
the alternatives considered by
analysis examines the costs and benefits of

the Commission.
analysis at the

regulatory
Interested persons may examine a copy of the
Level),
NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower

from Mr. Gordon
Single copies of the analysis may be obtained
Research, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
E. Gundersen, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
(301) 415-6195.
Commission, Washington DC, 20555, telephone

Washington, DC.

Regulatory Flexibility Certification

of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b),
As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act
not have a significant economic
the Commission certifies that this rule does
This rule affects only
impact on a substantial number of small entities.
reactors and cask vendors. The
licensees owning and operating nuclear power
the scope of the definition
owners of nuclear power plants do not fall within
of the Regulatory Flexibility
of "small entities" set forth in Section 601(3)
Standards set out in regulations
Act,15 U.S.C. 632, or the Small Business Size
at 13 CFR Part 121.
issued by the Small Business Administration

Backfit Analysis

10 CFR 50.109 and 10 CFR
The NRC has determined that the backfit rules
backfit analysis is not required for
72.62 do not apply to this final rule. A
not involve any provisions which
this final rule because this amendment does
or 72.62(a).
would impose backfits as defined in §§ 50.109(a)(1)
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List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 72

safety and
Manpower training programs, Nuclear materials, Occupational
measures, Spent
health, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security
fuel.

authority of the
For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the
Act of 1974,
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization
the following
as amended and 5 U.S.C. 552 and 553, the NRC is adopting
amendments to 10 CFR Part 72.

PART 72--LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT STORAGE
OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

read as follows:
1. The authority citation for Part 72 continues to
182, 183, 184,
AUTHORITY: Secs. 51, 53, 57, 62, 63, 65, 69, 81, 161,
948, 953, 954, 955, as
186, 187, 189, 68 Stat. 929, 930, 932, 933, 934, 935,
2071, 2073, 2077, 2092,
amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 444, as amended (42 U.S.C.
2237, 2238, 2282); sec.
2093, 2095, 2099, 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2236,
2021); sec. 201, as
274 Pub. L. 86-373, 73 Stat. 688, as amended (42 U.S.C.
1246, (42 U.S.C. 5841,
amended, 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1242, as amended, 1244,
as amended by Pub. L. 1025842, 5846); Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951
102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83
486, sec. 2902, 106 Stat. 3123, (42 U.S.C. 5851); sec.
137, 141, Pub. L. 97Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332); secs. 131, 132, 133, 135,
L. 100-203, 101 Stat.
425, 96 Stat. 2229, 2230, 2232, 2241, sec. 148, Pub.
10161, 10168).
1330-235 (42 U.S.C. 10151, 10152, 1053, 10155, 10157,
88

(d), Pub. L.
Section 72.44(g) also issued under secs.142(b) and 148(c),
10168(c), (d)).
100-203, 101 Stat. 1330-232, 1330-236 (42 U.S.C. 10162(b),
(42 U.S.C. 2239); sec.
Section 72.46 also issued under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955
Section 72.96(d) also
134, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2230 (42 U.S.C. 10154).
1330-235 (42 U.S.C.
issued under sec. 145(g), Pub. L. 100-203, 101 Stat.
2(19) 117(a),
10165(g)). Subpart J also issued under secs. 2(2), 2(15),
2244, (42 U.S.C.
141(h), Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2202, 2203, 2204, 2222,
issued under sec. 133,
10101, 10137(a), 10161(h). Subparts K and L are also
2252 (42 U.S.C.
96 Stat. 2230 (42 U.S.C. 10153) and sec. 218(a), 96 Stat.
10198).

added to read as
2. Section 72.214, Certificate of Compliance 1004 is
follows:

§

72.214.

List of approved spent fuel storage casks.

*

*

**

*

Certificate Number : 1004
SAR Submitted by:
SAR Title:

VECTRA Technologies, Inc.

Safety Analysis Report for the Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal

2
Modular Storage System for Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Revision
Docket Number: 72-1004
Certification Expiration Date:
Model Numbers:

(20 years after final rule effective date)

NUHOMS-24P for Pressurized Water Reactor fuel;
NUHOMS-52B for Boiling Water Reactor fuel.
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS
ADDITION OF STANDARDIZED NUHOMS TO 10 CFR 72.214
to
On July 18, 1990 (55 FR 29181), the Commission issued an amendment fuel
nuclear
spent
of
storage
the
for
10 CFR Part 72. The amendment provided
use these
under a general license. Any nuclear power reactor licensee can is stored
fuel
spent
the
(2)
advance,
in
casks if: (1) they notify the NRC
and
under the conditions specified in the cask's certificate of compliance, four
rulemaking,
that
In
met.
are
license
(3) the conditions of the general
were
spent fuel storage casks were approved for use at reactor sites andcasks
storage
that
envisioned
rulemaking
That
listed in 10 CFR 72.214.
§ 72.214
certified in the future could be routinely added to the listing in
NRC
through rulemaking procedures. Procedures and criteria for obtaining
72.230.
CFR
10
approval of new spent .fuel storage cask designs was provided in § 72.214 in
Subsequently, two additional casks were added to the listing in
1993.
of
The'alternative to this proposed action is to withhold certification
proposed
that
utility
each
this new design and give a site-specific license to
time and
to use the cask. This alternative however, would cost the NRC more
certification
withholding
money for each site-specific review. In addition,
addition
would ignore the procedures and criteria currently in place for the to the
direction
NWPA
with
of new cask designs. Further, it is in conflict
at the
Commission to approve technologies for the use of spent fuel storage
practicable,
extent
the
to
sites of civilian nuclear power reactors without,
the need for additional site reviews. Also, this alternative is and would
anticompetitive in that it would exclude new vendors without cause
reactor
arbitrarily limit the choice of cask designs available to power
licensees.
Approval of the proposed rulemaking would eliminate the above problems.
health
Further, the proposed rule will have no adverse effect on the public
and safety.
is
The benefit of this proposed rule to nuclear power reactor licensees
which
to make available a greater choice of spent fuel storage cask designs
design may have
can be used under a general license. However, the newer cask
licensees
a market advantage over the existing designs in that power reactor
cask
new
The
features.
improved
with
casks
may prefer to use the newer
NRC
obtain
to
having
by
benefit
72.214
§
in
listed
vendors with casks to be
one
than
certificates only once for a design which can then be used by more may be
power reactor licensees. Vendors with cask designs already listed
newly listed
adversely impacted in that power reactor licensees may choose a
regulations
its
by
design over an existing one. However, the NRC is required
benefits
also
NRC
The
and NWPA direction to certify and list approved casks.
multiple
by
use
for
because it will need to certify a cask design only once
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2.

PREAMBLE This certificate is issued to certify that the cask and contents,
described in item 5 below, meet the applicable safety standards set forth in
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 72,"Licensing Requirements for
the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactlve
Waste."

3.

THIS CERTIFICATE is issued on the basis of a safety analyses report o*f..thei
cask design, Model No.: Standardized NUHOMS-24P and NUHOMS-52B

a. PREPARED BY (Name and Address)

b. TITLE AND'IDENTIFICATION
OF REPORT OR APPLICATION

VECTRA.Technologies, Inc. a.k.a.
Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
6203'San Ignacio Avenue, Suite 100
San Jose, CA 95119

VECTRA Technologies, Inc., a.k.a
Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
"Safety Analysis Report for the i.":Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal Modular
Storage System for Irradiated Nuclear Fuel
c.

4.

DOCKET NUMBER 72-1004

CONDITIONS This certificate is conditional upon fulfilling the requirements
of 10`CFR"'F.Part 72, as applicable, and the conditions specified".below.

Effective Date:

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULP'"'"

M"'cTI"kl
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Expiration Date:

_
Chirles J. Haughney,
Storage and Transport
Division of Industria. u,,u
Medical Nuclear Safety, NMSS
-------
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10 CFR PART 72
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 1004
REVISION NUMBER: 0
PACKAGE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: USA/72-1004
PAGE NUMBER: I
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 4

1.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

PREAMBLE This certificate is issued to certify that the storage system and'
contents, described in Itemn 5, below, meet the applicable safety standards set forth in
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 72, "Licensing Requirements for the
Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High--Level Radioactive Waste."

3.

THIS CERTIFICATE is issued on the basis of a review of the safety analysis report
(SAR) and the determination that the system design meets the applicable requirements
of 10 CFR Part 72 as discussed in the staff's Safety Evaluation Report (SER).
SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT IDENTIFICATION
VECTRA Technologies, Inc., a.k.a. Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Safety
Analysis Report for the Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal Modular Storage System
for Irradiated Nuclear Fuel.
SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT IDENTIFICATION
Safety Evaluation Report of VECTRA Technologies, Inc., a.k.a. Pacific Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., Safety Analysis Report for the Standardized NUHOMS Horizontal
Modular Storage System for Irradiated Fuel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

4.

CONDITIONS
This certificate is conditional upon fulfilling the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72,
Subpart L, as applicable, and the conditions specified in below.

5.

CASK
a. Model Nos.: Standardized NUHOMS-24P and NUHOMS-52B
The two digits refer to the number of fuel assemblies stored in the DSC, and the
character P for PWR or B for BWR is to designate the type of fuel stored.

b. Description
The Standardized NUHOMS System and its analyses and operations are described in the SAR
(Docket 72-1004) identified previously. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has reviewed the
SAR in the Safety Evaluation Report identified previously.
The system which is being certified is described in Sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the SAR
and in the NRC's SER accompanying the SAR. (The system drawings, which reflect this
description, are contained in Appendix E of the SAR.) The Standardized NUHOMS System is a
horizontal canister system composed of a steel dry shielded canister (DISC), a reinforced concrete
horizontal storage module (HSM), and a transfer cask (TC). The welded DSC provides
confinement and criticality control for the storage and transfer of irradiated fuel. The concrete
module provides radiation shielding while allowinu cooling of the DSC and fuel by natural
convection during storage. The TC is used for transferrinv the DSC from/to the Spent Fuel Pool
Building to/from the HSM.
The principal component subassemblies of the DSC are the shell with integral bottom cover plate
and shield plug and rain/grapple ring, top shield plug, top cover plate, and basket assembly.
The shell length is fuel-specific. The internal basket assembly is composed oft guide sleeves,
support rods, and spacer disks. This assembly is designed to hold 24 PWR fuel assemblies or
52 BWR assemblies. It aids in the insertion of tlhe fuel assemblies, enhances subcriticality
during loading operations, and provides structural support duLring a hypothetical drop accident.
The DSC is designed to slide from the transfer cask into the HSM and back without undue
galling, scratching, gouging, or other damage to the sliding surfaces.
The HSM is a reinforced concrete unit with penetrations located at the top and bottom of the
side walls for air flow. The penetrations are protected from debris intrusions by wire mesh
screens during storage operation. The DSC Support Structure, a structural steel frame with
rails, is installed within the HSNM module to provide for sliding the DSC in and out of the HSM
and to support the DSC within the HSM.
The TC is designed and fabricated as a lifting device to mleet NUREG-0612 and ANSI N14.6
requirements. It is used for transfer operations within the Spent Fuel Pool Building and for
transfer operations to/from the HSM. The TC is a cylindrical vessel with a bottom end closure
assembly and a bolted top cover plate. Two upper lifting trunnions are located near the top of
the cask for downending/Luprigllting and lifting of the cask in the Spent Fuel Pool Building. The
lower trunnions, located near the base of the cask, serve as the axis of rotation during
downending/Uprighting, operations and as sill)ports during transport to/from the Independent

Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI).
With the exception of the TC, fuel transfer and auxiliary equipment
operations are not included as a part of the Standardized NUHOMS
Certificate of Compliance under 10 CFR Part 72. Subpart L. Such
is not limited to, special lifting devices, the transfer trailer, aind the

necessary for ISFSI
System to be reviewed for a
equipment may include, but
skid positioning system.

.

I

c. Drawiiigs
E of
The drawings for the dry irradiated fuel storage canister system are contained in Appendix
the SAR.
d. Basic Comiponents
are the
The basic components of the Standardized NUHOMS Systemi that are important to safety
DSC, HSM, and TC. These components are described in Section 4.2 of the SAR.
6.

Fabrication activities shall be conducted in accordance with a quality assurance program as
described in Section 11.0 of thle SAR.

7.

of
Notification of fabrication schedules shall be maasde in accordance with the requirements
10 CFR 72.232(c).

8.

Standardized NUHONIS Systems. wh,ich are au.lthorized bv this certificate. are hereby approved
sites under
for general use by holders of 10 CFR Part 50 licenses for nuclear reactors at reactor
by 10
the general license issued pursuant to 10 ('FR 72.' 10. subject to the conditionls specified
CFR 72.2 12 and the attached ('onditions fOI- S\' tem Use.

9.

Chliages. tests, Ild experimienits
\:
The holder of this certificate of compliatnlce ma1
I) Make changes in the cask desi n (lescribedl in the Safety Analysis Report.
(2) Make changes in the procedures described iMtile Safety Analysis Report. or
(3) Conduct tests or experiments not described in the Safety Analysis Report.
involves a
without prior Commission approval. unless the proposed change. test or experiment
increase in
change in the Certificate of Compliance, all unreviewved safetI qUestion. a significant
occupational exposure or a significaZnt unre\ ieWed en1vironlimental impact.
A proposed change. test. or experiment shll1 he deemed to invol\e anr Linreviewed safety
question:

(1)

If the probability of occurrence or the con1sequen1ces of an accident or malfunction of
be
equipment imlportant to satety previoutsl\ evaluated in the Safet\ Analysis Report miay
increased: or

(2)

If a possibility for an accident or 1viallfunction of .a different type than any evaluated
previously in the Safety Anlyivsis Report mlay be created: or

.

I

......

(3)

If the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical specification or limit is
reduced.

The holder of this certificate of compliance shall maintain records of changes in the cask design
and of changes in procedures if the changes consititLute changes in the cask design or procedures
described in the Safety Analysis Report. The holder of this certificate of compliance shall also
maintain records of tests and experiments it conducts that are not described in the Safety
Analysis Report. These records must include a written safety evaluation that provides the bases
for the determination that the change, test or experiment does not involve an unreviewed safety
question. The records of changes in the cask design and of changes in procedures and records
of tests or experiments must be maintained until the Commission terminates the certificate.
The holder of this certificate ot compliance shall annuLially furnish to the Director, Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
20555, a report containing a brief description of chaniues, tests, and experiments made tinder this
provision, including a sUmlmary of the safety evaluLation of each. Any sLclh report submitted by
a holder of this certificate of compliance will be mnade a part of the public record pertaining to
this certificate.
The holder of this certificate of compliance who desires:

10.

(1)

To make changes in the cask design or the procedures as described in the Safety Analysis
Report, or to conduct tests or experiments not described in the Safety Analysis Report,
that involve an unreviewed safety question. a significant increase in occupational
exposure, or a significant unreviewed environmental impact, or

(2)

To change the Certificate of Compliance shall submit an application for amendment of the
certificate.

Effective Date:
Expiration Date:
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY

Charles J. Haughlney. Chief
Storage and Transport Systems Branch
Division of Industrial and
Medical NLuclear Safety, NMSS
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This section presents the conditions which a potential user (general licensee) of the
standardized NUHOMS system must comply with, in order to use the system under the
general license in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 72.2 10 and 10 CFR 72.2 12.
These conditions have either been proposed by the system vendor. imposed by the NRC staff
as a result of the review of the SAR, or are part of the regulatory requirements expressed in
10 CFR'72.212.
1.1 General Requirements and Conditions
1.1. 1 Regulatory Requirements for a General License
Subpart K of 10 CFR Part 72 contains conditions for using the general license to store spent
fuel at an independent spent fuel storage installation at power reactor sites authorized to
possess and operate nuclear power reactors uLinder 10 CFR Part 50. Technical regulatory
requirements for the licensee (user of the standardized NUHOMS system). are contained in
10 CFR 72.212(b).
Under 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2) requirements. the licensee m1ust perform written evaluations,
before use, that establish that: (1) conditions set forth in the Certificate of Compliance have
been met; (2) cask storage pads and areas have been designed to adequately support the static
load of the stored casks; and (3) the requiremi-ents of 10 CFR 72. 104 "Criteria for radioactive
materials in effluent and direct radiation fromi an ISESI or MRS," have been met. In
addition, 10 CFR 72.2 12(b)(3) requires that the licensee review the SAR and the associated
SER, before use of the general license, to determine whether or not the reactor site
parameters (including earthquake intensity and tornado missiles), are encompassed by the
cask design bases considered in these reports.
The requirements of 10 CFR 72.2 12(b)(4) provide that, as a holder of a Part 50 license, the
user, before use of the general license under Part 72, must determine whether activities
related to storage of spent fuel involve any unreviewed safety issues, or changes in technical
specifications as provided uLinder 10 CFR 50.59. Under 10 CFR 72.2 12(b)(5), the general
license holder shall also protect the spent fuel against design basis threats and radiological
sabotage pursuant to 10 CFR 73.55. Other general license requirements dealing with review
of reactor emergency plans, quality assurance prograin, training, and radiation protection
2
program must also be satisfied pursuant to 10 CFR 72. 21 (b)(6). Records and procedural
requirements for the general license holder are described in 10 CFR 72.2 12(b)(7), (8),
(9) and (10).
Without limiting the requirements identified above. site-specific parameters and analyses,
identified in the SER, that will need verification by the system user. are as a minimum, as
follows:

A-l

1.

The temperature of 70'F as the maximum average yearly temperature with
solar incidence. The average daily ambient temperature shall be 100lF or less
(Reference SER Section 2.4.1).

2.

The temperature extremes of 125°F with incident solar radiation and -40'F
with no solar incidence (Reference SER Section 2.4.1) for storage of the DSC
inside the HSM.

3.

The horizontal and vertical seismic acceleration levels of 0.25g and 0. 17g,
respectively (Reference SER Table 2-4).

4.

The analyzed flood condition of 15 fps water velocity and a height of 50 feet
of water (full submergence of the loaded HSM DSC) (Reference SER Table
2-4).

5.

The potential for fire and explosion should be addressed, based on site-specific
considerations (See SER Table 2-4 and related SER discussion).

6.

The HSM foundation design criteria are not included in the SAR. Therefore,
the nominal SAR design or an alternative should be verified for individual sites
in accordance with 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2)(ii). Also, in accordance with
10 CFR 72.212(b)(3), the foundation design should be evaluated against actual
site parameters to determine whether its failure would cause the standardized
NUHOMS system to exceed the design basis accident conditions.

7.

The potential for lightning damage to any electrical system associated with the
standardized NUHOMS system (e.g., thermal performance monitoring) should
be addressed, based on site-specific considerations (See SER Table 2.4 and
related SER discussion).

8.

Any other site parameters or consideration that could decrease the
effectiveness of cask systems important to safety.

In accordance with 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2), a record of the written evaluations must be
retained by the licensee until spent fuel is no longer stored under the general license issued
under 10 CFR 72.210.
1.1.2 Operating Procedures
Written operating procedures shall be prepared for cask handling, loading, movement,
surveillance, and maintenance. The operating procedures suggested generically in the SAR
were considered appropriate as discussed in Section 11.0 of the SER and should provide the
basis for the user's written operating procedure. The following additional procedure
requested by NRC staff in Section 11.3 should be part of the user operating procedures:
A-2

If fuel needs to be removed from the DSC, either at the end of service life or for
inspection after an accident, precautions must be taken against the potential for the
presence of damaged or oxidized fuel and to prevent radiological exposure to
personnel during this operation. This can be achieved with this design by the use of
the purge and fill valves which permit a determination of the atmosphere within the
DSC before the removal of the inner top cover plate and shield plugs. If the
atmosphere within the DSC is helium, then operations should proceed normally with
fuel removal either via the transfer cask or in the pool. However, if air is present
within the DSC, then appropriate filters should be in place to preclude the
uncontrolled release of any potential airborne radioactive particulate from the DSC via
the purge-fill valves. This will protect both personnel and the operations area from
potential contamination. For the accident case, personnel protection in the form of
respirators or supplied air should be considered in accordance with the licensee's
Radiation Protection Program.

1. 1.3 Quality Assurance
Activities at the ISFSI shall be condLIcted in accordance with a Comillission-approved quality
assurance program which satisfies the applicable reqlilrements of 10 CFR Part 50.
Appendix B, and which is established, maintained. anid executed with regard to the ISFSI.
1.1.4 Heavy Loads Requireeilnets
Lifts of the DSC in the TC must be made within the existing heavy !oads requirements and
procedures of the licensed nuclear power plant. The TC design has been reviewed under
10 CFR Part 72 and found to meet NUREG-0612 anid ANSI N14.6. (Reference 8).
However, an additional safety review (under 10 CFR 50.59) is required to show operational
compliance with NUREG-0612 and/or existing plant-specific heavy loads requirements.

1.1.5 Training Module
A training module shall be developed for the existing licensee's training program establishing
an ISFSI training and certification program. This module shall include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Standardized NUHOMS Design (overview):
ISFSI Facility Design (overview):
Certificate of Compliance conditions (overvie"):
Fuel Loading, Transfer Cask Handling, DSC Transfer Procedures: and
Off-Normal Event Procedures.
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1. 1.6 Pre-Operational Testing and Training Exercise
A dry run of the DSC loading. TC handling and DSC insertion into the HSM4 shall be held.
This dry run shall include, but not be linmited to. the followilng:
1.

Functional testing of the TC with lifting yokes to ensure that the TC can be
safely transported over the entire route required for ftuel loading, washdown pit
and trailer loading.

2.

DSC loading into the TC to verify fit and TC/DSC annuluis seal.

3.

Testing of TC on transport trailer and transported to ISFSI along a
predetermined route and aligned with anl HSNM.

4.

Testing of transfer trailer alignmeni and docking equipLmNent. Testing of
hydraulic ramn to insert a DSC loaded with test weights into an HSM and then
retrieve it.
ftuel assembly in1to thle DSC.

5.

Loading a

6.

DSC sealing-. vacIuLIu
mock-up DSC).

7.

Opening a DtS' (Dsing1a mock-u

8.

Returning the DSC and TC to the spent f'uel pool.

m1o1ck-uIp)

drying. andi cover gas backfilling operations (using a
L)S( ).

1. 1.7 Special Requirements for First System in Place
The heat transfer characteristics of the cask system will be recorded by temperature
measurements of the first DSC placed in service. The first DSC shall be loaded with
assemblies, constitutilng a source of approximately 24 kW. The DSC shall be loaded into the
HSM, and the thermal performance will be assessed by measuring the air inlet and outlet
temperatures for normal airt0low. Details for obtialnin,- tile measuremenits are provided in
Section 1.2.8, under 'Surveillance.'
A letter report summlarizing the results of the masurements shall be submitted to the NRC
for evaluation and assessment of the heat remioval characteristics of the cask in place within
30 days of placing the DSC in service, in accordlance with 10 CFR 72.4.
Should the first user of the system not lhave t'uel capable of producing a 24 kW heat load, or
be limited to a lesser heat load. as in the case of BWR fullel, the user may use a lesser load
for the process. provided thai a calcllation Ot thle teml)elrturle difference between the inlet
and outlet temperatures is perfo)rmedl using thle saImle methodology and inputs documented in
A-4

the SAR, with lesser load as the only exception. The calculation and the measured
temperature data shall be reported to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 72.4. The
calculation and comparison need not be reported to the NRC for DSCs that are subsequently
loaded with lesser loads than the initial case. However, for the first or any other user, the
process needs to be performed and reported for any higher heat sources, up to 24 kW for
PWR fuel and 19 kW for BWR fuel, which is the maxilmlIlnm allowed under the Certificate of
Compliance. The NRC will also accept the use of artificial thermal loads other than spent
fuel, to satisfy the above requirement.
1.1.8 Surveillance Requirements Applicability
The specified frequency for each Surveillance Requirement is met if the surveillance is
performed within 1.25 tinmes the interval specified in the frequenCy, as measured from the
previous performance.

For frequencies specified as "once," the above interval extension does not apply.
If a required action requires performance of a surveillance or its completion tine reqluires
period performance of "once per...." the above freqLuency extension applies to the repetitive
portion, but not to the initial portion of the completion tile.
Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the ind(ividIUal specificatiols.
1.2 Technical Specification,. FuLctional and Operati ng Li mits
1.2.1 Fuel Specificatioll
Limit/Specification:

The characteristics of the spent fuel which is allowed to be stored in the
standardized NUHONIS systemn are linmited by those included in
Tables I -l a and I-l b.

Applicability:

The specification is applicable to all fuel to be stored in the
standardized NUHOMS system.

Objective:

The specification is prepared to ensure that the peak fuel rod
temperatures, maximlulmL surface doses, and nuclear criticality effective
neutron multiplication factor are below the design values.
Furthermore, the fuel weight and type ensures that structural conditions
in the SAR bound those of the actual fuel being stored.

Action:

Each spent fuel assembly to be loaded into a DSC shall have the
parameters listed in Tables I-la and 1-lb verified and documented.
Fuel not meeting this specification shall not be stored in the
standardized NUHONIS system.
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Surveillance:

Immediately, before insertion of a spent fuel assembly into an DSC, the
identity of each fuel assembly shall be independently verified and
documented.

Bases:

The specification is based onl consideration of the design basis
parameters included in the SAR anid limitations imposed as a result of
the staff review. Such parameters stem from the type of fuel analyzed,
structural limitations, criteria for criticality safety, criteria for heat
removal, and criteria for radiological protection. The standardized
NUHOMS system is designed for dry, horizontal storage of irradiated
light water reactor (LWR) fuel. The principal design parameters of the
fuel to be stored can accommodate standard PWR fuel designs
man ufactu red by Babcock and Wilcox. Combustion Engineering, and
Westinghouise, and standard BWR fuel mallufactured by General
Electric and is Iimited tor uIse o thlese standard designs. The analyses
presented in the SAR arc baSed onl non-consolidated. zircaloy-clad fuel
with no known or suLp)CCtcd rosS bl-eacilhes. (See Tables 12-la
and I b.)
The physical parameters that define thle mechanical and structural
design of the HSM and the DSC are the fuel assembly dimensions and
weight. The calculalted stresses given in the staff's SER are based on
the physical parameters given in Tables I-la and I-lb and represent the
upper boLunCd.

The desigln basis for 1Luclear criticality safety is based on the standard
Babcock & Wilcox 15x.1''()08 pin fuel assemblies with initial
enrichillelIts up to 4.0 wt. 5c U-235. anld General Electric 7x7 fuel
assemblies with initial enrichIllelIts up to 4.0 wt. % U-235. for the
standardized NLUHONIS-2-4P and NUHOMS-52B designs, respectively.
The HSMN is designed to perimit storage of irradiated fuel such that the
irradiated fuel reactivity is less thain or eqlual to 1.45 wt.% U-235
equivalent unfirradilted fuel for the NUHI-OMS-24P design, and less
than or eqUal to 4.0U wt. ',. U-2.3:5 initial enrichment fuel for the
NUHO\IS-52B3 desi0n.
Thle thermal design criterion of the ILiel to be stored is that the
maximum heat generation1 rate pelr assemblly be such that the fuel
cladding temperature is maintained within established limits during
normal alnd off-normal conditions. Fuel cladding temperature limits
were established by tile applicant based on methodology in PNL-6189
and PNL-4835 (References 1. 2). Based on this methodology, the staff
has accepted that a maxini urn heat genervation rate of 1 kW per
assembly is a bouLnding- value for the PWR fuel to be stored, and that
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0.37 kW per assembly is a bounLdin4g value for the BWR fuel to be
stored.

The radiological design criterioni is that the gamilia and neutron source
strength of the irradiated fuel assemblies must be bounded by values of
the neutron and gamimia ray source strengths used by the vendor in the
shielding analysis. The design basis source strenuths were derived
from a burnup analysis for (I) PWR fuel with 4.0 weight percent
U-235 initial enrichment, irradiated to a maximum of
40,000 MWD/MTU, and a post irradiation time of five years; and
(2) BWR fuel with 4.0 weight percent U-235 initial enrichment,
irradiated to a maxilmum1111 of 35,000 MWD/MTU, and a post irradiation
time of 5 years.

Table 1-la PWR Fuel Specifications ot Fuel to be. Stored
in the Standaidized NUO-10.NIS-24P DSC"
Specifications

Title or Parameter

Only intact. uncolsoli(lated PWR fuel
assemblies with tile following requirements

Fuel
Physical Parameters
Assembly Length

See SAR Chapter 3

Nominal Cross-Sectional Envelope

See SAR Chapter 3

Maximum Assembly Weight

See SAR Chapter 3(2)

No. of Assemblies per DSC

<24 intact assemblies

Fuel Cladding

Zircaloy-clad fuel with no known or
suspected gross cladding breaches

Thermal Characteristics
Decay Heat Power per Fuel Assembly

c 1.0

kW

(this value is maximum for any

olven assemIVblY and may not be averaged
for all 24 assemblies)

Radiological Characteristics
Burnup

<40,000 MWD/MTU

Post Irradiation Timie

> * yieairs

Maximul11

Initial Enrichment

<4.0 wt. % U-235

Maximulmi

Initial Uranium Content

<4721 kg/assembly

Maximull1 Initial Equivalent

< 1.45 wt. % U-235'"'

Enrichment

Neutron Source Per Assembly

<'2.3E8 n/sec with spectruim bounded by
that in Chapter 7 of SAR

Gamma Source Per Assembly

<7.45EI5 plhoton/sec with spectrum
boLInded by that in Chapter 7 of SAR

(1) The limiting fuel specifications listed above mffust be mlet by every individual fuel
assembly to be stored in the standardized NUHOMS-24P system. Any deviation
constitutes an Unallalyzed C'ondition alnd ViOlation of the Certificate of Compliance.
(2) Design valid for fuel weiglts up to 762.8 kg ( 1.682 lb).
(3) IDetermined by the PWR fuel criticality acceptance cuLr-Ve shown in Figuire 1. 1.
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Table 1-lb BWR Fuel Specilicatiolns of Fuel to be Stored
in the Standardized NlU-10,NIS-52B DSC`
Specifications

Title or Parameter

Only intact, unicolnsolidated BWR fuel
assemblies with the following requirements

Fuel
Physical Parameters
Assembly Length

See SAR Chapter 3

Nominal Cross-Sectional Envelope

See SAR Chapter 3

Maximum Assembly Weight

See SAR Chapter 3

(w/fuLel channels)

52 intact channeled assemIblies

No. of Assemblies per DSC

<

Fuel Cladding

Zircaloy-clad fuel with no known or
SSl)ckeed g1ross Claddllnc' breaches

Thermal Characteristics
Decay Heat Power per Fuel Assemblk

•U.37 OVv' (this value is maxim.um for any
-iven assembly, and mav not be averaged
for all 52 assemblies)

Radiological Characteristics
Burnup

< 35.000 NI\\VD/MTU

Post Irradiation Timlle

> 5 years

Maximumn Initial Enrichment

<4.0 wt. % U-3_5 (DSC with 0.75%
bor-ated nleutroni absorber plates)

Maxim1.um11 Initial Uranium Content

< 198 kg/alssemliyil

Neutron Source Per Assembly

< I .01E8 n/sec with spectrum bounded by
that in Chapter 7 of SAR

Ganimia Source Per AssemblyI

.63E15 photon/sec with spectrum
bounded by that ini Chapter 7 of SAR

(I) The limiting fuel specifications listed albove Iilst be met b\ ever\' individuial fuel
assembly to be stored in the standardized NL UHo)NI-52B system. Any deviation
constitutes an Unanalyzed Condfition adl Violation of the (ertiticate ot Compliance.
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1.2.2 DSC Vacuum Pressure During Drying
Limit/Specification:

VacuLum1l Pressure:

<•3 m m Hg

Time at Pressure:

>30 minutes followilg stepped evacuation

NuLlmber of PuLmp-Downs:

2

Applicability:

This is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure a mninimum water content.

Action:

If the required vacuLum11 pressure cannot be obtained:
1.

Confirm

that the vacuum drying system is properly installed.

2. Check and repair. or rel)1ace, the vacLuLLm pUlmlp.

Surveillance:

3.

Check and repair the system as inecessary.

4.

Check and repair tile seal w eld between the innler top cover plate
and the DSC shell.

No mainteinance or tests are required dur.inMg rormal storage.
Surveillance of tile VacuuIlilim gauge is required dturing the vacuum drying
operation.

Bases:

A stable VaCLuum111 pressure of •.3 mm Hg further ensures that all liquid
water has evaporated in thle DSC cavity. aid that the resulIting

inventory of Oxidizing gases in the DSC is well below the 0.25
vol ii me X,.
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1.2.3 DSC Helium Backfill Pressure
Limit/Specifications:

Helium 2.5 psig ± 2.5 psig backfill pressuire (stable for 30 minutes
after filling).
Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure that: (1) the atmosphere sUrrouncling the irradiated fuel is a
non-oxidizing inert gas: (2) the atmosphere is favorable for the transfer
of dlecay heat.

Action:

If the required pressAire cunnot he obtainled:
1. Confirm that the -aCLLuIu

lryingL systeil anMd hel1i.urn source are

properly installed.
2.

Check and repair or replace the preslsure gaLule.

3. Check and repair or replalCe the

VaICLILIuIm dryigll

Systemil.

4. Check and repair or replace the heliumi1 source.
5. Check and repair the seal weld on DSC top shield plug.

If pressuire exceeds the criterion, release a

sLufficient

quantity of helium

to lower the DSC cavity pressuLre.
Surveillance:

No maintenance or tests are reqluil-ed durinIgI

tile normal storage.

Surveillance of the p)IreSsLu-e L'aluge is required drILing the helium
backfilli ng operation0.

Bases:

The valule of 2.5 psig was selected to ensure that the pressure within

the DSC is withill the design Ii lits dulrigl any expected normal and
off-nornmal operating

ondiditions.
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1.2.4 DSC Helium Leak Rate of Inner Seal Weld
Limit/Specification:

< 1.0 x 10i atm * cubic centimeters per second (atmn * cm 3 /s).

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to the inner top cover plate seal weld of
all DSCs.

Objective:

1. To limit the total radioactive gases normally released by each
canister to negligible levels. Should fission gases escape the fuel
cladding, they will remain confined by the DSC confinement
boundary.

2. To retain helium cover gases within the DSC and prevent oxygen
from entering the DSC. The heliluml improves the heat dissipation
characteristics of the [)SC and prevents any oxidation of fuel
claddintg.

Action:

If the leak rate test of the inner seal weld exceeds I .Ox 1-4
(atin * cmi/s):

1. Check anid repair the DSC drain and

Iill

port fittings for leaks.

2. Check and repair the inner seal weld.
3. Check and repair the inner top cover plate for any surface
indications resulting in leakage.
Surveillance:

After the welding operation has been completed, perform a leak test
with a helium leak detection device.

Bases:

If the DSC leaked at the maxi mu mu acceptable rate of
I .Ox 1' atml cmis for a periodl of 20 years, only 63, 100 cc of
helium would escape fronm the DSC. This is only I % of the
6.3 x I0' cmi' of helium initially introduced in the DSC. This amount
of leakage would have a negligible effect on the inert environment of
the DSC cavity. (Reference: American National Standards Institute,
ANSI N 14.5-1987, "For Radioactive Materials-Leakage Tests on
Packages for Shipment.' Appendix B13).
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1.2.5 DSC Dye Penetrant Test of Closure Welds
Limit/Specification:
All DSC closure welds except those subjected to full volumnetric
inspection shall be dye penetrant tested in accordance with the
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section
111, Division 1, Article NB3-5000 (Reference 8.3 of SAR). The liquid
penetrant test acceptance standards shall be those described in
Subsection NB-5350 of the Code.
Applicability:

This is applicable to all DSCs. The welds include inner and outer top
and bottom covers, and vent and syphon port covers.

Objective:

To ensure that the DSC is adequately sealed in a reduindant manner and
leak tighit.

Action:

If the liquid penetrant test indicates that tile weld is unacceptable:
1. The weld shall be repaired in accordance with approved ASME
proced iires.

2. The new weld Thall be re-examinfled in accordance with this
spe.ci icat ion.

Surveillance:

Duringt D.SC clusure operatiuon,.

No additional surveillance is required

tor this operation.

Bases:

Article NB-5000 Examiiination. ASNIE Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. Section 111, DRI\ :ion 1I Sub-Section NB (Reference 8.3 of SAR).
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1.2.6 DSC Top End Dose Rates
Limit/Specification:
Dose rates at the following locations shall be limited to levels which are
less than or equal to:
a. 200 inrern/hr at top shield plug surface at centerline with water in
cavity.
b. 400 mrein/hr at top cover plate surface at centerline without water
in cavity.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

The dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the DSC has not
been inadvertently loaded with fuel not meeting the specifications in
Section 1.2.1 and to maintain (lose rates as low as reasonably

achievable during DSC closure operations.
Action:

a.

If specified (lose rates are exceeded, the following actions should be
taken:
1. Conifirim that the spent fuel assemblies placed in DSC conform
to the fuel specifications of Section 1.2.1
2. Visually inspect placement of top shield plug. Re-install or
adjust position of top shield plug if it is not properly seated.
3. Install additicnal temporary shieldingZ. I

b. Submit a letter report to the NRC within 30 days summarizing the
action taken and the results of the surveillance. investigation and
findings. The report must be submitted uSinlg instructions in
10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the administrator of the
appropriate NRC regional office.
Surveillance:

Dose rates shall be m11easured before seal w\elding the inner top cover
plate to the DSC shell and welding the outer top cover plate to the DSC
shell.

Basis:

The basis for this limit is the shielding analysis presented in Section 7.0
of the SAR.
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1.2.7 HSM Dose Rates
Limit/Speci fication:
Dose rates at the following locations shall be limited to levels which are
less than or equal to:
a.

400 mrem/hr at 3 feet from the HSM surface.

b. Otutside of HSM door on center line of DSC 100 mrern/hr.
c.

End shield wall exterior 20 mremi/hr.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all HSMs which contain a loaded
DSC.

Objective:

The dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the cask (DSC) has
not been inadvertently loaded with fuel not meeting the specifications in
Section 1.2.1 and to maintain dose rates as-low-as-is-reasonably
achievable (ALARA) at locations on the HSMs where surveillance is
performed, and to reduce off-site exposures during storage.

Action:

a.

If specified dose rates are exceeded, the following actions should be
taken:
1. Ensure that the DSC is properly positioned on the support rails.

2. Ensure proper installation of the HSM door.
3. Ensure that the required module spacing is maintained.
4. Confirm that the spent fuel assemblies contained in the DSC
con form to the specifications of Section 1.2. 1.

5. Install temporary or permI1anIenIt shiel.ding to mitigate the dose to
acceptable levels in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR
72. 104(a), and ALARA.
b.

Submit a letter report to the NRC within 30 days summarizing the
action taken and the results of the surveillance, investigation and
findings. The report must be submitted using instructions in
10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the administrator of the
appropriate NRC regional office.

Surveillance:

The HSM and ISFSI shall be checked to verify that this specification
has been met after the DSC is piaced into storage and the HSM door is
closed.

Basis:

The basis for this lImit is tile shielding analysis presented in Section 7.0
of the SAR. The specified dose rates provide as-low-as-is-reasonablyachievable on-site and off-site doses in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20
and 10 CFR 72.104(a).

, I
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1.2.8 HSM Maximum Air Exit Temperature
Limit/Specification:
Following initial DSC transfer to the HSM or the occurrence of
accident conditions, tile eqiuilibriulm air temperature difference between
ambient temperature alnde the vent outlet temperature shall not exceed
1000 F for >5 year cooled fuoel, when fully loaded with 24 kW heat.
Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all HS19s stored in the ISFSI. If a
DSC is placed in tile HSM with a heat load less than 24 kW, the
limiting difference between outlet and ambient temperatures shall be
determined by a calculation performed by the user using the same
methodology and inputs documents in the SAR and SER.

Objective:

The objective of this limit is to ensure that the temperatures of the fuel
cladding and the HSM concrete do not exceed the temperatures
calculated in Section 8 of tile SAR. That section shows that if the air
outlet temperature difference is less than or equal to 1000 F (with a
thermal heat load of 24 kW). the f'uel cladding and concrete will be
below the respective temperature limits for normal long-terim operation.

Action:

If the temperature rise is greater than that specified, then the air inlets
and exits should be checked for blockage. If the blockage is cleared
and the temperature is still greater than that specified, the DSC and
HSM cavity nmay be inspected using video equipIllenlt or other suitable
means. If environmental factors canl be ruled Out as the cause of
excessive temperatures. thlenl tile fLiel buldles are producing heat at a
rate lligoher thain tile tipper linmit specified in Section 3 of the SAR and
will require additional mlleasurements and analysis to assess the actual
performance of the system. If excessive temperatures cause the system
to perform in all unacceptable manner and/or the temperatures cannot
be controlled to acceptable limits, then the cask shall be unloaded.

Surveillance:

The temperature rise shall be measured afnd recorded daily following
DSC insertion until equilibrium temperature is reached, 24 hours after
insertion, and again on a daily basis after insertion into the HSM or
following the occurrence of accident conditions. If the temperatur'e rise
is within the specifications or the calculated value for a heat load less
than 24 kW, then the H.SNI and DSC are performing as designed and
no further temperature measurements are required. Air temperatures
must be measured in suIcIh a mainer as to obtain representative values
of inlet and outlet air temperatures.

Basis:

The specified temperature rise is selected to ensure the fuel clad and
concrete temperatures are maintained at or below acceptable long-term
storage limits.
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1.2.9 Transfer Cask Alignment with HSM
Limit/Specification:
The cask Inust be aligned with respect to the HSM so that the
longitUdinal centerline of the DSC In the transfer cask is within
+ 1/8 inch of its true position when the cask is dlocked with the HSM
front access opening.
Applicability:

This specification is applicable dIuLring the insertion and retrieval of all
DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure smooth transfer of the DSC from the transfer cask to HSM
and back.

Action:

If the allilnment tolerince is exceeded. the followino actions should be
taken:
a.

Confirm that the transfer system is properly configured.

b.

Check and repair the optical suIvey equipmelit.

c.

Confirm the locations ot the alignment targets on the transfer cask
and HSM.

Surveillance:

Before initiating DSC insertion or retriev.l, site the targets with the
optical survey equipmflelnt to confiirm alignment. Observe the transfer
systeml dUring DSC inisertion or retriev:il to ensure that motion or
excessive vibration does nlot ocCair.

Basis:

The basis for the true position alignment tolerance is the clearance
between the DSC shell. the transfer cask cavity, the HSM access
opemiln. and the DSC support raills inside the HSNI.
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1.2.10 DSC Handling Height Outside the Spent Fuel Pool BuildinI
Limit/Specification:

1. The loaded TC/DSC shiall not be handled at a heighit greater than
80 inches outside the spent fuel pool building.
2.

In the event of a drop of a loaded TC/DSC from a height greater
than 15 inches: (a) fuel in the DSC shall be returned to the reactor
spent fuel pool; (b) the DSC shall be removed from service and
evaluated for further use; and (c) the TC shall be inspected for
damage and evaluated for further use.

Applicability:

The.specification applies to handling the TC, loaded with the DSC, on
route to, and at, the storage pad.

Objective:

1. To preclude a loaded TC/DSC drop froill a height greater than
80 inches.
2. To. mairltaiin spent tfuel inegriyt.

according to the slpent tuel

spec~ tication tor storaoe. conti imed con fineiment integrity, and DSC
fnllCtional capability, after a tip-over or drop of a loaded DSC from
a height greater than 15 inches.

Surveillance:

Basis:

In the event of a loaded TC/DSC drop accident, the system will be
returned to the reactor fuel handling building, where, after the fuel has
been returned to the spent fuel pool, the DSC and TC will be inspected
and evaluated for future use.
The NRC evaluation of the TC/DSC drop analysis concurred that drops
up to 80 inches, of the DSC inside the TC, can be sustained without
breaching the confinement boundary, preventing removal of spent fuel
assemblies, or causiLn a criticality accident. This specification ensures
that handling heigeht limits will jiot be exceeded in transit to, or at the
storage pad. Acceptable damage may occur to the TC, DSC, and the
fuel stored in the DSC, for drops of height greater than 15 inches. The
specitication requiring insl)ection of the DSC and fuel following a drop
of 15 inches or greater ensures that the spenit fuel wvill continue to meet
the requirements for storage. the lSC will continulie to provide
confinement, and the T( wkill continue to provide its design functions
of DSC transfer anid sileldilng.
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1.2.11 Transfer Cask Dose Rates
Limit/Specification:

Dose rates from the transfer cask shall be limited to levels which are
less than or equal to:
a.

200 nlrein/hr at 3 feet with water in the DSC cavity.

b.

500 imrem/hr at 3 feet withLout water in the DSC cavity.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to the transfer cask containing a loaded
DSC.

Objective:

The dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the DSC has not
been inadvertently loaded With ftuel not meetilng the specifications in
Section 1.2. 1 and to maintain dose rates as-low-as-is-reasonably
achievable during DSC transfer operation1s.

Action:

.

If specified (lose rates arc exceeded. plalce teniporary shielding around
affected areas of transfer c.ask anmd review the plant records of the fuel
assemblies which have beeni placed in DSC to ensure they conform to
the fuel specifications of Section 1.2. 1. Submit a letter report to the
NRC within 30 days summinarizing the action taken and the results of
the sULi-veiklllce. investigation and findings. The report muIst be
Submitted lSill" instructions in

10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the

adllninistrator of the app)ropriate NRC regional office.
Surveillance:

Thle close rates should be measured as sooni as possible after the transfer
cask is removed from the spent fuel pool.

Basis:

The basis for this linit is the shielding analysis presented in Section 7.0
of the SAR.
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1.2.12 Maxirmuin DSC Removable Surface Contamination
Limit/Specification:

2,200 dpm/100 cm2 for beta-gamilla sources
220 dpmn/ 100 cm 2 for alpha sources.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure that release of non-fixed contamination above accepted limits
does not occur.

Action:

If the required limits are not met:

Surveillance:

a.

Flush the DSC/transfer cask anilnulus with demilneralized water and
repeat surface contamination surveys of the DSCLupper surface.

b.

If contamination )tf the DSC cannot be reduced to an acceptable
level by this means. direct surface cleaning techniques shall be used
following remioval of thle fuel assemblies froml the DSC and
removal of the DSC from the transter cask.

c.

Check and replace the DSC.'transfer cask annUlILIs seal to ensure
proper installation and repeat canister loadingy process.

Followino placement of each loaded DS)C/transfer cask into the cask
decontamination area. fuel pool water above the top shield plug shall be
removed and the top regioll of the DSC and cask shall be
decontaminated. A contamination survey of the ulpper I foot of the
DSC and cask shall be taken. In addition. contamination surveys shall
be tak-en on thle inside strices of the TC after the DSC has been
transferred into the HSNI. It' tile ab)ove suLr-face contailmi nation limit is
exceeded. the TC shall be decontaminated.

Basis:

This non-ftixed contlillination level is consistent with the requirements
of 10 CFR 71.87(i)(1) and 49 CFR 173.443, which regulate the use of
spent fuel shipping containers. Consequently. these contamination

levels are considered acceptable for exposure to the general
environment. This level will also ensure that contamination levels of
the inner surfaces of the HSM and potential releases of radioactive
material to the environmnet are inimillized.
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1.2.13 TC/DSC Lifting Heights as a Function ot Low Temperature and Location
Limit/Specification:

1. No lifts or handling o thile 1T!'/ DS at anv height are permissible at
DSC basket temperatures below -20 1Finside the spent fuel pool
bUildillng.

2. The maximulm1 lift height of the TC/DSC shall be 80 inches if the
0
basket temperature is below ()'F but higher than -20 F inside the
spent fuel pool building.

3. No lift height restriction is imposed oln the TC/DSC if the basket
temperature is higher than 0(17F insidle the spent fuel pool building.
4. The mllaximI.umil lift heilit and handling heihlit for all transfer
operations outside the spent ftuel pool builildg shiall be 80 inches
an(l the basket temperature may not be lower than 0WF.
Applicability:

These tenilPelr.tUre andI)heighlt Ii'mnits apply to lifting and transfer of all

loaded TC/DSCs inside anldloitsidle thie spent fuel )0ool building.
Tre requIiremienis otf 1() ('FRtPart 7' applty outside th1e spent ftuel
buildinLg. Thle requifreflients of 1(9 FR Plait 50 apply inside the spent
fuLel pool bUildilln.

Objective:

Tlhe low temIpIer-ature and( heiht i linits are imposed to ensure that brittle
fracture of the ferritic steels. used in the T( trunnions and shell and in
the DSC basket, does not occur diuiing transfer operations.

Action:

Confirm the basket temperature before transfer of the TC. If
calculation or mllea!uLIrement of this value is available. then the ambient
temperature may conservatively be usedl.

Surveillance:

The ambient temperati-e shall be measured before transfer of the
TC' 'DS( .

Bases:

The basis for the low temperlature and heig ht limits is ANSI
N14.6-1986 paragraph 4.2.b whilch requires at least 40'F higher
service temllerattLre than nlil diltilitv transition (NDT) temperature for
the TC. In the case of the standardized TO, the test temperature is 4(0 F; therefore, although t[he NDT temperature is not determined, the
material will have the reqJui1red 40 F margin if the ambient temperature
is 0- F or higher. ThIs assinIlles the material service temperature is
equal to the ambielt telnl

re.

The basis for the low telmllperaIt-ure limlit for the DSC is
NUREG/CR-1815. The basis for the handling height limits is the NRC
evaluation of the structuilrl integrity of tile DSC to (Irop heights of
80 inches and less.
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1.2.14 TC/DSC Transfer Operations at High Aimbient feimperatUres
Limit/Specification:

1. The anibient temperature for tran-sfer operations of a loaded

TC/DSC shall not be greater that 100JF (when cask is exposed to
direct insolation).
2

For transfer operations when ambielit temperatures exceed 100°F
up to 125°F, a solar shield shall be used to provide protection
against direct solar racliatioll.

Applicability:

This ambient temperat~ire linlit applies to all transfer operations of
loaded TC/DSCs outside the spent ftuel pool bUildiig.

Objective:

The high temperature limit (100°F) is im1posed

to ensure

that:

1. Thle fLiel cladding temperature limit is not exceeded.

2. The solid neLtr-o) shield material telperlatuire Iilnit is not exceeded,
and

3. The corresponding TC cavit\ Pl1essuLe ilimt is not exceeded.
Action:

Con firm wihat the ambielit lemiperaturire is and provide appropriate solar
shade if' amibielnt temlJpera-tL-ure is exljected to exceed 100°F.

Surveillance:

The ambient temperatl-e shalIl be measurl-ed before transfer of the
TC'/DSC.

Bases:

The basis for the hi-i, temperature limit is PNL-6189 (Reference 1) for
the fuel clad limit. the ImIanIIfacturer's specification for neutron shield,
and the design basis pressure of the TC internal cavity pressure.

1.2.15 Boron Concentration in the DSC Cavity Water (24-P Design Only)
Limit/Specification:

The DSC cavity shall be filled only with water having a boron
concenltrationl equal to. or greater than 2,000 ppim.

Applicability:

This limit applies only to the standardized NUHOMS-24P design. No
boration in the cavity water is required for the standardized
NUHOMS-52B system since that systelml uses fixed absorber plates.

Objective:

To ensure a subcritical coligi uration is maintained in the case of
accidental loading of the DSC with un1irradiated. fuel.

Action:

If the boron concentration is below the requilred weight percentage
gu wter), add boron and re-sample. and
concentration (gin boron/10"' um
test the concentration until the boron concentration is shown to be
greater than that required.

Surveillance:

Written procedUres shall be used to independently determine (two
samples analyzed. by different individuals) the boron concentration in
the water used to fill tile DSC cavity.
I

Within 4 1hours bel0ore uertiun of the first fuel assembly into the
DSC, the dissolved boron concentration in water in the spent fuel
ate- that Will be inr-odUced in the DSC cavity,
pool aInd In thle M
shall be independentlV deterillilled (two saml)les cheinically
analyzed by two individuals).

2

Within 4 1hurs betfore tloodling0 the DSC cavity for uLinloadincg the
fuel assemblies. tile dissolved boron concentration inl water in the
spent pool. and in tile water that will be ilntroduced into the DSC
determined (two samples analyzed
ca'vitV. Slhlil be indeIIedentlI
chellmicall

y t\ O inldli\IdLuals).

3. The dissolved boron concentration in tile water shall be reconfirmed
at intervals not to exceed 48 hours until such time as the DSC is
removed from the spent tuel pool or the fuel has been removed
from the DSC.
Bases:

The required boron concentration is based on the criticality analysis for
an accidental mi sloadlmli of the DSC with uLinburIled fuel, maximum
enrichment, aid opthililill mlodera2-Mtion1 con1ditiols.
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1.2.16

Provision of TC Seismic Restraint Inside the Spent Fuel Pool BUilding as a Function
of Horizontal Acceleration and Loaded Cask Weight

Limit/Specification:

Seismic restraints shall be provided to prevent overturning of a loaded
TC during a seismic event if a certificate holder determines that the
horizontal acceleration is 0.40 g or greater and the fully loaded TC
weight is less than 190 kips. The determination of horizontal
acceleration acting at the center of gravity (CG) of the loaded TC must
be based oln a peak horizontal ground acceleration at the site, but shall
not exceed 0.25 g.

Applicability:

This condition applies to all TCs which are subject to horizontal
accelerations of 0.40 g or greater.

Objective:

To prevent overturniig of a loaded TC inside the spent fuel pool
bui lin g.

Action:

Determine what the horizontal acceleration is for the TC and determine
if the cask weight is less than 190 kips.

Surveillance:

Determine need for TC restraint before any operations inside the spent
fuel pool building.

Bases:

Calculation of overturni-iflo aInd restoring moments.

1.3 Surveillance and Monitoring
The NRC staff is requiring the following surveillance frequency for the HSM.
1.3.1 Visual Inspection of HSM Air Inlets and Outlets (Front Wall and Roof Birdscreen)
Limit/Surveillance:

A visual surveillance of the exterior of the air inlets and outlets shall be
conducted daily. In addition, a close-up inspection shall be performed
to ensure that no materials accumulate between the modules to block
the air flow.
Objective:

To ensure that HSM air inlets and outlets are not blocked for more than
40 hours to prevent exceeding the allowable HSM concrete temperature
or the fuel cladding temperature.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all HSN~s loaded with a DSC loaded
with spent fuel.

Action:

If the surveillance shows blockage of air vents (inlets or outlets), they
shall be cleared. If the screen is damiaged, it shall be replaced.

Basis:

The concrete temperature could exceed 350'F in the accident
circuLimstances of complete blockage of all vents if the period exceeds
approximately 40 hlour-s. Concrete temperatures over 350'F in
accidents (WithoLit the presence of water or steam) can have uncertain
impact on concrete strength and durability. A conservative analysis
(adiabatic heat case) ot complete blockage of all air inlets or outlets
indicates that the cox)crete can) reach the accident temperature limit of
350cF in a timge period of approximately 40 hours.
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1.3.2 HSM Thermal Performance
Surveillance:

Verify a temperature measurement of the thermal performance, for
each HSM, on a daily basis. The temperature measurement could be
any parameter such as (1) a direct measurement of the HSM
temperatures, (2) a direct measurement of the DSC temperatures, (3) a
comparison of the inlet and outlet temperature difference to predicted
temperature differences for each in(lividual HSM, or (4) other means
that would identify and allow for the correction of off-normal thermal
conditions that could lead to exceeding the concrete and fuel clad
temperature criteria. If air temperatures are measured, they must be
measured in such a manner as to obtain representative values of inlet
and outlet air temperatures. Also due to the proximity of adjacent
HSM mioduIles, care m1ust be exercised to ensure that measured air
temperatures reflect only the thermal pertorniance of an individual
niodule, and not the combined performance of adjacent modules.

Action:

If the temperature e-SUI-esluent sh1ows ; sImn I tiat Lunexpained
difference, so as to indicate the approach of materials to the concrete or
fuel clad temperature criteria, take appropriate action to determine the
cause and return the canister to normal operation. If the measurement
or other evidence suggests that the concrete accident temperature
criteria (3500 F) has been exceeded for more than 24 hours, the HSM
moust be removed from service unless the licensee can provide test
results in accordance with ACI-349, appendix A.4.3, demonstrating
that the structural strength of the HSM has an adequate margin of
safety.

Basis:

The temperature mieasuL-elmelnt should be of suifficient scope to provide
the licensee with a positive mneans to identify conditions which threaten
to approach temperature criteria bor proper HSMI operation and allow
for the correction of off-norimal thermal conditions that could lend to
exceeding the concrete and fuel clad temperature criteria.
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T1able 1.3.1
Summiiary of Surveillance and Mnliitorinig Requairemenets
Surveillance or Monitorincg

Period

Reference Section

1.

Fuel Specification

PL

1.2.1

2.

DSC Vacuum Pressure During Drying

L

1.2.2

3.

DSC Helium Backfill Pressure

L

1.2.3

4.

DSC Helium Leak Rate of Inner Seal
Weld

L

1.2.4

5.

DSC Dye Penetrant Test of Closure
Welds

L

1.2.5

6.

DSC Top End Dose Rates

L

1.2.6

7.

HSM Dose Rates

L

1.2.7

8.

HSM- Maxiianu1.m Air Exit TemperaLire

24 hrrs

1.2.8

9.

TC Alignment with HSM1

S

1.2.9

AN

1.2. 10

11. Transfer Cask Dose Rates

L

1.2.11

12. Maximum DSC Surface Contamination

L

1.2. 12

13. TC/DSC Lifting Heights as a Function
of Low Temperature and Location

L

1.2. 13

10. DSC Handling Height Outside Spent
Fuel Pool Buildilg

Legend

Prior to loading
PL
During loading and prior to moveillent to HSNNI pad
L
24 hrs Time following DSC insertion into HS NI
Prior to movement of DSC to or trom HSMN
S
As necessary
AN
Daily (24 hour freqUenIcy)
D
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Table 1.3.1
Summary of Surveillance and Monitoring Requirements (Contillued)
Period

Reference Section

14. TC/DSC Transfer Operations at High
Ambient Temperatures

L

1.2. 14

15. Boron Concentration in DSC Cavity
Water (24-P Design Only)

PL

1.2. 15

16. Provision of TC Seismic Restraint Inside
the Spent Fuel Pool Building as a
Function of Horizontal Acceleration and
Loaded Cask Weight

PL

1.2.16

17. Visual Inspection of HSM Air Inlets and
Outlets

D

1.3. 1

18. HSM Thermal Performance

D

1.3.2

Surveillance or Monitoring

Legend
PL
L
24 hrs
S
AN
D

Prior to loading
During loading and prior to movement to HSMI pad
Time following DSC insertion into HSNI
Prior to movement of DSC to or fromt HSNI
As necessary
Daily (24 hour frequency)
A-'9
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1.0 INTRODUCTION, GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Introduction
VECTRA Technologies, Inc. (VECTRA), formerly Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
(PNFS) has submitted a Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and supplementary docketed material
(Reference 1) to support issuance of a Certificate of Compliance under 10 CFR Part 72,
Subpart L (Reference 2). The application does not request NRC approval for installation at
any specific site.
The subject of the SAR is the "standardized NUHOMS horizontal modular cask" storage
system. For the purposes of this review, the system will be referred to as the "standardized
NUHOMS system" to distinguish it from two previous versions of horizontal storage systems
designed by NUTECH Engineers. The standardized NUHOMS system is different in many
ways from the previous designs. Consequently the NRC staff reviewed all features of the
standardized NUHOMS.
10 CFR 72.238 provides that a Certificate of Compliance for a cask model will be issued by
NRC on a finding of compliance with 10 CFR 72.236(a) through (i). In addition, 10 CFR
72.234(a) through (f) contain conditions of approval of the spent fuel cask design, including
requirements for compliance with 10 CFR 72.236, quality assurance requirements according
to Subpart G of 10 CFR Part 72, and other administrative requirements for which the vendor
is responsible.
The review focused on the specific requirements for spent fuel storage casks contained in
10 CFR 72.236(a) through (m). These requirements cover fuel specifications, design criteria
and administrative aspects. As noted, issuing of the Certificate of Compliance will be based
on an NRC finding that the requirements in 10 CFR 72.236(a) through (i) are met.
Additionally, the staff will address whether the requirement of 10 CFR 72.236(m) has been
considered. Issuance of the certificate is also subject to compliance with conditions specified
in 10 CFR 72.236(j) through (1) for which the vendor is responsible.
The objectives of this Safety Evaluation Report (SER) are to document the NRC staff s
review and evaluation of the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) (Reference 1), and to clearly state
the compliance (or noncompliance) of the license application to the applicable requirements
of 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart L.
1.2 Context
This SER provides NRC staff analyses and conditions on the SAR submitted by PNFS in
conjunction with an application for certification of the standardized NUHOMS system
described in the SAR.
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The SAR was submitted in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart L.
This SER is based on review for compliance with 10 CFR Part 72. Changes, clarifications,
and additional information submitted to the NRC subsequent to the SAR during the review
process (as listed at Reference 1) are considered to have the full effect and to express the
same type of commitments as if they were included in the SAR itself.
The SAR presumes that the standardized NUHOMS system will be used on the site of a
nuclear power reactor licensed by the NRC under 10 CFR Part 50, and that fuel loading and
unloading will occur within a fuel pool of the licensed facility. The SER does not include
identification of additional requirements should fuel loading and unloading not be within the
fuel pool of a facility licensed under 10 CFR Part 50.
Information incorporated by reference or included by subsequent submittal (Reference 1) is
considered as if it were information set out in the SAR itself. Where such information is
already the subject of NRC staff approval, as by approval of a SER (e.g., References 3 and
4), that approval is considered to extend to the document incorporating the information by
reference, to the extent of such incorporation, and subject to any qualifiers included in the
referenced document and/or, the corresponding SER.
Use of the proposed standardized NUHOMS system will include operations and use of
equipment related to safety within a fuel pool of the facilities licensed under 10 CFR Part 50.
Fuel handling operations for an ISFSI may require amendments to existing license technical
specifications for the facility licensed under 10 CFR Part 50. This SER does not constitute
the formal safety evaluation review for the safety of operations and equipment within fuel
pool facilities. This SER does, however, examine the suitability of the transfer cask and
DSC for mutual compatibility and for satisfaction of 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart L
requirements.
The proposed standardized NUHOMS system uses designs for its components which have
evolved from designs in use or under construction as ISFSIs at existing facilities. The
approval of these ISFSIs have involved NRC SERs for topical reports and license application
SARs prepared in compliance with 10 CFR Part 72 and Regulatory Guide 3.48
(Reference 5). These documents have provided a context to the review which assisted in
determining suitable criteria and design acceptability.
1.3 General Discussion of Reference Materials and Role of Inspection
This SER refers in several places to fabrication specifications and engineering drawings for
major components of the standardized NUHOMS system. The following paragraphs provide
a general explanation for these references; they indicate the referenced specifications and
drawings were not a basis for the staff's safety approval of a particular design topic in the
SER. Rather, the staff reviewed aspects of the specifications and drawings to verify they
accurately incorporated information that was part of the staff's basis for approving the cask
design.
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In basic terms, the cask vendor's design commitment, contained in codes, standards, and
design criteria, is identified in the SER and serves as a design input for the vendor's design
calculations. The vendor's calculations both demonstrate compliance with design inputs and
produce design details, e.g., reinforcing steel sizing, shield lid thickness, and many other
results called design outputs. Much of the design output is contained in the vendor's
engineering drawings and fabrication specifications. These drawings and fabrication
specifications provide the vendor's constructor and component fabricator with detailed
instructions for constructing the standardized NUHOMS system and its components. These
drawings and specifications are not approved by the NRC as a part of the staff's review of
the vendor's standardized NUHOMS system.
As reflected in the SER, from the vendor's entire set of design information, the staff's design
approval mainly relies on the vendor's criteria and design commitments and certain
calculations or parts of calculations. The staff generally uses these portions of the vendor's
design information to conduct an independent r view and analysis to determine whether there
is reasonable assurance that the vendor's design will perform its intended safety function.
Another aspect of the staff's activities reflected in the SER, separate from and related to its
safety review, is the delineation of the requirements for NRC inspections. For instance, the
staff may prepare inspection procedures for the regional or headquarters vendor inspection
staffs to conduct certain types of inspections of spent fuel storage cask vendors, fabricators,
and constructors. These inspection procedures may specify, in addition to the information in
the procedures and the design commitments contained in the SER, that inspectors should use
information in the vendor's fabrication specifications, engineering drawings, procurement
documents, and material certifications to perform their field inspections.
Where the inspection procedures refer to the vendor's drawings and specifications, the staff
has typically reviewed selected aspects of the vendor's drawings and fabrication
specifications to verify that the results contained in the vendor's design calculations have
been accurately transposed into the drawings and specifications. By so doing, the staff
provides added assurance that the inspectors will have accurate documentation to inspect the
adequacy of construction. It is important to note that this NRC inspection does not constitute
an additional NRC review of the standardized NUHOMS system design or a further NRC
safety determination of the adequacy of the standardized NUHOMS system design. Rather,
inspection activities address the adequacy of component construction, fabrication, and quality
assurance (QA). Therefore, as previously noted, while the staff did not rely upon the
fabrication specifications or drawings in approving the design, the SER will reflect the staff's
check of portions of these documents to verify they contain accurate design output
information to be used by the fabricator and checked by NRC inspectors.
A further NRC check on the validity of the design output information is through QA
requirements that review, approve, and link the individual QA programs of mtility, vendor,
fabricator, and constructor. Among other things, these QA programs ensure the control of
changes to drawings and specifications for accuracy and ensure proper engineering review.
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10 CFR 72.234(a) through (f) which contain the conditions of approval for spent fuel cask
design, require compliance with the specific design criteria of 72.236 and the quality
assurance requirements in subpart G and identify other administrative requirements for which
the system vendor is responsible.
10 CFR 72.236(a) through (m) contain the specific requirements for spent fuel storage cask
approval, including spent fuel specification, design criteria, and administrative requirements.
As noted, the Certificate of Compliance is issued by the NRC on a finding that the
requirements of 72.236(a) through (i) are met, and after the staff determines that the
requirement of 72.236(m) has been considered. The issuance is also subject to the conditions
specified in 72.236(j), (k), and (1)for which the vendor is responsible.
1.3.1 General Description of Standardized NUHOMS System
The following descriptions of the standardized NUHOMS system are based ou the more
complete descriptions provided by reference 1 and are only included here for the convenience
of readers of the SER. The SER is based on the descriptions provided in the SAR. The
standardized NUHOMS system components for irradiated fuel assemblies (IFA) storage at an
ISFSI are the Dry Storage Canister (DSC) and the Horizontal Storage Module (HSM).
Additional systems required for the DSC closure and transfer include the transfer cask (TC),
the skid and skid positioning system, the trailer, the hydraulic ram system, and the DSC
vacuum drying system.
1.3.2 Horizontal Storage Module
The standardized NUHOMS system uses HSMs assembled from standardized units, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1. These are:
* Base Unit Assembly, consists of the monolithically poured reinforced concrete
(RC) base unit of floor and four walls, with DSC access opening, inlet and outlet
ventilation openings, and embedments for attachment of restraints, the DSC
support structure roof slab, heat shields, spacers and shield walls. The base unit
side walls are 0.46 m (1'-6"), the front wall is 0.76 m (2'-6"), and the rear wall
and floor are 0.30 m (1') thick.
* DSC Support Structure, a structural steel frame with rails installed within the base
unit to provide for sliding the DSC in and out of the HSM, supports the DSC
within the HSM, and resists and transfers forces associated with a jammed DSC or
a design basis earthquake.
* Roof Slab Assembly, a rectangular 0.91 m (3 foot) thick RC slab which is bolted
to the base unit to complete the shielded enclosure for DSC storage. It includes
embedments for attachment to the base unit for positioning, for lifting, and for
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attachment of screens between adjacent modules and between modules and external
separate shield walls.
* Second Shield Wall, a rectangular 0.61 m (2 foot) thick RC slab installed vertically
at the outer side of HSM at the ends of rows of HSMs. The end shield walls are
installed with channel spacers, shielded bolt assemblies attaching them to the HSM,
and screens across the gaps between the walls.
* Single Module Rear Shield Wall, used when HSMs are placed in single rows (the
alternative placement is with two rows back-to-back). The rear shield wall is a
rectangular 0.46 m (1'-6") thick RC slab installed vertically against a base unit rear
wall without an intervening space. The rear shield walls are installed with shielded
bolt assemblies.
* Shielded Door, composed of a 5.1 cm (2") thick steel plate and 14.9 cm (5-7/8")
of RC, which closes the DSC access opening and provides radiation shielding and
resistance to natural phenomena.
* Basemat, cast-in-place RC foundation on which the HSMs rest. The HSMs are not
connected to the basemat and are held in place against any horizontal forces by
friction. Thickness of the basemat is to be determined by site foundation analysis.
* Approach Slabs, a cast-in-place RC slab providing for access and support of the
DSC transport and transfer systems. This slab is structurally connected to the
Basemat. Thickness of the approach slab is to be determined by site foundation
analysis.
The HSM protects the DSC from the potentially adverse effects of natural phenomena, such
as earthquake, tornado, tornado missiles, flood, and temperature.
The modular HSM system is considered acceptable for layout variations from a single HSM
to unrestricted numbers of HSMs in single or back-to-back rows, without additional
shielding, as approved in this SER, if criteria of the SAR are also met.
The HSM dissipates decay heat from the spent fuel by a combination of radiation,
conduction, and convection. Natural convection air flow enters at the bottom of the HSM,
circulates around the DSC, and exits through the flow channels between the HSM roof slab
and side walls. A thermal radiation shield is used to reduce the HSM concrete temperatures
to within acceptable limits for all conditions.
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1.3.3 Dry Shielded Canister
in Figure 1.1.
The DSC is illustrated in Figure 1.2. A DSC is shown in storage position
integral bottom cover
The principal component subassemblies of the DSC are the shell with
plate, and basket
plate and shield plug and ram/grapple ring, top shield plug, top cover
type 304 stainless steel
assembly. The main component of construction of the DSC is a
cylindrical confinement vessel.
guide sleeves supported by
The internal basket assembly for the PWR fuel is comprised of 24
grids. Support rods
8 spacer discs at intervals corresponding to the fuel assembly spacer
for the channelized BWR
maintain the spacer disks in location. The internal basket assembly
for the BWR application,
fuel is similar to the PWR except that 52 guide sleeves are used
used for all BWR
supported by 9 spacer discs. Borated stainless steel poison plates are
plugs.
baskets. Steel shielding is used in both the top and bottom end shield
maintained through the
Criticality safety during wet loading operations for the PWR fuel is
assembly, the inherent
geometric separation of the fuel assemblies within the internal basket
selection of sufficiently
neutron absorption capability of the steel guide sleeves, the proper
water. For BWR fuel
depleted fuel assemblies, and adequate boron concentration in the pool
by similar means
assemblies, criticality safety during wet loading operations is maintained
assemblies and borated
except that borated stainless steel plates are used in the guide sleeve
by the NRC staff.
water is not required. Credit for burnup is not currently permitted
assemblies and all radioactive
The DSC provides mechanical confinement for the stored fuel
or gaseous radionuclides
materials for two purposes: to prevent the dispersion of particulate
in order to mitigate
from the fuel, and to maintain a barrier of helium around the fuel
fuel.
the
corrosion of the fuel cladding and prevent further oxidation of
The top shield plug serves
The DSC provides radiological shielding in both axial directions.
operations. The bottom
to protect operating personnel during the DSC drying and sealing
The DSC shielding is
shielding reduces the HSM door area dose rates during storage.
before draining the DSC
designed for a maximum contact dose of 2 mSv/hr (200 mrem/hr)
cavity.
and back without undue
The DSC is designed to slide from the transfer cask into the HSM
This is accomplished
galling, scratching, gouging, or other damage to the sliding surfaces.applied to the DSC and
by a combination of surface finishes and dry film lubricant coatings
is illustrated in Figure 1.6.
the DSC support assembly in the HSM. The transfer operation
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1.3.4 Transfer Cask
The principal components of the transfer cask (TC) are shown in Figure 1.3 (SAR
Figure 1.3-2b). Figures 1.4 and 1.5 (SAR Figures 4.2-9 and 4.2-9a) show the TC with
DSC. Figure 1.6 (SAR Figure 1.1-2) shows the TC in position for DSC transfer to the
HSM.
The transfer cask is a cylindrical vessel with a bottom end closure assembly and a bolted top
cover plate. The cask's cylindrical walls are formed from three concentric steel shells with
lead poured between the inner liner and the structural shell to provide gamma shielding
during DSC transfer operations. The structural and outer shells form an annular pressure
vessel. A solid neutron absorbing material is cast between the structural shell and outer shell
to provide neutron shielding when the DSC is in the TC.
The cask bottom end assembly is welded to the cylindrical shell assembly. It includes two
closure assemblies for the ram/grapple access penetration. A watertight bolted top cover
plate, with a core of solid neutron absorbing material, is used for transfer operation within
the Auxiliary Building (or Spent Fuel Storage Building in some plants). The bolted ram
access penetration bottom cover plate assembly is replaced, after the TC is horizontal on the
transport trailer and while still in the Auxiliary Building, by a two-piece neutron shield plug
assembly for transfer operations from/to the Auxiliary Building to/from the HSM. The inner
plug of this assembly is bolted to the TC. The outer plug is held in brackets by gravity. At
the HSM site, the outer plug of the assembly is removed to provide access for the
ram/grapple to push/pull the DSC into/from the HSM.
The top plate cover is bolted to the top flange of the cask during transport from/to the
Auxiliary Building to/from the ISFSI. The top cover plate assembly consists of a thick
structural plate with a thin shell encapsulating solid neutron shielding material. Two upper
lifting trunnions are located near the top of the cask for downending/uprighting and lifting of
the cask in the Auxiliary Building. Two lower trunnions, located near the base of the cask,
serve as the axis of rotation during downending/uprighting operations and as supports during
transport to/from the ISFSI. The TC is not designed as a pressure vessel.
The neutron shield material is BISCO Products NS-3. NS-3 is a shop castable, fire resistant
material with a high hydrogen content which is designed for nuclear applications. The
material is used in the cask outer annulus, top and bottom covers, and temporary shield plug.
It produces water vapor and a small quantity of non-condensible gases when heated above
100 0 C (212'F). The off-gassing produces an internal pressure which increases with
temperature. As the temperature is reduced, the off-gas products are reabsorbed into the
matrix, and the pressure returns to atmospheric. The annular neutron shield containment is
designed for an internal pressure of 655 kPag (95 psig). Pre-set safety relief valves are
included to protect the neutron shield cover in the event that its design pressure is exceeded.
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1.3.5 Fuel Transfer Equipment
With the exception of the TC, fuel transfer and auxiliary equipment necessary for ISFSI
operations are not included as a part of the standardized NUHOMS system to be reviewed
for a Certificate of Compliance under 10 CFR 72, Subpart L. However this equipment will
be described for general information only. Fuel is transferred in ISFSI operations by means
of the TC. Inside the fuel pool facility, the TC with loaded DSC is transferred from the fuel
pool to a position where decontamination, drying, sealing, and installation of the TC cover
take place. The TC and DSC are then transferred to the transfer trailer, still within the
Auxiliary Building. The TC with DSC is moved to position for coupling with the HSM
access opening by the transfer trailer, with final positioning by movement of the TC support
shield over the trailer. The DSC is transferred from the TC to the HSM by use of the ram
acting through the ram access opening of the TC.
Equipment used to physically grip, lift, inspect, and position the IFAs in the fuel pool is the
same as that already in place and in use for Auxiliary Building IFA handling.
There is special equipment involved with fuel transfer within the Auxiliary Building unique
to the ISFSI application. Of this, only the TC lifting yoke is used exclusively within the
Auxiliary Building and is thereby subject to evaluation as part of the 10 CFR Part 50 license
review of updates to the FSAR.
The lifting yoke is a special lifting device which provides the means for performing all cask
handling operations within the plant's Auxiliary Building. It is designed to support a loaded
transfer cask weight up to 90.7 t (100 tons). A lifting pin connects the Auxiliary Building
cask handling crane hook and the lifting yoke. The lifting yoke is a passive, open hook
design with two parallel lifting beams fabricated from thick, high-strength carbon steel plate
material with a decontaminable coating. It is designed to be compatible with the Auxiliary
Building crane hook and load block. The lifting yoke engages the outer shoulder of the
transfer cask lifting trunnions. To facilitate shipment and maintenance, all yoke
subcomponent structural connections are bolted.
Lifting slings are used in the Auxiliary Building for placement and removal of the DSC and
TC shield plugs and covers. Eyebolts are installed on the items to be lifted to facilitate
rigging for lifting.
The transfer trailer is used to transport the transfer cask skid and the loaded transfer cask
from the Auxiliary Building to the ISFSI. The transfer trailer is an industrial heavy-haul
trailer with pneumatic tires, hydraulic suspension and steering, and brakes on all wheels.
Four hydraulic jacks are incorporated into the transfer trailer design to provide vertical
elevation adjustment for alignment of the cask at the HSM. The transfer trailer is shown in
Figure 1.6. It is pulled by a conventional tractor.
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The trailer is pulled using a drawbar steering unit. The steering unit includes hydraulic
master cylinders to provide motive force for the slave steering cylinders in the trailer. The
trailer may also be steered manually using a remote steering control located on a pendant.
This feature allows precise control as the trailer is backed up to the HSM. The pendant
allows the operator the freedom to observe the trailer from the side and also reduces the
operational exposure by increasing operator distance from the DSC and reducing operator
time.
The trailer incorporates a skid positioning system which holds the TC support skid. The
functions of the skid positioning systems (SPS) are to hold the TC support skid stationary
(with respect to the transport trailer) during cask loading and transport, and to provide
alignment between the transfer cask and the HSM before insertion or withdrawal of the DSC.
It is composed of tie down or travel lock brackets, bolts, three hydraulically powered
horizontal positioning modules, four hydraulic lifting jacks, and a remotely located hydraulic
supply and control skid.
The hydraulic jacks are designed to support the cask setdown load and the loads applied to
them during the HSM loading and unloading. Their purpose is to provide a solid support for
the trailer frame and skid. Three measures are taken to avoid accidental lowering of the
trailer payload: the hydraulic pump will be de-energized after the skid has been aligned (the
jacks are also hydraulically locked out during operation of the horizontal cylinders); there are
mechanical locking collars on the cylinders; and pilot-operated check valves are located on
each jack assembly to prevent fluid loss in the event of a broken hydraulic line.
Three positioning modules provide the motive force to horizontally align the skid and cask
with the HSM before insertion or retrieval of the DSC. The positioning module controls are
manually operated and hydraulically powered. The system is designed to provide the
capability to align the cask to within the specified alignment tolerance.
The hydraulic power supply and controls for the SPS are located on a skid which is normally
stored on the hydraulic ram utility trailer. Directional metering valves are used to allow
precise control of cylinder motions. The SPS is manually operated and has three operational
modes: simultaneous actuation of the four vertical jacks or any pair of jacks, actuation of
any single vertical jack, or actuation of any one of the three horizontal actuators.
Simultaneous operation of the vertical jacks and the horizontal actuators is not possible.
Fourteen small hydraulic quick-connect lines provide power to the seven SPS hydraulic
cylinders.
The hydraulic ram system provides the motive force for transferring the DSC between the
TC and the HSM. The hydraulic ram consists of a double-acting hydraulic cylinder with a
capacity of 36,290 kg (80,000 lb.) in either push or pull mode and stroke of 6.4 m (21 feet).
The ram will be supported during operation by a frame assembly attached to the bottom of
the transfer cask and a tripod assembly resting on the concrete slab. The operational loads of
the hydraulic ram are grounded through the transfer cask. The hydraulic ram system
1-9
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(SAR Figure 1.1-2).
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2.0 PRINCIPAL DESIGN CRITERIA
2.1 Introduction
must be provided for
10 CFR 72.236(b) requires that design bases and design criteria
criteria for the design,
structures, systems and components important to safety. The
important to safety are set
fabrication, construction, testing and performance of components
(i). In addition, this SER
forth in the general requirements of 10 CFR 72.236(a) through
72, Subpart F, "General
addresses the staff's consideration of design criteria in 10 CFR
(ISFSI)."
Design Criteria For Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facilities
by the NRC staff to the
The following subsections discuss the design criteria applied
design as described in the SAR
standardized NUHOMS system and the degree to which the generally correspond to criteria
is in compliance with these criteria. The subsection headings
in 10 CFR 72, Subpart F and 10 CFR 72.236.
by the standardized NUHOMS
Section 3.0 of the SAR contains the design criteria proposed
The sources and their
system vendor. It also identifies sources for these design criteria. in the table, the
As shown
acceptability are summarized in Table 2.1 of this report.
identified sources were determined to be acceptable.
2.2 Fuel to be Stored
to be stored in the cask be
10 CFR 72.236(a) requires that a specification for the spent fuel
maximum allowable
provided, including type of spent fuel (i.e., BWR, PWR, both),
acceptable cooling time of the
enrichment of the fuel before irradiation, bum-up, minimum
to be dissipated, maximum
spent fuel before storage in the cask, maximum heat designed
atmosphere requirements.
spent fuel loading limit, condition of the spent fuel, and inerting
system is intact (not
The fuel specified to be stored in the standardized NUHOMS
in Table 12-la and 12-lb
consolidated) PWR or BWR, with physical characteristics presentedto be stored are
the fuel
of the SER. The related characteristics and parameters of
and evaluate the capabilities of the
determined by assumptions used by the vendor to analyze
confinement, and the limitations
system, such as criticality safety, shielding, heat removal,
The fuel specification, accepted by
imposed by these analyses in meeting acceptance criteria.
the staff, is presented in Section 12.2.1 of this report.
2.3 Quality Standards
fuel storage system are in 10 CFR
The quality standards considered by the staff for the spent
provides that structures, systems and
72.122(a) and in 10 CFR 72.234(b). 10 CFR 72.122(a)
erected, and tested to quality
components important to safety must be designed, fabricated,
the function to be performed.
standards commensurate with the importance to safety of
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and maintenance of spent fuel
10 CFR 72.234(b) requires that the design, fabrication, testing
program that meets the
storage casks must be conducted under a quality assurance
requirements of Subpart G of 10 CFR 72.
techniques, inspection
Quality standards dealing with the design, materials, fabrication where the standards are
SAR
methods, etc., are cited by the vendor in the sections of the
are also presented in the
applicable. Judgments regarding the adequacy of these standards
corresponding sections of this report.
the design, fabrication and
The Quality Assurance program proposed by the vendor for
in Section 11.0 of the SAR.
construction of the standardized NUHOMS system is presented is discussed in Section 10.0
The staff's evaluation of the vendor's Quality Assurance program
of this report.
Phenomena
2.4 Protection Against Environmental Conditions and Natural
for structures, systems and
10 CFR 72.236(b) requires design bases and design criteria
that structures, systems, and
component important to safety. 10 CFR 72.122(b) provides
the effects of, and to be
components important to safety must be designed to accommodate associated with normal
compatible with, site characteristics and environmental conditions postulated accidents. It
operation, maintenance, and testing of the ISFSI and to withstand safety must be designed
to
also provides that structures, systems, and components important tornadoes, lightning,
earthquakes,
as
to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such
their capability to perform safety
hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches, without impairing
functions.
environmental conditions and
The standardized NUHOMS system is intended to withstand
and "accident"
natural phenomena that may occur under "normal," 'off-normal,"
conditions (such as would
circumstances. Design criteria call for normal and off-normal
the installation) to both satisfy
probably occur at some time during the operational life of
environmental conditions which
allowable and limits for routine normal operations. Extreme
earthquakes, and floods, are
could possibly occur, such as tornadoes, tornado missiles,
deformation may be
treated as accidents. Higher allowable stresses and some permanent
normal/off-normal and accident
permitted for "accidents." Temperature extremes have both
sets of values and corresponding stress or strength limit criteria.
listed in Tables 2.2 (normal), 2.3
The principal design criteria used for structural design are
2.3, and 2.4 includes comments
(off-normal), and 2.4 (accident). Column (5) of Table 2.2,
NUHOMS system at possible sites.
on applicability of the criteria for use of the standardized
actual site. Some criteria vary by
Some criteria are acceptable and are not affected by the
envelope the values that may be
location, but the values used in the SAR are sufficient to
Other criteria should be
appropriate for credible sites in the continental United States.
installation location.
verified as bounding the proper values for the specific
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The SAR does not present a HSM foundation design for certification. The foundation design
shown in the drawing is considered a nominal design for illustration. This foundation design
is probably adequate or conservative for many potential sites given appropriate site
preparation. A foundation analysis should be performed for verification of the adequacy of
the nominal design or to provide the basis for a new design specific to the installation.
The foundation is not relied upon to provide safety functions. There are no structural
connections or means to transfer shear between the HSM base unit module and the
foundation slab. However, the user must evaluate the foundation in accordance with 10 CFR
72.212(b)2 and (b)(3) to ensure that, in an unlikely event, no gross failures would occur that
would cause the DSC to jam during transfer operation, or cause the standardized NUHOMS
system to be in an unanalysed situation, and would prevent removal of a DSC from a HSM.
Evaluation of an ISFSI design is accomplished by evaluating the stated criteria and the actual
design as separate review stages. Criteria may b ~acceptable, but if the actual design does
not meet the criteria the system may not be acceptable. Similarly, some proposed criteria
may not be acceptable, however, because of conservatism in the actual design, it may be
determined to satisfy more stringent, yet acceptable, criteria.
2.4.1 Normal Operating Conditions
The staff considers that the design criteria as stated and referenced in Table 2.2 are
acceptable for certification with the following exception: in principle, the DSC should be
considered a live load rather than treated as a dead load as in the SAR. The weight of the
DSC is precisely known; however, any additional loads associated with its transfer are
treated as live loads. Based on staff review of the design, factors of safety, and impact of
treatment as a dead load, the usage in the SAR is accepted. It has been determined that the
factor of safety, if the DSC were treated as a live load, would still be acceptable for the
actual design.
Section 8.1.1.1 of the SAR states that the long-term average yearly ambient temperature is
assumed to be 21'C (70'F). This temperature bounds most, but not all, reactor sites in the
Continental United States. Reactor sites which exceed this temperature are Palo Verde,
Turkey Point, and St. Lucie.
0
The SAR states that the design basis operating temperatures are -40'C to 52 C (-40'F to
1250 F). While this temperature range is acceptable for storage, it is not acceptable for onsite transfer or lifting and handling of the DSC. Paragraph 10.3.15 of the SAR states that
the minimum ambient temperature for transfer0of the0 loaded DSC inside the TC
manufactured from ferritic steel shall be -17.8 C (0 F). Furthermore, if the ambient
temperature exceeds 37.80 C (100lF), a solar shield shall be provided to protect the solid
neutron shield material contained in an annular volume of0 the TC. No lifting above 203 cm
(80 inches) of the loaded DSC is permissible below -28.9 C (-20'F) inside the spent fuel
pool building. If the lift height exceeds 203 cm (80 inches), then the minimum temperature
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restricted to -17.8 0 C (00 F) for lifting inside the spent fuel pool building. The appropriate
criteria for impact testing of ferritic steels for the DSC shell or basket is NUREG/CR-1815
(Reference 7).
0C
Similarly, the SAR states that the design basis operating temperatures are -40'C to 52
(-40'F to 125°F) for the TC. This temperatures range is acceptable for handling the empty
TC; however, for lift heights of 203 cm (80 inches) or lower the minimum limiting
0
0
temperature for handling a TC with a loaded DSC shall be restricted to -28.9 C (-20 F).
This limiting minimum temperature shall apply inside the spent fuel pool building. For lift
heights above 203 cm (80 inches) inside the spent fuel pool building, the minimum
0
temperature is restricted to -17.80 C (0 F). For all transfer operations outside the spent fuel
pool building, the maximum height is limited to 203 cm (80 inches) and the minimum
0
temperature is limited to -17.8 0 C (0 F). The appropriate criteria for impact testing of
ferritic steels for the TC is ANSI N14.6 paragraph 4.2.6 (Reference 8).

2.4.2 Off-Normal Operating Conditions
Table 2.3 lists summary design criteria used for off-normal operating conditions. The staff
considers that the design criteria stated and referenced in Table 2.3 are acceptable and
appropriate with the following exceptions:
*

The jammed condition loading for the DSC support assembly is properly listed as
an off-normal condition; however, it is actually used in the load combinations as
though it were an "accident' loading. The NRC requires normal and off-normal
loads to be evaluated similarly in load combination expressions without use of the
increases in stresses permitted for 'accident" type loads.

*

The DSC support assembly does not have criteria identified for off-normal
temperature rise. This is considered not acceptable, however the actual design is
determined to satisfy criteria which should have been listed.

*

Identical minimum service temperature restrictions apply to the transfer of the
loaded DSC and the TC with a loaded DSC, as described in 2.4.1 above.

2.4.3 Accident Conditions
Table 2.4 lists summary design criteria used for accident conditions. These conditions
include extreme natural phenomena, accidental drops and impacts, fire, and explosions.
the
The staff considers that the design criteria as stated are acceptable with the exception that
criteria
other
jammed loading condition was treated as an accident (discussed above). Where
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as determined by the staff are considered more appropriate, the criteria are stated in the table
and are determined to be conservative and thereby acceptable.
The following accident design criteria should be verified as equal to or exceeding appropriate
parameters for the actual installation site.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Flood parameters, especially the 4.6 m per second (15 foot per second)
maximum velocity.
Seismic maximum horizontal and vertical ground accelerations.
Maximum ambient temperature.
Potential for fire or explosion, Section 2.5, below.
Requirements for lightning protection.
Extreme low temperature, see Section 3.0, below.
Maximum lift height of loaded DSC to 203 cm (80 inches) outside the spent fuel
pool.

It is recognized that some other environmental condition limits used in the SAR and SER
may not envelope all points within the continental United States. These are not included in
the above list of criteria to be verified due to their negligible impact on the design and due to
the otherwise unsuitability of the exceptional locations for ISFSI.
2.4.4 Load Combinations
Load combinations presented in the SAR for use in verification of design are presented for
the HSM in Table 2.5 and for the DSC Support Assembly in Table 2.6. Staff comments are
included in the tables on the acceptability and use of the load combinations.
As annotated in the tables, the load combinations used and omitted are considered acceptable
with the exception of that used for the 'off-normal" case of a jammed DSC loading the DSC
support assembly (Table 2.5). The combinations used (numbers 15 and 16) have factored
strengths (1.7 for strength or stress in other than shear, 1.4 for shear) which are not
appropriate for off-normal loads.
In addition to specifying load combinations to be used for the design of the HSM, the SAR
also specified design load combinations for the DSC and the TC. In both cases, parts of the
ASME B&PV Code Section III are used (Reference 9). These definitions of normal, offnormal, and accident operations are discussed. Tables 8.1-1 and 8.1-la in the SAR define
types of loads for all components for normal and off-normal conditions respectively.
Normal loads for the DSC shell include deadweight, internal pressure, thermal loads, and
normal handling loads. The DSC basket is not subjected to internal pressure loads. Normal
loads for the TC include deadweight, thermal, normal handling and live loads. These load
combinations correspond to Service Level A in the ASME Code.
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Off-normal loads for the DSC shell include deadweight, internal pressure, off-normal
temperature loads and off-normal handling loads. The DSC internals are subjected to
deadweight and off-normal thermal loads. The TC is subjected to combined loads including
deadweight, off-normal thermal and off-normal handling loads. These load combinations
correspond to Service Level B in the ASME Code.
Table 8.2-1 of the SAR defines the various load combinations for the accident loads, or
Service Levels C and D of the ASME Code. The accidents considered for the DSC include:
earthquake, flood, accidental drop, blockage of HSM inlet and outlet vents, and accidental
tornado
internal pressure. The accidents considered for the TC include: tornado wind and
shield.
wind driven missiles, earthquake, accidental drop, and loss of cask neutron
2.5 Protection Against Fire and Explosion
10 CFR 72.172(c) contains criteria for fire protection which the staff has considered.
Section 3.3.6 of the SAR addresses the credibility of ISFSI initiated fires and explosions.
As noted in Table 2.4, the SAR states that design criteria for fire or explosion are
of a
"enveloped by other design events." This SER evaluation recognizes that the probability
potential
with
fire or explosion affecting standardized NUHOMS system nuclear safety varies
installation sites, procedures and equipment used for transfer actions, and possible accidents
or
at or in the vicinity of the system (e.g., aircraft and vehicle crashes, railroad, truck,
pipeline fires and explosions).
The SAR did not identify specific criteria for fire and explosion. It stated that such events
to
were bounded by other criteria. Externally initiated explosions are considered in the SAR
external
the
be bounded by design basis tornado generated missiles. The DSC can withstand
the
pressure of a flood of a head of water equal to 15.2 m (50 feet). For certification of
such
safety
design, appropriate basic criteria could be based on limits associated with nuclear
as:
*

Maintenance of acceptable radiation shielding to keep exterior surface dose rates
within acceptable limits.

*

Maintenance of physical protection of the DSC from other events.

*

Limiting the maximum temperature reached by cladding to the acceptable limit.

*

Limiting stresses and deformations of the DSC shell due to temperature and/or
loads to ensure that rupture of that confinement barrier is not risked.

*

Limiting stresses and deformation of the interior spaces, support, and positioning
elements with the DSC due to temperature and/or accelerations to ensure
acceptable spacing and retrieval of IFAs.
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should provide
involving other design loads, the
combinations
load
in
The load limits, expressed
the user must not assume that
However,
above.
the
satisfy
adequate criteria to
for the certification
and other loads examined location
impacts,
and other
missile
regardless of site
temperatures, accelerations,
explosions
and
fires
certificate
evaluations to establish that
cannot be exceeded by credible
written
requires
sites in
circumstances. 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2)
because a potential exists for all
explosion
and
fire
to
respect
with
trailer.
conditions are met
engine-powered transport
combustion
internal
of
the use
do not
from potential fires and explosions
resulting
loadings
that
required for installation of
Accordingly, verification
and conditions, is 72.212(b)(2).
events
other
for
SAR
the
in
10 CFR
exceed those used
systems in accordance with
NUHOMS
standardized
the
and Systems
2.6 Confinement Barriers
and systems
provides that confinementtobarriers
or
wvhich
ruptures
72.122(h)
CFR
gross
10
that leads
The staff considered
degradation
against
not
fuel cladding
storage will
shall: "(1) protect the spent
degradation of the fuel during
that
such
confined
"where
the fuel must be otherwise
and off-gas systems
must provide ventilation
during
(2)
materials
problems";
safety
particulate
operational
pose
of airborne radioactive
monitoring in
necessary to ensure the confinement(3) "must have the capability for continuous
action needs to be
normal or off-normal conditions";
corrective
when
determine
to
licensee will be able
and retrievability without the
a manner such that thepackaged
handling
allows
that
manner
a
in
of
taken"; (4) "must be
radiation exposures in excess
or
environment
the
to
release of radioactive materials
10 CFR Part 20 limits."
of
which provide confinement
design
DSC
the
of
protection
Thetemperature
reviewed the features protection of the spent fuel assemblies.clad
The staff hasmaterial
fuel
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and,
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radioactive
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is
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does
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SER
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met by thermal hydraulic
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•
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use
seal
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by
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the
for
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acceptance leak rate
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integrity
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the DSC, and also by the design criteria which
stainless steel, thus precluding corrosion of
as a drop.
include accident cases such
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NUHOMS system will, as provided in Chapter 12, be required to verify by a temperature
measurement, the system thermal performance on a daily basis to identify conditions which
threaten to approach design temperature criteria. The user will also be required to conduct a
daily visual surveillance of the air inlets and outlets as provided in Chapter 12. Therefore,
the criteria in of 10 CFR 72.122(i) are satisfied.
While the DSC and HSM are considered components important to safety that comprise the
standardized NUHOMS system design, they are not considered operating systems in the same
sense as spent fuel pool cooling water systems or ventilation systems which may require
other instrumentation and control systems to ensure proper functioning. Hence, due to this
passive design, temperature monitoring and surveillance activities are appropriate and
sufficient for this design. They ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety
and meet the criteria in 10 CFR 72.122(i). Given the passive nature and inherent safety,
there is no technical reason to require other instrumentation and control systems for
monitoring the standardized NUHOMS system during storage operations.
Non-safety related instrumentation that would be used within a fuel pool facility during
loading, unloading, and decontamination is considered by the SAR (Paragraph 3.3.3.1) as
being covered by the user's lO CFR Part 50 license. Instruments used in fuel pool facilities
that would be used with DSC loading and unloading operations, and for other operations,
include instruments measuring the boron content of the spent fuel pool water and the surface
contamination and/or dose rates of the DSC and TC.
Additional instrumentation that may be used in fuel pool facilities that may not already be
used in current operations would provide: helium leak detection of the DSC welds, helium
pressure in the DSC, and vacuum measurement of the DSC. These instruments may also be
used for weld inspection. Formal NRC evaluation of instrument use within fuel pool
facilities is in conjunction with 10 CFR Part 50 review of an updated FSAR and associated
documentation.
Instrumentation used outside of the fuel pool facility and specifically associated with the
ISFSI operations would be as follows:
*

Prime mover instruments. The principal concern is that prime mover
instruments be operational, support any velocity restrictions and reduce the
probability of vehicle malfunction or fire.

*

Measurement of the HSM surface dose rates.

*

Measurement of air temperature rise through the HSM following loading.

*

Measurement of hydraulic pressure for the ram with pressure gauges.

*

Alignment of cask and ram with HSM using optical survey equipment.
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(by
in Sections 5 and 10 of the SAR reference).
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For the Standardized NUHOMS-52B Design
2.

The vendor is required to include a constraint of limiting the initial fuel
enrichment of stored BWR fuel assemblies to 4.0 wt. % U-235.

3.

The vendor is required to ensure a minimum fixed absorber plate boron content
of 0.75 wt. % boron in the fabrication of the DSC. (See Table 12-lb.)

The staff's evaluation of the nuclear criticality safety for the standardized NUHOMS system
is included in Section 7.0 of this report.
2.9 Radiological Protection
With respect to on-site protection, Section 20.1201(a) of 10 CFR Part 20 states that the
licensee shall control the occupational dose to individual adults to the dose limits specified in
1201(a)(1) and 1201(a)(2). Also, section 20.1101 of 10 CFR Part 20 states that each
licensee shall develop, document, and implement a radiation protection program and that the
licensee shall use, to the extent practical, procedures and engineering controls based upon
sound radiation protection principles to achieve occupational doses and doses to members of
the public that are as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).
Section 72.126 provides for the provision of: (1) protection systems for radiation exposure
control; (2) radiological alarm systems; (3) systems for monitoring effluents and direct
radiation; and (4) systems to control the release of radioactive materials in effluents.
Guidance for ALARA considerations is also provided in NRC Regulatory Guides 8.8 and
8.10 (References 10 and 11).
For off-site radiological protection, the staff considered the requirements contained in
10 CFR 72.104(a) for normal operations and anticipated occurrences, and 10 CFR 72.106(b)
for design basis accidents. In addition, the staff considered the dose limitations in 10 CFR
Part 20 including the requirement that doses to members of the public must be as low as is
reasonably achievable.
The radiological protection design features of the standardized NUHOMS system are
described in Chapters 3 and 7 of the SAR and are evaluated in Section 8.0 of this SER.
These features consist of: (1) radiation shielding provided by the transfer cask, DSC, and
HSM; (2) radioactive material containment within the DSC; (3) prevention of external
surface contamination; and (4) site access control. Access to the site of the standardized
NUHOMS system array, which is a site-specific issue not specifically addressed in the SAR,
would be restricted to comply with 10 CFR 72.106 controlled area requirements.

Based on analyses presented in the SAR (discussed in Section 8.0 of this SER), the staff
concludes that the standardized NUHOMS system, if properly sited, meets the design criteria
for on-site and off-site radiological protection, including the incorporation of ALARA
principles.

2.10 Spent Fuel and Radioactive Waste Storage and Handling
The staff considered 10 CFR 72.128(a), which provides that the spent fuel and radioactive
waste storage systems should be designed to ensure adequate safety under normal and
accident conditions. These systems must be designed with (1) a capability to test and
monitor components important to safety; (2) suitable shielding for radiation protection under
normal and accident conditions; (3) confinement structures and systems; (4) a heat-removal
capability having testability and reliability consistent with its importance to safety, and
(5) means to minimize the quantity of radioactive waste generated. Section 72.128(b) further
states that radioactive waste treatment facilities should be provided for the packing of sitegenerated low-level wastes in a form suitable for storage on-site awaiting transfer to disposal
sites.
Criteria covering items (1) through (4) above have been addressed throughout the preceding
sections in this SER in the preceding sections of this Chapter. The SAR does not specifically
address the issue of minimization of radioactive waste generation. Solid wastes will likely be
limited to small amounts of sampling or decontamination materials such as rags or swabs,
while liquid wastes will consist mainly of small amounts of liquid resulting from
decontamination activities. Contaminated water from the spent fuel pool and potentially
contaminated air and helium from the DSC, which are generated during cask loading
operations, will be treated using plant-specific systems and procedures. No radioactive
wastes requiring treatment are generated during the storage period during either normal
operating or accident conditions.
The staff agrees that the design of the standardized NUHOMS system provides for minimal
generation of radioactive wastes, and that any wastes that are generated would be easily
accommodated by existing plant-specific treatment or storage facilities.
2.11 Decommissioning/Decontamination
Under 10 CFR 72.236(i), considerations for decommissioning and decontamination must be
included in the design of an ISFSI. In this regard the staff has considered 10 CFR 72.130
that provisions should be incorporated to: (1) decontaminate structures and equipment;
(2) minimize the quantity of waste and contaminated equipment; and (3) facilitate removal of
radioactive waste and contaminated materials at the time of decommissioning.
10 CFR 72.30 defines the need for a decommissioning plan which includes financing. Such
a plan, however, is not considered applicable to this review. The cost of decommissioning
the ISFSI must be considered in the overall cost of decommissioning the reactor site.
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To facilitate decommissioning of the HSM, the design should be such that:
(1) There is no credible chain of events which would result in widespread
contamination outside of the DSC; and
(2) Contamination of the external surfaces of the DSC must be maintained below
applicable surface contamination limits. The SAR uses the following smearable
(non-fixed) surface removable contamination limits as a limiting condition for
operation:
Beta-gamma emitters:
Alpha emitters:

36.5 Bq/l00 cm2 (2200 dpm/100 cm2)
3.65 Bq/100 cm2 (220 dpm/100 cm2)

Decommissioning considerations are described in Sections 3.5 and 9.6 of the SAR and are
evaluated in Section 9.0 of this report.
The staff acknowledges that decommissioning considerations are sometimes in conflict with
other requirements. The reinforced structure of the HSM, for example, will require
considerable effort to demolish. Although it is not likely that significant contamination can
spread beyond the DSC, demolition of the HSM may generate slightly contaminated dust.
However, the staff concurs that primary concern in such cases rests with operational safety
considerations, and ease of decommissioning is a secondary consideration. In this regard,
the staff concludes that adequate attention has been paid to decommissioning in the design of
the standardized NUHOMS system.
2.12 Criteria for Fuel Stability
The staff considered the general design criteria set forth in Section 72.122(h) on
"Confinement Barriers and Systems." Paragraph (1) of this section provides that "spent fuel
cladding must be protected during storage against degradation that leads to gross rupture"
and "that degradation of the fuel during storage will not pose operational safety problems
with respect to its removal from storage." This aspect of the standardized NUHOMS system
design is discussed in Section 2.6 of this SER. Paragraphs (2) and (3) in Section 72.122(h)
relate to underwater storage of fuel and to ventilation and off-gas systems, respectively, and
are therefore not considered in this review. Paragraphs (4) and (5) deal with monitoring and
handling and retrievability operations, respectively, and are addressed in Sections 2.6, 2.7
and 2.10 of this document.
2.13 Findings and Conclusions
Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 summarize the principal design criteria for the standardized
NUHOMS system components important to safety. Criteria identified in the SAR for design
of the standardized NUHOMS system are acceptable with the exceptions noted below. These
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findings and conclusions apply to criteria and not the actual design (see
"Conclusions/Discussion" paragraph at the end of each Section).
Exceptions related to the HSM and its integral DSC Support Assembly and their resolution
are summarized below:
*

There are criteria used which may not be acceptable for all potential sites in the
continental United States for: earthquake maximum ground accelerations,
lightning, flood, and maximum ambient temperature. Uses of the standardized
NUHOMS system at individual sites requires verification that the appropriate
site parameters and that these parameters are within the acceptable design
criteria.

*

Fire and explosion loads are assumed to be within maximums for other included
loadings. Use of the standardized NUHOMS system at a site requires
examinations of potential causes and magnitudes of fires and explosions, and
verification that site parameters are bounded by appropriate design criteria
evaluated in this SER.

*

The loads associated with a jammed DSC are acceptable; however, evaluation of
those loads in a load combination expression unintended for "accidents" is not
acceptable. Although the usage of the criteria is not acceptable, the staff has
determined that the actual design, evaluated with the acceptable load combination
expression, is acceptable.

The SAR includes a nominal design for the HSM foundation. The foundation only has
nuclear safety implications in the event of gross failure, since it is structurally independent of
(although loaded by) the supported HSM. Suitability of the HSM foundation design of the
SAR should be verified for the actual site by a foundation analysis, or an alternative
foundation design should be used for the site. The user must perform written evaluations
before use to establish that cask storage pads have been designed in accordance with 10 CFR
72.212(b)(2) and (b)(3) to ensure that no gross failures occurred that could cause the
standarized NUHOMS system to be in an unanalyzed situation.
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TABLE 2.1 Design Criteria Sources Cited in the SAR
[*DS-Docketed submittals which modify and/or extend the SAR presentation]
SAR
Reference

Use

Source

NRC
Comments

3.2.5.1

ANSI/ANS 57.9-1984

Load combinations for HSM Design

Acceptable

3.2.5.2

ASME B&PV Code
(1983) Section III, Div. 1,
Subsection NB and NF for
Class 1 Components and
Supports

Subsection NB used for stress analysis and
allowable stresses for DSC shell and lids.
Subsection NF used for stress analysis and
allowable stresses for DSC basket.

Acceptable

3.2.5.2

ASME B&PV Code (1983)
Section III, Div. 1,
Subsection NC for Class 2
Components

TC stress analysis and allowable stresses
excluding the lifting/tilting trunnions.

Acceptable

3.2.5.3

ANSI N14.6-1986

Allowable stresses for lifting trunnions inside
fuel building.

Acceptable

Table 3.2-1

ACI-318-83

Construction criteria for concrete HSM.

Acceptable

Table 3.2-1

AISC Code for Structural Steel

DSC Support Assembly Design.

Table 3.2-1

ASME B&PV Code (1983)
Section III, Subsection NC

Allowable stresses for lifting and support
trunnions on-site transfer for TC.

Acceptable

3.3.4.1.1 .A.

ORNLINUREG/CSD-2

'SCALE-3" Code used for Criticality Analysis

Acceptable

STUDSVIK/NR-81/3

"CASMO-2" Code for Fuel Bumup

Acceptable

3.3.4.1.2.A.

DPC-NE-1002A

Duke Power Co. Reload Methodology

Acceptable

3.3.4.1.2.A.

RF-78/6293

STUDSVIK CASMO Benchmark

Acceptable

3.3.4.1.2.A.
3.3.4.1.2.A.

STUDSVIK/NR-81/61

CASMO Benchmark

Acceptable

3.6

NUREG/CR-2397

Fuel Assembly Thermal Parameters

Acceptable

3.6

ORNL/TM-7431

Fuel Assembly Thermal Parameters

Acceptable

ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979

Fuel Assembly Thermal Parameters

Acceptable

3.6

Acceptable for design stresses,
but not load combinations.

Table 2.1 Design Criteria Sources Cited in the SAR (Continued)
[*DS-Docketed submittals which modify and/or extend the SAR presentation]
SAR
Reference

Use

Source

NRC
Comments

A.D. Little, Inc., "Tech. Supt
for Rad Stds. Hi-Lvl Rad Waste
Mgt"

Fuel Assembly Thermal Parameters

Acceptable

NUREG\CR-2397
NUREG\CR-0200
DOE\RW-0184

Development of radiological characteristics
using ORIGEN

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

Reg. Guide 1.60

Seismic Design Response Spectra

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

Reg. Guide 1.61

Seismic Design Damping Values

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

ANSIIANS-57.9-1984

Operational Handling Loads

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

ANSI/ANS-57.9-198

Accidental Drop Loads

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

ANSI/ANS-57.9-1984

Thermal and Dead Loads

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

Reg. Guide 1.76

Tornado Wind Loads

Acceptable

3.1.2.1

NUREG-0800

Impact Force Criteria, Tornado Missiles,
Recommended Empirical Formula Use

Acceptable

3.2

ANSI/ANS-57.9-1984

Extreme Environmental and Natural Phenomena

Acceptable

3.2.1.2

ANSI A58.1-1982

Tornado Wind MPH to Pressure Conversion

Acceptable

3.2.1.2

Bechtel BC-TOP-9-A

Method for Determining Impact Force for
Design of Local Reinforcing

3.2.3

10 CFR 72
10 CFR 100, Appendix A
Reg. Guide 1.60
Reg. Guide 1.61

Seismic Criteria and Basis for Criteria

Acceptable

3.2.4

ANSI A58.1-1982

Snow and Ice Loads

Acceptable

3.6

3.1.1.3,

Thl 3.1-4a
TbI 3.1-4b

4

Not an accepted source, but the
results of PNFS calculations are
acceptable.

Table 2.1 Design Criteria Sources Cited in the SAR (Continued)
[*DS-Docketed submittals which modify and/or extend the SAR presentation]
SAR
Reference

Use

Source

NRC
Comments

3.2.5.1

ACI-349-1985

Reinforced Concrete Design

Acceptable however ACI-34980 is currently approved by
NRC (per Reg. Guide 3.60).

3.3.4.1.2A

SAND 86-0151

Major neutron absorbers

Reference has not been used in
NRC review. The NRC
accepts credit for boron in pool
water. The use of burnup
credit for storage casks is not
approved.

3.3.4.1.3A

ANSI/ANS-57.2-1983

Criticality Criteria

Acceptable

3.3.4.1.3A

ANSI/ANS-8.17-198 4

Credit for Burnup

Reference not used in NRC
review. NRC accepts credit for
boron in pool water. Use of
burnup credit for storage casks
is not approved.

3.3.4.1.3A

PNL-2438

Sources of Negative Reactivity

Reference not used in NRC
review. NRC accepts credit for
boron in pool water. Use of
burnup credit for storage casks
is not approved.

3.3.4.1.3C

EPRI - NP-196

Critical Experiment Benchmarks

Reference not used in NRC
review.

3.3.4.1.4A

ANSI/ANS 8.17-1984

Double Contingency Principle

Reference not used in NRC
review.

3.3.4.2.2

ORNL CCC-548

'KENO5A-PC'

3.3.4.2.3A

NUREG/CR-1784

Criticality Experiments

Reference not used in NRC
review.

3.3.4.2.3C

NUREG/CR 0073

Criticality Separation

Reference not used in NRC
review.

-

Monte Carlo Code

Acceptable

Table 2.1 Design Criteria Sources Cited in the SAR (Continued)
[*DS-Docketed submittals which modify and/or extend the SAR presentation]
SAR
Reference

Source

Use

NRC
Comments
Reference not used in NRC
review.

3.3.4.2.3C

NUREG/CR-0796

Criticality Experiments

3.3.4.2.3C

BAW-1484-7

Criticality Experiments B&W

Acceptable

3.3.4.2.3C

PNL-6838

Reactivity Measurements

Acceptable

3.3.4.2.3D

ORNL/TM-10902

Physical Characteristics of GE Fuel

3.3.7.1.1

PNL-6189

Fuel Cladding Temperature Limits

Acceptable

3.3.7.1.1

PNL-4835

Fuel Cladding Temperature Limits

Acceptable

3.4.4.1

NUREG/0612

Lifting Devices Criteria

Acceptable

Not cited

NUREG/CR-1815

Brittle Fracture Criteria for Ferritic Steel

Reference not used in NRC
review.

Acceptable, used in NRC
review.

Table 2.2 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Normal Operating Conditions
[Columns (1) - (5) are extracted from SAR Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2-5]
Design Load
Type
(2)

Component
(1)

Reference
(3)

Design
Parameters
(4)

Applicable Codes
(5)

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

Dead Load

SAR 8.1.1.5

Dead weight including loaded DSC

ANSI 57.9-1984
ACI 349-85 and
ACI 349R-85

Acceptable, site immaterial.
Although DSC is actually a 'live
load," DSC weight is precisely
known.

Load Combination

SAR Table 3.2-5

Strength requirements for specific load
combination

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

Design Basis Normal
Temperature

SAR . 1.1.5

DSC with spent fucl rejecting 24.0 kW
decay heat for 5 yr cooling time. Ambient
air temperature range -40° to + 125F.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable for moat of
Continental US for this system.

SAR 8.1.1.1

Average yearly ambient temperature =
70°F

Normal Handling Loads

SAR 8.1.1.1

Hydraulic ram load: 20,000 lb.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Snow and Ice Loads

SAR 3.2.4

Maximum load: 110 psf

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable for all of continental
US.

Live Loads

SAR 8.1.1.5

Design load: 200 psf

A TSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable for all of continental
US for this system.

Shielding

SAR 7.1.2

Average contact dose rate on HSM exterior
surface <400 mrenuhr at 3 feet from HSM
surface.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

HSM
Foundation

Static Loads

SAR 3.4.3

To be designed for individual site based on
site foundation analysis for static loads

10 CFR
72.212(b)(2)(si)

Acceptable for Certificate.

Dry
Shielded

Dead Loads

SAR 8.1.1.2

Weight of loaded DSC: 65,000 lb. nominal,
80,000 lb. enveloping

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

Canister

Design Basis Internal Pressure

SAR 8.1.1.2

DSC internal pressure 9.6 psig

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

SAR Table 3.2-6

Service Level A and B
Stress Allowables

ASME B&PV Code
Div. 1, NB,
Sec.
Class I

Acceptable.

HSM

This temperature bounds most
reactor sites.

Load
Structural Design

m,

Table 2.2 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Normal Operating Conditions (Continued)
Design Load
Type
(2)

Component
(1)
Dry Shielded
Canister
(Cont'd)

Design Basis Operating
Temperature Loads

SAR S.1.1.2

SAR 10.3.15
SAR Table 8.1-2

Operational Handling
CriticalitySAR
DSC Support
Assembly

Design
Parameters
(4)

Reference
(3)

SAR 8.1.1.2
3.3.4

Transfer
Cask

Structute:
Shell, Rings,
etc.

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

DSC decay heat 24.0 kW for Syr cooling
time. Ambient air temperature -40'F to
125'F. Lifting inside the spent fuel pool
building of loaded DSC restricted to -20°F
ambient air temperature if lift height is 80
inches or less. If lift height is above SO
inches, minimum temperature is restricted
to 06F. Outside spent fuel pool building,
maximum lift height is 80 inches and
minimum temperature is 0°F.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

ASME B&PV Code
Sect. 111,Div. 1, NF2300

Acceptable with restrictions on
use.

NUREG/CR-1815

Acceptable for impact testing.

Hydraulic ram load: 20,000 lb enveloping

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

Kr less than 0.95

ANSI 57.2-1983

Acceptable.

Load Combinations

SAR Table 3.2-SC

Allowable factored stresses for specific load
combinations.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Dead Loads

SAR 8.1.1.4

Loaded DSC + self weight

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Normal Handling

SAR 3.1.1.4

DSC Reaction load with hydraulic ram
load: 20,000 lbs.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Normal Temperature

SAR Table 3.2-5c

Factored allowable stresses for specific load
combinations.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Design acceptable.

Stress Evaluation

SAR Table 3.2-7

Stress allowables.

AISC Steel
Construction Manual

Acceptable.

Normal Operating Condition

SAR Table 3.2-8

Service Level A and B
Stress allowables

ASME B&PV Code
Sec. m, Div. I
NC-3200

Acceptable.

Dead Loads

SAR 8.1.1.9

a) Vertical orientation, self weight +
loaded DSC + water in cavity: 200,000 lb.
enveloping.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

N0
CD

Applicable Codes
(5)

b) Horizontal orientation, self weight +
loaded DSC on transfer skid: 200,000 lb.

enveloping.
Snow and Ice Loads
J

__________________________________________________________________

_

Acceptable.

.

Table 2.2 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Normal Operating Conditions (Continued)

Component
(1)
Transfer Cask
(Cont'd)

Design Load
Type
(2)
Design Basis Operating
Temperature Loads Outside
Spent Fuel Pool Building

Reference
(3)
SAR 8.1.1.S
8.1.2.2

SAR 10.3.15
Design Basis Operating
Temperature Loads Inside
Spent Fuel Pool Building

SAR Table 8.1-2

SAR 10.3.15

TC Upper
Trunnions

Design
Parameters
(4)

Shielding

SAR 7.1.2

Operational Handling

SAR S

1.9

Applicable Codes
(5)

MRC Staff
Comments
(6)
Acceptable. Note, the minimum
handling temperature of the
loaded DSC inside the TC is
0OF (upper trunnions are
ferritic).

Loaded DSC rejecting 24.0 kW decay heat
with 5yr cooling time. Ambient air
temperature range -40'F to 125'F with
solar shield, -40-F to 100F w/o solar
shield.

ANSI 57.9-1984

The minimum handling temperature of a
loaded DSC inside a TC is -20-F, for
height of 80 inches or less. For lift heights
greater than 80 inches the minimum
handling temperature is OF. Impact testing
at -40F required per SAR.

ASME B&PV Code
Section m, Div. 1,
NC-2300

ANSI N14.6 1 4.2.6

Acceptable. The ASME B&PV
Code is acceptable with the
restrictions stated in design
parameters (upper trunnions are
ferritic).
Acceptable for impact testing.

Average contact dose rate leu than 100
mrem/ihr.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

a) Upper lifting trunnions while in
Auxiliary Building:

ANSI N14.6-1978

Acceptable.

i)

Stress must be les than yield
tresa for 6 times critical
load/trunnion nominal

ii)

Stress must be less than ultimate
stress for 10 times critical load

ANSI N14.6

SAR App. C

b) Upper lifting trunnions for onsite
transfer:
118,000 lb./trunnion
94,000 lb./shear
29,500 lb./trunnion axial

ASME B&PV Code
NC
Sec. mH,
Class 2

Acceptable.

SAR 8. 1 1.9

Lower support trunnions weight of loaded
cask during downloading and transit to

ASME B&PV Code
Sec. mI, NC, Class 2

Acceptable.

TC
Lower
Trunnions

Operational Handling

TC Shell

Operational Handling

SAR 8.1.1.9

Hydraulic ram load due to friction of
extracting loaded DSC: 20,000 lb.
enveloping

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

TC Bolts

Normal Operating

SAR Table 3.2-9

Service Levels A, B, and C
Avg. stress less than 2 S.
Max. atress less than 3 S.

ASME B&PV Code
Section HI, NC,
Class 2, NC-3200

Acceptable.

HSM

XHII-1180

Table 2.3 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Off-Normal Operating Conditions
[Columns (1) - (5) are extracted from SAR Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2-5]

Component

Design Load
Type

Reference

(1)2(3)
HSM

Dry Shielded
Canister

Design
Parameters
(4)

Acceptable for most of
Continental US for this system.

Hydraulic ram load of 80,000 lb.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Strength requirements for specific Load
Combinations

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

-40'F to 125°F ambient temperature
Lifting of loaded DSC restricted to -20'F
or more ambient air temperature for lifts of
less than 80 inches. Outside spent fuel pool
building maximum lift height is 80 inches,
and minimum temperature is 0°F.

ANSI 57.9-1984
ASME B&PV Code,
Sec. III, NF-2300
NUREG/Cr 1815

Acceptable for storage.
Acceptable for transport.

-40'F to + 1253F ambient temperature

SAR 8.1.1.1

70'F average yearly ambient

Off-Normal
(Jammed Condition) Handling

SAR 8.1.1.4

Load Combination

SAR Table 3.2-5

Off-Normal Temperature

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

8.1.1.2
8.1.2.2
10.3.15
Table 8.1-2

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

ANSI 57.9-1984

SAR 8.1.1.5

Off-Normal Temperature

Applicable Codes
(5)

Acceptable for impact testing.

Off-Normal Pressure

SAR 3.1.1.1
SAR 8.1.1.2

DSC internal pressure less than 9.6 psig

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

Jammed Condition Handling

SAR 8.1.2.1

Hydraulic ram load equal to 80,000 lb.
nominal

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

Structural Design Off-Normal
Conditions

SAR Table 3.2-6

Service Level C
Stress Allowables

ASME B&PV Code
Sec. HI, Div. 1,
NB Class 1

Acceptable.

SAR 8.1.1.4

Hydraulic ram load: 80,000 lb. nominal

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.
used in load
combination as though an
.accident' load. Not acceptable
application of criteria.

Off-Normal Temperatures

SAR Table 3.2-5c

Factored allowable stresses for specific load
combinations.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Actual design acceptable.

Load Combination

SAR Table 3.2-5C

Factored allowable stresses for specific load
combination

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Jammed Handling Condition
DSC Support
AssemblyHowever,

Table 2.3 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Off-Normal Operating Conditions (Continued)

Component
(1)
Transfer Cask

Design Load
Type
(2)

Reference
(3)

Design
Parameters
(4)

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

Applicable Codes
(5)

Off-Normal Temperature

SAR 8.1.1.1

100°P ambient temperature w/o solar
shield, 125F with solar shield

ANSI 57.9-19S4

Acceptable.

Brittle fracture of ferritic seel
trunnions

SAR 8.1-2

Lower temperature limit is -40'F for use
inside spent fuel pool building for any lift
without loaded DSC. Lower temperature
limit for loaded DSC is -20°F for lifts less
than 80 inches.

ASME B&PV Code,
Sec. m, NC-2300
ASME B&PV Code,
Sec. m, NF-2300
ANSI N14.6 1 4.2.6

Acceptable.

Acceptable for impact testing.

Jammed Condition Handling

SAR 8.1.2.1

Hydraulic ram load: 80,000 lb. nominal

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable.

Structural Design Off-Normal
Conditions

SAR Table 3.2-8

Service Level C
Stress Allowables

ASME B&PV Code
Sec. m, Div. 1, NC,
Class 2

Acceptable.

Bolts, Off-Nornal Conditions

SAR Table 3.2-9

Service Level C
Avg. stress less than 2 S,
Max. stress less than 3 S.

ASME B&PIV Code
Div. 1, NC,
S,,,.
Class 2 NC-3200

Acceptable.

m,

Table 2.4 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Accident Conditions
[Columns (1) - (5) are from SAR Table 3.6-3 and Paragraph 8.2.6]
Design Load
Type
(2)

Component
(1)
HSM

Design Basis Tornado

Reference
(3)
SAR 3.2.1

Design
Parameters
(4)
Max. velocity 360 mph
Max. wind pressure 397 psf

Applicable Codes
(5)

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

Regulatory Guide
1.76
ANSI A58.1-1982

Acceptable for US.

Load Combination

SAR Table 3.2-5

Strength requirements for specific load
combinations

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Design Basis Tornado Missiles

SAR 3.2.1

Max. velocity 126 mph
Types:
Automobile 3,967 lb.
8 in. diam shell, 276 lb.
I in. solid sphere

NUREG.0800
Sec. 3.5.1.4

Acceptable for US. Does not
include all NUREG-0800
missiles but those used are the
most critical for the HSM.

Flood

SAR 3.2.2

Maximum water height: 50 feet
Maximum velocity: 15 fps

10 CFR 72.122(b)

Acceptable for Certification.
Verification that design criteria
bound site parameters.

Seismic

SAR 3.2.3

Horizontal ground acceleration 0.25g
(both directions)
Vertical ground acceleration 0.17g

NRC Regulatory
Guides 1.60 and 1.61

Acceptable for Certification.
Verification that design criteria
bound site parameters.

Accident Condition
Temperatures

SAR 8.2.7.2

DSC with spent fuel rejecting 24.0 kW of
Ambient
decay heat for Syr cooling time.
0
air temperature range of -40 F to + 125'F
with HSM vents blocked for 5 days or less.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Low temperature acceptable for
continental US. Verification of
maximum temperature for
individual sites. Blockage
criteria acceptable with
appropriate daily surveillance.

Fire and Explosions

SAR 3.3.6

'Enveloped by other design events,' e.g.

10 CFR 72.122(c)

Analysis of potential fires and
explosions from any credible
sources required for each site.
Verification that assertion
(Column (4)) bound site
parameters.

- design basis tornado
- design basis tornado and missiles

Table 2.4 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Accident Conditions (Continued)
Design Load
Type
(2)

Component
(1)

Design
Parameters
(4)

Reference
(3)

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

Applicable Codes
(5)

Acceptable for Certificate. NFPA 78,
Lightning Protection Code is to be used for
evaluation of need and design of lightning
protection at site.

HSM
(Continued)

Lightning

SAR 8.2.6

lightning protection system
te Pcific...
requirements a

HSM
Foundation

Static load

SAR 3.4.3

To be designed for individual site based
on site foundation analysis for static
loads.

10 CFR
72.212(b)(2)(ii)

Acceptable for Certificate.
Nominal SAR design or alternative design
should be verified for individual site.

DSC

Accident Drop

SAR 8.2.5

Equivalent static deceleration:
75g vertical end drop
75g horizontal side drop
25g corner drop with slap down
(corresponds to an 80 inch drop height)
Structural damping during drop: 10%

10 CFR 72.122(b)

Acceptable. Administrative controls must be
imposed to prevent lifting or transporting the
loaded DSC outside the spent fuel pool
building higher than 80 inches.

Reg. Guide 1.61

10% damping value exceeds R.G. 1.61
guidance. A 7% value has been evaluated by
the staff and has been accepted.

10 CFR 72.122(b)

Acceptable for Certification. Verification
required for individual sites.

Flood

SAR 3.2.2

Maximum water height: 50 feet

Seismic

SAR 3.2.2

Horizontal ground acceleration 0.25g
Vertical ground acceleration 0. 17g

SAR 8.2.3.2

Horizontal acceleration: 1.5g
Vertical acceleration: 1.Og
3% critical damping

NRC Regulatory
Guides 1.60 and 1.61

Accident Internal Pressure
(HSM vents blocked for 5 days)

SAR 8.2.7.2
Table 8.1-4a

DSC internal pressure: 50.3 psig based
on 100% fuel clad rupture and fill gas0
release, and ambient air temp. = 125 F
DSC shell temperature: 587F

10 CFR 72.122(b)

Acceptable.

Accident Conditions

SAR Table 3.2-6

Service Level D
Stress allowables

ASME B&PV Code
Sec. m, Div. I
NB, Class I

Acceptable.

Fire and Explosions

SAR 3.3.6

abound by' other events, e.g.

10 CFR 72.122(c)

Verification that assertion (column (4)) bound
site parameters for both fire and explosions.

design basis tornado
design basis tornado with missiles
- postulated drop
- external pressure due to 50 feet head
of water
-

Acceptable.

Table 2.4 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Accident Conditions (Continued)

Design Load
Type
(2)

Component
(1)
DSC Support
Assembly

Transfer Cask

Reference
(3)

Design
Parameters
(4)

Applicable Codes
(5)

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

Seismic

SAR 3.2.3

DSC reaction loads with Horizontal
ground acceleration: 0.25g
7
Vertical ground acceleration: 0.1 g

NRC Reg. Guides 1.60
and 1.61

Acceptable for Certification. Verification
of criteria.

Jammed Condition (Treated as
a drop of heavy load accident in
load combination)

SAR Table 8.2-12

Hydraulic ram load of 80,000 lbs.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Off-normal loads should be treated as live
loads (or other non-accident category) in
normal load combinations. Design is
acceptable.

Load Combination

SAR Table 3.2-5c

Factored allowable stresses for specific
load combinations.

ANSI 57.9-1984

Acceptable, site immaterial.

Design Basis Tornado

SAR 3.2.1

Max. wind velocity: 360 mph
Max. wind pressure: 397 psf

NRC Reg. Guide 1.76,
ANSI 58.1-1982

Acceptable.

Design Basis Tornado Missiles

SAR 3.2.1

Automobile, 3967 lb.
8 in. diameter shell, 276 lb.

NUREG-0800
Sec. 3.5.1.4

Acceptable. Missiles selected bound
effects of other missiles in NUREG.

Flood

SAR 3.2.2

Flood not included in design basis.
Cask use to be restricted by administrative
controls.

10 CFR 72.122

Acceptable for Certification. Appropriate
administrative controls must be in place
at any site where flooding is a possibility.

Seismic

SAR 3.2.3

Horizontal ground acceleration 0.25g
(both directions)
Vertical ground acceleration 0.17g,
3% critical damping

NRC Reg. Guides
1.60 and 1.61

Acceptable for Certification. Verification
of criteria required for individual sites.

Accident Drop

SAR 8.2.5

Equivalent static deceleration:
75g vertical end drop
75g horizontal side drop
25g corner drop with slapdown
(corresponds to an 80 inch drop height)

10 CFR 72.122(b)

Acceptable. Administrative controls must
be imposed to prevent lifting or
transporting TC with loaded DSC outside
of the spent fuel building higher than 80
inches.
10% damping exceeds R.G. 1.61
guidance, however, 7% has been
evaluated by staff and accepted.

Structural damping during drop 10%

Bolts, Accident Drop

SAR Table 3.2-9

Service Level D
Stress allowables

ASME B&PV Code
Sec. m, Div. 1
NC, Class 2, NC-3200

Acceptable.

Table 2.4 Evaluation of Design Criteria for Accident Conditions (Continued)

Design Load
Type
(2)

Component
(1)
Transfer Cask
(Continued)

Design
Parameters
(4)

Reference
(3)

NRC Staff
Comments
(6)

Applicable Codes
(5)

Structural Design, Accident

SAR Table 3.2-8

Service Level D

ASME B&PV Code
Sce. III, Div. 1
NC, Class 2
NC-3200

Acceptable.

Internal Pressure

SAR Table 3.2-1

Not applicable because DSC provides
pressure boundary.

10 CFR 72.122(b)

Acceptable.

Lightning

Not Addressed

[NRC Staff: Should not permit damage to
DSC or affect DSC retrievabilityl

Fire and Explosions

SAR 3.3.6

'Enveloped by other design basis events,'
e.g.
-

design basis tornado generated missile
loads

Acceptable, based on separate staff
analysis of hazard while on transit.
10 CFR 72.122(c)

Verification that assertion (column (4))
bound site parameters for both fire and
explosions.

Table 2.5 Load Combinations Used for HSM Reinforced Concrete
Load
Comb.

NRC Staff Comments

Correlation to Standards

Load Combination Description

1,2

1.4 D + 1.7 L

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(a)

Acceptable.

3,4

0.75 (1.4 D + 1.7L + 1.7 H + 1.7 T
+ 1.7 W)

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(c)

[Note: Uses W, for WI
Acceptable. Conservative relative to ACI 349,
Paragraph 9.2.1(5) which is also acceptable.

5

D + L + H + T + E

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(e).

Acceptable.

6

D + L+ H + T + F

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(f)

Acceptable.

7

D + L + H + T.

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(g)

Acceptable.

WHERE:.
D =

Dead Weight *1.05

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.1.1

Acceptable.

L =

Live Load (varied between 0-100% for worst
case)

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.1.1

Acceptable.

H

=

Lateral Soil Pressure Loads (H taken as

0)

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.1.1

Acceptable.

W

=

Tornado Wind Loads

NRC Reg. Guide 1.76 and ANSI
A58. 1

Acceptable.

Normal Condition Thermal Load

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6. 17. 1.1I

Acceptable.

T.=

Off-Normal or Accident Thermal Loads

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.1.3

Acceptable.

E

Earthquake Load

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.1.2

Acceptable.

F=

Flood Load

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.1.3

Acceptable.

A

Accident (e.g., drop accident)

None

T

=

=

=

=
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Table 2.5 Load Combinations Used for HSM Reinforced Concrete
(Continued)
Load Combination Description

Correlation to Standards

NRC Staff Comments

Omitted Load Combinations of
ANSI 57.9
1.4 D + 1.7 L + 1.7 H

(L.C. #2)

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(b)

Omission acceptable [with H=O same as L.C.
#1].

0.75(1.4 D + 1.7 L + 1.7 H + 1.7 T)

(L.C #4)

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.1(d)

Omission acceptable [with H=O encompassed by
L.C. #3]

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3. 1(f)

Omission would not be acceptable except that
tornado missile loadings are acceptably analyzed,
and that potential consequences of accidental drop
of HSM access door is not considered a nuclear
safety situation.

D + L + H + T + A
DSC Support Structure (Structural Steel),
See Table 2-6

Table 2.6 Load Combinations Used for DSC Support Assembly

Load Combination Description

NRC Staff Comments

Correlation to Standards

Equation 1 S > DL + HLf

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(a)

Acceptable.

Equation 2 1.55 > DL + HLf + T

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(d)

Acceptable.

Equation 3 1.6S > DL + HLf + T + E

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(e)

Acceptable.

[H = 0]

Equation 4 1.7S > DL + Ta

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(g)

Acceptable.

[H, L

Equation 5 1.7S > HLj

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(f)

Acceptable. [L, H, T = 0, and dead load of support
assembly is negligible]

=

0]

Where:
DL =
HLf =
T =
E =
Ta =
HLJ =
H=
W =
L =

Dead Load Support Assembly including DSC weight
Normal Handling (transfer) Loads due to friction
Normal Thermal Load
Seismic Load
Accident Thermal Load
DSC (accident condition)
Off-Normal Handling Loads due to a jammed DC including weight of
Lateral Earth Pressure = O
Wind or tornado missiles = 0 (Support assembly is shielded by HSM)
Live load not applicable when HSM is closed

Omitted Load Combinations of ANSI 57.9
S > D + L + H
1.33S > D + L + H + W

ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(b)
ANSI 57.9, Paragraph 6.17.3.2.1(c)

Omission acceptable [H = 01
Omission acceptable [H, W = 0]

3.0 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION
Introduction
This section evaluates the structural designs of the HSM, DSC, and TC. The designs are
evaluated against design criteria as presented in the SAR, or otherwise determined to be
acceptable (discussed in Section 2.1). Although 10 CFR Part 72 is the basis for review, it
does not specify the criteria that must be used. The staff summary and conclusions are
therefore presented in terms of: (1) criteria suitability and any restricting conditions that
might apply, and (2) whether or not the standardized NUHOMS system design satisfies the
criteria and any restricting conditions.
The structural and mechanical systems of the standardized NUHOMS system important to
safety are the TC, the DSC, and the HSM including the DSC Support Assembly. Loading
conditions for the individual components in the system result from all phases of normal
operating conditions, exposure to natural phenomena, and accident conditions. The NRC
staff evaluated all analyses for all components submitted in or with the SAR (See Reference
1). All calculations were reviewed by the NRC staff. The review included spot checks,
parallel calculations, and validations of sources or expressions used. Assumed loads,
material properties, and ASME, ACI, AISC, or ANSI code allowable stress limits were
checked.
Applicable Parts of 10 CFR Part 72
The SAR was submitted as part of the application for a Certificate of Compliance under
10 CFR Part 72, Subpart L. Applicable design requirements are therefore stated in 10 CFR
72.236. This SER evaluation also used 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart F, for review of design
bases and criteria. The guidance of Regulatory Guide 3.48 has been used for review of the
comprehensiveness of the material presented in the SAR and supplementing and modifying
docketed documentation.
The review was performed in stages. The stages addressed: the sources of requirements and
the criteria stated as constituting the basis for the design (SER Section 2.0), the structural
evaluation of the actual design against the stated and other appropriate criteria (Section 3.0),
and other evaluations (Sections 3 through 13).
Materials
The materials used for fabrication of HSM (and DSC Support Assembly), DSC, and TC are
identified in the corresponding fabrication specifications and/or drawings submitted in
supplement to the SAR. The mechanical properties of the materials used for the design and
the sources of those properties are shown in SAR Table 8.1-2.
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The sources identified in SAR Table 8.1-2 for properties of steel are the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III-1 (Reference 9), Appendices, Code Case N-171-14 ASTM,
and Handbook of Concrete Engineering by Fintel (Reference 12). The ASME Code is an
acceptable standard and is in compliance with the quality standards in 10 CFR Part 72,
Subpart F. The source identified in SAR Table 8.1-2 for the mechanical properties of
concrete and reinforcing steel is the Handbook of Concrete Engineering (Reference 12), a
document that is not considered to meet the quality standards of 10 CFR 72.122. However,
the staff has compared the data in Table 8.1-2 with ASTM specifications for steel and the
pertinent American Concrete Institute specifications for concrete which do meet Subpart F
standards. The staff concurs with the data in SAR Table 8.1-2.
The source identified in SAR Table 8.1-2 for the structural properties of lead (Reference 13)
is not considered a recognized standard that is consistent with the quality standards of
10 CFR 72.122(a). However, the material strength properties for lead were used
conservatively. The staff concludes that the way the data were used meets the intent of the
quality standards of 10 CFR 72.122(a) for material properties.
The supplemental material provided with the SAR includes supporting design calculation
packages, construction drawings, and fabrication specifications. The SER review is based on
supporting design calculation packages, and summary data included in Chapters 4 and 8 of
the SAR. The construction drawings and fabrication specifications were used to verify that
there is a one-to-one correspondence of dimensional and material property data between the
drawings and the calculation packages.
10 CFR 72.3 defines structures, systems, and components important to safety which have
features that: "(1) maintain the conditions required to store spent fuel or high-level
radioactive waste, (2) prevent damage to the spent fuel or the high-level radioactive waste
container during handling and storage, or (3) provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel or
high-level radioactive waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, and retrieved
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public."
The HSM is considered as important to safety because it provides radiation shielding and
protects DSCs from damage (features 1 and 2). The DSC is important to safety since it
forms the secondary confinement boundary and prevents and controls criticality (feature 1).
The TC is important to safety since it provides radiation shielding during transport and
prevents radioactive releases (features 1, 2, and 3). The DSC and TC are also "safety
related" equipment in conjunction with their use in fuel pool facilities, per 10 CFR Part 50.
Evaluation of Ferritic Steels Against Brittle Fracture
The standardized NUHOMS system uses ferritic steels in portions of the DSC and the TC.
Because ferritic steels are subject to brittle fracture at low temperatures when movement of
the component may involve an impact, the use at low temperature must be evaluated. The
two components are subject to slightly different criteria due to the following reasons
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Brittle Fracture Considerations for the DSC
In the case of the DSC, the brittle fracture question has two aspects. The first aspect
concerns maintenance of the confinement boundary during an impact (drop accident) at low
operating temperature. Because the DSC confinement boundary is manufactured entirely of
SA 240 Type 304 steel, brittle fracture is not an issue. However, because the basket
materials are manufactured entirely of ferritic steels, the concern is maintenance of favorable
basket geometry required to ensure subcriticality. The NRC staff considers this factor to be
equally important to maintenance of confinement. Hence, the staff accepts NUREG/CR-1815
(Reference 7) as appropriate for brittle fracture test methods for the DSC.
As described in the SAR, the basket components are designed according to the ASME B&PV
Code, Section III, Subsection NF for component supports. The basket materials shall,
according to the SAR, be impact tested in accordance with the requirements of NF-2300 at 28.9°C (-20'F). However, the NRC staff notes that this requirement is not equivalent to
NUREG/CR-1815, and therefore the staff imposes limiting conditions of operation on the use
of the DSC as follows.
1.

No lifts or handling of the DSC at any height are permissible at basket
temperatures below -28.9 0 C (-20 0 F) inside the spent fuel pool building.

2.

The maximum lift height of the DSC shall be 203 cm (80 inches) if the basket
temperature is below -17.8 0 C (00 F) but higher than -28.9 0 C (-20'F) inside the
spent fuel pool building.

3.

No lift height restriction is imposed if the basket temperature is higher than
-17.8 0 C (0F) inside the spent fuel pool building.

4.

The maximum lift height and handling height for all transfer operations outside
the spent fuel pool building shall be 203 cm (80 inches) and the basket
temperature may not be lower than -17.8 0 C (00 F).

Brittle Fracture Considerations for the TC
In the case of the TC, which serves only as a lifting and transfer device, and not as a
confinement structure, the brittle fracture question only deals with the possibility of dropping
the TCIDSC, and consequences of the DSC or DSC basket brittle fracture. The staff accepts
ANSI N14.6 and NUREG-0612 (References 8 and 14) as appropriate for brittle fracture test
methods for the TC.
As described in the SAR, for all operations except lifting, the TC is designed and tested in
accordance with the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsection NC for Class 2
Components. For critical lifts, ANSI N14.6 has been used. However, paragraph 4.2.6 in
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ANSI N14.6, which specifies impact testing, was not used by PNFS for the trunnions or the
shell, which are ferritic steel. The SAR specifies that impact testing of ferritic steels is
required in accordance with ASME requirements of Table NC-2332.1-1, and that tests shall
be made at -40'C (-40'F). The guidance in ANSI N14.6 for impact testing ferritic steels is
more conservative than the ASME code, i.e., the nil ductility transition temperature (NDT)
shall be 4.40 C (40'F) lower than the lowest service temperature. The impact test procedure
used by PNFS will, in fact, never determine the NDT. Therefore, in order to maintain the
4.40 C (40'F) margin, use of the loaded TC will be limited to a minimum temperature of
-17.8 0 C (00 F) outside the spent fuel pool building.
In previous NRC SERs, on-site ferritic transfer casks have had limiting conditions of
operation with regard to lift height and temperature (References 15 and 16). The staff
imposes limiting conditions of operation on the use of the TC/DSC as follows.
1.

No lifts or handling of the TC/DSC at any height are permissible at DSC
0
basket temperatures below -28.90 C (-20 F) inside the spent fuel pool building.
(The DSC basket is limiting.)

2.

if the
The maximum lift height of the TC/DSC shall be 203 cm (80 inches)
0 C (-20'F)
0
0
-28.9
than
higher
basket temperature is below -17.8 C (0 F) but
inside the spent fuel pool building. (The DSC basket is limiting.)

3.

No lift height restriction is imposed on the TC/DSC if the basket temperature
is higher than -17.8 0 C (00 F) inside the spent fuel pool building.

4.

The maximum lift height and handling height for all transfer operations outside
the spent fuel pool building shall be 203 cm (80 inches) and the basket
0
0
temperature may not be lower than -17.8 C (0 F).

It should be noted that the DSC is designed to maintain the confinement boundary for drop
heights of 203 cm (80 inches) or less. Thus, even if the TC trunnion were to fail due to
brittle fracture, the DSC would not release any radioactive material. The only situation
which might involve lift heights above 203 cm (80 inches) would be inside the spent fuel
of
pool building, where the -17.8°C (0°F) minimum temperature shall apply and handling
the DSC is controlled by 10 CFR Part 50 requirements.
Discussion of Concrete Constituents and Temperature Suitability
The SAR indicates that HSM concrete temperatures might exceed ACI 349 (Reference 17)
(200°F) limit for local
limits, i.e., the 65.6°C (150°F) limit for bulk concrete, the 93.3°C
0
0
other
areas for normal operation or any long term period, and 177 C (350 F) for accident or
of
short term period. The above limits are imposed by ACI 349 for concrete in the absence
tests to evaluate the reduction in strength and to show that the concrete will not deteriorate
with or without load (ACI 349, Section A.4).
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The NRC staff accepts the ACI 349 criteria and, based on separate research and analysis,
also accepts the following as alternative criteria in lieu of the ACI 349 temperature
requirements for ISFSIs only:
1.

If concrete temperatures of general or local areas do not exceed 93.3XC
(200'F) in normal or off-normal conditions/occurrences, no tests or reduction
of concrete strength are required.

2.

If concrete temperatures of general or local areas exceed 93.30 C (200TF) but
would not exceed 149 0C (300'F), no tests or reduction of concrete strength
are required if Type II cement is used and aggregates are selected which are
acceptable for concrete in this temperature range. The staff has accepted the
following criteria for aggregates (fine and coarse) which are considered
suitable:
a.

Satisfy ASTM C33 requirements and other requirements as referenced
in ACI 349 for aggregates.

b.

Have demonstrated a coefficient of thermal expansion (tangent in
temperature range of 21'C to 37.8 0C (70 0F to 100lF)) no greater than
lxlO-5cm/cm0 C (6xlO1 if/in/0 F) or be one of the following minerals:
limestone, dolomite, marble, basalt, granite, gabbro or rhyolite.

The above criteria in lieu of the ACI 349 requirements (for ISFSI only) do not extend above
149 0 C (300 0F) for normal or off-normal temperatures for general or local areas and do not
modify the ACI requirements for accident situations. For an ISFSI, use of any Portland
cement concrete, where normal or off-normal temperatures of general or local areas may
0
exceed 1490 C (300'F), or where "accident" temperatures may exceed 177 C (350'F),
require tests on the exact concrete mix (cement type, additives, water-cement ratio,
aggregates, proportions) which is to be used. The tests are to acceptably demonstrate the
level of strength reduction which needs to be applied, and to show that the increased
temperatures do not cause deterioration of the concrete either with or without load.
The NRC staff considered an exception to the second criteria above for the requirements for
fine aggregates only. It should be noted that the HSM roof temperature is calculated to be
121VC (250 0 F) on a 52 0C (125 0F) ambient day, for off-normal conditions, and therefore
as
does not qualify for the following exception. This exception should not be construed
0
general acceptance for ISFSI usage for any normal temperatures exceeding 93.3 C (200'F)
or any off-normal temperatures exceeding 107°C (225°F).
1.

Fine aggregates composed of quartz sand, sandstone sands, or any sands of the
following minerals: limestone, dolomite, marble, basalt, granite, or rhyolite;
or any mixture of these may be used without further documentation as to the
coefficient of thermal expansion.
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2.

C33 and ACI 349, and of
ASTM
of
requirements
Fine aggregates must satisfy
in those by reference.
the documents incorporated

Design Descriptions
1 of this SER.
is included in Section provide
system
the
NUHOMS
A description of the standardized
section, where appropriate, to
this
in
given
are
More detailed descriptions The formal description is given by the SAR and subsequent
context of the evaluation.
formal description
1). The SER is based on theSER.
(Reference
provided
docketed documentation
as summarized or extracted in the
in the SAR and not on the descriptions
3.1 Horizontal Storage Module
HSM
3.1.1 Design Description of
rSM is
this SER. Each
of
1.5.1
Section
at
included
the HSM is
bolted-on roof slab.
A general description of reinforced
structure with a separate,
concrete
The
considerations.
shielding
essentially a monolithic
radiation
by
dictated
are
The wall and roof thicknesses
steel as well as the strength
minimum
for
requirements
provide for attachment of the roof
must
reinforcing steel must satisfy
Embedments
gaps between
requirements for all load combinations.
shield walls, and screens covering
TC,
door,
assembly,
slab, DSC support
and shield walls.
HSMs and between HSMs
by a round,
for DSC access which is closed
port
round
a
contains
is in place. The roof and the
The front wall of the HSM
DSC
the
when
place
in
welded
The
shielded steel and concrete door are of sufficient strength to resist tornado missiles.
HSM
located
be
They may
front wall of the individual
the modules can be configured. requirements for
which
in
way
the
in
Shielding
HSM is unique
back-to-back configurations.
the
in
or
rows,
single
in
singly,
itself. For the end modules, alone,
module
adjacent
the
by
adjacent modules are provided
to provide the required shielding of the
sufficient
not
is
thickness
side
wall
0.46 m (1 ft.-6 in.)
shield wall is attached to the are
module
end
thick
ft.)
(2
and an additional 0.60 m
configuration, the rear walls
back-to-back
a
in
located
are
rows, the
HSM. If the modules
are located singly or in single and an
modules
the
If
HSM.
protected by the abutting
to provide the required shielding, HSM. As
sufficient
not
is
wall
rear
0.3 m (1 ft.) thick
is attached to the rear of the
wall
shield
rear
thick
a
in.)
additional 0.46 m (1 ft.-6
unit at floor and roof levels,
base
the
of
sides
the
at
vents
walls.
the passive air cooling uses
adjacent HSMs and end shield
between
left
is
gap
(6-in.)
15 cm
been
standards as the HSM and have loads of
same
the
to
designed
been
accident
The shield walls have
live load, thermal loads, and for the end module
weight,
dead
of
loadings
the
analyzed for
and floods. The resulting stresses
earthquakes,
Significant effects
winds/missiles,
tornado
and shown to be acceptable. The rear shield
3.1.2-1
Table
in
shield wall are summarized
Section 3.1.2.2.A.
missile load are discussed in Table 3.1.2-1 to have lower
resulting from the tornado
in
were analyzed and shown
walls, which abut the HSM,
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stresses than the end module shield walls. The tornado missile load was calculated to be
within the allowable limits even while using very conservative analytical assumptions.
Located within and attached to the concrete structure, the DSC support structure is a welded
steel assembly which supports and restrains the DSC. It is designed to satisfy the structural
loads of dead weight, seismic forces, thermally induced loads, and handling loads.
3.1.2 Design Evaluation
The SAR was reviewed in conjunction with the calculation package NUH 004.0200
(Reference 18). The computer runs which were made to simulate the load conditions for the
controlling PWR or BWR DSC design were also included in the review.
3.1.2.1 Normal and Off-Normal Operations
A. Dead Weight and Live Load Analysis
Tables 8.1-3a and 8.1-3b of the SAR provide the dead weights of both 24 PWR Spent Fuel
Assemblies and 52 BWR Spent Fuel Assemblies respectively. The vendor has chosen to use
a design weight of approximately 36,290 kg (80,000 lbs.), somewhat higher than the total
dry DSC loaded weight of the heaviest assembly, for the analyses of the HSM and DSC
support assemblies. Because the weight of the DSC is known, the vendor has chosen to treat
it as a dead load. The weight of the concrete HSM is included as dead load. The weight of
the steel DSC support structure is trivial. The vendor has also chosen to increase the dead
load by five percent for all load combinations. The dead and live loads were applied to the
finite element model depicted in SAR Figure 8.1-10a.
B. Concrete Creep and Shrinkage Analysis
The vendor has chosen to neglect concrete creep and shrinkage effects based on the summary
analysis that thermal expansive forces would mitigate rather than aggravate the creep and
shrinkage forces. This is acceptable for the HSM design as a conservative simplification.
The HSM design satisfies minimum steel requirements of ACI 349-85 (Reference 17), which
are partly based on creep and shrinkage considerations and which are more restrictive than
the requirements for shrinkage and temperature reinforcement of ACI-318 (Reference 19).
C. Thermal Loads
The results of thermal analyses performed by the vendor are given in SAR Table 8.1-9b and
in Figure 8.1-3a. They are derived from calculations documented in NUH004.0416
(Reference 20). For the normal operations case the thermal gradients, calculated with a long
time ambient air temperature of 37.80 C (1000F), were applied to the finite element model
depicted in the figure on NUH 004.0200, Rev. 5, page 10b. The thermal loads are the
greatest inputs to the normal load combinations and result in the lowest margin of safety for
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accordance with ACI 349-85
both the concrete HSM and the steel DSC support structure. In
to gross section modulus is
Appendix A (Reference 17), the ratio of cracked section modulus
NRC staff accepts this
applied to the stresses obtained from the thermal analyses. The
approach.
D. Radiation Effects on HSM Concrete
in the concrete and
The vendor calculated the neutron and gamma energy flux deposited
properties. The NRC staff
determined these levels to have negligible effect on the concrete
accepts this determination.
E. HSM Design Analysis
using the ANSYS finite
The vendor analyzed the HSM with its DSC support structure
the results in
element analysis computer program (Reference 21) and documented included in the
reference 18 [NUH004.0200]. The staff reviewed these computations
material submitted subsequently
original SAR and in supplemental and modifying docketed
calculations were determined to
and considered as part of the SAR. The final design analysis
margin of safety for any
be acceptable. The analysis resulted in no load cases where the
as the allowable load
structural component was less than 0.1. Margin of safety is defined
divided by the calculated load minus 1.
3.1.2.2 Accident Analysis
A. Tornado Winds/Tornado Missiles
normal or off-normal wind loads.
Tornado forces used in the SAR treat the tornado forces as
does not identify tornado
This is considered very conservative. ANSI 57.9 (Reference 22)
are so treated in ACI-349
loads. Such loads may be considered as "accident" loads and
to use the most severe
(Reference 17) load combination expressions. The vendor chose
Guide 1.76
tornado wind loadings specified by NUREG-0800 and NRC Regulatory
NUHOMS design. An
(References 23 and 24) as the design basis for the standardized
would overturn or slide due to
analysis was also performed to determine whether the HSM
the tornado wind.
missiles, a bounding analysis of
To demonstrate the adequacy of the HSM design for tornado
module shield walls were
the end and rear modules in an array was performed. The end
having a 1.86 m2
evaluated for the direct impact of a 1,799 kg (3,967 lb.) automobile Upon impact, the three
(20 sq. ft.) frontal area and traveling at 56.3 m/sec (184.8 ft./sec).
shield wall is expected to form a
spacer plates at the top of the shield wall collapse, and the
damage will occur to the
yield line along the length of the shield wall at mid-height. No replacement. The rear
require
HSM; however, the damaged end module shield wall will
same impact load; no damage is
the
for
shield walls which abut the HSM were also evaluated
meet the impulsive and impactive
expected. Both end and rear walls have been designed to
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requirements of ACI 349-85. The HSM was shown to meet the minimum acceptable barrier
thickness requirements for local damage against tornado generated missiles as specified in
NUREG-0800.
B. Earthquake
The standardized NUHOMS HSM was analyzed for a peak horizontal ground acceleration of
0.25 g and a vertical acceleration of 0.17 g in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60
(Reference 25) and a 7% damping coefficient in accordance with NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.61 (Reference 26). These ground accelerations are in agreement with 10 CFR
72.102(a)(2) for sites which are underlaid by rock east of the Rocky Mountain Front except
in areas of known seismic activity. Frequency analyses and response spectrum analyses were
performed. The modal responses were combined in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.92
(Reference 27) and the directional responses were then combined by the square root of the
sum of the squares method. The vendor determined that the HSM would neither slide nor
overturn due to the seismic input. The NRC finds this approach acceptable and concurs with
the findings.
C. Flood
The HSM was analyzed for a 15.2 m (50 ft.) static head of water and a maximum flow
velocity of 4.6 m (15 ft/sec). For this condition the vendor showed that the maximum flood
induced moment is considerably less than the ultimate moment capacity of the HSM. Further
calculations showed that the HSM would neither slide nor overturn under the design load
condition specified. Based on the docketed material, the NRC staff finds the results
acceptable.
D. Lightning
Lightning protection system requirements are site specific and depend upon the frequency of
occurrences of lightning storms in the proposed location and the degree of protection offered
by other grounded structures in the vicinity. NFPA 78 Lightning. Protection Code
(Reference 28) is to be used for evaluation of need and design of lightning protection at the
site.
E. Blockage of Air Inlet and Outlet Openings
The vendor defined the design basis accident thermal event as one in which the0 inlet and
outlet vents are blocked for 5 days with an extreme ambient temperature of 52 C (125°F)
and maximum solar heat load. The HSM was analyzed for this condition referred to in
NUH004.0200 as Accident Thermal (TA). The results of thermal analyses performed by the
vendor are given in SAR Table 8.1-9b. They are derived from calculations documented in
NUH004.0418 and NUH004.0419 (References 29 and 30). For the accident case the thermal
gradients were applied to the finite element model depicted in NUH004.0200, Rev. 5,
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and
page lOb. The thermal loads are the greatest inputs to the accident load combination
support
result in the lowest margin of safety for both the concrete HSM and the steel DSC
modulus
section
cracked
of
ratio
the
structure. In accordance with ACI 349-85 Appendix A,
The
analyses.
to gross section modulus is applied to the stresses obtained from the thermal
NRC staff accepts this approach.
F. Load Combinations
as identified
The HSM is designed and evaluated for satisfaction of load combination criteria,
as stated in
in Table 2.5, derived from SAR Table 3.2-5. These load combinations are
6.17.3.1)
Regulatory Guide 3.60 (Reference 31) and ANSI 57.9 (Reference 22, paragraph
which are incorporated into the Regulatory Guide by reference. The load combinations
or offincorporating tornado forces used in the SAR treat the tornado forces as normal
normal wind loads. This is considered very conservative.
in
Load combinations identified in the SAR for the DSC support structure are shown
are
combinations
load
Table 2.6, derived from SAR Tables 3.2-Sc and 8.2-11. These
was treated as
acceptable with the exception that the off-normal jammed DSC handling load
The
an "accident' load rather than in an expression for normal (and off-normal) loads.
if the
that
actual design was checked by the staff by separate calculation. It was determinedacceptable.
be
loads were used in the acceptable expression, the factor of safety would still
load
the
of
Therefore the design is considered acceptable despite inappropriate use
combination.
3.1.3 Discussion and Conclusions
(floor
The maximum loads on the five major concrete structural components of the HSM
8.2-3
and
8.1-10
Tables
slab; side, front, and rear walls; and roof slab) are listed in SAR
by the staff
and in supplemental and modifying docketed material. These data were checked
and found to be acceptable.
are derived
Allowable loads for bending and shear are included in Table 3.1.2-1. These
which is part
18),
from the structural design and analysis package, NUIHOO4.0200 (Reference
of the docketed material and which has been verified by the NRC staff.
to the
The staff review included independent development of load combinations acceptable
resulting margins of
NRC. The forces, computed by the vendor and the staff, as well as the
included in Table
safety computed by the staff for the concrete components of the HSM are
3.1.2-1 and found to be acceptable.
stresses and
Table 3.1.2-2 presents the results of examination of the DSC support structure
design
structural
the
load combinations. The submitted data are extracted or derived from
Table 3.1.2-2
and analysis package which is part of the docketed material (Reference 1).
support columns,
shows analyses for the load combination for the support rails, cross beams,
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the
and lateral tie beams of the DSC support assembly. The allowable stresses shown in
The
calculations.
tables are those developed by the NRC staff based on the submitted
calculated maximum combined load stresses shown in the table are below the allowable
are
stresses. The axial and bending stresses, divided by their respective allowable stresses,
per
combination,
further combined in order to obtain an interaction margin of safety. This
32) must
the AISC Specification for Structural Steel, June 1, 1989, Paragraph H1 (Reference
of the
selection
the
that
have a value not greater than 1.0. Review of Table 3.1.2-2 shows
to be
steel sections used for DSC columns, cross beams, rails, and tie beams was found
acceptable.
W8x35
The rail-transverse member interconnection assembly, web stiffeners installed in the
members, and other miscellaneous HSM steel were checked and determined to be
heat
satisfactory. This included door and supports, collars, brackets, TC restraint assembly,
shield, seismic restraints, and end stops.
design
The overall result of the review of the HSM and DSC support assembly structural
represented
criteria, load combination, and final design is that the HSM and DSC support, as
acceptable
structurally
be
to
in the current docketed material (Reference 1), are considered
and meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72.
3.2 Dry Shielded Canister
3.2.1

Design Description of Dry Shielded Canister and Internals

DSC is
There are two DSCs for the standardized PWR and BWR NUHOMS systems. The
barrier is
the secondary confinement barrier for the spent fuel. The primary confinement
spent
irradiated
PWR
considered to be the fuel cladding. Each DSC will accommodate 24
the transfer
fuel assemblies or 52 BWR irradiated spent fuel assemblies. The DSC fits inside
HSM with
the
into
and
TC
the
of
cask for handling and transfer operations, and is moved out
the hydraulic ram.
stainless steel
The main structural parts of both versions of the DSC consist of the following
outer top cover
items: a 1.6 cm (5/8-inch) thick shell, a thick outer bottom cover, a thick
has a total of nine
DSC
plate, a thin inner top plate and a thin inner bottom plate. The BWR
the PWR DSC
3.8 cm (1.5-inch) thick spacer discs made from SA-516 ferritic steel, whereas
diameter
(3-inch)
cm
has eight 5.1 cm (2-inch) thick spacer discs. Each DSC has four 7.6
sleeves. The BWR
spacer support rods. The PWR DSC has twenty-four square fuel guide
plates. Square
poison
steel
DSC has slots cut in the spacer discs to accept borated stainless
above structural
shaped holes accommodate fifty-two BWR assemblies. In addition to the
with a grapple,
associated
items
items, there are two steel shield plates, and numerous small
vent and siphon system, and lifting lugs.
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The SAR was reviewed in conjunction with the calculation package NUH 004.0202
(Reference 33) plus all of the computer runs which were made to simulate all the load
conditions for both PWR and BWR DSC designs.
With one exception, the DSCs are designed as pressure vessels in accordance with -the ASME
B&PV Code Division 1 Section m Subsection NB-3000-1985 (Reference 9). Material
qualifications are in accordance with Subsection NB-2000. Fabrication and inspection are to
be done in accordance with Subsections NB-4000 and NB-5000, respectively. Proof pressure
tests are to be carried out according to NB-6000. The exception is the weld design and
inspection at the top and bottom of the DSC.
The double seal welds at the top and bottom of the DSC do not comply with all the
requirements for the ASME B&PV Code, Section HI, Subsection NB. The inspection
procedures outlined in the SAR do not comply with the code; however, the NRC staff has
determined that an exception to Code requirements for volumetric weld inspection is
permissible due to the following reasons:

3.2.2

1.

The closure to the confinement boundary is a double-weld design, i.e., two
weld joints provide confinement.

2.

The gauge pressure (for normal operation) inside the DSC is on the order
1 psig. Therefore, pressure stresses are very low.

3.

The test method of ensuring a gas tight seal for the inner top seal weld is
helium leak detection which is very sensitive. Also dye penetrant testing will
be performed at two levels including the weld root pass and cover pass on the
outer seal weld to ensure no weld surface imperfections. The test method of
ensuring a gas tight seal for the bottom welds consists of a helium leak test by
the fabricator for the inner seal weld in accordance with ASTM E499, in
addition to two levels of dye penetrant testing for this weld. For the outer seal
weld a multi-level dye penetrant test is specified.

Design Evaluation for DSC

3.2.2.1 DSC Normal Operating Conditions
The dry shielded canister was analyzed for: (1) dead weight loads, (2) design basis operating
temperature loads, (3) internal pressure loads and (4) normal handling loads. Table 3.2.2-1
of this SER summarizes all the stress analysis results for normal operating conditions. The
summary table shows stresses for each DSC component for each load condition analyzed by
PNFS and the corresponding stress as verified by the NRC staff. Each stress intensity value
was compared to the allowable stress for the particular material at the stated temperature as
defined by the ASME Code for Service Levels A and B conditions. All calculated stresses
are below allowable levels.
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A. Dead Weight Loads for DSC
A of the SAR. Both
The dead load analysis for the DSC is presented in Section 8.1.1.1
the horizontal
vertical and horizontal orientations of the DSC were considered. For
as the DSC inside
well
as
rails,
orientation the DSC inside the HSM, resting on the support
the SAR, and
of
and 3b
the TC were modeled. The weights are shown in Tables 8.1-3a
staff reviewed these stress
stresses are shown in Table 8.1-7a and 7b of the SAR. The NRC
stresses are lower than
all
levels and reports them in Table 3.2.2-1 of this SER. Basically,
the ASME B&PV Code allowable stresses by a substantial margin.
B. Design Basis Internal Pressure
(6.9 psig), however, the
The design basis normal internal pressure for the DSC is 47.6 kPag
in the analysis.
analyzed pressure is 69 kPag (10 psig). This provides some conservatism
pressures.
accident
and
Tables 8.1-4a and 8. 1-4b Qf the SAR show five cases for operating
the internal pressure load
The ANSYS (Reference 21) finite element code was used to model
kPag (50 psig) for the internal
for. the top and bottom portions of the DSC. PNFS used 345
to the particular load
pressure and then multiplied the stress results by a factor corresponding
the internal pressure load
case per SAR Table 8. l-4a and 4b. Additionally these cases bound
the bottom inner seal weld
of 55.2 kPa (8 psi) which exists during the helium leak test of
during fabrication.
and the bottom of the
Thus, there are two seal welds for the pressure boundary at the top
weld applied to the inner top
DSC; i.e., the weld for the outer top cover plate, and an inner
and the weld at that
plate. The outer top cover plate is the primary structural component,
plate. The pressure stresses
joint is much more substantial than the weld at the inner cover
for normal and accident
in the weld of the top inner and outer cover plates were evaluated
analysis used to evaluate
of
type
cases and found to be below the allowable limits. The same
DSC. Shell stresses were
the top portion was used to evaluate the bottom position of the
computer model used
evaluated for the remainder of the DSC by an ANSYS model. The
linear response of stress to the
345 kPag (50 psig) as an internal pressure load. Because of a
cases could be evaluated
internal pressure load, the normal, off-normal and accident pressure
intensities were evaluated
simply by using factors of 0.2 and 1.01, respectively. All stress
and were below allowable levels for pressure stress.
DSC pressure stresses for
Tables 8.1-7, 8.1-7a, 8.1-7b and 8.1-7c of the SAR report the
pressure stresses and
normal pressure of 69 kPag (10 psig). The staff reviewed these
3.2.2-1 of this SER.
concurs with them. The results of the SER are shown in Table
C. Design Basis Operating Temperature
assembly and the inner surfaces
PNFS has provided for axial thermal expansion of the basket
are induced due to restriction of
of the top and bottom end plates. Thus, no thermal stresses
disc smaller than the
expansion of internal parts. Similarly, PNFS has sized the spacer
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performed four
induced thermal stresses. PNFS
preclude
to
shell
DSC
the
of
inside diameter
for differential expansion of
stresses
thermal
determine
to
gradient as
different finite element analyses
cover interface. The axial thermal
input
thermal
using
the shell, the spacer disc, and the shell/end
modeled
for the shell were
gradient
thermal
34). These analyses
7
well as the circumferential
(NUH004.040 Rev. 00, Reference
0
evaluation
0
temperature
from separate
52 C (-400 F to 125 F),
to
C
-40
from
ranging
and without
were performed at all ambient conditions
and vertical orientation, and with
horizontal
both
loads,
solar
The
with and without
for both the PWR and BWR designs. NRC
performed
was
study
air gaps. The parametric
stresses, and the
determines the material allowable
calculated
temperature
ends, and rods.
maximum
0F) bounds all cases for the DSC shell, disc,
0
(500
C
distribution.
determined that 260
report the results of the DSC temperature
SAR
the
in
8.1-13a,
8.1-13,
Tables
stresses" by the ASME B&PV Code.
"secondary
as
defined
always
A (for normal
The thermal stresses are
are permitted and only Service Level
stresses
allowable
higher
that
This means
be considered.
(for off-normal operations) need
B
Level
Service
and
operations)
0
primary
of -400C (-40 F), the maximum
temperature
ambient
an
at
for the DSC
For normal operations
considered is 86,877 kPa (12.6 ksi)
cases
thermal
all
for
stress
thermal
plus secondary
ksi). The BWR spacer disc has a
(56.1
kPa
386,810
is
stress
is 448,860
shell. The allowable
the allowable stress for the disc material
and,
ksi),
(38.5
kPa
265,460
stress of
reviewed all the documentation provided
has
staff
The
acceptable.
is
this
meet
kPa (65.1 ksi), so
stresses for the DSC for normal operations
thermal
that
concurs
and
SAR
SER.
the
with
of the
They are shown in Table 3.2.2-1
ASME B&PV Code requirements.
D. DSC Handling Stress
different
into three groups, each requiring
divided
were
cases
load
applied
The DSC handling
load is 50% of the DSC dry weight or
handling
basis
design
The
is used to insert
analytical techniques.
operations when the loading ram
normal
during
be
during the
would
it
as
axially
factor is based on actual data obtained
50%
The
HSM.
the
from
extract the DSC
nuclear plant. Other normal cases
Oconee
the
for
ISFSI
the
at
operation of a similar design
and ± I g axially, and ± 1/2 g
horizontally,
g
I
+
vertically,
g
I
±
in
are dead loads applied
These could occur during transfer
simultaneously.
directions
All
acting in all three orthogonal
occurring inside the TC or HSM.
condition
jammed
a
is
case
B&PV Code
the TC. The off-normal
and found to be below the ASME lugs were
evaluated
were
components
all
in
stresses
boundary, the grapple and lifting
allowable. In addition to the confinement
off-normal. Both components wereare
and
normal
both
loads,
basis
resulting stresses
analyzed for the design
and found to be satisfactory. The
allowables
ASME
against
SER.
evaluated
as shown in Table 3.2.2-1 of the
much lower than allowable stresses,
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3.2.2.2 DSC Off-Normal Events
Three off-normal events were evaluated by PNFS for the DSC. They were off-normal
pressure, jammed DSC during transfer and off-normal temperature. The off-normal
temperature of -40 0C (-40 0F) ambient and the jammed DSC bound the range of loads.
A. Jammed DSC During Transfer
The basis for the postulated off-normal event, involving jamming of the DSC during transfer
into the HSM, is the axial misalignment of the DSC. Should this occur, the hydraulic ram
could exert an axial force equal to the weight of the loaded dry DSC, before a relief valve
would prevent further load. A detailed finite element model including the actual load path
through the grapple ring was performed to estimate this loading. The weight chosen by
PNFS was 36,290 kg (80,000 pounds), a figure which exceeds the actual dry loaded weight,
thereby affording additional conservatism. The bending stress in the bottom cover plate of
the DSC is the highest stress anywhere in the DSC and is smaller than the allowable. Also,
the bending stress in the DSC shell is well below the allowable stress. These results are
shown in Table 3.2.2-2 of this report.
B. DSC Off-Normal Thermal/Pressure Analysis
0
0
0
0
The off-normal temperature range was taken as -40 C to 52 C (-40 F to 125 F) 0for the 0DSC
inside the HSM (and inside the TC). The off-normal ambient temperature of -40 C (-40 F)
is the basis for the high thermal gradient for the spacer disc, and the top and bottom corners
of the shell. These high thermal gradients result in high thermal stresses which are shown to
be lower than the allowable stresses for secondary stress.

C. DSC Off-Normal Pressure
The design basis off-normal internal pressure acting in the DSC is 38.6 kPag (5.6 psig),
however the value used in the analysis is 69 kPag (10.0 psig). Both inner and outer DSC
pressure boundaries were analyzed for the off-normal pressure case. Because the applied
value of 69 kPag (10 psig) is the same for the off-normal and the normal, the stress results
shown in Table 3.2.2-2 are the same as shown in Table 3.2.2-1.
D. DSC Load combination for Normal and Off-Normal Conditions
Table 3.2-5a of the PNFS SAR outlines the different load combinations considered for
normal and off-normal conditions and accident. These conditions correspond to Service
Levels A, B, C, and D of the ASME B&PV Code. Altogether, Table 3.2-5a of the SAR
shows 17 combinations for all service levels. However, due to the fact that PNFS combined
several combinations because normal and off-normal pressure cases are actually identical,
and all thermal cases are bounded by one temperature providing the highest thermal gradient,
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only nine unique combinations are shown in Tables 3.2.2-3, -5, and -7 of this SER. The
staff summarized the combinations as described and finds that all stresses are below the
allowables for Service Levels A and B. These are given in Table 3.2.2-3 of the SER.
PNFS references are Tables 8.2-9a and 9b.
3.2.2.3 DSC Accident Conditions
Section 8.2 of the SAR defines the accident conditions associated with the standardized
NUHOMS system. The accident conditions which were examined for the DSC are:
(1) earthquake, (2) flood, (3) accident pressure, (4) accident thermal, and (5) accidental drop
of the TC with DSC inside. Of these accidents, the drop case is by far the most severe.
The SAR classifies the thermal accidents, the pressure accident, and the drop accidents as
Service level D conditions, and the remaining accidents including seismic and flood as
Service Level C conditions. The NRC staff concurs with this classification.
A consequence of classifying the thermal accidents as Service Level C or D is that the
ASME B&PV Code does not require any stress analysis because of the ASME definition of
thermal stresses as "secondary" stresses or "self-relieving" stresses. The only required
consideration of the accident thermal cases was in a reduction of material properties at the
higher temperature, which was properly accounted for.
A. DSC Seismic Analysis
The standardized NUHOMS system is designed to withstand seismic events which have a
maximum horizontal ground acceleration of 0.25 g and a maximum vertical component of
0.17 g. These ground acceleration values are in agreement with 10 CFR 72.102(a)(2) for
sites which are underlaid by rock east of the Rocky Mountain Front, except in areas of
known seismic activity. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 25) was used to determine
dynamic load amplification factors for the horizontal and vertical directions. NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.61 (Reference 26) was used to estimate the critical damping value for the
DSC and the HSM. The DSC was conservatively correlated with large diameter piping and
therefore has a damping value of 3%.
The DSC was evaluated for two distinct modes of vibration to establish fundamental
frequencies, which in turn was used with Figures 1 and 2 in Regulatory Guide 1.60 to
estimate the amplification. The shell cross-sectional ovaling mode turned out to be the only
mode of interest since it is 13.8 Hz. The beam bending mode is too high to cause a dynamic
amplification factor at 62.8 Hz. The resulting spectral accelerations for the DSC shell
ovaling mode are 1.0 g and 0.68 g for horizontal and vertical directions. respectively. PNFS
applied a factor of 1.5 to these accelerations to account for a multi-mode excitation. The
applicant used the results of 75 g vertical drop analyses factored by (1.5 x 0.68/75) to obtain
stresses for the DSC. For the horizontal orientation, PNSF used the results of the horizontal
drop analysis factored by (1.5xlx2/75) to obtain the DSC stresses. DSC shell stresses
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obtained from vertical and horizontal analyses are summed absolutely. These are recorded in
Table 3.2.2-4.
The DSC was also evaluated for roll-out of the support rails. Horizontal and vertical
accelerations of 0.37 g and 0.17 g were applied to the center of the DSC. The resulting
factor of safety against roll-out was 1.23 according to an NRC staff evaluation. This
corresponds to 1.30 as calculated by PNFS (Reference 1).
B. DSC Flood Condition
The design basis flood is specified in the SAR as 15.2 m (50 feet) of water with a maximum
flow velocity of 4.6 m/s (15 feet per second). The flood condition is postulated to occur
only when the DSC is housed inside the HSM. The consequences of the water flow will not
affect the DSC inside the HSM, and the consequences to the HSM are reported in another
section of the SER. Therefore, the DSC is only affected by the static head.
The DSC shell and outer cover plates and inner cover plates were modeled with a finite
element analysis. PNFS modeled both inner and outer cover plates coupling the nodes of
both plates to allow transmission of forces perpendicular to the plates. A more conservative
approach would have been to assume no inner plates. However, the resulting stresses due to
the 149.6 kPa (21.7 psi) external pressure are so small (-6,895 kPa (1 ksi)) that even if this
conservative approach had been used, the resulting stresses would still be lower than the
allowables. See Table 3.2.2-4.
C. DSC Accident Pressure
psig) according to Section
The bounding DSC internal accident pressure is 379.7 kPag (50.3
0
8.2.9 of the SAR. The maximum ambient temperature of 52 C (125°F) is assumed. This
accident is postulated for a DSC inside the HSM, which has all inlet and outlet vents
blocked, i.e., the adiabatic heat-up case. Assumptions are that the cladding of all fuel rods
failed and that 100% of the fill gas and 30% of the fission gas are released inside the DSC.
Under these conditions, the internal pressure could reach 379.7 kPag (50.3 psig). Table
3.2.2-4 of this SER shows the stress results of this case. All stress intensities are lower than
the allowables.
that time the fuel
The heat-up time period which is postulated by PNFS is five0 days. At
0
cladding temperature is still below the cladding limit of 570 C (1058 F) for accident
conditions. The adiabatic accident case bounds all thermal accidents and shows the need for
daily inspection of air inlets and outlets. A more complete discussion of thermal
performance may be found in Section 4 of the SER.
0
It should be noted that PNFS stated that 204.4 C (400'F) is the appropriate temperature to
8.2select the allowable stresses for the materials in the DSC (NUH004.0202 p.161). Table
8.19e of the SAR stated that 2600C (500F) was the correct temperature. However, Table
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13 of the SAR indicates that the DSC shell reaches a maximum temperature of 303.9'C
(579°F) for this accident; therefore, the NRC staff used lower material allowable stresses for
this case.
D. DSC Load Combination (Thermal Accident) for Service Level C Accident
Conditions
Tables 8.2-9c and -9d of the SAR show the results of two load combinations. These are the
enveloping load combinations defined in Table 3.2-5a of the SAR. Table 3.2.2-5 in the SER
shows the results of the three unique load combinations of C1, C2, and C7. There is a slight
discrepancy between the allowable stress as reported in the SAR and as reported in this SER.
The discrepancy arises because the maximum DSC temperature, as reported in the SAR is
304.4 0 C (580'F) for the accident pressure case; whereas, the allowables used in the SAR
were based on 260'C (500'F). The NRC staff used the allowables associated with 304.4 0 C
(580'F). The staff has recorded the results in Table 3.2.2-5 of the SER. The conclusion is
that the design for the DSC is adequate.
E. Accidental Drop of TC with DSC
Because the cask drop accidents postulated in the SAR cause the highest stresses in the both
the DSC and the transfer cask, it is appropriate to discuss the basis for selecting some of the
parameters and assumptions for this case. All drop situations that were postulated in the SAR
involve dropping the TC, with the DSC inside, at a maximum height of 203 cm (80 inches).
The NRC staff considers these assumptions reasonable, because the loaded DSC will always
be in the TC or inside the HSM whenever it is outside of the spent fuel pool building. The
centerline of the HSM is located at 259 cm (102 inches) above the base pad; and therefore,
the maximum drop height would be about 173 cm (68 inches) for the DSC, should it fall off
of the transport trailer during loading or during transport between the spent fuel pool
building and the ISFSI site. Thus, 203 cm (80 inch) drop is conservative.
Discussion of PNFS Design Methodology
One of the major cornerstones of the PNFS justification for the deceleration levels associated
with the postulated cask drop accident is a research report published by EPRI (Reference 35).
This work has attempted to correlate average deceleration values acting on the cask as a
function of several parameters, including drop orientation, drop height, and concrete target
hardness. The latter is a non-dimensional variable which includes the following parameters:
concrete elastic modulus, concrete ultimate strength, soil elastic modulus, soil ultimate
strength, steel reinforcement ratio and footprint of cask. The cask itself is considered to be
infinitely rigid, so that from an absorbed energy standpoint, all kinetic energy would be
absorbed by the target. The resulting cask deceleration values would represent an upper
bound compared to an assumption which permitted the cask to absorb any elastic or plastic
energy as a result of the impact. The EPRI report NP-4830 (Reference 35) was
supplemented by a second report NP-7551 (Reference 36) which correlated a small sample of
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existing experimental evidence of cask drops to the analytical presentation made in the
NP-4830 report. The magnitude of the deceleration for each drop case was selected as the
design criteria in Section 3 of the SAR as 75 g for either vertical or horizontal drop
orientations and 25 g for the corner drop. The SAR values are based on an EPRI report
(References 35 and 36). The target chosen for this scenario is a 91 cm (36-inch) thick
under-reinforced concrete slab.
PNFS argues that drop accidents which might occur while the DSC, inside the TC, is enroute
to the HSM, would be less severe than a drop accident of the DSC/TC on the reinforced
concrete pad/apron adjacent to the HSM. Their argument is based on the fact that the road
which would be used as the route between the spent fuel pool building and the HSM location
would typically be 30 cm (12 inches) or less of concrete or asphalt on a compacted gravel
bed. The "target" or impact surface would thus be significantly "softer" than the
loading/unloading approach slab near the HSM. The thickness of this slab is not specified by
PNFS, but would be no thicker than 91 cm (36 inches) and would be designed in accordance
with ACI-318-83 (Reference 19).
Because references 35 and 36 do not document the deceleration time history, it was, necessary
to establish damping coefficients and the representative time histories for the three
orientations, in order to predict appropriate dynamic load factors (DLF). The SAR provided
additional material in Appendix C that included references to drop test data for a 81.6 t (90ton) rail cask (Reference 37). The time histories from this reference were used to determine
the DLFs for the different drop orientations.
Based on the documentation provided and the references cited, NRC staff concludes that the
DLFs for the vertical, horizontal, and corner drops are 1.50, 1.75, and 1.25, respectively.
These factors, when multiplied by the unfactored deceleration levels obtained from reference
36, produced values of 73.5 g, 66.5 g, and 25.0 g for the three drop orientations, which
compare favorably with the deceleration values of 75 g, 75 g, and 25 g selected by PNFS in
their design criteria. The staff determined that a damping value of 7% is conservative. This
was based on sources in the open literature as well as.the information provided by PNFS.
Discussion of NRC Staff Evaluation of Accidental Drop
The vendor's use of the EPRI report methodology (References 35 and 36) to determine
design deceleration loads is not currently endorsed by the NRC. Therefore, the staff
independently calculated elastic and plastic strains associated with the absorption of the
kinetic energy resulting from dropping a fully loaded DSC through 203 cm (80 inches). The
height of 203 cm (80 inches) is conservative because the DSC is not raised more than
173 cm (68 inches) during all transfer operations outside the spent fuel pool building.
The total strain rating on the DSC shell was calculated to be 1.28% compared to the
minimum 40% elongation (strain) required for the material by the ASME B&PV Code,
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Section II, Part A. Thus, the strain due to a vertical drop is a very small fraction of the total
strain capacity.
The general membrane stress in the DSC shell was calculated from the strains and the moduli
of elasticity and found to be equal to 142,730 kPa (20.7 ksi). This value is well below the
ASME Code allowable of 289,590 kPa (42 ksi) for Service Level D conditions. Therefore,
the factor of safety, as determined by the energy method is slightly in excess of 2 for the
general membrane stress.
Based on these independent calculations, the NRC staff confirmed that the design of the DSC
will provide ample margin of safety during a drop accident. In addition to the independent
analysis described above, NRC staff evaluated all the design calculations submitted by PNFS
and reported the results in Table 3.2.2-6. These design calculations were performed using an
NRC-approved finite element computer program and are described in the next section of this
SER.
The staff concluded that a drop of the loaded DSC from a height greater than 38 cm
(15 inches) may cause damage to the DSC and the stored fuel. Because the ASME Code,
Section HI for Service Level D permits plastic deformation, portions of the DSC shell and
basket may sustain damage, without compromising the confinement boundary or geometry of
the spent fuel array. However, such potential damage is cause for limiting conditions of
operation and surveillance.
a.

The loaded DSC/TC shall not be handled at a height greater than 203 cm
(80 inches) outside the spent fuel pool building.

b.

In the event of a drop of a loaded DSC/TC from a height greater than 38 cm
(15 inches) (a) fuel in the DSC shall be returned to the reactor spent fuel pool;
(b) the DSC shall be removed from service and evaluated for further use; and
(c) the TC shall be inspected for damage. The affected fuel may be
subsequently transferred to dry storage if it meets the requirements for storage.
The DSC may be returned to service or disposed of depending on the results
of the evaluation. The TC may also be returned to service if the sustained
damage is repairable.

These conditions are reflected in the conditions for system use, Section 12.2.10.
F. Discussion of Finite Element Models for Cask Drop
Reference 33 is a calculation package which presents all the structural analyses for the DSC.
Together with 33 separate ANSYS computer runs, the calculation substantiates the design of
the PWR and BWR DSC. NRC staff evaluated the entire package. In all cases, the SAR
uses the ANSYS (Reference 21) finite element code to model the DSC and TC cask
components. PNFS ran nineteen models for all drop cases. These cases included both PWR
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and BWR DSCs, in vertical and horizontal orientations. Each part of each DSC modeled.
For the vertical drop, an axisymmetric load and an axisymmetric geometry were modeled,
using an equivalent 75 g static load. For the horizontal drop case, an axisymmetric structure
with non-axisymmetric loading was modeled. The asymmetrical loading was approximated
with a Fourier series technique in conjunction with an ANSYS element type designed to
facilitate the use of the Fourier (harmonic) series. PNFS did not model the corner drop
because they stated that the 75 g vertical and 75 g horizontal drop orientations are bounding
for the 25 g corner case.
PNFS modeled thirteen cases for the horizontal drop orientation and seven cases for the
vertical drop orientation. The shell, top cover plate and inner top plate were modeled using
axisymetric geometry for top end drops. The shell, bottom cover plate and inner bottom
plate were also modeled using axisymetric geometry for bottom end drops. The PWR loaded
basket mass is greater than the BWR basket mass, therefore, the loads and the stresses are
greater for the PWR DSC than for the BWR DSC.
The shelf, top and bottom cover plates, and top and bottom inner plates were modeled for 3
horizontal orientations, i.e., 00, 18.50; and 90° azimuth oriented upward. These

orientations correspond with possible drops at 00 and 90° azimuth for the DSC inside the TC
falling off the transfer trailer, and 18.50 for a TC/DSC falling directly onto one of the cask
rails on the, support trailer.
Because the spacer discs for the PWR and BWR DSCs are completely different parts, it was
necessary for PNFS to analyze both types of discs and both variations of plate thickness.
For the 75 g vertical drop cases, the loads acting on the PWR spacer discs include the
support rods, guide sleeves and oversleeves. For the 75 g vertical drop cases, the loads
acting on the BWR spacer discs include the support rods, poison plates and poison plate
support bars. An elastic plastic analysis using classical bilinear material properties with a
conservative tangent modulus of 5% was used by PNFS for the top spacer disc for the 52-B
DSC. The stresses were evaluated according to the ASME B&PV Code requirements and
found to be acceptable. The calculation package reported the results of each computer run
and summarized the results by listing the highest stresses in a particular component for the
given drop orientation.
Each type of spacer disc was also modeled separately for two side drop orientations. The
two orientations used for the 75 g 24-P basket were 00 and 900 azimuth upward. Elasticplastic analysis was used to account for local yielding. Three azimuth orientations were used
to model the 52-B spacer disc in the horizontal drop case. Elastic-plastic material properties
were specified to predict stresses and displacements more accurately than using simple elastic
properties. Again, all of the stresses which were calculated for each of the separate runs
were reported by PNFS and evaluated by the NRC staff. Summary tables showing only the
maximum stresses were provided in the calculation package.
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Buckling analyses were performed on the spacer disc and support rods for vertical drop
orientations, and for the 52-B poison plates in the side orientation. There is a factor of
safety of 2.2 for the 52-B spacer disc out-of-plane, 1.8 for the 24-P spacer disc out-of-plane,
8.36 for the 24-P support rod (vertical drop), and 1.37 for the vertical drop case for the 52-B
poison plates.
The support rods were analyzed for compliance with stress levels below allowable stress
levels for the side drop and vertical end drop orientations. The top end drop resulted in a
much higher stress level than the horizontal drop; however, the stress is below the allowable
stress level.
Table 3.2.2-6 of the SER presents a summary of all the results of the 20 ANSYS computer
analyses which were outlined above. Bote- vertical and horizontal results are given. The
table shows that all calculated stress levels are below the ASME B&PV Code allowables for
Service Level D. The table lists results that PNFS reported in the calculation package and
the results obtained by NRC staff evaluation of the calculation package including all of the
computer runs. The reader of Table 3.2.2-6 will note some differences between results of
PNFS and NRC staff. These differences are attributed primarily to location of stresses in the
actual models. NRC staff has consistently been more conservative than PNFS, and still the
stress levels are lower than allowable levels.
The weld stresses for the critical secondary confinement joints between the top outer cover
plate and the shell and the bottom outer cover plate and the shell were also evaluated by
NRC staff. A joint efficiency factor of 60% per ASME B&PV Code ND-4245a(3) was used
for a Class C, Type 3 weld, which is non-volumetrically examined. Table 3.2.2-6 shows the
results of the individual load cases. All of the calculated stresses for the welds are below the
allowable stress levels.
G. DSC Load Combination for Service Level D Accident Conditions
The SAR uses Service Level D for accident case allowable stresses. While NRC staff
concurs with this decision, it must be coupled with the operating controls and limits as
proposed in Section 10 of the SAR. Following a cask drop of 38 cm (15 inches) or greater,
the DSC must be retrieved, and the DSC and the internals must be inspected for damage.
NRC staff sets this operational control because it is in keeping with the high allowable stress
of the Service Level D, i.e., permanent deformations of the DSC confinement boundary and
the DSC internals are permitted under Service Level D conditions. Additionally, given the
predicted failure of the weld between the guide sleeve and spacer disc at a deceleration below
the 75 g level predicted, there is justification for inspection of the 24-P DSC and internals
following any cask drop of 38 cm (15 inches) or greater. Note that for the 52-B DSC
basket, the poison plates are designed to remain in place during the postulated drop
accidents. Therefore, there is no possibility of an unanalyzed geometry in the poison plates
with regard to subcriticality.
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In both of the load combination cases D2 and D4, the term Pa, or accident pressure, is used.
The maximum temperature associated with the maximum internal pressure of the DSC shell
is given as 304'C (579 0 F) for the adiabatic heatlup inside the HSM. However, this
temperature is not reached when the DSC is inside the TC, which is the only scenario
considered for drop. The maximum DSC shell temperature for the DSC inside the TC 0
appears to be 231 0C (447WF) from Figure 8. 1-3b. This temperature is higher than 211 C
(411 OF) given in Table 8.1-13 for the DSC inside the TC. Therefore for the load
combination cases of D2 and D4 which include accident pressure, the material properties for
the
a DSC temperature of 260'C (500'F) is used to be conservative. Also conservative is
pressure
this
fact that the maximum pressure stress is used in cases D2 and D4; however,
occurs under adiabatic HSM heatup conditions which are not possible with the DCS inside
the TC.
Table 3.2.2-7 summarizes the results of the bounding two load combinations, D2 and D4.
As noted in the table, the stress intensities are conservatively combined irrespective of
location in the DSC, unless otherwise noted. For the case of the DSC shell, this
conservative procedure was not used. However, the ASME B&PV Code requires that the
stress intensities at any point for all load combinations shall be lower than an allowable
stress; i.e., it is not required to combine stresses irrespective of location. As may be seen
from Table 3.2.2-7, these conditions are met.
3.2.2.4 DSC Fatigue Evaluation
Section NB-3222.4a of Section III of the ASME B&PV Code (Reference 9) requires that
components be qualified for cyclic operation under Service Level A limits unless the
specified service loadings of the components meet all six conditions defined by NB-3222.4d.
Although it is superficially clear that the DSC is inherently not subjected to high cycles of
pressure, temperature, temperature difference, or mechanical loads, the Topical Report (TR)
(Reference 38) previously evaluated each of the six conditions defined by the ASME B&PV
Code in the submittal of the TR. NRC staff evaluated the previous analysis and concurs with
the finding that the service loading of the DSC meets all conditions (Reference 39).
Therefore a separate analysis is not required for cyclic service. NRC staff does not find any
basis for finding that the service loading will deviate from the conditions assumed in the
SAR, consequently no fatigue analysis is required.
3.2.2.5 DSC Corrosion
The suitability of stainless steel casks for containment of spent fuel was reported in
for
"Laboratory Experiments Designed to Provide Limits on the Radionuclide Source Term
the Nevade Nuclear Waste Storage Investigateion's Project" by V. M. Overby and
R. D. McCright. (SAND 85-0380, Reference 71). Stainless steel performs well in oxidizing
submersed in
conditions. Average oxidation rates for stainless steel are: 0.15 micrometer/yr
0
0
steam,
saturated
C
water at temperatures in the 50'C to 100 C; 0.16 micrometer/yr in 100
0
of
and 0.001 to 0.08 micrometers/yr in 150 C unsaturated steam. The oxidation environment
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the DSC in the standardized NUHOMS system is expected to be less than the above
conditions. It is therefore concluded that even under worst oxidation condition, the corrosion
depth of the DSC for a 50 year design life is insgnigicant and will not affect the DSC from
performing its intended safety functions.
3.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions for DSC
Tables 3.2.2-1 through 3.2.2-7 have summarized the structural evaluation of the DSC for
Service Levels A, B, C and D. All of the results show that the DSC complies with all of the
requirements for ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsections NB and NF (Shell and basket
respectively). This evaluation includes many conservatisms as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
3.3 Transfer Cask
3.3.1 Design Description of Transfer Cask
The TC is used to house the DSC inside of the spent fuel pool building and during transport
operations between the spent fuel pool building and the HSM. It is designed to provide
radiological shielding during all operations when the DSC has spent fuel in it. It is also
designed to provide protection to the DSC against potential natural and operational hazards
during transport of the DSC to the HSM.
The main structural parts of the TC consist of the following items: a 3.8 cm (1.5-inch) thick
shell, top and bottom machined rings which join the shell to a 5.1 cm (2-inch) thick bottom
cover plate, and a 7.6 cm (3-inch) thick top cover plate. Some of these items are stainless
steel and other are ferritic steel. For lifting and transporting purposes, two ferritic steel
upper trunnions are welded to the structural shell. For tilting and transport purposes only,
two stainless lower trunnions are welded above the centerline of the structural shell. The
shell itself may be either stainless steel or ferritic steel, depending on fabricator's option.
The top cover plate is fixed to the top structural ring with sixteen 1.75-8 UNC bolts.
The payload of the TC is 40,826 kg (90,000 pounds) and the total gross weight with fuel and
water but no top lid is 89,566 kg (197,500 pounds) enveloping 84,186 kg (185,600 pounds)
with fuel, top lid but no water. These values are for the 52-B DSC assembly, which are
slightly larger than the TC for the 24-P design. However, the load used for the analyses is
90,700 kg (200,000 pounds), thus providing a small conservatism.
The TC is classified as "important to safety" and has been designed to meet several criteria
depending on the function. The primary function of transporting the DSC inside the TC is
covered by the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsection NC for Class 2 components.
Load combinations have been extracted primarily from the ASME B&PV Code. The lifting
and tilting trunnions have been designed to meet ANSI N14.6-1978. Table 3.2-1 of the SAR
provides a complete summary of the design criteria. Material qualifications are in
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accordance with Subsection NC-2000. Fabrication and inspection are to be done in
accordance with Subsection NC-4000 and NC-5000, respectively.
The review of the structural integrity of the TC is presented according to function, i.e.,
either transfer function, or lifting/and tilting function. The ASME Code governs for
transfer, whereas ANSI N14.6 governs for the lift and tilt trunnions.
The version of the TC which is specific for the PWR fuel has previously been evaluated by
the NRC staff (Reference 16). However because the standardized NUHOMS system design
heat load for 5-year-old PWR fuel is 24 kW instead of 15.8 kW, PNFS performed new
thermal stress analysis which is evaluated in this SER. Additionally, because the BWR fuel
is typically longer than the PWR fuel, PNFS provides a collar which is to be bolted on the
top of the PWR TC. The stainless steel collar is designed in accordance with the ASME
B&PV Code Section III, Subsection NC.
Material Considerations
This SER previously discussed the possible brittle fracture of ferritic steels. Paragraph 4.2.6
of ANSI N14.6 establishes low temperature criteria which are acceptable to the NRC staff
for the TC design. This criteria was not used by PNFS. Instead the vendor used a test
temperature of -40'C (-40'F) and an impact test procedure according to the ASME B&PV
Code, Section III, Subsection NC. As a consequence of not using ANSI N14.6, the use of
the TC shall be restricted. Inside the spent fuel pool building, for DSC/TC lift heights above
203 cm (80 inches), the minimum temperature shall be -17.8 0 C (00 F) or higher. For
DSC/TC lift heights of 203 cm (80 inches) or lower, inside the spent fuel pool building, the
minimum temperature shall be -28.90 C (-20'F) which corresponds to the minimum DSC
basket use temperature. For all use outside the spent fuel pool building, the minimum
temperature shall be -17.8 0 C (00 F). This corresponds with ANSI N14.6 paragraph 4.2.6, as
well as the SAR paragraph 10.3.15. (Note all TCs have ferritic steel trunnions which are
part of the lifting device.)
3.3.2 Design Evaluation of the Transfer Cask
3.3.2.1 TC Normal Operating Conditions
The calculation packages concerning the stress analysis for the TC are contained in several
PNFS submittals because the Standardized TC derives from a design that was first evaluated
by the NRC staff in the NUHOMS 24P Topical Report. (References 3, 4 and 40). There
have been some additional analyses performed in conjunction with the TC for a site-specific
application (Reference 41, calculation package BGE 001.0202 Revision 4), and the current
submittal has two calculation packages NUH 004.0205 and NUH 004.0206 (References 42
and 43) which deal with the BWR collar and a new thermal stress analysis. All of these
packages have been evaluated, and the summary tables in this SER reflect portions from all
above analyses. It should also be noted that, compared with previously reviewed submittals,
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portions of drawings for the Standardized TC differ dimensionally and with respect to
material options. NRC staff has taken the various combinations into consideration in this
SER.
The TC was designed for: (1) dead weight loads, (2) design basis thermal loads, and
(3) handling and transfer loads. Table 3.3.2-1 of this SER summarizes all the stress analysis
results for normal operating conditions. The summary table shows stresses for each TC
component for the three load conditions analyzed by PNFS and the corresponding stress as
verified by NRC staff. Each stress intensity was compared to the allowable stress for the
particular material at the operating temperature as required by the ASME Code for Service
Levels A and B conditions. For TC parts which allow more than one material specification,
the lower allowables are listed in Table 3.3.2-1 and all subsequent SER tables.
A. Deadweight Loads for the TC
The TC is evaluated for two dead weight loads, e.g., a fully loaded cask hanging vertically
from its two lifting trunnions and a fully loaded cask supported horizontally from its
trunnions at top and bottom ends of the TC on the transport skid.
Review of calculation package NUH 004.0206 (Reference 43) indicates that the dead weight
loads are trivial when compared to the stress allowables. The results are broken out by
orientation, i.e., vertical, horizontal or corner in Table B-i of NUH 004.0206. All the
calculations were made using ANSYS runs for the three orientations (75 g vertical, 75 g
horizontal and 25 g corner drops) and then factoring the drop accelerations to obtain 1 g for
dead weight.
B. Thermal loads for the TC
Calculation Package NUH 004.0206 presents the thermal stress analysis associated with the
TC. The normal temperature range is considered to be 17.8 0C to 37.8 0C (0F to 100 0F)
and the off-normal excursions go to -40'C (-40 0 F) and 520 C (125°F) for the
5-year-old PWR and BWR fuel assemblies. The TC has been analyzed for the combined
effects of the worst case radial, axial, and circumferential thermal gradients. Tables 1, 2 and
3 in the calculation package show that the 5-year-old PWR fuel on a 21.1 0C (70'F) ambient
day causes the highest gradient for radial and axial surfaces, whereas the 10-year-old PWR
and BWR fuel cause the highest circumferential gradient for 21.1 C (70OF) ambient day.
For ambient temperatures above 37.8 0C (100 0 F), use of a solar shade for any operations
involving the TC is required, because the 37.8 0C (100F) ambient temperature with solar
load is outside of the design envelope for the neutron shielding of the TC.
The effects of dissimilar materials has been accounted for in the analyses by modeling the
material properties of all four structural and non-structural (shielding) materials.
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Table 5 of the calculation package summarized the results of three ANSYS runs, the top end
axial, bottom end axial, and circumferential thermal stresses. PNFS conservatively summed
the thermal stress intensities for axial and circumferential orientation for the shell regardless
of actual location in the shell. The staff notes that Table 8.1-lOa in the SAR does not reflect
the results of the latest thermal analyses as provided in the calculation package
NUH 004.0206 (Reference 43). However, the results as given in the SER in the
Table 3.3.2-1 and 3.3.2-2 do incorporate the appropriate material. Also the tables in the
SER incorporate different material allowables to account for the least strong material which
could be used according to the PNFS drawings.
C. Operational handling loads for TC
As described in the dead weight load section above, there are two normal operation handling
cases for the TC: vertically supported by the crane, and horizontally supported by the skid.
The former is governed by ANSI N14.6 rules (Reference 8) and the latter is governed by the
ASME B&PV Code (Reference 9).
The ANSI code is concerned with critical lift loads and consequently only addresses the
lifting trunnion design and the TC shell in the vicinity of the lifting trunnion. The evaluation
of this aspect of normal handling is discussed in a subsequent section of 3.3.2 of this SER.
The actual transportation and transfer handling cases which are considered are 1 g vertical,
1 g horizontal, 1 g axial, and +1 /2 g applied simultaneously in all three directions. Table
3.3.2-1 of this SER summarizes the results of stress analysis for the TC shell and top and
bottom rings and cover plates. All results for the normal handling case are satisfactory for
Service Level A. Loads acting on the upper and lower trunnions are discussed in a
subsequent portion of this SER.
D. TC Load Combinations for Normal and Off-normal Conditions
Table 3.2-5b of the SAR defines the different load combination for normal and off-normal
events. These conditions correspond to Service Levels A and B of the ASME B&PV Code.
There are five Level A conditions and two Level B conditions. Table 3.3.2-2 of this SER
has combined the conditions as follows. Load combination 1 combines the worst case of
load cases Al, A2, A3, A4 and Bl, and load case 2 combines the worst case of Al, A2, A3,
A5, and B2. Note that thermal stresses are the same for all cases, i.e., 21.1IC (70'F)
ambient day for 5-year-old PWR fuel for radial and axial gradients, and 10-year-old PWR
fuel for circumferential gradients. Cases Al, A2, and A3 are all exceptionally low. Case A4
and B1 correspond to TC transport outside the fuel pool building, and A5 and B2 correspond
to transfer of the DSC into/out of the HSM.
Calculation Package NUH 004.0205 (Reference 42)describes the structural evaluation of the
BWR cask collar. PNFS evaluated transfer loads as well as accidental drop loads for the
collar, bolts and welds. Of these loads, only the transfer loads relate to Service Levels A
and B. In order to estimate the dead load and thermal load, PNFS argued that loads would
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be similar to those of the TC without the collar in the vicinity of the top structural ring. The
NRC accepts this position based on similar geometry. In all cases, the allowable stresses
were evaluated for a material temperature of 204'C (4000F), a conservative value. As
shown in Table 3.2.2-2 all the stresses are lower than the allowables.
3.3.2.2 TC Accident Conditions
Section 8.2 of the SAR defines the accident conditions that affect the transfer cask. These
conditions are: (1) earthquake, (2) accidental drop of the TC with the DSC inside, and
(3) tornado wind loads. Tornado generated missiles, although not discussed in the SAR, was
the subject of an NRC staff concern. It is addressed by PNFS and evaluated in this SER.
A. TC Seismic Condition
The design basis earthquake for the standardized NUHOMS system is 0.25 g ?eak horizontal
ground acceleration and 0.17 g peak vertical ground acceleration. The SAR evaluates the
effects of a seismic event on a loaded DSC inside the TC for two conditions. The first case
postulated was for the TC in a vertical orientation in the decontamination area during closure
of the DSC. For this case, the SAR shows that the loaded TC would not overturn during an
earthquake, provided the loaded TC weighs 453.5 kg (190 kips) and experiences a horizontal
acceleration, not greater than 0.40 g. N.B. This 0.4 g horizontal acceleration is not ground
acceleration, which is limited to 0.25 g; rather, it is the peak acceleration at some elevation
above ground level, and could result from a ground acceleration of 0.25 g multiplied by an
amplification factor.
The second case postulated in the SAR is for a seismic event occurring during the normal
transport of the TC loaded on the trailer. The SAR stated that this case is enveloped by the
handling case of ±0.5 g acting in the vertical, axial, and transverse directions
simultaneously. In Section 8.2.3 of the SAR the statement is made that the seismic stress
intensities are to be taken as the normal transport stress intensities, because the accelerations
for seismic are the same as those assumed for transport. NRC staff has included these
stresses in Table 3.3.2-3. The individual stress intensities as well as the three load
combination stress intensities are below ASME B&PV Code allowables.
B. Design Basis Tornado Wind Loads Acting on TC
The SAR shows that if the height to the top of the cask is 371 cm (146 inches), and the half
wheel base of the transport vehicle is 168 cm (66 inches), there is safety factor of 1.5 against
overturning when the TC is subjected to Design Basis Tornado (DBT) winds. Shell stresses
were also evaluated and found to be 26,201 kPa (3.8 ksi), well below the 232,362 kPa (33.7
ksi) allowable for Service Level C. NRC staff concurs with the results for the DBT winds,
provided the site-specific equipment, i.e., the trailer and the skid, correspond dimensionally
with the example in the SAR.
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C. Cask Drop Accident
This SER presents a detailed discussion of the cask drop accidents postulated by the SAR.
This includes the basis for the selection of the parameters and the assumptions used for the
ANSYS finite element models. All drop scenarios assume that the DSC is inside the TC.
Thus all previous discussions about the drop apply equally to the DSC and the TC.
The ANSYS models predict that the stresses will exceed the yield stress for all major
structural TC components except the top cover. The results in the columns entitled "NRC"
in Table 3.3.2-4 are somewhat higher than those of the PNFS columns. This is due to the
NRC staff conservatively selecting locations in the TC which may be more localized than
locations selected by PNFS. However it is important to note that, in spite of this
conservative process, the NRC staff results are still lower than allowable stress intensities.
As discussed in the structural analysis of the DSC, any drop height higher than 38 cm
(15 inches) shall require the retrieval and inspection of the DSC and its internals, in keeping
with the guidelines of the ASME B&PV Code when using Service Level D allowables.
Because the TC is also designed to ASME B&PV Code requirements, it will be necessary to
inspect the TC as well, should it be subjected to a drop height higher than 38 cm (15 inches).
Results are given in Table 3.3.2-4 of this SER. In all cases, the stresses are below the code
allowables.
D. Tornado Generated Missiles
In docketed responses to NRC staff's questions for the NUHOMS-24P TR, PNFS presented
results of an accident condition, namely design basis tornado (DBT) generated missiles. The
two missiles considered are those suggested in NUREG-0800 (Reference 23), a 1,677 kg
(3,697 pound) automobile, and a 125 kg (276 pound) 20 cm (eight-inch) diameter shell. TC
stability, penetration resistance, and shell and end plate stresses were calculated and shown to
be below the allowable stresses for Service Level D stresses. Although the SAR for the
standardized NUHOMS system did not include specific reference to these loads, the NRC
staff has included them. The NRC staff believes that there is no need to recalculate stresses
for this accident case because identical shell, bottom plate material and thickness were used,
and the identical tornado missiles were postulated for both versions of the TC. The top plate
material for the standardized NUHOMS system is a higher strength material as noted in
Table 3.3.2-5. The results from the TR are shown for completeness in Table 3.3.2-5.
E. TC Load Combination for Service Level D Accident Conditions
Table B-2 of the design calculation NUH 004.0206 (Reference 43) summarizes the load
combination for the three accident cases postulated in the SAR. Three drop cases were
considered (1) vertical drop, (2) corner drop, and (3) horizontal drop. In each drop case the
dead weight loads were combined with the drop loads. Table 3.3.2-6 of this SER shows the
results and the material allowables at 204'C (400'F) for the materials specified in the
drawings. These allowables are somewhat lower than given in the SAR, but they represent
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the values for the specified materials for 204'C (400'F). In all cases the actual stress
intensities are lower than the allowables. Thus the TC meets the ASME B&PV Code for
Service Level D conditions.
3.3.2.3 TC Fatigue Evaluation
Section C.4.2 of the SAR for the standardized NUHOMS system presents an evaluation of
the loading cycles of the TC to show that the six criteria associated with NC-3219.2 of the
ASME B&PV Code are met. NRC staff evaluated Section C.4.2 and concurs that all six
criteria are met.
3.3.2.4 TC Trunnion Loads and Stresses
The relevant design criteria for lifting a "critical load," i.e., the spent fuel loaded in the DSC
inside the TC while in the fuel building, are covered by ANSI N14.6, 1987 (Reference 8)

and NUREG-0612 (Reference 14). Critical loads, defined by N14.6, are loads "whose
uncontrolled movement or release could adversely affect any safety-related system or could

result in potential off-site exposures comparable to the guideline exposures outlined in 10
CFR Part 100." In the case of the transfer cask, the cask lifting trunnions shall be
considered as special lifting devices for the DSC. Because its design does not provide a
dual-load path, the design criteria require that load bearing members shall be designed with a
safety factor of two times the normal stress design factor for handling the critical load.
Thus, the load bearing members must be sized so that yield stresses are no more than
one-sixth minimum tensile yield strength of the material or no more than one-tenth the
minimum ultimate tensile strength of the material. An additional allowance for crane hoist
motion loads is recommended by NUREG-0612. Although Reference 14 does not quantify
the magnitude of this dynamic load, ANSI NOG-1-1983 (Reference 44) does specify 15%,
which was used in the SAR. Therefore the allowance for dynamic loads is appropriate.
Because the titling trunnions are used in tilting and horizontal transfer and transfer modes
instead of lifting, the lower tilting trunnions are designed to ASME III Class 2 criteria.
Table 3.3.2-7 summarizes the results for the lifting trunnion assemblies, weld regions, and
cask shell. This table presents summary results for the lifting and supporting trunnions that
are designed in accordance with: (1) ANSI N14.6 for critical lift loads, and (2) ASME for
horizontal support loads. The local stresses in the TC at the intersection of the trunnion
sleeve and the shell stiffener insert are calculated by using finite element analyses which
appear in reference 18. The summary Table 3.3.2-7 shows that all stresses are less than the
allowable stresses for both the ANSI N14.6 critical lift load conditions and the ASME B&PV
Code for on-site transfer.
Table 3.3.2-7 also shows the results for the lower tilting trunnion assembly. Comparisons
between the PNFS values and NRC staff values are given. All stresses are below the
ASME III allowable stress intensities for Class 2 components. This table has included the
consequences of using various material options which are noted in the drawings for the
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standardized TC. For instance, the shell and trunnion sleeve materials have two options
from which the fabricator may choose.
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Table 3.1.2-1 HSM LOAD COMBINATION RESULTS

Trans.
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Trans.
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Trans.
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2.1
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3.0

1.5
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0
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0
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1.4

1.9
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3.5

1.4 DL + 1.7 LL
0.75 (1.4 DL + 1.7 LL + 1.7 T + 1.7 W)
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DL + LL + T + F
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1,593
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1.5

5.8
0
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0

0

0

n.a.

n.a.
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shear in units of kips/ft.; transverse and longitudinal moments in units of in.-kips/ft.
MOS = Margin of Safety = (allow/calc)-l
n.a. not applicable
=
=
=
=
=

470.0

2.6

|Load Comb. 6

Comb I
Comb 3
Comb 5
Comb 6
Comb 7

366.0

14.5

618.0

390.0

Load
Load
Load
Load
L.,rd

1.5

774.0

650.0

13.0
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574.0

774.0
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Load Comb. 5

Load Comb. 7
Allowable

691.0

195.0

533.0
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5.3

185.0

Shear
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13.5

Roof Slab

Load Comb. 1
Load Comb. 3

340.0

0.8

4.9

3.1

2.1
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Table 3.1.2-2 DSC Support Assembly Load Combination Results
Actual and Allowable Stress Values
COMPONENT

AISC

F

fbx

Fa

fa

Load Combination<')

Fbx

Sect 1.6(b)

Fby

fby

Comments(')

fv/Fv

fv

COLUMN
Equation 1

2.43

16.63

1.65

20.99

0.38

20.99

.24

.10

.01

A

Equation 2

3.21

16.63

3.51

20.99

2.43

20.99

.33

.29

.02

A

Equation 3

5.88

16.63

6.04

20.99

3.75

20.99

.54

.38

.02

A

Equation 4

4.62

14.07

9.94

15.96

3.22

15.96

.72

.52

.03

A

Equation 5

4.43

18.66

1.13

23.76

3.68

23.76

.27

.19

.01

A

.

CROSS BEAM
Equation 1

0.88

18.36

2.77

19.08

0.08

19.08

.20

1.95

.15

A

Equation 2

1.19

18.36

1.35

19.08

1.2

19.08

.13

5.33

.30

A

Equation 3

2.02

18.36

*6.63

19.08

1.55

19.08

.34

4.28

.24

A

Equation 4
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15.96

3.09

15.96

.40

3.36

.23

A

Equation 5

0.47
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4.31
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11.47

.21.6

.44

3.89

.19

A

.08

A
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A
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_

_

Equation 1

0.57

15.98

4.63

20.99

1.04

23.85

.30

1.07

Equation 2

0.81

15.98

3.15

20.99

1.87

23.85

.19

3.25

Equation 3

1.48

15.98

10.98

20.99

2.94

23.85

.46

2.15

.12

A

Equation 4

0.51

13.57

9.09

17.56

3.38

19.95

.43

2.17

.15

A

Equation5

3.93

17.89

12.2

23.76

8.38

27

.61

2.1

.10

A

.

Table 3.1.2-2 DSC Support Assembly Load Combination Results (Continued)
Actual and Allowable Stress Values
COMPONENT
Load CombinationsO

TIE BEAM

llll|||

j

Fa
fa
COMPONENT~~An
_

_

I

fbx
_

I

Fbx

fby

|

Fby

AISC
Sect 1.6(b)

JAS

ll1

_
_ : I Comments(c)

fv/Fv

fv
_

i

Equation 1

0.07

18.15

2.53

20.99

0.62

20.99

.15

.25

.02

A

Equation 2

1.27

18.15

4.47

20.99

5.32

20.99

.36

1.08

.06

A

Equation 3

4.92

18.15

13.63

20.99

11.11

20.99

.91

6.09

.34

A

Equation 4

3.52

15.24

12.58

27.56

8.04

17.56

.83

1.22

.08

A

Equation 5

1.23

20.5

0.82

23.76

3.47

23.76

.14

.09

.01

A

(a)
(b)
(c)

Refer to Table 2.6 for definition of Equations I through 5
Combined axial and bending stresses as a fraction of the allowable stress per AISC 8th ed., Section 1.6.1
A = Allowable, U = Unallowable

Table 3.2.2-1 DSC Stress Analysis Results For Normal Loads
Service Level A
Stress (ksi)
Stress
Type

DSC
Component

PNFSI

NRC

0
100 F
Thermal

10.0 psig
Int. Preasure

Dead Weight
PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

Allowable
Level A & B

Normal
Handling
PNFSI

NRC

DSC Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

1.1
4.7
11.0

0.6P
6.2
18.4

0.5
4.5
7.7

0.5
5.4
7.8

N/A
N/A
12.6

N/A
N/A
17.3

3.3
9.6
15.0

3.3
9.6
15.0

17.5
26.3
52.5

Outer
Top
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.4
4.2
13.8

0.9
5.6
14.0

N/A
N/A
0.2

N/A
N/A
0.2

0.3
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3
0.3

17.5
26.3
52.5

Inner
Top
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.4
2.5
13.1

0.7
2.9
13.2

N/A
N/A
0.2

N/A
N/A
3.2

0.3
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3
0.3

17.5
26.3
52.5

Outer
Bottom
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.2
3.3
4.4

1.2
4.2
4.4

N/A
N/A
0.3

N/A
NIA
0.6

2.0
10.3
13.4

2.3
10.3
13.4

17.5
26.3
52.5

24-P
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.9
1.5
2.2

0.1
1.6
2.2

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
26.5

N/A
N/A
32.7

2.7
4.5
6.6

2.7
4.5
6.6

20.5
30.8
61.5

52-B
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

1.0
1.7
3.1

1.0
1.8
3.1

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
38.5

N/A
NIA
42.9

1.5
3.1
5.6

3.0
5.1
9.3

20.5
30.8
61.5

Inner
Bottom
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.1
0.1
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.2

0.2
0.5
0.5

0.3
0.5
0.5

N/A
N/A
2.3

N/A
N/A
7.6

0.3
0.3
0.7

0.3
0.3
0.6

17.5
26.3
52.5

Support
Rods

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.4
0.8
0.8

0.4
0.76
0.76

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
-0

N/A
N/A
-0

0.4
0.9
0.9

0.4
0.9
0.9

19.3
29.0
57.9

Allowable stress for Service Levels A and B
Primary Membrane
Primary Memb + Bend
Primary + Secondary
Shell, Disc and end
0
plates for 500 F
** Allowable stress for 30(rF for spacer disc
. ) Sm

.60))

Sm = 17.5 ksi
6 3
Sm = 2 .
1.5 x
52
Sm = .5
3 x
SA 240 Type 304

Sm = 20.5 ksi
1.5 x Sm = 30.8
3 x Sm = 61.5
SA 516

Sm = 19.3 ksi
1.5 x Sm = 29.0
3 x Sm = 57.9
SA 36

Table 3.2.2-2 DSC Stress Analysis Results For Off-Normal Loads
Service Level B
Stress (ksi)_
DSC
Component

Internal
Pressure
10.0 psig

Stress
Type

Off-Normal
Handling

Thermal
100°F
NRC

PNFSI

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

Allowable
NRC

DSC Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.5
4.5
7.7

0.5
5.4
7.8

N/A
N/A
12.6

N/A
N/A
17.3

0.6
9.6
30.

3.2
13.2
16.3

17.5
26.3
52.5

Outer
Top
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.4
4.2
13.8

0.9
5.6
14.0

N/A
N/A
0.2

N/A
N/A
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.6

0.1
0.1
0.6

17.5
26.3
52.5

Inner
Top
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.4
2.5
13.1

0.7
2.9
13.2

N/A
N/A
0.2

N/A
N/A
3.2

0.
0.
0.8

0.
0.
0.8

17.5
26.3
52.5

Outer
Bottom
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
3.3
4.4

1.2
4.2
4.4

N/A
N/A
0.3

N/A
N/A
0.6

4.0
20.6
26.8

4.7
20.6
26.8

17.5
26.3
52.5

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
26.5

N/A
N/A
32.7

0
0
0

_

24-P
Spacer
Disc

20.5
30.8
61.5

Primary Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
38.5

N/A
N/A
42.9

0
0
0

_

52-B
Spacer
Disc

--

20.5
30.8
61.5

Inner
Bottom
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
0.5
0.5

0.3
0.5
0.5

N/A
N/A
2.3

N/A
N1A
7.6

0.
0.3
1.3

0.
0.3
1.3

17.5
26.3
52.5

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

N/A
/

N/A
NA

N/A
/
N/A
-0

N/A

0

_

Support
Rods

N/A
-0

0
0

19.3
29.0
29.0
57.9

.

SA 516 and SA 36 material at 500°F.
Allowable stress is taken for Service Level B for SA 240 Type 304,

_

Table 3.2.2-3 DSC Load Combinations For Normal and Off-Nonnal Operating Conditions
Service Levels A and B
Stress (ksi)
DSC
Component

Casce
A2

Stress
Type

Allowable*
Level A & B

Case
B2

A3/A4

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

DSC Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

1.0
9.2
31.3

1.1
11.6
43.5

4.3
18.8
46.3

4.4
21.2
51.1'

1.6
18.8
50.5

4.4
24.8
52.4'

17.5
26.3
52.5

Outer
Top
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.5
4.3
14.4

1.0
5.7
14.3

0.8
4.6
14.4

1.3
6.0
14.6

0.6
4.4
14.7

1.1
5.8
14.9

17.5
26.3
52.5

Inner Top
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.5
2.6
13.4

0.8
3.0
16.5

0.8
2.9
13.8

1.1
3.3
16.8

0.5
2.6
14.2

0.8
3.0
17.3

17.5
26.3
52.5

Outer
Bottom
Cover Plate

ri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.3
3.4
4.8

1.3
4.3
5.1

2.3
13.7
18.2

3.6
14.6
18.5

4.3
24.0
31.6

6.0
24.9
31.9

17.5
26.3
52.5

Inner
Bottom
Plate

ri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.3
0.6
2.9

0.4
0.6
8.3

0.6
0.9
3.6

0.7
0.9
8.9

0.3
0.9
4.2

0.4
0.9
9.6

17.5
26.3
52.5

24-P
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.9
1.5
28.7

0.9
1.6
34.9

3.6
6.0
35.3

3.6
6.1
41.5

0.9
1.5
28.7

0.9
1.6
34.9

20.5
30.8
61.5

Support
Rods

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.4
0.8
0.8

0.4
0.8
0.8

0.8
1.7
1.7

0.8
1.7
1.7

0.4
0.8
0.8

0.4
0.8
0.8

19.3
29.0
57.9

52-B
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

1.0
1.7
41.6

1.0
1.8
46.0

2.5
4.8
47.2

4.0
6.9
55.3

1.0
1.7
41.6

1.0
1.8
46.0

20.5
30.8
61.5

Stress intensities conservatively combined irrespective of location unless otherwise noted.
0
*Allowable stress is taken for Service Levels A and B for SA 240 Type 304 Material at 500 F.

pressure cases are the same.
Load cases A3 and A4 are combined into one case because the stresses for the normal and off-normal
2.

conditions are the same and all thermal loads are bounded by the
Load cases BI, B2, B3, and B4 are combined into one case because the pressure for normal and off-normal
1000F case.

3.

of the shell, however the max S.1. of 18.4 ksi for the dead weight
The maximum stress intensity in the DSC shell for this load combination was found to be near the bottom
was used for the combined stress.
shell
the
of
bottom
case is in the shell near a spacer disc. Consequently a lower DW stress value near the

Table 3.2.2-4 DSC Stress Analysis Results For Accident Conditions
Service Level C'
Stress (ksi)
DSC
Component

Stress
Type

Accident'
Pressure
(50.3 psig)

Seismic

Accident
Handling

Flood
(21.7 psi)
PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

Allowable*
NRC

0500F

0580'F

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

2.7
22.6

2.7
16.8

1.2
1.2

1.1
1.1

0.6
9.6

3.2
18.6

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

18.0
18.7

0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.5

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

---

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

4.7

21.

19.9

23.6
12.4

29.1

27.6

30.7
36.9

28.6
34.3

30.7
36.9

28.6
34.3

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

23.2
34.7

21.6
32.4

DSC Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

1.8
18.2

1.7
14.3

Outer
Top
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Weld

0.4
0.4

0.5
0.5

1.9
20.9

4.4
26.9

0.1
0.2

Inner
Top
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

0.4
0.4

0.5
0.5

2.1
12.5

3.5
14.2

0.2
0.2

0
0

0.
0.

Outer
Bottom
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Weld

0.4
0.4

0.5

0.9

6.2

0.1

9.6

4.0

0.5

16.5

20.8

0.4

9.6

20.6

24-P
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

3.2
5.2

2.9
5.3

N/A
NIA

N/A
N/A

0
0

0
0

0
0

52B
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

4.0
5.6

3.8
6.7

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

0
0

0
0

0
0

Inner
Bottom

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

0.4
0.4

0.5
0.5

1.0
2.5

1.0
2.5

0.1
0.4

0
0

0
0.3

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

0
0.2

0
0.2

N/A
N/A

0
0

0
0

0
0

---

-----

-----

---

0.3

Plate
Support
Rods

* Allowable stress for Service Level C

N/A
N/A

@ 500°F for all cases except accident pressure.

P. larger of 1.2 Sm or Sy = 21.0 for SA 240 Type 304
PL + PB = smaller of 1.8 Sm or 1.5 Sy = 29.1 for SA 240 Type 304
1.

This includes thermal as well as secondary bending stresses for pressure cases.
No secondary stress needs to be evaluated according to ASME Code for Service Level C.

2.

0
should be based on 580 F.
Accident pressure npplicd to inner cover plates, also allowable stresses for this condition

Table 3.2.2-5 DSC Load Combinations for Accident
Service Level C Cases'
Stress (ksi)
DSC
Component

Type

Case 4
C3/C4ICS/C6/C7

case

Case
Cl

Stress

C2

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI
4.4
22.7

Allowable'
500F

0580°F

PNFSI

NRC

2.2
12.7

3.8
22.0

6.5
25.87

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

2.1
21.1

4.6
27.1

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

NRC

DSC Shell

ri Memb
Memb + Bend

4.4
24.9

5.0
23.2'

Outer
Top
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

2.4
21.4

5.0
27.5

2.1
21.2

19.0
24.4

Inner
Top
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

2.6
13.0

4.1
14.8

2.4
12.8

0.8
3.0

2.2
12.6

3.6
14.3

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

Outer
Bottom
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

0.5
0.9

6.8
21.4

0.2
0.9

10.9
13.9

4.1
21.1

11.0
24.3'

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

24-P
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

4.1
6.7

3.8
6.9

0.9
1.5

0.9
1.6

0.9
1.5

0.9
1.6

30.7
36.9

28.6
34.3

52-B
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

5.0
7.3

4.8
8.5

1.0
1.7

1.0
1.8

1.0
1.7

1.0
1.8

30.7
36.9
_

28.6
34.3

Inner
Bottom
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

1.5
3.0

1.6
6.1

1.5
3.0

0.4
0.5

1.1
2.9

1.1
2.9

21.
29.1

19.9
27.6

Support
Rods

ri Memb
Memb + Bend

0.4
1.0

0.4
1.0

0.4
0.8

0.4
0.8

0.4
0.8

0.4
0.8

23.2
34.7

21.6
32.4

Stress Intensities conservatively combined irrespective of location unless otherwise noted.
1.
2.

Secondary stresses are not required for Service Level C.
Seismic stresses are considered 'mechanical loads' and must be combined with dead weight and accident pressure for Cl.

Table 3.2.2-5 DSC Load Combinations for Accident Service Level C Cases (Continued)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Case C2 is dead weight, normal pressure and flooding.
and
Because thermal stresses need not be evaluated for Service Level C, cases C3 through C6 are bounded by C7 and consist of dead weight, accident pressure,
accident handling.
Allowables are based on a maximum DSC temperature of 500@F, except for the accident pressure condition for C3-C7 which has a maximum DSC temperature
of 579F.
The maximum stress intensity in the DSC shell for this load combination was found to be near a spacer disc, wheoe the pressure stress is only 2.7 ksi. Thus the
26.9 ksi stress due to pressure shown in Table 3.2.2-4 is not used because it occurs near the end of the shell.
The maximum stress intensity in the DSC shell for this load condition is at the bottom end of the shell and is due primarily to the accident loading case. The
dead weight stress - 6.2 ksi, and the accident pressure stress - 1.0 at node 515.
The maximum stress intensity in the outer bottom plate for this load condition is near the grapple connection and is due primarily to the accident handling case.
The accident pressure at this location is 0.6 ksi.

Table 3.2.2-6 DSC Drop and Internal Pressure Accident Loads
Service Level D
Stress (ksi)
DSC
Component

1.
2.
*

3.

Stress
Type

Accident'
Pressure (50.3 psig)

Horizontal' (75g)

Vertical (75g)

Allowable'

EFUSI

NRC

pNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

0500-F

05800F

DSC Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

10.2
27.1

12.7
27.1

26.1
40.4

*32.9
50.7

2.7
22.6

2.7
26.9

42.0
63.0

39.8
59.8

Inner
Top
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

6.2
10.2

10.2
10.2

10.3
10.3

10.3
11.3

2.1
12.5

3.5
14.2

42.0
63.0

39.8
59.8

Outer
Top
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

1.7
3.2

3.2
3.8

10.3
10.3

10.3
11.3

1.9
20.9

4.4
26.9

42.0
63.0

39.8
59.8

Outer
Bottom
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

3.9
4.5

3.9
4.6

10.3
10.3

10.3
11.3

0.9
16.5

6.2
20.8

42.0
63.0

39.8
59.8

1.0
2.5

1.0
2.5

42.0
63.0

39.8
59.8

.

Inner
Bottom
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

3.3
13.5

3.6
17.9

10.3
10.3

10.3
11.3

52-B (bound)
Spacer
Disc

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

32.5
60.5

32.5
60.5

48.
65.

48.
67.5

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

49.0
70.0

49.0
70.0

Support
Rods (24-P
bound)

Primary
Memb + Bend

32.4
57.3

33.2
57.27

0.3
7.2

3.0
7.0

N/A

N/A

40.6
58.0

40.6
58.0

Top End
Struct. Weld*

Primary
Pri + Bend

---

---

6.6

---

11.3

19.7

25.5

25.2
37.8

23.9
35.9

Bottom End
Struct. Weld*

Primary
Ni + Bend

25.2

23.9

7.5

---

11.3

10.0

12.6

37.8

35.9

4.7
---

6.3

pressure.
Allowables taken at worst cast temperature, i.e., for Case Dl, T=500°F shell temperature, except accident
the SAR for the standardized NUHOMS.
and
NUH004.0202
from
taken
are
cover
bottom
and
covers
top
shell,
for
stresses
for
columns
These
Efficiency factor for Class C, Type 3 non-volumetric inspected welds = 0.6.
based on 580°F.
Accident pressure load applied to outer cover plates, also allowable stress for this condition should be

Table 3.2.2-7 DSC Enveloping Load Combination Results for Accident Loads
Service Level D
Stress (ksi)
DSC
Component

Stress
Type

Case D2
DW + To + Pa + FD
NFSI

Allowable*

Case D4
DW + To + Pa + Lo

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

ME

DSC Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

29.3
47.8

36.2
59.6'

.3.8
36.9

6.5
41.6

42.0
63.0

Outer
Top
Cover

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

12.3
31.3

14.8
38.3

2.1
21.1

4.6
27.1

42.0
63.0

P late

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

12.5
22.9

13.9
25.6

2.2
12.6

3.6
14.3

42.0
63.0

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

11.3
19.5

16.6
32.2

4.1
10.1

10.9
44.5

42.0
63.0

rimary
Memb + Bend

11.4
12.9

11.4
13.9

1.1
2.9

1.1
2.9

42.0
63.0

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

49.0
66.7

49.0
69.3

1.0
1.7

1.0
1.8

49.0
70.0

Support
Rods

Primary
Memb + Bend

32.8
58.0

33.6
58.0

0.4
0.8

0.4
0.8

40.6
58.0

Top End**

Primary

---

25.2

Struct. Weld

Pri + Bend

30.4

36.9

24.9

26.1

37.8

Bottom End**

Pimary

---

Struct. Weld

Pri + Bend

19.7

Inner
Top

_

_

_

_

plate
Outer
Bottom
Cover
Plate

Inner
Bottom

Plate
52-B (bound)
Spacer

Disc

--

24.0

25.2

---

23.8

25.1

37.8

Stress intensities conservatively combined irrespective of location unless otherwise noted.
Allowables are based on a maximum DSC temperature of 500'F.
*
Efficiency factor for Class C, Type 3 non-volumetric inspected welds = 0.6.
**
The maximum stress intensity in the DSC shell for this load combination was found in the shell near the support rail for the 18.5° drop case. The
accident pressure stress at this location is 2.7 ksi.

Table 3.3.2-1 Transfer Cask Stress Analysis Results for Normal Loads
Service Levels A and B Allowables
Stress (ksi) .
Cask
Component

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.7
0.9
0.9

Allowable*

Handling

Weight

Type

PNFSI
Cask Shell

Normal'

Thermal**

Dead

Stress

NRC
0.7
0.8
0.8

NFSI
N/A
N/A
20.3

NRC

PNFSI

N/A
N/A
46.2 (top)

0.5
4.1
42.6

NRC
0.5
4.1
4.1

18.7
28.1
56.1

6.3
6.3

21.7
32.6
65.1

19.9 (bottom)

Top
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
0.6
0.6

0.9
1.0
1.0

N/A
N/A
11.7

N/A
N/A
11.7

6.3
6.3

Bottom
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
1.3
1.4

0.8
0.8
1.4

N/A
N/A
5.3

N/A
N/A
19.4

14.2
14.2

14.2
14.2

18.7
28.1
56.1

Top
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
0.2
0.5

0.8
0.8
0.8

N/A
N/A
8.4

N/A
N/A
23.6

-

1.5
1.5
6.4

20.3
30.5
61.0

Bottom
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.4
0.4
0.6

0.4
0.6
0.6

N/A
N/A
17.4

N/A
N/A
22.8

-

4.6
4.6
26.9

20.3
30.5
61.0

Transfer Cask Collar
for BWR DSC

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
0.2
0.5

0.8
0.8
0.8

N/A
N/A
11.8

N/A
N/A
23.6

0
0
0

1.5
1.5
6.4

20.3
30.5
61.0

-

-

-

*

Allowables taken at 400°F
Thermal stres ves are considered secondary stresses only

1.

The PNFSI shell stress reported for handling is located at the trunnion, whereas the NRC stress is located in the middle of the shell where bending would be Maximum.

Table 3.3.2-2 Transfer Cask Load Combinations for Normal Operating Conditions
Service Levels A and B
Stress (ksi)
Cask
Component

Load Comb 2
Al-A3, A5, B2

Load Comb I
Al-A4, BI

Stress
Type

Allowable'

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

NRC

Cask Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

1.2
1.4
63.4'

0.7
0.8
47.1

0.6
4.2
62.7'

1.2
4.9
51.1

18.7
28.1
56.1

Top
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
0.6
18.6

0.9
0.9
19.0

0.2
6.9
11.9

0.9
7.3
12.9

21.7
32.6
65.1

Bottom
Cover
Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
9.9
14.4

0.8
1.3
21.0

0.2
8.8
13.2

0.8
15.0
35.0

18.7
28.1
56.1

Top
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.2
0.2
8.6

0.2
0.2
24.6

0.2
0.2
8.6

2.3
2.3
30.8

20.3
30.5
61.0

Bottom
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

0.4
0.4
18.0

0.4
0.4
23.6

0.4
0.4
17.6

5.0
5.2
50.3

20.3
30.5
61.0

Transfer Cask
Collar for BWR
DSC

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend
Pri + Second

-

2.3
2.3
30.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20.3
30.5
61.0

* Allowables taken at 400°F
1.

This stress is reported by PNFSI in Table B-2 of NUH 004.0206. In that table an allowable stress for primary plus secondary stress was taken as 70 ksi. However, the NRC
staff has taken lower allowable stresses based on worst case materials which may be used according to drawing NUH 03-8001. The NRC staff has consequently summed
stresses at a point, rather than the more conservative approach of summing stresses regardless of location.

Table 3.3.2-3 Transfer Cask Stress Analysis Results for Accident. Loads
Service Level C** Allowables
Stress (ksi)
Cask
Component

PNFSI

Load
Combination
C2***

DBT
Wind

Seismic

Handling

PNFSl

NRC

Allowables*
NRC

PNFSI

NRC

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

0.5
4.1

0.5
4.1

0.5
4.1

0.5
4.1

3.8

1.7
5.4

1.7
9.0

22.4
33.7

Top
Cover Plate

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

6.3

3.2

.6.3

3.2

0.5

0.2
13.2

7.4

26.0
39.1

Bottom
Cover Plate

ri Memb
Memb + Bend

-

0.1

14.2

14.4

14.2

14.4

0.5

28.6

0.8
29.2

22.4
33.7

Top Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

-

1.5
1.5

-

1.5

-

0.1
0.1

3.8
3.8

24.4
36.5

Bottom Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

-

4.6
4.6

-

4.6
4.6

-

0.1
0.1

9.6
9.6

24.4
36.5

Pri Memb
Memb & Bend

1-.5
1.5

-

1.5

-

-

-

-

1.5

-

3.8
3.8

24.4
36.5

Cask Shell

Transfer Cask
Collar for
BWR DSC

**

t

Stress
Type

-

-

-

-

-

1.5

Allowables taken at 4000F
No secondary stresses need to be evaluated according to the ASME Code for Service Level C.
The C2 load combination includes deadweight, seismic, and handling loads.

Table 3.3.2-4 Transfer Cask Drop Accident Loads
Service Level D Allowables
Stress (ksi)
Cask
Component

NRC

I

PNFSI

Comner
Bottom

Corner
Top

Horizontal
Drop with DW

Vertical
Bottom Drop

Vertical
Top Drop

Stress
Type

NRC

PNFSI

Allowablesa
NRC

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

3.8
15.5

21.9
22.7

8.3
13.9

7.6
7.6

4.6
13.9

17.3
22.6

2.1
2.9

7.5
12.6

-

-

-

12.2
12.2

-

-

NRC
8.7
8.7

8.5
11.3

44.9
64.4

Cask Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

9.6
10.2

30.1
33.6

8.7
8.7

Top
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

25.2
25.2

24.2
46.4

-

Pri Memb

24.2

24.2

-

-

5.8

7.7

2.7

11.7

-

-

49.0

Top

3' Cover

Memb + Bend

24.2

24.2

3.7

3.7

5.8

8.0

14.1

14.1

-

-

70.0

Pri Memb

22.9

22.9

5.8

6.4

-

-

33.1

44.9

Bottom

2' Cover

Memb + Bend

22.9

22.9

5.8

11.6

-

33.1

33.1

64.4

Bottom
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

26.7
26.7

12.2
12.2

12.2
25.9

-

-

14.0
14.0

9.7
9.7

10.7
33.9

48.7
73.1

Transfer Cask
Collar for BWR
DSC

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

13.0
25.2

12.2
12.2

17.3
22.6

Bolts for
Top Cover

Ave. Tension

Bolts for
Collar

Ave. Tension
Shear

* Allowables taken at 400°F

-

-

14.4

14.4
-

0
0

-

13.0
46.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0
0

0
0

0
0

56.9

-

-

27.1

-

-

-

-

-

56.9

-

-

48.7
73.1

29.7

-

77.0

-

74.3
39.6

48.7
73.1

74.3
39.6

153.0
64.3

Table 3.3.2-5 Transfer Cask Stress Results for Tornado Driven Missile Impact
Stress (ksi)

Cask

Stress
Type

Massive
Missile

Pen. Resist
Missile

Allowable*
._l

Component

Cask
Shell

Pri Memb
Pri + Bend

6.4
20.5

'4.9
30.3

44,9
64.4

Top
Cover

Pri Memb
Pri + Bend

0
19.7

0
13.2

49.0
70.0

Bottom
Cover

Pri Memb
Pri + Bend

0
17.5

0
22.2

44.9
64.4

* Allowable stresses based on Service Level D Allowables at 400'F

Table 3.3.2-6 Transfer Cask Load Combinations for Accident Conditions
Service Level D
Stress (ksi)
Cask
Component

Case
D3 (Horiz)

Case
D2 (Corner)

Case
D1 (Vert)

Stress
Type

PNFSI

NRC

PNFSI

Allowable*

PNFSI-

NRC

9.2

3.9
15.6

22.6
23.5

44.9
64.4

NRC

Cask Shell

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

9.7
10.3

30.8
34.4

4.7
14.3

Top
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

25.4
25.4

25.0
47.2

2.2
3.0

8.3
13.4

12.3
12.3

18.1
23.4

48.7
73.1

Top
Cover

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

24.4
24.4

25.1
25.2

2.9
14.7

12.6
15.1

5.9
6.0

8.6
9.0

49.0
70.0

Bottom
Ring

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

14.1
14.1

27.1
27.3

10.1
10.1

11.1
34.5

12.3
12.3

12.6
26.5

48.7
73.1

Bottom
Cover

Pri Memb
Memb + Bend

23.1
23.1

23.7
23.7

0
34.4

33.9
33.9

5.9
6.0

7.2
12.4

44.9
64.4

* Service Level D Allowabics

at 400F

12.1

Table 3.3.2-7 Summary of Stress Analyses for Upper Lifting Trunnions
and Lower Resting Trunnions, Weld Regions and Cask Shell
On-Site Transportation Loads
(per ASME III Class 2)

Critical Handling Loads
(per ANSI N14.6)
Stress Intensity (ksi)

Component Location

Allowable (ksi)

Stress Intensity (ksi)

Allowable (kai)*

Section
Upper Trunnion

(lift pin)
(support pin)

Upper Trunnion
Sleeve (ferritic material)

A-A
B-B

5.9
10.0

13.1
13.1

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

C-C

6.3

9.0

5.9

45.0

5.0

5.4

27.7

45.0

Plane
1
2

6.9
7.7

9.0
9.0

Plane
1
2

6.4
8.3

45.0
45.0

Plane
1
2
3

5.0
5.5
4.4

9.0
7.0
5.4

Plane
1
2
3

6.0
5.4
4.2

45.0
7.0
32.6

Shell at Sleeve
Weld
Sleeve/Trunnion
(Upper Trunnion)
Weld
SleevelInsert
(Upper Trunnion)
Lower Trunnion
Lower Trunnion
Sleeve26921

(304 material)

N/A

N/A

4.1

28.1

N/A

N/A

5.6

28.1

26.9

28.1

Shell at Sleeve

Plane
Weld
Sleeve/Trunnionf
(Lower Trunnion)

N/A

N/A

Weld
Sleeve/Cask

N/A

N/A

1
2
3

5.6
7.3
5.7

28.1
28.1
28.1

6.0

281

Plane

Tupn2

Material allowables are taken at 400°F stresses and materials have been conservatively combined so that worst case for material options is recorded.

4.0 THERMAL EVALUATION
Introduction
This section evaluates the thermal hydraulic aspects of the designs for the HSM, DSC, and
TC. The designs are evaluated against design criteria as presented in the SAR or otherwise
determined to be acceptable. Below is a description of the thermal hydraulic review which
was made followed by the actual evaluation.
Description of Review
Two similar standarized NUHOMS system designs have previously been reviewed, the 7-P
design (Reference 45) and the 24-P design (Reference 40). Safety evaluation reports have
been issued for both of these designs (Reference 46 and 39, respectively). The standardized
NUHOMS design, which is the subject of this SER, differs from the 24-P thermal design in
several respects.
The standardized NUHOMS system design has increased maximum heat load capacity (1
kilowatt per PWR assembly) compared to the 24-P design (0.66 kilowatt per PWR
assembly). This increased heat load capacity was achieved by redesign of the air flow
passages (larger flow area, but less height difference from the bottom of the DSC to the air
outlet), increased fuel temperature limits for normal operation, and more realistic thermal
calculations. The design has also been extended to include the capability to store 52 BWR
spent fuel assemblies, referred to as the 52-B design.
In light of the two previous reviews of similar designs, this review focused on the differences
from the previously approved designs. The review addressed the capability of the
standardized NUHOMS system design to maintain fuel cladding temperatures and concrete
temperatures within the acceptance criteria during normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions, and also on the correctness of thermal gradients determined for use in the
structural analysis.
Limiting temperature gradients used for structural and confinement integrity evaluations have
been reviewed and found to be determined in an acceptable manner.
In view of the differences in thermal hydraulic characteristics between the standardized
NUHOMS system design and the previously approved designs, the staff considered it prudent
to require a thermal performance verification for the first standardized NUHOMS system to
be used. The discussion for the thermal performance verification is included in
Section 12.1.7.
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Applicable Parts of 10 CFR Part 72
10 CFR 72.236(f) requires the cask design to have adequate heat removal capacity without
active cooling systems. The staff considered Subpart F criteria as well. Section 72.122(h)
provides that the fuel cladding should be protected against degradation and gross rupture.
Section 72.122(b) states that structures, systems, and components important to safety should
be designed to accommodate the effects of, and be compatible with, site characteristics and
environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, and testing; and to
withstand postulated accidents. Section 72.126(a) provides that radioactive waste storage and
handling systems should be designed with a heat-removal capability having testability and
reliability consistent with their importance to safety. Also, Section 72.122(f) states that
systems and components that are important to safety should be designed to permit inspection,
maintenance, and testing.
4.1 Review Procedure
The material reviewed consisted of the SAR, including several sets of responses to staff
comments and concerns, submitted by the applicant. A number of design calculations
provided by the applicant were also utilized in the review. This material was evaluated to
establish compliance with the applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part 72. The review
addressed the adequacy of natural convection cooling to maintain fuel cladding and HSM
concrete temperatures within acceptable limits during normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions. Thermal hydraulic aspects of the transfer cask design were also evaluated.
4.1.1 Design Description
The standardized NUHOMS system provides for the horizontal storage of irradiated fuel in a
dry shielded canister which is placed in a concrete horizontal storage module. Decay heat is
removed from the fuel by conduction and radiation within the DSC and by convection and
radiation from the surface of the DSC. Natural circulation flow of air through the HSM and
conduction of heat through concrete provide the mechanisms of heat removal from the HSM.
Spent fuel assemblies are loaded into the DSC while it is inside a transfer cask in the fuel
pool at the reactor site. The transfer cask containing the loaded DSC is removed from the
pool, dried, purged, backfilled with helium, and sealed. The DSC is then placed in a
transfer cask and moved to the HSM. The DSC is pushed into the HSM by a horizontal
hydraulic ram. The dry, shielded canister is constructed from stainless steel plate with an
outside diameter of 107.8 cm (67.25 inches), a wall thickness of 1.6 cm (0.625 inches), and
a length of 473 cm (186.25 inches). Within the DSC, there is a basket consisting of either
24 square cells in the PWR design or 52 cells for the BWR design. An intact spent fuel
assembly is loaded into each cell yielding a capacity of either 24 PWR or 52 BWR
assemblies per DSC. Spacer disks are used for structural support. The DSC has double seal
welds at each end and rests on two steel rails when placed in the HSM.
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The HSM is constructed from reinforced concrete, carbon steel, and stainless steel.
of radiation
Passageways for air flow through the HSM are designed to minimize the escape
heat from
Decay
flow.
air
from the HSM but at the same time to permit adequate cooling
natural draft
the spent fuel assemblies within the canister is removed from the DSC by
convection and radiation. Air enters along the bottom of each side of the HSM, flows
module. Heat
around the canister, and exits through flow channels along the top sides of the
natural
is also radiated from the DSC to the inner surface of the HSM walls where, again,
the
through
conduction
by
convection air flow removes the heat. Some heat is also removed
concrete.
and horizontal
The standardized NUHOMS system utilizes a transfer cask, transporter, skid,
affected by the
hydraulic ram. The transporter, skid, and horizontal hydraulic ram are not
heat is
DSC,
thermal analysis. During transport and vacuum drying of the fuel in the
removed by conduction through the transfer cask.
4.1.2 Acceptance Criteria
to the
Peak fuel cladding temperature for normal operation, calculated according
to the fuel.
relative
criterion
methodology of PNL-6189, Reference 47, is the acceptance
it to be acceptable. Resulting peak fuel
The staff has reviewed this methodology and found
0
0
and 421'C
cladding initial storage temperature limits are 384 C (724 F) for PWR fuel
not exceeding
(790'F) for BWR fuel based on the long term average ambient temperature
temperature
21'C (70'F). For accident events, the staff has accepted a peak fuel cladding
with an
storage
for
0
criteria
limit of 570'C (1058 F) based on Reference 48. Meeting these
inert cover gas ensures that the criteria in of 10 CFR 72.122(h) are satisfied.
as the
In Table 3.2-1 of the SAR, the applicant cites ACI-349-85 and ACI-349R-85
staff with the
applicable criteria for concrete design. These criteria are acceptable to the
accident
and
exception that calculated concrete temperatures for both normal operation
and aggregate
conditions could exceed those of the ACI criteria. Use of a concrete mix
349 criteria.
ACI
the
of
specification for higher temperatures is therefore required in lieu
(See the materials discussion in Section 3.0 of this SER.)
maximum
This review of the thermal analysis also addresses the correctness of the calculated
The
temperatures and of temperature gradients used for input to structural evaluations.
structural
the
manner of calculating maximum temperatures and thermal gradients for
analyses has been found to be acceptable.
4.1.3 Review Method
methods used,
The thermal analysis was reviewed for completeness, applicability of the
Thermal analysis
adequacy of the key assumptions, and correct application of the methods.
program.
was performed primarily with the HEATING-6 (Reference 49) computer
and is an
package
SCALE
HEATING-6 is a part of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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industry standard code for thermal analysis. Representative input and output was reviewed to
establish that the code use was appropriate and that the results were reasonable. Independent
calculations were performed to check other portions of the analysis which did not use the
HEATING-6 code. This includes the natural convection cooling calculation which
determines the magnitude of the air flow through the HSM. Since the heat flux through the
DSC surface is significantly increased for the standardized NUHOMS system design
compared to the previous 24-P design (Reference 40), the ability to remove heat by air
cooling is particularly important. An independent determination of the form losses and
friction pressure drop, together with a balancing of the buoyancy and flow loss, confirmed
the adequacy of the analysis.
Review effort was directed toward establishing the validity of the analyses and their
applicability to the design. The analyses were reviewed for completeness, validity of input,
reasonableness of results, and applicability of results to support conclusions regarding the
design. In general, independent analyses were not performed. However, in some cases
energy balances and simplified calculations were performed as a check.
4.1.4 Key Design Information and Assumptions
The key assumptions made in the thermal analysis are listed below.
1.

The total heat generation rate for each fuel assembly is less than or equal to one
kilowatt for each PWR assembly and equal to or less than 0.37 kilowatts for each
BWR assembly. All heat is assumed to be generated in the fuel region.

2.

Each dry storage canister contains 24 intact PWR assemblies or 52 intact BWR fuel
assemblies.

3.

A factor of 1.08 to account for uneven heat generation along the length of the fuel
was assumed for thermal analysis inside of the DSC.

4.

as
Design long term average ambient temperature of the external environment is taken
0
21'C (70'F) with normal solar heat load. Limiting normal conditions of -17.8 C
(00 F) and 37.80 C (100T) ambient are also considered.

5.

0
Off-normal temperatures of -40'C (-40'F) and 52*C (125 F) ambient temperature are
considered. The 52 0C (125 0 F) case assumed maximum solar heat load for the HSM,
but use of solar shades and hence no solar heat load for the transfer cask is
permissible above 37.80 C (100 0F).

6.

Accident condition is assumed to be total blockage of all inlets and outlets for five
0
days with either -40'C (-40TF) or 52 C (125TF) and maximum solar heat flux
ambient conditions.

7.

A helium atmosphere is assumed to be maintained within the DSC over the entire
storage life of the standardized NUHOMS system.
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4.2 Horizontal Storage Module (HSM)
4.2.1 Design Evaluation
The SAR was reviewed in conjunction with three calculation packages, References 50, 51
and 52, and responses to several rounds of staff questions.
4.2.1.1 Normal Operation
A total of three cases were considered for normal operating conditions based on the 0
temperature of the air at the inlet of the module. These are: (1) entering air at0-17.8 C
(00 F) representing "minimum normal conditions," (2) entering air at 21'C (70 F)
0
representing "normal conditions," and (3) enoering air at 37.8 C (100'F) representing
"maximum normal conditions." The method of calculating concrete temperatures is
acceptable. Concrete temperatures on the inside surface of the HSM reach 100'C (212'F)
for the 24-P design, and 89.40 C (193 0 F) for the 52-B design, when the ambient temperature
0
is 37.8 0 C (100F). As long as the air temperature at the outlet remains within 37.8 C
(100lF) of the ambient (for a heat load of 24 Kw), and maximum long term ambient
temperature limits are not exceeded, the conservative design calculations show that the HSM
concrete temperature limits and fuel cladding temperature limits will not be exceeded.
0
The applicant determined that the HSM wall temperature gradients for the 37.8 C (100'F)
ambient temperature case are bounding among the normal and off-normal cases. These
thermal gradients are either best estimate or conservative and are suitable for use in the
structural loading analysis.

4.2.1.2 Off-Normal Conditions
The off normal conditions considered were an inlet temperature of -40'C (-40'F)
representing extreme winter minimum and 520 C (125°F) representing extreme summer
2
maximum. Solar heat flux of 1,397 kJ/hr-m 2 (123 Btulhr-ft ) was included for the extreme
HSM reaches a
summer case. The concrete temperature on the inside surface of the
0
0
maximum of 121'C (250'F) for the 24-P design and 110 C (230 F) for the 52-B design for
the extreme condition of 52 0C (125PF) ambient temperature.
4.2.1.3 Accident Conditions
The total blockage of all air inlets and exits was analyzed as the accident case
with the HSM
(Reference 50). Adiabatic heatup of the various components was assumed,
0 C (125°F) inlet
52
the
at
providing the slowest heatup rate. Adiabatic heating starting
temperature condition is the limiting case for maximum concrete and fuel cladding
temperatures. A heatup period of five days was assumed. The resulting concrete
0
temperatures 2490 C (480'F) on the floor and 231'C (448 F) on the roof are significantly
above the acceptance criteria of 1770C (350'F) for accident conditions.
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4.2.2 Discussion and Conclusions
Since concrete temperatures may exceed 93.30 C (200'F) during limiting normal conditions,
a concrete mix and aggregate specification must be included for the elevated temperatures
expected. These are considered acceptable as an alternative to satisfaction of the testing
requirements of ACI 349, Section A.4.3. Satisfaction of the limiting condition for operation
of a 37.8 0C (100lF) maximum air temperature rise on exit from the HSM gives a reasonable
degree of assurance that adequate cooling is achieved.
Based on the plot of HSM inside roof temperature response shown on page 25 of
0
Reference 50, the HSM concrete temperature may exceed 177 C (350'F) sometime after 40
0
0
hours of flow blockage. Concrete temperature over 177 C (350 F) in accidents (without the
presence of water or steam) is not acceptable due to reduction in strength and durability. In
view of the facts that a PNFS proposed 4-day inspection frequency of the air inlets and
outlets result in: (1) exceeding the ACI 349 and NRC staff recommendations for maximum
concrete temperature limits, and (2) approaching the fuel clad temperature limits
recommended by PNL-6189 (Reference 47), the NRC staff requires a daily inspection for the
air inlets and outlets.
0
The applicant used thermal load inputs for the HSM stress analysis from the 37.8 C (100'F)
ambient temperature case. Thermal gradients are best estimate or conservative and are
suitable for use in the structural loading analysis.

See Table 4.2 for a summary of some component temperatures as a function of ambient
temperatures.
4.3 DSC
4.3.1 Design Evaluation
The SAR was reviewed in conjunction with five calculation packages, References 53 through
57, and responses to several rounds of staff questions.
4.3.1.1 Normal Operating Conditions
Fuel cladding temperature limits based upon the methodology of PNL-6189 (Reference 47)
have been proposed by the applicant. These limits are acceptable to the staff. The licensee
must demonstrate that all fuel to be stored meets the criteria of PNL-6189, which are the
accepted limits. The applicant has provided analyses demonstrating that these limits can be
satisfied for normal and off-normal conditions provided that the fuel meets the acceptance
criteria for storage.
The normal operating condition at 21'C (70'F) ambient air inlet temperature and the high
temperature limiting normal case at 37.80 C (100lF) ambient air inlet temperature were
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0
analyzed for the DSC and internals. HEATING-6 input and output for the 21 C (70'F) case
and
and the corresponding HSM run were reviewed. No errors were detected. Trends
magnitude of the resulting temperature distributions are reasonable. The HEATING-6
power plant
computer program is an industry standard code which is widley used for nuclear
the code
thermal design analyses and has been in use for about twenty years. Application of
was
for thermal design analysis of the standarized NUHOMS spent fuel storage system
that
so
performed in a conservative manner where input parameters were chosen
calculated. For the
conservatively high fuel cladding and HSM concrete temperatures were
0
for PWR.fuel
(691'F)
C
21'C (70'F) ambient case, maximum cladding temperatures of 366
0 F) for
0
and 417'C (7820 F) for BWR fuel are below the acceptance criteria of 384 C (724 0
normal case of 37.8 C
PWR fuel and 421'C (790'F) for BWR fuel. For the limiting
0 F)
0
(100 0 F) ambient, the cladding temperatures are 371'C (699 F) for PWR and 420'C (7880
of 384 C
for BWR fuel. These cladding temperatures are also below the acceptance criteria
(724 0 F) and 421'C (790'F), respectively, for PWR and BWR fuel. The temperature

distribution within a spacer disk was determined from HEATING-6 calculatiors for the
and steel
37.80 C (100'F) ambient temperature case. Results of calculations with both helium
in the space between the guide sleeves and the DSC shell were used to determine the
temperature distribution. The method used is appropriate for determining a temperature

distribution for use in structural loading evaluations.
4.3.1.2 Off-Normal Conditions

0
The off-normal condition considered is the 52 C (125°F) ambient inlet air temperature.
HEATING-6 calculations were performed which yielded a maximum cladding temperature
0
of 423 0C (7930 F) for BWR fuel and 374 C (705'F) for PWR fuel compared to the
acceptance criterion of 570°C (1058°F).

4.3.1.3 Accident Conditions
The applicant has analyzed the complete blockage of all air inlets and outlets for a 5-day
fuel
period. This adiabatic heatup is addressed in References 50, 51 and 52. The

temperatures were calculated for this 5-day heatup period. A steady-state temperature
the
distribution was assumed within the DSC, since its heatup rate is faster than that of
thermal
HSM. The resulting temperature distribution is acceptable for use in determining
loads. At the end of this time, BWR fuel has reached a temperature of 495°C (923°F),
while PWR fuel has reached 447°C (836°F). These temperatures are below the acceptance
criteria of 570°C (1058°F) for accident conditions.
4.3.2 Discussion and Conclusion
is below the
For normal operating temperatures the maximum fuel cladding temperature
cladding is
fuel
the
acceptance criteria for both the 52-B and the 24-P designs. Therefore
long-term
expected to be protected against degradation leading to gross rupture during

storage and the proposed maximum heat loads are acceptable.
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Maximum temperatures for both PWR and BWR fuel remain below the acceptance criteria of
570'C (1058 0 F) off-normal conditions and for accident conditions following five days of
adiabatic heatup. With a daily inspection frequency, as required by the NRC, the concrete
temperature of the HSM does not exceed the 1770C (350'F) accident limit.
4.4 TC
The SAR was reviewed in conjunction with two calculation packages, References 58 and 59.
4.4.1 Design Evaluation
During loading, evacuation, and transport to the HSM, the DSC is located within a transfer
cask. In this case the steady-state temperature distribution through the cask was determined
by modeling the cask as a series of cylindrical annular regions to determine the radial
distribution and as a series of heat slabs to determine the axial distribution. Both vertical and
horizontal orientations of the transfer cask were considered.
4.4.1.1 Normal Operating Conditions
Ambient temperatures of -17.8 0 C (00 F), 21'C (70'F) and 37.80 C (100'F) were considered
for normal operation. The surface temperature at the top and bottom of a horizontal DSC
was determined for thermal stress evaluation. Axial temperature distribution was also
determined for each of the three ambient temperatures. Maximum DSC surface temperature
of 113'C (2350 F) occurred at the top of the horizontal cask for the 37.80 C (100lF) case
with the 24-P design heat load.
4.4.1.2 Off-Normal Operating Conditions
Extreme ambient conditions of -400C (-40 0F) and 520C (125 0F) were considered as offnormal events. Axial and radial temperature distributions were determined using the same
methods as for normal operating conditions. A solar shade will be used whenever
temperatures exceed 37.8 0C (100TF). Therefore the 37.8 0C (1000 F) case becomes the
limiting case for thermal gradient determination, yielding a 16.1 0C (61 OF) through wall
temperature gradient.
Vacuum drying of the DSC before backfill with helium will result in increased fuel
temperatures relative to normal conditions due to the decreased heat transfer within the DSC.
Methods similar to that used for the normal operation case were used to determine the
temperature gradient through the transfer cask wall, except that in this case the cask was
oriented vertically. With an internal vacuum in the DSC, the maximum fuel cladding
temperature was calculated to be 531'C (9880 F) for BWR fuel and 487'C (909'F) for PWR
fuel, both below the short term or accident temperature limit of 570°C (1058°F). These fuel
clad temperatures for PWR and BWR fuels are calculated as steady state temperatures. It
should be noted that the actual time required for vacuum drying of the DSC is small
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compared to the time necessary for the fuel cladding temperature to reach the calculated
maximum value.
4.4.1.3 Accident Conditions
While references 58 and 59 consider the accident condition of loss of the neutron shield
material, these results were not used in the structural loading evaluation since complete loss
of the solid neutron shield material is not postulated to occur. Instead thermal loads from the
37.8*C (100 0 F) normal operation case were used.
4.4.2 Discussions and Conclusions
The limiting thermal condition of 37.80 C (100 0 F) with solar heat load was used to determine
the thermal loading for all cases. Provided that a solar shade is used whenever the ambient
temperature exceeds 37.8 0 C (100lF), the use of the 37.8° (1000 F) case to determine the
thermal loads is acceptable.
Since the DSC will be in the transfer cask for relatively short periods compared to the
storage lifetime, use of the short term accident temperature limit for maximum fuel
temperature is acceptable. The maximum fuel temperature is below this limit for all of the
cases considered.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Component Temperatures as a Function of Ambient Temperatures
Temperatures (0 F)
DSC Inside TC

DSC Inside HSM
Ambient

Cladding

Cladding Limit

Concrete

Concrete Limit

70
(normal steady
state operation)

691 (PWR)
782 (BWR)

724 (PWR)
790 (BWR)

175 (PWR)
158 (BWR)

200

100
(off-normal,
but not
accident)

699 (PWR)
788 (BWR)

724 (PWR)
790 (BWR)

212 (PWR)
193 (BWR)

2001

125
(steady state)

705 (PWR)
793 (BWR)

1058

250 (PWR)
230 (BWR)

350

125
(5 day
adiabatic
heatup)

836 (PWR)
923 (BWR)

1058

480 (PWR)
480 (BWR)
(350 @ 40
hrs.)

3502

1.

2.

Cladding

Cladding Limit

(DSC Vacuum)
909 (PWR)
988 (BWR)

1058

of
If concrete temperatures of general or local areas exceed 2000F but would not exceed 3000F, no tests or reduction
concrete strength are required if Type II cement is used and aggregates are selected which are acceptable for concrete in
this temperature range.
0
Use ot any Portland cement concrete where "accident" temperatures may exceed 350 F requires submission of tests on
the exact concrete mix (cement type, additives, water-cement ratio, aggregates, proportions) which is to be used. The
tests are to acceptably demonstrate the level of strength reduction which needs to be applied, and to show that the
increased temperatures do not cause deterioration of the concrete either with or without load.
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5.0 CONFINEMENT BARRIERS AND SYSTEMS EVALUATION
5.1 Description of Review
The primary confinement boundaries for fission products which are contained in the spent
fuel are the intact fuel cladding (no known or suspected gross cladding breeches) and the
DSC, which is a welded steel cylinder that is vacuum dried and backfilled with helium. The
HSM is designed to provide shielding, structural support, ventilation, and weather protection
for the DSC, but is not part of the confinement boundary. Similarly, the TC is designed to
provide shielding during handling and transfer operations, but is not part of the confinement
boundary.
The main parts of the secondary confinement boundaries for both versions of the DSC are a
shell, outer bottom and top cover plates, top and bottom shield plugs, and inner top and
bottom cover plates. The basket assembly is not part of the confinement boundary. The
only penetrations required in the DSC are in the siphon and vent block, which is a part of the
top.shield plug. Two penetrations (with quick disconnect fittings) for vacuum drying and
backfilling with helium are located in this block. No credit for confining the helium
atmosphere is taken by the disconnect fittings. Two cover plates that mate with the siphon
block are seal welded over the penetrations after the drying and helium backfilling operations
have been completed. No components are required to penetrate the DSC after helium
backfilling is completed and the structural lid is welded in place. No penetrations are used
during spent fuel storage.
Tables 8.1-4a and 8.1-4b of the SAR report the design basis internal helium pressure for the
PWR and BWR versions of the DSC. The PWR canister has marginally higher internal
pressure but in all cases is very low. For normal operations with intact fuel cladding on the
design basis average ambient temperature day 210C (700F), the internal helium pressure is
helium
34.5 kPag (5.0 psig). For a 37.8 0C (100 0F) ambient temperature day, the internal
0 F) day with
0
(125
C
52
a
pressure is only 47.6 kPag (6.9 psig). The accident case considers
the HSM vents blocked and 100 percent cladding failure with the release of all of the fuel
rod fill gas and 30 percent of the fission gas generated in PWR assemblies irradiated to
40,000 MWD/MTU.
The DSC is designed to meet the requirements of ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NB,
and constructed in accordance with the ASME Code, Section m, Article NB-4000.
5.2 Design Evaluation
The staff considered Paragraph (1) of 10 CFR 72.122(h) as pertinent to storage of spent fuel
in DSC. It requires that "spent fuel cladding must be protected during storage against
degradation that leads to gross ruptures" and 'that degradation of the fuel during storage will
not pose operational safety problems with respect to its removal from storage." Also,
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10 CFR 72.236(e) requires that the cask must be designed to provide redundant sealing of
confinement systems.
The confinement barriers and systems design are considered acceptable if it is demonstrated
that: (1) there is a high likelihood that the DSC internal helium atmosphere will remain
intact; (2) there is no operable corrosion mechanism that will lead to failure of the DSC to
provide confinement; (3) there is no long-term cladding degradation mechanism in a helium
atmosphere which could cause significant degradation or gross ruptures; and (4) there is
insufficient time for cladding or fuel degradation during cask dry-out or off-normal behavior
that could pose operational problems with respect to the removal of fuel from storage.
An NRC review of the N.UHOMS design was made and documented in Section 5.0 of the
Safety Evaluation Report for NUHOMS-24P, Revision 1, dated April 1989 (Reference 39).
The NRC staff review was directed at two aspects of the design: (1) the mechanical integrity
of the DSC, and (2) the long-term behavior of the cladding in an inert environment. The
review was also directed at the impact of cask dry-out and off-normal behavior on fuel
removal. The present review was directed at examining the review made in Section 5.0 of
the SER of NUHOMS-24P to ensure that the results of that review also apply to the
Standardized NUHOMS-24P and 52-B DSCs.
Because all of the parts of the confinement boundary are fabricated from stainless steel, the
DSC is adequately protected from corrosion mechanisms.
The staff reviewed DSC integrity from the point of view of weld quality and inspections,
adequacy of leak check methods on welds, other leakage paths, and long-term helium
migration. Reviewers also checked the calculated stresses in the DSC under normal, offnormal, and accident conditions in order to verify that they are in the acceptable range.
Cyclic fatigue of the DSC was also reviewed.
The staff evaluated cladding degradation by reviewing the pertinent technical literature in
order to identify known and postulated mechanisms of gross failure of fuel in an inert
atmosphere. Based on the literature search, calculations were performed for postulated
failures by the mechanism of diffusion controlled cavity growth using a conservative set of
assumptions. This was the only failure mechanism considered likely under the DSC storage
conditions. The staff also evaluated the possible long-term creep or sag of the fuel cladding
under the storage conditions since creep could affect removal of the fuel from storage. The
effects of oxidation during the fuel dry-out period were also considered.
In its analysis of the cavity growth mechanism, the NRC staff determined that the area of
decohesion at the end of a 20-year storage life is less than 4 percent, not high enough to
cause any concern. The NRC staff found that creep or sag of the fuel cladding might equal
0.05 cm (0.020 inch), much less than the clearance available for removal of the rods. For
postulated fuel oxidation of defective fuel rods during cask dry-out or off-normal behavior,
or
cladding strain was determined to be much less than 1 percent so that fuel defect extension
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fuel powdering is not anticipated. For all these areas of potential fuel degradation, the NRC
staff calculations for the B&W fuel gave such conservative results, that they can equally well
be applied to the fuels which meet the fuel specification cited in this SER. The NRC staff
concludes that the standardized NUHOMS system design provides sufficient means to ensure
that the fuel cladding is adequately protected against degradation that leads to gross ruptures.
The staff verified that the design of the DSC provides redundant sealing.
5.3 Conclusions
The staff concludes that the standardized DSC design conforms to the relevant criteria in
10 CFR 72.122(h), and 10 CFR 72.236(e) regarding redundant sealing of confinement
systems. Confinement is ensured by a combination of inspection techniques, including
radiographic inspection, helium leak testing, and dye penetrant testing. The confinement
capability of the empty DSC shell without either bottom or top plate assemblies is ensured by
radiographic inspection of the longitudinal full penetration weld and the girth weld. Helium
leak testing is performed to ensure adequate sealing of the inner bottom cover to the DSC
cylindrical shell. The confinement capability of the loaded DSC is ensured by helium leak
testing after welding and dye penetrant testing of the inner top cover plate and vent port
block to the DSC shell. All partial penetration welds are multiple pass welds subjected to
dye penetrant testing. The inner seal welds are also helium leak tested. The outer seal
welds are dye penetrant tested.
A number of tests and specifications relevant to confinement integrity were proposed by the
vendor and determined to be appropriate. These include:
-

DSC vacuum pressure during drying (SAR Section 10.3.2)

-

DSC helium backfill pressur. (SAR Section 10.3.3)

-

DSC maximum permissible leak rate of inner seal weld (SAR Section 10.3.4)

-

DSC dye penetrant test of closure welds (SAR Section 10.3.5).

These are included as conditions for system use in Section 12.2 of this report.
The staff also requires the following condition for the use of the system:
1.

If fuel needs to be removed from the DSC, either at the end of service life or
for inspection after an accident, precautions must be taken against the potential
for the presence of oxidized fuel and to prevent radiological exposure to
personnel during this operation. This can be achieved with this design by the
use of the penetration valves which permit a determination of the atmosphere
within the DSC before the removal of the shield plug. If the atmosphere
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within the DSC is helium, then operations can proceed normally with fuel
removal either via the transfer cask or in the pool. However, if air is present
within the DSC, then appropriate filters should be in place to preclude
uncontrolled release of airborne radioactive particulate from the DSC via the
penetration valves. This will protect both personnel and the operations area
from potential contamination. For the accident case, personnel protection is
required as appropriate.
The above is included as a condition for system use in Section 12.1.2 of this
report.
Because the DSC confinement barrier material is stainless steel, adequate provision for
corrosion protection is part of the DSC design. Additionally, the fluence of the neutron flux
for a 20-year period of storing the spent fuel is eight orders of magnitude less than the
fluence encountered within an operating reactor. For this reason embrittlement due to
neutron flux is not considered to be a concern. A discussion of neutron embrittlement
follows.
The fuel cladding which has been placed within the DSC has been subject to extensive
neutron irradiation while it was present in the reactor core producing power. A
representative order of magnitude total neutron flux within the core of an operating nuclear
power plant is approximately 1 E+ 12 neutrons/sq. cm.-sec. Core residence time at power
for nuclear fuel prior to its placement in the NUHOMS ISFSI is about 28.8 months (80%
power operation over a 36-month time period). This results in a total fuel cladding
irradiation neutron fluence of 7.5 E19 neutrons/sq. cm. In comparison, the bounding total
neutron emission per fuel assembly delineated in the NUHOMS fuel specification is 2.23 E8
neutrons/second. This source, distributed over the entire surface of the decay heat producing
section of the fuel rods in a fuel assembly, results in an average neutron flux of 8.9 E+2
neutrons/sq. cm.-sec. Over the 20-year life of the ISFSI, this additional neutron fluence to
the cladding would be 5.6 El1 neutrons/sq. cm. which is eight orders of magnitude lower
than the fluence already accumulated during power operation. The neutron fluence to the
fuel cladding represents an insignificant addition to the fluence absorbed by the cladding
during power operation. The long-term ISFSI storage would, therefore, not be expected to
create any neutron irradiation induced damage to fuel cladding beyond that already caused by
irradiation of this fuel while residing in the reactor core during power operation.
The staff considered three potential mechanisms for the deterioration of the integrity of fuel
rods. The first was potential failure of the cladding by the diffusion controlled cavity growth
mechanism. The staff determined that the area of decohesion was less than 4 percent, not
high enough to cause any concern. The second mechanism examined was creep of the fuel
cladding. It was found to be a maximum of 0.05 cm (0.020 inches), much less than the
clearance available for removal of the rods. The third mechanism examined was oxidation of
the fuel during the dry-out period. Cladding strain was determined to be much less than
1 percent for postulated fuel oxidation of defective fuel rods. The staff concludes that the
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DSC design has provided sufficient means to assure that the fuel cladding is adequately
protected against degradation that leads to gross rupture.
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6.0 SHIELDING EVALUATION
6.1 Design Description
The radiation shielding for the stored fuel assemblies is provided by a variety of shielding
materials and operational procedures. The HSM has thick concrete walls and roof as well as
a heavy shielded door and shielded air outlet vents to reduce radiation. The DSC has thick
shield plugs on.both ends to reduce the dose to plant workers. The TC has shielding
incorporated in both ends as well as the entire shell.
From the operational side of the design, placement of demineralized water in the annulus
between the TC and DSC provides shielding as well as reducing contamination of the DSC
exterior as well as the TC interior surfaces. The use of water in the DSC cavity during
placement of the DSC inner seal weld reduces direct and scattered radiation exposure.
Temporary shielding is used during DSC draining, drying, inerting and closure operations.
6.2 Design Evaluation (Source Specification and Analysis)
The neutron and gamma ray radiation source terms were calculated for design basis fuels (for
the PWR B&W l5x15 fuel and for the BWR GE 7x7 fuel). For both fuels a maximum
initial enrichment of 4.0 wt% U-235 is assumed and a post-irradiation cooling time
equivalent to five years is assumed. The PWR fuel is assumed to be subjected to an average
fuel burnup of 40,000 MWD/MTU; the BWR fuel is assumed to be subjected to an average
fuel burnup of 35,000 MWD/MTU.
Neutron source are based on spontaneous fission contributions from six nuclides
(predominantly Cm-242, Cm-244, and Cm-246 isotopes) and (a, n) reactions due almost
entirely to eight alpha emitters (predominantly Pu-238, Cm-242, and Cm-244). The fission
spectrum used in shielding calculations is a weighted combination of the principal
contributors. The total neutron source strength for PWR fuel is 2.23E8 neutrons per second
per assembly (or 5.35E9 neutrons per second for 24 PWR fuel assemblies). The total
neutron source strength for BWR fuel is 1.01E8 neutrons per second per fuel assembly (or
5.25E9 neutrons per second for 52 BWR fuel assemblies).
For the BWR fuel the neutron and gamma source strengths and gamma energy spectrum and
decay heat were calculated using the ORIGEN 2 computer code (References 60, 61).
ORIGEN 2 is a widely used and validated code which has been utilized and approved for
previous ISFSI radiation source term calculations. The heavy metal weight and the weights
to
of other materials of the fuel assembly are chosen to bound those for BWR fuel assemblies
give the highest possible values for neutron and gamma source strengths and decay heat.
Gamma radiation sources include 70 principal fission product nuclides within the spent fuel
and several activation products and actinide elements present in the spent fuel and fuel
assemblies. The gamma energy spectrum includes contributions for each source isotope as
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calculated by ORIGEN 2 calculations. The total gamma source strength for BWR fuel is
4.86E15 Mev/s/MTHM (or 1.37E17 photons/second for 52 BWR fuel assemblies).
For the PWR fuel neutron source data and neutron spectrum were taken from previous
ORIGEN 2 calculations; the results of which bound data from the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) database (Reference 62). Gamma ray sources
were determined using the OCRWM database with the gamma spectrum determined using the
Microshield computer program (Reference 63). The spectrum results were segmented into
the 18 energy group structure used in the shielding calculations with the results normalized to
preserve the total gamma power calculated in the OCRWM database. The total gamma
source for PWR fuel is 5.81E15 Mev/s/MTHM (or 1.79E17 photons/second for 24 PWR
fuel assemblies).
The neutron energy spectrum used for the shielding analysis is given in Table 7.2-la of the
SAR for PWR fuel and in Table 7.2-lb of the SAR for BWR fuel. The gamma energy
spectrum used for shielding analysis is given in Table 7.2-2a of the SAR for PWR fuel and
in Table 7.2-2b of the SAR for BWR fuel.
The shielding analysis used the same suite of computer codes as those used in the
NUHOMS-24P Topical Report. These computer codes are: ORIGEN-2, ANISN
(Reference 64), QAD-CGGP (Reference 65), MICROSKYSHINE, and MICROSHIELD.
Collectively these codes were used to calculate both the gamma and neutron direct and
scattered dose rates and, as previously discussed, the radiation source terms for spent fuel
assemblies. All of the these computer codes have been used and benchmarked throughout
the nuclear industry.
6.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The staff's review of the standardized NUHOMS system shielding calculations included a
combination of reviewing the files provided by the applicant and performing independent
check calculations on the files. There were no independent audit calculations of the dose
rates since the applicant has demonstrated its proficiency in the application of these same
methods and the validation and verification of these computer codes for previous ISFSI
applications.
The check calculations of the shielding analysis files did not reveal any arithmetic and/or
other numerical errors or indicate any changes to be made in the calculations. The calculated
dose rates appear to be comparable to previously calculated dose rates. This conclusion also
applies to the applicant's calculation of direct and air-scattered dose rates in and around the
HSM. Dose rates at locations of interest were calculated for 5-year cooled PWR fuel and
presented in Figure 7.3-2 of the SAR. The SAR states that "Consistent with the relative
design basis source strengths, the shielding analysis results for the NUHOMS-24P envelop
those of the NUHOMS-52B systems." The calculation packages submitted by the applicant
presented sufficient information to support this assumption.
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The applicant has performed an extensive number of shielding dose rate analyses for the
standardized NUHOMS system design using a neutron and gamma ray source term for 4.0
wt% PWR fuel irradiated to 40,000 MWD/MTHM and cooled for a period of five years.
This source term has been shown by the applicant to bound that calculated for 4.0 wt% BWR
fuel irradiated to 35,000 MWD/MTHM and cooled for a period of five years. For both the
PWR and BWR fuels the source terms were calculated to be conservative relative to the fuel
types of possible concern. The PWR neutron source data and source spectra were calculated
using the ORIGEN-2 computer code and the results were found to bound data from the
OCRWM database. Gamma ray sources were taken from the OCRWM database with the
gamma spectrum determined using the MICROSHIELD computer program. The computer
codes and methods used to delineate the neutron and gamma sources for the standardized
NUHOMS system design are acceptable.
Using the ANISN, QAD-CGGP, MICROSKYSHINE, and MICROSHIELD computer codes,
the applicant calculated both direct and air-scattered dose rates in and around the HSM.
These codes and methods have been previously used by this applicant and were reviewed and
approved for the NUHOMS-24P Topical Report. The calculated dose rates presented for the
standardized NUHOMS design appear to be consistent and conservative relative to previously
presented results.
Independent calculations of the applicant's shielding analysis files did not reveal any
arithmetic and/or other numerical errors or indicate any changes to be made in the
calculations. Based on a detailed review of the inputs, methods, computer codes,
assumptions and dose rate results, including calculational checks of the shielding analysis
files, the shielding design analysis for the standardized NUHOMS system has been found to
be acceptable and should be sufficient to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 72.104 and
10 CFR 72.106 as required by 10 CFR 72.236(d). In accordance with 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2),
users must perform written evaluations to establish that these requirements have been met.
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7.0 NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY EVALUATION
From the standpoint of criticality safety, the standardized NUHOMS system consists of two
separate designs; one for the storage of 24 irradiated PWR fuel assemblies which is referred
to as the standardized NUHOMS-24P design; and the one for the storage of 52 irradiated
BWR fuel assemblies which is referred to as the standardized NUHOMS-52B design.
Therefore the criticality safety evaluation of the two designs will be discussed separately.
7.1 Design Description
7.1.1. Standardized NUHOMS-24P Design
Criticality safety, according to the vendor, is ensured by the inherent geometry and material
characteristics of the standardized NUHOMS-24P system and by establishing specific criteria
for acceptance of irradiated fuel assemblies for storage. There is nlot a specific design
feature such as fixed neutron poisons intended to provide assurance of nuclear criticality
safety. The system is designed to provide nuclear criticality safety during both wet loading
and unloading operations.
7.1.2 Standardized NUHOMS-52B Design
Criticality safety, according to the vendor, is ensured through a combination of geometrical
and neutronic isolation of fuel assemblies. Fixed neutron absorbers in the form of borated
stainless steel plates are used to control the reactivity of the assembly of stored BWR fuel
assemblies such that criticality safety is assured under optimum moderation conditions for all
initial fuel enrichments equal to or less than 4.0 wt. % U-235.
7.2 Design Evaluation
7.2.1 Standardized NUHOMS-24P Design
In addressing nuclear criticality safety for the standardized NUHOMS-24P design, the staff
has applied criteria in 10 CFR 72.124 and 10 CFR 72.236(c). 10 CFR 72.124 provides that
the system should be designed to be maintained subcritical and to ensure that, before a
nuclear criticality accident is possible, at least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent or
sequential changes occur. It states that the design of the system must include margins of
safety for the nuclear criticality parameters that are commensurate with the uncertainties in
the data and methods used in calculations. It calls for the design to demonstrate safety for the
handling, packaging, transfer, and storage conditions, and in the nature of the immediate
environment under accident conditions. It states that the design should be based on favorable
geometry, permanently fixed neutron absorbing materials, or both. 10 CFR 72.236(c)
requires that the cask must be designed and fabricated so that the spent fuel is maintained in
a subcritical condition under credible conditions.
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The design criteria proposed by the vendor in the SAR are that kff remains below 0.95
during both normal operation and accident conditions. These design criteria were determined
by the staff to be acceptable.
The criticality evaluation of the standardized NUHOMS system design was presented in SAR
Section 3.3.3. The vendor performed criticality calculations to determine the most reactive
fuel type and to show criticality safety of the standardized NUHOMS-24P system.
According to the vendor, the B&W 15x15 fuel is the most reactive PWR fuel assembly and
was selected as the design basis for the standardized NUHOMS-24P design.
The criticality safety analysis for the standardized NUHOMS-24P system presented in the
SAR was performed using a calculational methodology consisting of several standard
computer programs: The CASMO-2 (Reference 66) computer program was used to calculate
the irradiated fuel actinide number density data as a function of burnup. The SAS2
(Reference 67) sequence in the SCALE-3 (Reference 60) criticality safety analysis code
system was used to calculate the reactivity of the array of stored irradiated fuel assemblies.
The SCALE-3 code system used in the analysis presented in the SAR was a mainframe
version of the programs and included ORIGEN-S to perform fuel burnup, depletion, and
decay calculations, and KENO-IV (Reference 68) code for criticality calculations. The cross
sections used in the criticality safety analysis were the 123 group library from the SCALE
system.
The KENO-IV code and the calculational methodology utilized to calculate kff was
benchmarked against 40 critical experiments as presented in Section 3.3 of the SAR.
The criticality analysis presented in the SAR and supplementary response to requests for
additional information were reviewed by the staff. Some independent and confirmatory
calculations were also performed to verify important sensitivities in the criticality analysis.
7.2.2 Standardized NUHOMS-52B Design
For the standardized NUHOMS-52B design, the staff used the nuclear criticality safety
criteria in 10 CFR 72.124 and 10 CFR 72.236(c). 10 CFR 72.124 provides that the system
should be designed to be maintained subcritical and to ensure that, before a nuclear criticality
accident is possible, at least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent or sequential changes
occur. It states that the design of the system must include margins of safety for the nuclear
criticality parameters that are commensurate with the uncertainties in the data and methods
used in calculations. It provides that the design should demonstrate safety for the handling,
packaging, transfer, and storage conditions, and in the nature of the immediate environment
under accident conditions. It also provides that the design should be based on favorable
geometry, permanently fixed neutron absorbing materials, or both. 10 CFR 72.236(c)
requires that the cask must be designed and fabricated so that the spent fuel is maintained in
a subcritical condition under credible conditions.
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In order to address the criteria of 10 CFR 72.124(b), the staff has considered the following.
The staff used the bounding neutron flux of the 52B spent fuel and calculated the reaction
rate from thermal neutron absorption in boron and then evaluated this rate for a 20-year
storage life. The result of this calculation is a maximum depletion of boron of approximately
0.04% for 20 years, which is small compared to the design tolerance of the absorber material
and can therefore be considered insignificant. Aside from this boron depletion mechanism
due to thermal neutron absorption in boron, the staff has not postulated other mechanisms
which could reduce the efficacy of the fixed neutron absorber.
The design criteria proposed by the vendor in the SAR are that kf, remains below 0.95
during both normal operation and accident conditions for optimum moderation density.
These design criteria were determined by the staff to be acceptable.
The criticality evaluation of the standardized NUHOMS-52B design was presented in SAR
Section 3.3.3. The vendor performed criticality calculations to determine the most reactive
fuel type and to show criticality safety of the standardized NUHOMS-24P design. According
to the vendor, the GE-2 7x7 fuel is the most reactive BWR fuel assembly and was selected as
the design basis fuel for the standardized NUHOMS-52B.
The criticality safety analysis for the standardized NUHOMS-52B design presented in the
SAR was performed with a calculational methodology using the microcomputer application
KENO-Va (Reference 69) and the Hansen-Roach 16 group cross section working library. A
small computer program, designated PN-HET, was developed by the vendor to automate the
computation of resonance parameters necessary for mixing the Hansen-Roach cross sections.
The KENO-Va/PN-HET code system was benchmarked against 40 critical experiments as
presented in a separate computer code QA verification document, KENO5A-QA
(Reference 70).
The criticality analysis presented in the SAR and supplementary response to requests for
additional information were reviewed by the staff. Some independent and confirmatory
calculations were also performed to verify important sensitivities in the criticality analysis.
7.3 Conclusions
7.3.1 Standardized NUHOMS-24P Design
On the basis of the analysis presented in the SAR, the supplementary analysis presented in
response to questions, and confirmatory calculations performed by the staff, it was
determined that the standardized NUHOMS-24P design and proposed operating procedures
are adequate to maintain the system in a subcritical configuration and to prevent a nuclear
criticality accident, and therefore satisfy 10 CFR 72.124 and 10 CFR 72.236(c), subject to
the key factors assumed by the vendor in the analysis. Specifically:
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1.

Criticality safety calculations presented in the SAR and independent
confirmatory calculations performed by the staff show that criticality safety is
ensured for a maximum U-235 initial enrichment equivalent to 1.45 wt. %
which was determined for the design basis B&W 15x15 fuel assemblies.

2.

The criticality safety analysis of the misloading of unirradiated fuel assemblies
presented in the SAR and independent confirmatory calculations performed by
the staff show that the array reactivity can be maintained subcritical
(k4<0.95) in this accident situation by filling the DSC with borated water
before wet loading or unloading. The minimum level of boration required as
determined by the staff analysis, based on 4.0 wt. % enrichment of unirradiated
B&W 15x15 fuel assemblies was determined to be 2,000 ppm. The analysis
presented in the SAR determined the minimum level of boration to be
1,810 ppm. In lieu of resolution of the difference between the staff and SAR
analysis of the required minimum level of boration, the more conservative
value of the staff analysis is taken. The SAR assumed that the B&W 15x15
fuel presents a bounding case.

The key factors and assumptions used by the vendor in the criticality safety analysis are as
follows:
1.

The maximum initial fuel enrichment evaluated for irradiated fuel assemblies is
4.0 wt.% U-235.

2.

The DSC is filled with borated water during fuel loading and unloading
operations. The required boron concentration is determined for maximum fuel
enrichment.

3.

Only irradiated fuel assemblies with an initial enrichment equivalent < 1.45
wt. % U-235 will be loaded into the DSC. The criticality acceptability curve
of minimum burnup versus enrichment is shown in Figure 3.3-3 of the SAR.

4.

Fuel assemblies are no more reactive than the design basis 15 x 15 rod array.

5.

Accidents resulting in altered mechanical configuration of the array of fuel
assemblies are not credible.

6.

Accidents during dry storage that result in the flooding of the DSC with
unborated water are not credible.

Key factors 1, 2, 3, and 4 are reflected in the fuel specification discussed in Section 12.2.1.
Previous evaluation of vendor topical reports and site-specific applications involving casks
with large number of assemblies (e.g., 24) have addressed the potential for criticality when
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water is added to the cask or canister before fuel removal. Because NRC staff position does
not yet allow for burnup credit, the past analyses have assumed a full load of fresh fuel and
considered the case for optimum moderation. These analyses have been the limiting cases
for nuclear criticality safety. Minimum boron concentration in the DSC cavity water, during
wet loading and unloading operations, is discussed as a condition for system use in Section
12.2.15.
7.3.2 Standardized NUHOMS-52B Design
The conclusions of the analysis of the standardized NUHOMS-52B design are more
straightforward since the standardized NUHOMS-52B system is designed to provide
assurance of nuclear criticality safety under optimum moderation conditions for loading of
unirradiated fuel assemblies of a maximum enrichment of 4.0 wt. % U-235. This
simplification is due to the use of fixed neutron absorbers in the design. The initial SAR
also requested certification of a low-enrichment design which contained no neutron absorber
plates but limited the initial fuel enrichment. Independent criticality safety calculations
performed by the staff did not confirm that criticality safety was ensured in this low
enrichment design. The vendor has withdrawn the low-enrichment design from further
consideration.
On the basis of the analysis presented in the SAR and subsequent revisions, and independent
confirmatory calculations performed by the staff, it was determined that the standardized
NUHOMS-52B system design and proposed operating procedures are adequate to maintain
the system in a subcritical configuration and to prevent a nuclear criticality accident, and
therefore satisfy 10 CFR 72.124 and 10 CFR 72.236(c), subject to the key factors assumed
by the vendor in the analysis. Specifically:
1.

Criticality safety calculations presented in the SAR and independent
confirmatory calculations performed by the staff show that criticality safety is
ensured for a maximum initial U-235 fuel enrichment of 4.0 wt. % which was
determined for the design basis GE-2 7x7 fuel assembly.

2.

The criticality safety analysis assumes a minimum boron density of 0.75 wt%
boron in the borated stainless steel absorber plates.

The key factors and assumptions used by the vendor in the criticality safety analysis are as
follows:
1.

The maximum initial fuel enrichment of fuel assemblies stored in the
standardized NUHOMS-52B system is 4.0 wt.% U-235.

2.

The boron loading in the neutron absorber plates is a minimum of 0.75 wt. %.
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4.

Accidents resulting in an altered mechanical configuration of the array of fuel
assemblies are not credible.

Key factors 1, 2, and 3 are reflected in the fuel specification discussed in Section 12.2.1.
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8.0 RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION EVALUATION
8.1 Design Description
The main radiation protection features of the standardized NUHOMS system design are
described in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.3 of the SAR and include: (1) radiation shielding; (2)
radioactive material confinement; (3) prevention of external surface contamination; and (4)
site access control.
Shielding includes many features designed to reduce direct and scattered radiation exposure,
including:
1.

Thick concrete walls and roof on the HSM which limit the dose rate to site
workers and the off-site population;

2.

A thick shield plug on each end of the DSC to reduce the dose to workers
performing drying and sealing operations, and during transfer of the DSC in
the transfer cask and storage in the HSM;

3.

Use of a shielded transfer cask for DSC handling and transfer operations
which limits the dose rate to ISFSI and plant workers;

4.

Filling of the DSC cavity and the DSC-transfer cask annulus with water during
DSC closure operations to reduce direct and scattered radiation exposure; and

5.

Use of temporary shielding during DSC draining, drying, inerting and closure
operations as necessary to further reduce direct and scattered radiation dose
rates.

The confinement features of the standardized NUHOMS system control the release of
gaseous or particulate radionuclides and are described in Section 3.3.2. These features
include:
1.

The cladding of the stored fuel assemblies, which provides the first level of
confinement;

2.

The DSC confinement pressure boundary which provides the second level of
confinement. The DSC confinement boundary includes: the DSC shell, the
inner seal weld primary closure of the DSC, the DSC shielded end plugs, the
outer seal weld secondary closure of the DSC, and the DSC cover plates.

The DSC has been designed as a weld-sealed containment pressure vessel with no mechanical
or electrical penetrations. All the DSC pressure boundary welds are inspected according to
the appropriate articles of the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Division 1, Subsection NB
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(Reference 9). These criteria ensure that the weld metal is as sound as the parent metal. As
pointed out in the description of the DSC in Section 3.2.1, the double seal welds at the top
and bottom of the DSC do not comply with the ASME Code. Consequently, the weld
inspection requirements are also not strictly in accordance with Section NB-5000 of the
Code. The staff has accepted alternative inspection and test requirements in lieu of the
Code.
Contamination of the DSC exterior and transfer cask interior surfaces is controlled by placing
demineralized water in the transfer cask and DSC during loading operations, then sealing the
DSC/cask annulus. In addition, surface contamination limits for the DSC have been
established, and are discussed in Section 9.2.
Access to the site of the NUHOMS ISFSI would be restricted by a periphery fence to comply
with 10 CFR 72.106(b) controlled area requirements. The details of the access control
features will vary from site to site, but must meet the requirements of 72.106(b) for the
access to the controlled area. In addition to the controlled area restrictions, access to the
spent fuel is restricted by an 1{SM access door, which is welded in place. This door weighs
approximately 2.7 t (3 tons) and would require heavy equipment for removal.
8.2 Design Evaluation
This section evaluates the radiation protection features of the standardized NUHOMS design
separately with regard to (1) on-site occupational exposures under normal loading and storage
conditions, and (2) off-site exposures under normal storage conditions and in the event of
accidents.
8.2.1 On-Site Radiological Protection
Regulatory requirements for on-site radiological protection are contained in 10 CFR 20.1101
and 20.1201-1208 which require the licensee to provide the means for controlling and
limiting occupational radiation exposures within the limits given in 10 CFR Part 20 and for
meeting the objective of maintaining exposures as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).
Section 20.1201(a) of 10 CFR Part 20 states that the licensee shall control the occupational
dose to individual adults to the dose limits specified in 1201(a)(1) and 1201(a)(2). Also,
section 20.1101 of 10 CFR Part 20 states that each licensee shall develop, document, and
implement a radiation protection program and that the licensee shall use, to the extent
practical, procedures and engineering controls based upon sound radiation protection
principles to achieve occupational doses and doses to members of the public that are as low
as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).
Section 72.126(a) provides that radiation protection systems shall be provided for all areas
and operations where on-site personnel may be exposed to radiation or airborne radioactive
materials.
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Guidance for ALARA considerations is also provided in NRC Regulatory Guides 8.8 and
8.10 (References 10 and 11).
Radiation protection for on-site personnel is considered acceptable if it can be shown that the
non-site-specific considerations (1) will maintain occupational radiation exposures at levels
which are ALARA, (2) are in compliance with appropriate guidance and/or regulations, and
(3) will ensure that the dose from associated activities to any individual does not exceed the
limits of 10 CFR Part 20.
The calculational methods used in the estimation of on-site doses are described in detail in
the SAR. These methods focused on the use of the ANISN, QAD-CGGP,
MICROSKYSHINE, and MICROSHIELD (References 64, 65, and 63, respectively)
radiation transport codes, as well as manual calculations, to calculate exposure rates around
the DSC in a transfer cask and an HSM. Dose rate maps in the general vicinity of a 2x10
array and two 1x10 arrays containing 10-year-old fuel were constructed.
The calculational methods and results presented in the SAR and associated calculation
packages were reviewed for completeness, correctness, and internal consistency. In addition,
confirmatory calculations were performed for the gamma-ray dose rates at various locations
around the DSC, TC, and HSM.
Radiation doses to on-site workers were not calculated in the SAR. Rather, a summary of
the operational procedures which lead to occupational exposures are presented, as are the
number of personnel required, the estimated time for completion, and the average source-tosubject distance. This information can be used with dose map results to assess the individual
and collective on-site doses.
The SAR notes that experience with an operating standardized NUHOMS system has shown
that the collective occupational dose associated with placing a canister of spent fuel into dry
storage is less than 0.014 person-Sv (1.4 person-rem), and that the application of effective
procedures by experienced ISFSI personnel can reduce the collective dose to below 0.01
person-Sv (1 person-rem) per canister. A detailed assessment of operator doses and the
possible provision of management or administrative controls to meet ALARA criteria is the
responsibility of the user in accordance with its 10 CFR Part 50 licensee's radiation
protection program and 10 CFR Part 20.
Other workers at the nuclear power plant site will also be exposed to direct and air-scattered
(skyshine) radiation during the transfer and storage phases of ISFSI operation. Examples of
activities involving such exposure are surveillance of the HSMs, and site operations which
are not associated with spent fuel storage but which are performed in the general vicinity of
the storage area. Major factors influencing the magnitude of the exposures are the
occupancy times and spatial distribution of workers, and the intensity of the radiation field.
An assessment of the expected on-site doses incurred by site personnel not directly involved
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in ISFSI operations is the responsibility of the user in accordance with its 10 CFR Part 50
licensee's radiation protection program and 10 CFR Part 20.
8.2.2 Off-Site Radiological Protection
8.2.2.1 Normal Operations
Regulatory requirements for off-site radiological protection in 10 CFR Part 20 require that
dose to members of the public should be kept within the limits of 20.1301 and should be
ALARA. Section 72.104(a) of 10 CFR Part 72 requires that during normal operations and
anticipated occurrences, the annual dose equivalent to any real individual located beyond the
controlled area shall not exceed 0.25 mSv (25 mrem) to the whole body, 0.75 mSv (75
mrem) to the thyroid, and 0.25 mSv (25 mrem) to any other organ as a result of exposure to
(1) planned discharges of radioactive materials (except for radon and its daughter products)
to the general environment, (2) direct radiation from ISFSI operations, and (3) any other
radiation from uranium fuel cycle operations within the region.
Off-site radiological protection features of the standardized NUHOMS system are considered
acceptable if it can be shown that design and operational considerations, which are not sitespecific, result in off-site dose consequences in compliance with the applicable sections of
10 CFR Parts 20 and 72, and that these doses to off-site individuals are ALARA.
The two principal design features which limit off-site exposures during normal operations are
the confinement features of the double-seal welded DSC, and the radiation shielding of the
DSC and the HSM. During transfer operations, shielding in the radial direction is provided
by the transfer cask. The confinement features of the DSC control the release of gaseous or
particulate radionuclides. There are no liquid effluents from the ISFSI. During normal
operations, the only pathway of exposure to the off-site population is direct and scattered
radiation from the stored fuel.
The review for off-site radiological protection mainly involved a detailed evaluation of the
methods applied and the results obtained in the applicable SAR sections, supplemented by
additional information (including detailed calculation packages) provided by the applicant on
these methods and results. For the case of off-site doses from direct and scattered (or
"skyshine") radiation, an evaluation was performed on the application of
MICROSKYSHINE, MICROSHIELD, and manual calculation methods, which were used to
calculate gamma-ray and neutron dose equivalent rates at various locations in and around the
HSM and to construct a dose-versus-distance curve. The dose rates predicted by this curve
for various off-site distances was used to assess the general level of compliance with the dose
rate criteria of 10 CFR 72.104(a) and for 10 CFR Part 20.
The dose to an off-site individual residing at some distance from a filled standardized
NUHOMS system array will vary depending on a number of factors, including fuel type,
size, and geometry of the array, and the directional orientation of the receptor with respect to
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the array. A conservative estimation of the distance required to reduce the full-time
occupancy dose rate from a filled ISFSI array to 0.25 mSv/yr (25 mrem/yr) is approximately
300 meters. Normal operation of a standardized NUHOMS HSM would comply with the
dose rate criteria of 10 CFR 72.104(a), provided site-related factors allow for a sufficient
distance to the controlled area boundary. As required by 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2)(iii), this must
be evaluated by the user before storing fuel in a standardized NUHOMS system ISFSI.
8.2.2.2 Off-Normal Operations
Section 72.106(b) requires that any individual located on or near the closest boundary of the
controlled area (at least 100 m) shall not receive a dose greater than 0.05 Sv (5 rem) to the
whole body or any organ from any design basis accident.
Off-normal events and postulated accidents that could result in the loss of shielding or the
release of radionuclides are analyzed in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 of the SAR. In particular, an
accident resulting in an instantaneous release of 30 percent of fission gas inventory (mainly
Kr-85) is assessed in Section 8.2.8. The SAR reports that this accident results in a dose at
300 meters from the ISFSI site of 0.53 mSv (0.053 rem) to the whole body and 0.067 Sv
(6.7 rem) to the skin. These results were confirmed by independent calculations.
The dose to the whole body is well within the 0.05 Sv (5 rem) limit prescribed by 10 CFR
72.106(b). The calculated skin dose exceeds this limit by a small amount, although the
conservative, generic nature of the assessment warrants that the DSC leakage event be
further assessed for site-specific applications. It should also be noted that, as indicated in the
SAR, no credible conditions have been identified which could breach the canister body or fail
the double-seal welds at each end of the DSC. Thus, these dose results are only presented to
bound the consequences that could conceivably result, and to evaluate compliance with the 10
CFR 72.106(b) requirement.
Other accidents are assessed in Section 8.2 (e.g., floods, tornados, earthquakes, accidental
cask drop, blockage of air inlets and outlets, etc.), but the SAR concludes that none of these
other accidents represent credible sources of off-site dose consequences.
8.3 Discussion and Conclusions
8.3.1 On-site Radiological Protection
The shielding, confinement, and handling design features of the standardized NUHOMS
design conform to the on-site radiological protection requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and are
considered acceptable for the set of conditions assumed in this review. Dose rates calculated
by the vendor for different locations around the standardized NUHOMS system design are
significantly higher than those determined for previous NUHOMS designs. This is
specifically reflected in the dose rate limits delineated in Operating Limit 12.2.7 of this SER.
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Although independent review analyses and more exact dose calculation methods may result in
lower dose rates, the relative dose rates for this design are still expected to be higher than
comparably calculated dose rates for earlier NUHOMS designs. These relatively higher dose
rates are not consistent with the objective of maintaining occupational exposures ALARA.
Site-specific applications with this design should provide detailed procedures and plans to
meet ALARA guidelines and 10 CFR Part 20 requirements with respect to the operation and
maintenance of this standardized NUHOMS system ISFSI design. As discussed above,
details of access control, surveillance, and other operational aspects affecting on-site
exposure must be in compliance with existing licensee's radiation protection program.
8.3.2 Off-site Radiological Protection
The shielding and confinement design features of the standardized NUHOMS system design
conform to the off-site radiological protection requirements of 10 CFR Part 72 and 10 CFR
Part 20 and are considered acceptable for the set of conditions assumed in this review. The
use of high-integrity double-seal welds on the DSC ensures that, during normal operation,
there are no effluents from the standardized NUHOMS system. Off-site dose is, therefore,
due strictly to direct and scattered radiation, the intensity of which is a function of distance
and direction from the array. Site-specific factors such as the number of HSMs in the
storage array, the distance and direction of the nearest boundary of the controlled area, the
contribution of reactor plant effluents to the off-site dose, and resultant collective off-site
dose must be considered in the compliance evaluation for a proposed standardized NUHOMS
system at a specific site. This evaluation must be performed by each user to assure
compliance with 10 CFR 72.212 and 10 CFR 20.1207. This requirement is contained in the
conditions for system use in Section 12.2.18 of this SER.
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9.0 DECOMMISSIONING/DECONTAMINATION EVALUATION
9.1

Design Description

The standardized NUHOMS system design recognizes the need for decommissioning at the
end of its useful life. External contamination of the DSC is limited by its containment
features and through the contamination control procedures used during DSC fuel loading. In
particular, contamination levels on the external surface of the DSC are minimized by the use
of uncontaminated water in the DSC and cask/DSC annulus during fuel pool loading
operations. This prevents contaminated fuel pool water from contacting the DSC exterior.
Also, there is no credible chain of events which would result in widespread contamination
outside of the DSC.
The SAR also states that the DSC is designed to interface with a transportation system
planned to transport canistered intact fuel assemblies (i.e., filled DSC's) to either a
monitored retrievable storage facility (MRS) or a geologic repository. Until the
transportation system is available, the DSCs are not approved at this time for transportation.
If the fuel must be removed from the DSC at the reactor site before shipment, the DSC will
likely require decontamination of the internal surfaces and disposal as low-level radioactive
waste. Once the DSC's have been removed, only small amounts of residual contamination
are expected to remain in the HSM passages, thereby facilitating easy decommissioning.
9.2 Design Evaluation
Section 72.130 of 10 CFR Part 72 provides criteria for decommissioning. It provides that
considerations for decommissioning should be included in the design of an ISFSI and that
provisions be incorporated to (1) decontaminate structures and equipment; (2) minimize the
quantity of waste and contaminated equipment; and (3) facilitate removal of radioactive waste
and contaminated materials at the time of decommissioning. Although 10 CFR 72.130 does
not provide specific criteria for acceptance, the ISFSI must be designed for decommissioning.
Therefore, the standardized NUHOMS system design has been reviewed against good nuclear
engineering practices which include (1) means to control the spread of contamination and
(2) a design which facilitates decontamination.
Section 72.30 of 10 CFR Part 72 defines the need for a decommissioning plan which
includes financing. Such a plan, however, is not considered applicable to this review. The
cost of decommissioning the ISFSI must be considered in the overall cost of
decommissioning the reactor site. 10 CFR 72.236(i) requires that the cask be designed to
facilitate decontamination to the extent practicable.
The standardized NUHOMS design places heavy reliance on the prevention of contamination
on the outer surface of the DSC. If these levels are kept low, very little contamination will
exist on the inner surfaces of the HSMs, and ease of decommissioning will be facilitated.
Section 10.3.14 of the SAR specifies a limiting condition for operation (LCO) for smearable
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(non-fixed) surface contamination levels on the outer surface of the DSC. This specification
2
states that smearable contamination levels shall be less than 36.5 Bq/100 cm (2200 dpm/100
2
2
cm2) (1W AOCi/cm) for beta-gamma emitters and 3.65 Bq/100 cm (220 dpm/100 cm ) (104
,tCi/cm2) for alpha-emitting radionuclides. This specification corresponds to surface
removable contamination limits in 10 CFR 71.87(i)(1).
The surveillance requirement for this LCO is to determine the contamination levels of the
DSC by taking surface contamination surveys of the upper one foot of the DSC exterior
while the DSC is in the transfer cask before making the first closure weld. This survey can
be used as a representative sample of the DSC body. If the specified limits are exceeded, the
annular space between the DSC and transfer cask will be flushed with demineralized water
until the contamination levels are within these limits. By minimizing DSC contamination,
the potential contamination of the internal surfaces of the HSM is kept to a minimum.
The design of the standardized NUHOMS system is based on the intended eventual disposal
of each DSC following fuel removal. However, it is also possible that the DSC shell/basket
assembly could be reused. Such an alternative would be dependent on economic and
regulatory conditions at the time of fuel removal.
At this time, it is not known whether demolition and removal of the HSM can be performed
by conventional methods. Uncertainty exists with respect to (1) the specific levels of
contamination that might exist on the inner surfaces of the HSM and (2) contamination level
criteria which will govern whether the HSMs can be disposed of as low-level radioactive
waste or as ordinary rubble. The staff also notes that decommissioning of the DSC's,
transfer cask, and other equipment are matters which will be properly addressed in sitespecific decommissioning plans.
9.3 Conclusions
The staff concludes that adequate attention has been paid to decommissioning in the design of
the standardized NUHOMS system considering the current state of knowledge.
The staff also acknowledges that decommissioning considerations are sometimes in conflict
with other requirements. The reinforced structure of the HSM, for example, will require
considerable effort to demolish. Although it is not likely that significant contamination can
spread beyond the DSC, demolition of the HSM may generate slightly contaminated dust.
However, the staff concurs that primary concern in such cases rests with operational safety
considerations, and ease of decommissioning is a secondary consideration.
A specification is proposed by the vendor for maximum DSC exterior surface contamination
in SAR Section 10.3.14. The primary reason for requiring a clean exterior surface of the
DSC is to reduce the total amount of activity as a source of potential contamination for the
TC and HSM interior surfaces. The SER includes this condition for system use in
Section 12.2.12 of this report.
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10.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
Chapter 11.0,1 "Quality Assurance," of Revision 2 of the Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services
Group Certification Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for a general license in accordance with
Subpart K of 10 CFR Part 72 describes the PNFS quality assurance program. The PNFS
quality assurance program is applied to structures, systems, and components of the
NUHOMS independent spent fuel storage system important to safety. Chapter 11.0
addresses each of the 18 quality assurance criteria of 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart G, "Quality
Assurance," and it includes the commitment that PNFS will implement the quality assurance
program controls described in Revision 1 of the VECTRA Quality Assurance Manual dated
July 22, 1994. This manual has been reviewed and accepted by the NRC.
Chapter 11.0 of the SAR describes the graded quality assurance program that is applied by
PNFS to the structures, systems, and components of the NUHOMS spent fuel storage system
based on that structure, system, or component's importance to safety. Chapter 11 defines
three quality categories (or levels of quality/quality assurance) for items important to safety,
and there are some items that are not important to safety. Chapter 11 of the SAR describes
the differences between the quality assurance program for each category. It also lists the
quality category of each structure, system, and component of the NUHOMS spent fuel
storage system.
The staff has reviewed PNFS's quality assurance program description given and referenced
in Chapter 11.0 of the SAR.2 The staff finds that the PNFS commitments meet the
requirements of Subpart G of 10 CFR Part 72 and are, therefore, acceptable for the issuance
of a general Certificate of Compliance in accordance with Subpart L of 10 CFR Part 72.

SAR pages 11.1-1 through 11.3-5 identified as NUH-003, Revision 2,
November 5, 1993.
The acceptance criteria for quality assurance for independent
spent fuel storage installations, based on Subpart G of 10 CFR
Part 72, is given in the Fuel Cycle Safety Branch (Currently the Storage
and Transport Systems Branch) Technical Position of June 20, 1986.
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11.0 OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE, TESTING, AND RECORDS
11. 1 Operations
10 CFR 72.234(0 requires as a condition of approval of the Certificate of Compliance that:
'the cask vendor [PNFS] shall ensure that written procedures and appropriate tests are
established before use of the casks. A copy of these procedures and tests must be provided
to each cask user." Regulatory Guide 3.48, Section 9 (Reference 5) describes the
information to be incorporated in operating procedures for loading, unloading, and
preparation of the cask. For the Certificate of Compliance for the standardized NUHOMS
system, the term "cask" in 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart L, and in Regulatory Guide 3.48 is
applied to the full NUHOMS System.
Procedures described in the SAR were reviewed and evaluated as part of the staff preparation
of this SER. Procedures for loading the DSC are in SAR paragraphs 5.1.1.2 through 5.1.1.6
and are summarized graphically in SAR Figure 5.1-1. These include descriptions of
recommended procedures for loading, use of fluids to fill cavities, removal of moisture,
sealing, on-site management, and placing and sealing in storage positions.
Procedures for unloading the DSC are in SAR paragraphs 5.1.1.8 and 5.1.1.9 and are
graphically summarized in SAR Figure 5.1-2. These include descriptions, tests, special
preparations for unloading, unsealing, removal of DSC and on-site transfer, opening,
removal of IFAs and cask decontamination.
Procedures for preparation of the TC and DSC for use are in SAR paragraph 5.1.1.1 and are
part of the graphical summarization in SAR Figure 5.1-1. These include descriptions of
inspections, tests, and special preparations of the TC and DSC necessary to ensure that they
are properly loaded, closed, decontaminated, and transferred.
Staff review of the procedures included in the SAR indicates that they are acceptable and are
in full compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 72.234(f) for written procedures and
with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 3.48, Section 9, for descriptions of operating
procedures. These descriptions provide adequate bases for users to develop more detailed
written procedures to follow during cask operations.
11.2 Maintenance
10 CFR 72.234 (a) requires as conditions of approval of the Certificate of Compliance that
maintenance must comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 72.236 which require that the
"cask must be designed to store spent fuel safely for a minimum of 20 years and permit
maintenance as required." Regulatory Guide 3.48, Section 9.4, provides guidance on
description of the maintenance program. The staff based evaluation of the SAR descriptions
of maintenance on the 10 CFR Part 72, Subpart L, requirements and Regulatory Guide 3.48
guidance.
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*
*
*
*
*

HSM dose rates with DSC in storage (SAR Section 10.3.7).
HSM temperature rise with DSC in place ( SAR Section 10.3.8).
TC dose rates (SAR Section 10.3.12).
DSC surface contamination (SAR Section 10.3.14).
Ambient temperatures before TC use for DSC transport (SAR Section 10.3.15).

Staff review of the provisions for and descriptions of testing included in the SAR indicates
that they are acceptable and are in full compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 72,
Subpart L, and the guidance of Regulatory Guide 3.48.
11.4 Records
10 CFR 72.234(d) requires that the cask vendor ensure a record is established and
maintained for each cask fabricated under the NRC Certificate of Compliance and describe
the information to be included on the record. The SAR does not explicitly identify the
information record specified in 10 CFR 72.234(d). The only statement is that, "The ISFSI
records should be maintained by the licensee in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR
Part 72 and with the existing plant records retention practices." As the lO CFR 72.234(d)
requirement is placed on the vendor, regardless of the location where the records are
maintained, the staff considers that the required assurance is not met in the SAR.
The required record does not require any data from the "cask" user other than name and
address. The remaining data relates to cask fabrication and the Certificate of Compliance.
Specifically, the data required to be recorded and maintained for each "cask" by the vendor
VECTRA are [10 CFR 72.234(d)(2)]:
The NRC Certificate of Compliance number;
The cask model number; [The model number should be marked on each
HSM, DSC and TC.]
The cask identification number; [A unique identification number should be
(iii)
marked on each HSM, DSC and TC.]
(iv) Date fabrication was started;
Date fabrication was completed;
(v)
Certification that the cask was designed, fabricated, tested, and repaired in
(vi)
accordance with a quality assurance program accepted by NRC;
(vii) Certification that inspections required by paragraph 72.236(j) were performed
and found satisfactory; and
(viii) The name and address of the cask user."

"(i)
(ii)

The data marked on the DSC and TC are among those required by 10 CFR 72.236(k) which
requires that the data be conspicuously and durably marked and also include the empty
weight. The staff considers that the HSM and its included DSC support assembly are
important to safety; therefore, maintaining a record and marking the individual HSM would
be consistent with the intent of Subpart L.
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12.0 CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEM USE

This section presents the conditions which a potential user (general licensee) of the
standardized NUHOMS system must comply with, in order to use the system under a general
license that is issued according to the provisions of 10 CFR 72.210 and 10 CFR 72.212.
These conditions have either been proposed by the system vendor, imposed by the NRC staff
as a result of the review of the SAR, or are part of the regulatory requirements expressed in
10 CFR 72.212.
12.1 General Requirements and Conditions
12.1.1 Regulatory Requirements for a General License

Subpart K of 10 CFR Part 72 contains conditions for using the general license to store spent
fuel at an independent spent fuel storage installation at power reactor sites authorized to
possess and operate nuclear power reactors under 10 CFR Part 50. Technical regulatory
requirements for the licensee (user of the standardized NUHOMS system) are contained in
10 CFR 72.212(b).
10 CFR 72.212(b)(2) requires that the licensee perform written evaluations, before use, that

establish that: (1) conditions set forth in the Certificate of Compliance have been met;

(2) cask storage pads and areas have been designed to adequately support the static load of
the stored casks; and (3) the requirements of 10 CFR 72.104 "Criteria for radioactive
materials in effluent and direct radiation from an ISFSI or MRS," have been met. 10 CFR
72.212(b)(3) requires that the licensee review the SAR and the associated SER, before use of
the general license, to determine whether or not the reactor site parameters (including
earthquake intensity and tornado missiles), are encompassed by the cask design bases
considered in these reports.
10 CFR 72.212(b)(4) provides that, as a holder of a Part 50 license, the user, before use of
the general 10 CFR Part 72 license, must determine whether activities related to storage of
spent fuel involve any unreviewed safety issues, or changes in technical specifications as
provided under 10 CFR 50.59. Under 10 CFR 72.212(b)(5), the general license holder shall
also protect the spent fuel against design basis threats and radiological sabotage pursuant to
10 CFR 73.55. Other general license requirements dealing with review of reactor emergency
plans, quality assurance program, training, and radiation protection program must also be
satisfied pursuant to 10 CFR 72.212(b)(6). 10 CFR 72.212(b)(7), (8), (9) and (10) describe
record and procedural requirements for the general license holder.
Without limiting the requirement identified above, site-specific parameters and analyses,
identified in the SER, that will need verification by the system user, are as a minimum,
as follows:
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1.

The temperature of 21 0C (70 0F) as the maximum average yearly temperature
with solar incidence. The average daily ambient temperature shall be 37.8WC
(100lF) or less (Reference SER Section 2.4.1).

2.

The temperature extremes of 52WC (1250 F) with incident solar radiation and
-40WC (40 0F) with no solar incidence (Reference SER Section 2.4.1) for
storage of the DSC inside the HSM.

3.

The horizontal and vertical seismic acceleration levels of 0.25g and 0. 17g,
respectively (Reference SER Table 2-4).

4.

The analyzed flood condition of 4.6 m/s (15 fps) water velocity and a height
of 15.2 m (50 feet) of water (full submergence of the loaded HSM DSC)
(Reference SER Table 2-4).

5.

The potential for fire and explosion should be addressed, based on site-specific
considerations (See SER Table 2-4 and related SER discussion).

6.

The HSM foundation design criteria are not included in the SAR. Therefore,
the nominal SAR design or an alternative should be verified for individual sites
in accordance with 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2)(ii). Also, in accordance with
10 CFR 72.212(b)(3), the foundation design should be evaluated against actual
site parameters to determine whether its failure would cause the Standardized
NUHOMS systems to exceed the design basis accident conditions.

7.

The potential for lightning damage to any electrical system associated with the
standardized NUHOMS system (e.g., thermal performance monitoring) should
be addressed, based on site-specific considerations (See SER Table 2.4 and
related SER discussion).

8.

Any other site parameters or consideration that could decrease the
effectiveness of csk systems important to safety.

In accordance with 10 CFR 72.212(b), a record of the written evaluations must be retained
by the licensee until spent fuel is no longer stored under the general license issued under
10 CFR 72.210.
12.1.2 Operating Procedures
Written operating procedures shall be prepared for cask handling, loading, movement,
surveillance, and maintenance. The operating procedures suggested generically in the SAR
were considered appropriate as discussed in Section 11.0 of the SER and should provide the
basis for the user's written operating procedure. The following additional procedure
requested by NRC staff in Section 11.3 should be part of the user operating procedures:
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If fuel needs to be removed from the DSC, either at the end of service life or for
the
inspection after an accident, precautions must be taken against the potential for
to
exposure
presence of damaged or oxidized fuel and to prevent radiological
use of
personnel during this operation. This can be achieved with this design by the the
the purge and fill valves which permit a determination of the atmosphere within
DSC before the removal of the inner top cover plate and shield plugs. If the
with
atmosphere within the DSC is helium, then operations should proceed normally
present
is
air
if
However,
fuel removal either via the transfer cask or in the pool.
within the DSC, then appropriate filters should be in place to preclude the
the DSC via
uncontrolled release of any potential airborne radioactive particulate from
from
area
the purge-fill valves. This will protect both personnel and the operations
form of
potential contamination. For the accident case, personnel protection in the
licensee's
the
respirators or supplied air should be considered in accordance with
Radiation Protection Program.
12.1.3 Quality Assurance
quality
Activities at the ISFSI shall be conducted in accordance with a Commission-approved
Part 50,
assurance program which satisfies the applicable requirements of 10 CFR
to the ISFSI.
regard
Appendix B and which is established, maintained, and executed with
12.1.4 Heavy Loads Requirements
and
Lifts of the DSC in the TC must be made within the existing heavy loads requirements
under
reviewed
procedures of the licensed nuclear power plant. The TC design has been
N14.6
10 CFR Part 72 and found to meet NUREG-0612 (Reference 14) and ANSI
is required to
50.59)
CFR
(Reference 8). However, an additional safety review (under 10
heavy loads
show operational compliance with NUREG-0612 and/or existing plant-specific
requirements.
12.1.5 Training Module
program establishing
A training module shall be developed for the existing licensee's training
following:
the
an ISFSI training and certification program. This module shall include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Standardized NUHOMS System Design (overview);
ISFSI Facility Design (overview);
Certificate of Compliance conditions (overview);
Fuel Loading, Transfer Cask Handling, DSC Transfer Procedures; and
Off-Normal Event Procedures.
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12.1.6 Pre-Operational Testing and Training Exercise
A dry run of the DSC loading, TC handling and DSC insertion into the HSM shall be held.
This dry run shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
1.

Functional testing of the TC with lifting yokes to ensure that the TC can be
safely transported over the entire route required for fuel loading, washdown pit
and trailer loading.

2.

DSC loading into the TC to verify fit and TC/DSC annulus seal.

3.

Testing of TC on transport trailer and transported to ISFSI along a
predetermined route and aligned with an HSM.

4.

Testing of transfer trailer alignment and docking equipment. Testing of
hydraulic ram to insert a DSC loaded with test weights into an HSM and then
retrieve it.

5.

Loading a mock-up fuel assembly into the DSC.

6.

DSC sealing, vacuum drying, and cover gas backfilling operations (using a
mock-up DSC).

7.

Opening a DSC (using a mock-up DSC).

8.

Returning the DSC and TC to the spent fuel pool.

12.1.7 Special Requirements for First System in Place
The heat transfer characteristics of the cask system will be confirmed by temperature
24 fuel
measurements of the first DSC placed in service. The first DSC shall be loaded with
into the
assemblies, constituting a source of approximately 24 kW. The DSC shall be loaded
outlet
HSM and the thermal performance will be assessed by measuring the air inlet and
in
temperatures for normal airflow. Details for obtaining the measurements are provided
Section 12.2.8, under "Surveillance."
NRC
A letter report summarizing the results of the measurements shall be submitted to the
within
for evaluation and assessment of the heat removal characteristics of the thermal design
72.4.
30 days of placing the DSC in service, in accordance with 10 CFR
heat load, or
Should the first user of the system not have fuel capable of producing a 24 kW
load
be limited to a lesser heat load, as in the case of BWR fuel, the user may use a lesser
the inlet
for the process, provided that a calculation of the temperature difference between
in
and outlet temperatures is performed, using the same methodology and inputs documented
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the SAR, with lesser load as the only exception. The calculation and the measured
temperature data shall be reported to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 72.4. The
calculation and comparison need not be reported to the NRC for DSCs that are subsequently
loaded with lesser loads than the initial case. However, for the first or any other user, the
process needs to be performed and reported for any higher heat sources, up to 24 kW for
PWR fuel and 19 kW for BWR fuel, which is the maximum allowed under the Certificate of
Compliance. The NRC will also accept the use of artificial thermal loads other than spent
fuel, to satisfy the above requirement.
12.1.8 Surveillance Requirements Applicability
The specified frequency for each Surveillance Requirement is met if the surveillance is
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the frequency, as measured from the
previous performance.
For frequencies specified as "once," the above interval extension does not apply.
If a required action requires performance of a surveillance or its completion time requires
period performance of "once per...," the above frequency extension applies to the repetitive
portion, but not to the initial portion of the completion time.
Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual specifications.
12.2 Technical Specifications, Functional and Operating Limits
12.2.1 Fuel Specification
Limit/Specification: The characteristics of the spent fuel which is allowed to be stored in the
standardized NUHOMS system are limited by those included in
Tables 12-la and 12-lb.

Applicability:

The specification is applicable to all fuel to be stored in the
standardized NUHOMS system.

Objective:

The specification is prepared to ensure that the peak fuel rod
temperatures, maximum surface doses, and nuclear criticality effective
neutron multiplication factor are below the design values.
Furthermore, the fuel weight and type ensures that structural conditions
in the SAR bound those of the actual fuel being stored.

Action:

Each spent fuel assembly to be loaded into a DSC shall have the
parameters listed in Tables 12-la and 12-lb verified and documented.
Fuel not meeting this specification shall not be stored in the
standardized NUHOMS system.
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Surveillance:

Immediately, before insertion of a spent fuel assembly into an DSC, the
identity of each fuel assembly shall be independently verified and
documented.

Bases:

The specification is based on consideration of the design basis
parameters included in the SAR and limitations imposed as a result of
the staff review. Such parameters stem from the type of fuel analyzed,
structural limitations, criteria for criticality safety, criteria for heat
removal, and criteria for radiological protection. The standardized
NUHOMS system is designed for dry, horizontal storage of irradiated
light water reactor (LWR) fuel. The principal design parameters of the
fuel to be stored can accommodate standard PWR fuel designs
manufactured by Babcock and Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, and
Westinghouse, and standard BWR fuel manufactured by General
Electric and is limited for use to these standard designs. The analyses
presented in the SAR are based on non-consolidated, zircaloy-clad fuel
with no known or suspected gross cladding breaches (See Tables 12-la
and lb.)
The physical parameters that define the mechanical and structural
design of the HSM and the DSC are the fuel assembly dimensions and
weight. The calculated stresses given in this SER are based on the
physical parameters given in Table 12-la,b and represent the upper
bound.
The design basis for nuclear criticality safety is based on the standard
Babcock & Wilcox 15x15/208 pin fuel assemblies with initial
enrichments up to 4.0 wt.% U-235, and General Electric 7x7 fuel
assemblies with initial enrichments up to 4.0 wt. % U-235, for the
standardized NUHOMS-24P and NUHOMS-52B designs, respectively.
The HSM is designed to permit storage of irradiated fuel such that the
irradiated fuel reactivity is less than or equal to 1.45 wt. % U-235
equivalent unirradiated fuel for the NUHOMS-24P design, and less
than or equal to 4.0 wt. % U-235 initial enrichment fuel for the
NUHOMS-52B design.
The thermal design criterion of the fuel to be stored is that the
maximum heat generation rate per assembly be such that the fuel
cladding temperature is maintained within established limits during
normal and off-normal conditions. Fuel cladding temperature limits
were established by the applicant based on methodology in PNL-6189
and PNL-4835 (References 47, 48). Based on this methodology, the
staff has accepted that a maximum heat generation rate of 1 kw per
assembly is a bounding value for the PWR fuel to be stored, and that
0.37 kW per assembly is a bounding value for the BWR fuel to be
stored.

The radiological design criterion is that the gamma and neutron source
strength of the irradiated fuel assemblies must be bounded by values of
the neutron and gamma ray source strengths used by the vendor in the
shielding analysis. The design basis source strengths were derived
from a burnup analysis for (1) PWR fuel with 4.0 weight percent
U-235 initial enrichment, irradiated to a maximum of
40,000 MWD/MTU, and a post irradiation time of five years; and
(2) BWR fuel with 4.0 weight percent U-235 initial enrichment,
irradiated to a maximum of 35,000 MWD/MTU, and a post irradiation
time of 5 years.
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Table 12-la PWR Fuel Specifications of Fuel to be Stored
in the Standardized NUHOMS-24P DSC(°1
Specifications

Title or Parameter

Only intact, unconsolidated PWR fuel
assemblies with the following requirements

Fuel
Physical Parameters
Assembly Length

See SAR Chapter 3

Nominal Cross-Sectional Envelope

See SAR Chapter 3

Maximum Assembly Weight

See SAR Chapter 3a)l

No. of Assemblies per DSC

<24 intact assemblies

Fuel Cladding

Zircaloy-clad fuel with no known or
suspected gross cladding breaches

Thermal Characteristics
Decay Heat Power per Fuel Assembly

< 1.0 kW (this value is maximum for any
given assembly, and may not be averaged
for all 24 assemblies)

Radiological Characteristics
Burnup

•40,000 MWD/MTU

Post Irradiation Time

2 5 years

Maximum Initial Enrichment

•4.0 wt. % U-235

Maximum Initial Uranium Content

<472 kg/assembly

Maximum Initial Equivalent
Enrichment

• 1.45 wt. % U-2350)

Neutron Source Per Assembly

•2.23E8 n/sec with spectrum bounded by
that in Chapter 7 of SAR

Gamma Source Per Assembly

<7.45E15 photon/sec with spectrum
bounded by that in Chapter 7 of SAR

(1) The limiting fuel specifications listed above must be met by every individual fuel
assembly to be stored in the standardized NUHOMS-24P system. Any deviation
constitutes an Unanalyzed Condition and Violation of the Certificate of Compliance.
(2) Design valid for fuel weights up to 762.8 kg (1,682 lb).
(3) Determined by the PWR fuel criticality acceptance curve shown in Figure 12.1.
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Table 12-lb BWR Fuel Specifications of Fuel to be Stored
in the Standardized NUHOMS-52B DSC'1
Specifications

Title or Parameter

Only intact, unconsolidated BWR fuel
assemblies with the following requirements

Fuel
Physical Parameters

Assembly Length

See SAR Chapter 3

Nominal Cross-Sectional Envelope

See SAR Chapter 3

Maximum Assembly Weight

See SAR Chapter 3

(w/fuel channels)

No. of Assemblies per DSC

<52 intact channeled assemblies

Fuel Cladding

Zircaloy-clad fuel with no known or
suspected gross cladding breaches

Thermal Characteristics
Decay Heat Power per Fuel Assembly

<0.37 kW (this value is maximum for any
given assembly, and may not be averaged
for all 52 assemblies)

Radiological Characteristics
35,000 MWD/MTU

Burnup
Post Irradiation Time

25 years

Maximum Initial Enrichment

<4.0 wt. % U-235 (DSC with 0.75%
borated neutron absorber plates)

Maximum Initial Uranium Content

< 198 kg/assembly

Neutron Source Per Assembly

< l.01E8 n/sec with spectrum bounded by
that in Chapter 7 of SAR

Gamma Source Per Assembly

<2.63E15 photon/sec with spectrum
bounded by that in Chapter 7 of SAR

(1) The limiting fuel specifications listed above must be met by every individual fuel
assembly to be stored in the standardized NUHOMS-52B system. Any deviation
constitutes an Unanalyzed Condition and Violation of the Certificate of Compliance.
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12.2.2 DSC Vacuum Pressure During Drying
Limit/Specification:

Vacuum Pressure:

S U.4 Kra (i mm lig)

Time at Pressure:

>30 minutes following stepped evacuation

Number of Pump-Downs:

2

Applicability:

This is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure a minimum water content.

Action:

If the required vacuum pressure cannot be obtained:
1. Confirm that the vacuum drying system is properly installed.
2. Check and repair, or replace, the vacuum pump.
3. Check and repair the system as necessary.
4. Check and repair the seal weld between the inner top cover plate
and the DSC shell.

Surveillance:

Bases:

No maintenance or tests are required during normal storage.
Surveillance of the vacuum gauge is required during the vacuum drying
operation.
A stable vacuum pressure of 0.4 kPa (<3 mm Hg) further ensures that
all liquid water has evaporated in the DSC cavity, and that the resulting
inventory of oxidizing gases in the'DSC is well below the 0.25
volume%.
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12.2.3 DSC Helium Backfill Pressure
Limit/Svecifications:

Helium 17.25 kPag (2.5 psig) ± 17.25 kPag (2.5 psig) backfill
pressure (stable for 30 minutes after filling).

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure that: (1) the atmosphere surrounding the irradiated fuel is a
non-oxidizing inert gas; (2) the atmosphere is favorable for the transfer
of decay heat.

Action:

If the required pressure cannot be obtained:
1. Confirm that the vacuum drying system and helium source are
properly installed.
2. Check and repair or replace the pressure gauge.
3. Check and repair or replace the vacuum drying system.
4. Check and repair or replace the helium source.
5. Check and repair the seal weld on DSC top shield plug.
If pressure exceeds the criterion, release a sufficient quantity of helium
to lower the DSC cavity pressure.

Surveillance:

No maintenance or tests are required during the normal storage.
Surveillance of the pressure gauge is required during the helium
backfilling operation.

Bases:

The value of 17.25 kPag (2.5 psig) was selected to ensure that the
pressure within the DSC is within the design limits during any expected
normal and off-normal operating conditions.
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12.2.4 DSC Helium Leak Rate of Inner Seal Weld
Limit/Specification:

< 1.Ox10 2 kPa - cm 3l/s (1.0 x 104 atm * cubic centimeters per

second) (atm

*

cm3ls).

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to the inner top cover plate seal weld of
all DSCs.

Objective:

1. To limit the total radioactive gases normally released by each
canister to negligible levels. Should fission gases escape the fuel
cladding, they will remain confined by the DSC confinement
boundary.
2. To retain helium cover gases within the DSC and prevent oxygen
from entering the DSC. The helium improves the heat dissipation
characteristics of the DSC and prevents any oxidation of fuel
cladding.

Action:

If the leak rate test of the inner seal weld exceeds
1.0x10 2 kPa

*

cm 3 /s (1.0x10 4 atm * cm3/s):

1. Check and repair the DSC drain and fill port fittings for leaks.
2. Check and repair the inner seal weld.
3. Check and repair the inner top cover plate for any surface
indications resulting in leakage.
Surveillance:

After the welding operation has been completed, perform a leak test
with a helium leak detection device.

Bases:

If the DSC leaked at the maximum acceptable rate of
1.0x10-2 kPa - cmn/s (1.0x104 atm * cn9/s) for a period of 20 years,
only 63,100 cc of helium would escape from the DSC. This is only
1% of the 6.3 x 106 cm3 of helium initially introduced in the DSC.
This amount of leakage would have a negligible effect on the inert
environment of the DSC cavity. Reference: American National
Standards Institute, ANSI N14.5-1987, 'For Radioactive
Materials-Leakage Tests on Packages for Shipment" (Appendix B3).
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12.2.5 DSC Dye Penetrant Test of Closure Welds
Limit/Specification:

All DSC closure welds except those subjected to full volumetric
inspection shall be dye penetrant tested in accordance with the
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section
Hi, Division 1, Article NB-5000 (Reference 8.3 of SAR). The liquid
penetrant test acceptance standards shall be those described in
Subsection NB-5350 of the Code.
Applicability:

This is applicable to all DSCs. The welds include inner and outer top
and bottom covers, and vent and syphon port covers.

Objective:

To ensure that the DSC is adequately sealed in a redundant manner and
leak tight.

Action:

If the liquid penetrant test indicates that the weld is unacceptable:
1. The weld shall be repaired in accordance with approved ASME
procedures.
2. The new weld shall be re-examined in accordance with this
specification.

Surveillance:

During DSC closure operations. No additional surveillance is required
for this operation.

Bases:

Article NB-5000 Examination, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III, Division 1, Sub-Section NB (Reference 8.3 of SAR).
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12.2.6 DSC Top End Dose Rates
Limit/Specification:

Dose rates at the following locations shall be limited to levels which are
less than or equal to:
a. 2 mSv/hr (200 mrem/hr) at top shield plug surface at centerline
with water in cavity.
b. 4 mSv/hr (400 mrem/hr) at top cover plate surface at centerline
without water in cavity.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

The dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the DSC has not
been inadvertently loaded with fuel not meeting the specifications in
Section 12.2.1 of the SER and to maintain dose rates as low as is
reasonably achievable during DSC closure operations.

Action:

a. If specified dose rates are exceeded, the following actions should be
taken:
1. Confirm that the spent fuel assemblies placed in DSC conform
to the fuel specifications of Section 12.2.1.
2. Visually inspect placement of top shield plug. Re-install or
adjust position of top shield plug.
3. Install additional temporary shielding.
b. Submit a letter report to the NRC within 30 days summarizing the
action taken and the results of the surveillance, investigation and
findings. The report must be submitted using instructions in
10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the administrator of the
appropriate NRC regional office.

Surveillance:

Basis:

Dose rates shall be measured before seal welding the inner top cover
plate to the DSC shell and welding the outer top cover plate to the DSC
shell.
The basis for this limit is the shielding analysis presented in Section 7.0
of the SAR.
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12.2.7 HSM Dose Rates
Limit/Specification:

Dose rates at the following locations shall be limited to levels which are
less than or equal to:
a. 4 mSv/hr (400 mrem/hr) at 1 m (3 feet) from the HSM surface.
b. Outside of HSM door on centerline of DSC 1 mSv/hr
(100 mrem/hr).
c. End Shield wall exterior 0.2 mSv/hr (20 mrem/hr).

Applicability:
Objective:

Action:

This specification is applicable to all HSMs which contain a loaded
DSC.
The dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the cask (DSC) has
not been inadvertently loaded with fuel not meeting the specifications in
Section 12.2.1 of the SER and to maintain dose rates as low as is
reasonably achievable at locations on the HSMs where surveillance is
performed, and to reduce off-site exposures during storage.
a. If specified dose rates are exceeded, the following actions should be
taken:
1. Ensure that the DSC is properly positioned on the support rails.
2. Ensure proper installation of the HSM door.
3. Ensure that the required module spacing is maintained.
4. Confirm that the spent fuel assemblies contained in the DSC
conform to the specifications of Section 12.2.1.
5. Install temporary or permanent shielding to mitigate the dose to
acceptable levels in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR
72.104(a), and ALARA.
b. Submit a letter report to the NRC within 30 days summarizing the
action taken and the results of the surveillance, investagion and
findings. The report must be submitted using instructions in
10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the administrator of the
appropriate NRC regional office.

Surveillance:

Basis:

The HSM and ISFSI shall be checked to verify that this specificantion
has been met after the DSC is placed into storage and the HSM door is
closed.
The basis for this limit is the shielding analysis presented in Section 7.0
of the SAR. The specified dose rates provide as-low-as-is-reasonablyachievable on-site and off-site doses in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20
and 10 CFR 72.104(a).

12.2.8 HSM Maximum Air Exit Temperature
Limit/Specification:

Following initial DSC transfer to the HSM or the occurrence of
accident conditions, the equilibrium air temperature difference between
ambient temperature and the vent outlet temperature shall not exceed
37.80 C (1000 F) for >5 year cooled fuel, when fully loaded with
24 kW heat.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all HSMs stored in the ISFSI. If a
DSC is placed in the HSM with a heat load less than 24 kW, the
limiting difference between outlet and ambient temperatures shall be
determined by a calculation performed by the user using the same
methodology and inputs documents in the SAR and SER.

Objective:

The objective of this limit is to ensure that the temperature of the fuel
cladding and the HSM concrete do not exceed the temperatures
if the air
calculated in Section 8 of the SAR. That section shows that
0
C
outlet temperature difference is less than or equal to 37.8 (100CF)
(with a thermal heat load of 24 kW), the fuel cladding and concrete
will be below the respective temperature limits for normal long-term
operation.

Action:

If the temperature rise is greater than that specified, then the air inlets
and exits should be checked for blockage. If the blockage is cleared
and the temperature is still greater than that specified, the DSC and
HSM cavity may be inspected using video equipment or other suitable
means. If environmental factors can be ruled out as the cause of
excessive temperatures, then the fuel bundles are producing heat at a
rate higher than the upper limit specified in Section 3 of the SAR and
will require additional measurements and analysis to assess the actual
performance of the system. If excessive temperatures cause the system
to perform in an unacceptable manner and/or the temperatures cannot
be controlled to acceptable limits, then the cask shall be unloaded.

Surveillance:

The temperature rise shall be measured and recorded daily following
DSC insertion until equilibrium temperature is reached, 24 hours after
insertion, and again on a daily basis after insertion into the HSM or
following the occurrence of accident conditions. If the temperature rise
is within the specifications or the calculated value for a heat load less
than 24 kW, then the HSM and DSC are performing as designed and
no further temperature measurements are required. Air temperatures
must be measured in such a manner as to obtain representative values
of inlet and outlet air temperatures.

Basis:

The specified temperature rise is selected to ensure the fuel clad and
concrete temperatures are maintained at or below acceptable long-term
storage limits.
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12.2.9 Transfer Cask Alignment with HSM
Limit/Specification:

The cask must be aligned with respect to the HSM so that the
longitudinal centerline of the DSC in the transfer cask is within
±0.3 cm (±1/8 inch) of its true position when the cask is docked with
the HSM front access opening.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable during the insertion and retrieval of all
DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure smooth transfer of the DSC from the transfer cask to HSM
and back.

Action:

If the alignment tolerance is exceeded, the following actions should be
taken:
a. Cornfirm that the transfer system is properly configured.
b. Check and repair the optical survey equipment.
c. Confirm the locations of the alignment targets on the transfer cask
and HSM.

Surveillance:

Basis:

Before initiating DSC insertion or retrieval, site the targets with the
optical survey equipment to confirm alignment. Observe the transfer
system during DSC insertion or retrieval to ensure that motion or
excessive vibration does not occur.
The basis for the true position alignment tolerance is the clearance
between the DSC shell, the transfer cask cavity, the HSM access
opening, and the DSC support rails inside the HSM.
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12.2.10 DSC Handling Height Outside the Spent Fuel Pool Building
LimitlSpecification:

1. The loaded TC/DSC shall not be handled at a height greater than
203 cm (80 inches) outside the spent fuel pool building.
2. In the event of a drop of a loaded TC/DSC from a height greater
than 38 cm (15 inches) (a) fuel in the DSC shall be returned to the
reactor spent fuel pool; (b) the DSC shall be removed from service
and evaluated for further use; and (c) the TC shall be inspected for
damage and evaluated for further use.

Applicability:

The specification applies to handling the TC, loaded with the DSC, on
route to, and at, the storage pad.

Objective:

1. To preclude a loaded TC/DSC drop from a height greater than
203 cm (80 inches).
2. To maintain spent fuel integrity, according to the spent fuel
specification for storage, continued confinement integrity, and DSC
functional capability, after a tip-over or drop of a loaded DSC from
a height greater than 38 cm (15 inches).

Surveillance:

In the event of a loaded TC/DSC drop accident, the system will be
returned to the reactor fuel handling building, where, after the fuel has
been returned to the spent fuel pool, the DSC and TC will be inspected
and evaluated for future use.

Basis:

The NRC evaluation of the TC/DSC drop analysis concurred that drops
up to 203 cm (80 inches), of the DSC inside the TC, can be sustained
without breaching the confinement boundary, preventing removal of
spent fuel assemblies, or causing a criticality accident. This
specification ensures that handling height limits will not be exceeded in
transit to, or at the storage pad. Acceptable damage may occur to the
TC, DSC, and the fuel stored in the DSC, for drops of height greater
than 38 cm (15 inches). The specification requiring inspection of the
DSC and fuel following a drop of 38 cm (15 inches) or greater ensures
that the spent fuel will continue to meet the requirements for storage,
the DSC will continue to provide confinement, and the TC will
continue to provide its design functions of DSC transfer and shielding.
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12.2.11 Transfer Cask Dose Rates
Limit/Specification:

Dose rates from the transfer cask shall be limited to levels which are
less than or equal to:
a. 2 mSv/hr (200 mrem/hr) at 1 m (3 feet) with water in the DSC
cavity.
b. 5 mSv/hr (500 mrem/hr) at 1 m (3 feet) without water in the DSC
cavity.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to the transfer cask containing a loaded
DSC.

Objective:

The dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the DSC has not
been inadvertently loaded with fuel not meeting the specifications in
Section 12.2.1 of the SER and to maintain dose rates as low as
reasonably achievable during DSC transfer operations.

Action:

If specified dose rates are exceeded, place temporary shielding around
affected areas of transfer cask and review the plant records of. the fuel
assemblies which have been placed in DSC to ensure they conform to
the fuel specifications of Section 12.2.1. Submit a letter report to the
NRC within 30 days summarizing the action taken and the results of
the surveillance, investigation and findings. The report must be
submitted using instructions in 10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the
administrator of the appropriate NRC regional office.

Surveillance:

The dose rates should be measured as soon as possible after the transfer
cask is removed from the spent fuel pool.

Basis:

The basis for this limit is the shielding analysis presented in Section 7.0
of the SAR.
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12.2.12 Maximum DSC Removable Surface Contamination
Limit/Specification:

36.5 Bq/100 cm2 (2,200 dpmlO0 cm2 ) for beta-gamma sources
3.65 Bq/100 cm2 (220 dpm/100 cm2) for alpha sources.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all DSCs.

Objective:

To ensure that release of non-fixed contamination above accepted limits
does not occur.

Action:

If the required limits are not met:
a. Flush the DSC/transfer cask annulus with demineralized water and
repeat surface contamination surveys of the DSC upper surface.
b. If contamination of the DSC cannot be reduced to an acceptable
level by this means, direct surface cleaning techniques shall be used
following removal of the fuel assemblies from the DSC and
removal of the DSC from the transfer cask.
c. Check and replace the DSC/transfer cask annulus seal to ensure
proper installation and repeat canister loading process.

Surveillance:

Following placement of each loaded DSC/transfer cask into the cask
decontamination area, fuel pool water above the top shield plug shall be
removed and the top region of the DSC and cask shall be
decontaminated. A contamination survey of the upper 0.3 m (1 foot) of
the DSC and cask shall be taken. In addition, contamination surveys
shall be taken on the inside surfaces of the TC after the DSC has been
transferred into the HSM. If the above surface contamination limit is
exceeded, the TC shall be decontaminated.

Basis:

This non-fixed contamination level is consistent with the requirements
of 10 CFR 71.87(i)(1) and 49 CFR 173.443, which regulate the use of
spent fuel shipping containers. Consequently, these contamination
levels are considered acceptable for exposure to the general
environment. This level will also ensure that contamination levels of
the inner surfaces of the HSM and potential releases of radioactive
material to the environment are minimized.
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12.2.13 TC/DSC Lifting Heights as a Function of Low Temperature and Location
Limit/Specification:

1. No lifts or handling of the TC/DSC at any height are permissible at
DSC basket temperatures below -28.90 C (-20'F) inside spent fuel
pool building.
2. The maximum lift height of the TC/DSC shall be 203 cm
(80 inches) if the basket temperature is below -17.80 C (00 F) but
higher than -28.9 0C (-20'F) inside the spent fuel pool building.
3. No lift height restriction is imposed on the TC/DSC if the basket
temperature is higher than -17.8 0 C (00 F) inside the spent fuel pool
building.
4. The maximum lift height and handling height for all transfer
operations outside the spent fuel pool building shall be 203 cm
(80 inches) a the basket temperature may not be lower than 17.8 C (0 F).

Applicability:

These temperature and height limits apply to lifting and transfer of all
loaded TC/DSCs inside and outside the spent fuel pool building.
10 CFR Part 72 applies outside the spent fuel pool building and
10 CFR Part 50 applies inside the spent fuel pool building.

Objective:

The low temperature and height limits are imposed to ensure that brittle
fracture of the ferritic steels, used in the TC trunnions and shell and in
the DSC basket, does not occur during transfer operations.

Action:

Confirm the basket temperature before transfer of the TC. If no
calculation or measurement of this value is available, then the ambient
temperature may conservatively be used.

Surveillance:

The ambient temperature shall be measured before transfer of the
TC/DSC.

Bases:

The basis for the low temperature and height limits is ANSI
N14.6-1986 paragraph 4.2.6 (Reference 8) which requires at least
4.40 C (40'F) higher service temperature than nil ductility transition
(NDT) temperature for the TC. In the case of the standardized TC, the
test temperature is -40'C (-40'F); therefore, although the NDT
temperature is not determined, the material will have the required 4.4°
(40'F) margin if the ambient temperature is -17.8 0 C (00 F) or higher.
This assumes the material service temperature is equal to the ambient
temperature.
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The basis for the low temperature limit for the DSC is
NUREG/CR-1815. The basis for the handling height limits is the NRC
evaluation of the structural integrity of the DSC to drop heights of
203 cm (80 inches) and less.
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12.2.14 TC/DSC Transfer Operations at High Ambient Temperatures
Limit/Specification:

1. The ambient temperature for transfer operations of a loaded
TC/DSC shall not be greater that 37.8 0 C (100 0F) (when cask is
exposed to direct insolation).
2. For transfer operations when ambient temperatures exceed 37.8'C
(100lF) up to 520 C (1250 F), a solar shield shall be used to provide
protection against direct solar radiation.

Applicability:

This ambient temperature limit applies to all transfer operations of
loaded TC/DSCs outside the spent fuel pool building, the spent fuel
pool building.

Objective:

The high temperature limit 37.8 0C (100F) is imposed to ensure that:
1. The fuel cladding temperature limit is not exceeded.
2. The solid neutron shield material temperature limit is not exceeded,
and
3. The corresponding TC cavity pressure limit is not exceeded.

Action:

Confirm what the ambient temperature is and provide appropriate solar
shade if ambient temperature is expected to exceed 37.8 0 C (100lF).

Surveillance:

The ambient temperature shall be measured before transfer of the
TC/DSC.

Bases:

The basis for the high temperature limit is PNL-6189 for fuel clad
limit, the manufacturer's specification for neutron shield and the design
basis pressure of the TC internal cavity pressure.
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12.2.15 Boron Concentration in the DSC Cavity Water (24-P Design Only)
Limit/Specification:

The DSC cavity shall be filled only with water having a boron
concentration equal to, or greater than 2,000 ppm.

Applicability:

This limit applies only to the standardized NUHOMS-24P design. No
boration in the cavity water is required for the standardized
NUHOMS-52B system since that system uses fixed absorber plates.

Objective:

To ensure a subcritical configuration is maintained in the case of
accidental loading of the DSC with unirradiated fuel.

Action:

If the boron concentration is below the required weight percentage
concentration (gm boron/106 gm water), add boron and re-sample, and
test the concentration until the boron concentration is shown to be
greater than that required.

Surveillance:

Written procedures shall be used to independently determine (two
samples analyzed by different individuals) the boron concentration in
the water used to fill the DSC cavity.
1. Within 4 hours before insertion of the first fuel assembly into the
DSC, the dissolved boron concentration in water in the spent fuel
pool, and in the water that will be introduced in the DSC cavity,
shall be independently determined (two samples chemically
analyzed by two individuals).
2. Within 4 hours before flooding the DSC cavity for unloading the
fuel assemblies, the dissolved boron concentration in water in the
spent pool, and in the water that will be introduced into the DSC
cavity, shall be independently determined (two samples analyzed
chemically by two individuals).
3. The dissolved boron concentration in the water shall be reconfirmed
at intervals not to exceed 48 hours until such time as the DSC is
removed from the spent fuel pool or the fuel has been removed
from the DSC.

Bases:

The required boron concentration is based on the criticality analysis for
an accidental misloading of the DSC with unburned fuel, maximum
enrichment, and optimum moderation conditions.
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12.2.16 Provision of TC Seismic Restraint Inside the Spent Fuel Pool Building as a Function
of Horizontal Acceleration and Loaded Cask Weight
Limit/Specification:

Seismic restraints shall be provided to prevent overturning of a loaded
TC during a seismic event if a certificate holder determines that the
horizontal acceleration is 0.40 g or greater and the fully loaded TC
weight is less than 86,260 kg (190 kips). The determination of
horizontal acceleration acting at the CG of the loaded TC must be
based on a peak horizontal ground acceleration at the site, but shall not
exceed 0.25 g.

Applicability:

This condition applies to all TCs which are subject to horizontal
accelerations of 0.40 g or greater.

Objective:

To prevent overturning of a loaded TC inside the spent fuel pool
building.

Action:

Determine what the horizontal acceleration is for the TC and determine
if the cask weight is less than 86,260 kg (190 kips).

Surveillance:

Determine need for TC restraint before any operations inside the spent
fuel pool building.

Bases:

Calculation of overturning and restoring moments.
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12.3 Surveillance and Monitoring
Paragraph 10.2.3 of the SAR outlines a single surveillance requirement proposed by PNFS.
However, as discussed below, there are many items subject to monitoring. The single item
subject to surveillance is the HSM air inlet and outlet passages. They shall be inspected once
every 4 days to ensure that they are clear of obstructions. The SER notes that this proposed
surveillance frequency could result in exceeding the HSM concrete temperature limit of
177 0C (350 0F) for accident conditions of blocked inlets or outlets. The concrete temperature
for this adiabatic heat-up will exceed 1770 C (350'F) in approximately 40 hours.
Furthermore, the maximum fuel clad temperature will be exceeded in a 5-day period.
Although the vendor-proposed 4-day inspection frequency will prevent exceeding the fuel
cladding temperature, the HSM would need to be removed from service if inlets or outlets
are found to be substantially blocked, and it cannot be established that the blockage is less
than 40 hours.
As a result of this situation, the NRC staff is requiring the following surveillance frequency
for the HSM.
12.3.1 Visual Inspection of HSM Air Inlets and Outlets (Front Wall and Roof Birdscreen)
Limit/Surveillance:

A visual surveillance of the exterior of the air inlets and outlets shall be
conducted daily. In addition, a close-up inspection shall be performed
to ensure that no materials accumulate between the modules to block
the air flow.

Objective:

To ensure that HSM air inlets and outlets are not blocked for more than
24 hours to prevent exceeding the allowable HSM concrete temperature
or the fuel cladding temperature.

Applicability:

This specification is applicable to all HSMs loaded with a DSC loaded
with spent fuel.

Action:

If the surveillance shows blockage of air vents (inlets or outlets), they
shall be cleared. If the screen is damaged, it shall be replaced.

Basis:

The concrete temperature could exceed 1770 C (350'F) in the accident
circumstances of complete blockage of all vents if the period exceeds
approximately 40 hours. Concrete temperatures over 177 0C (350'F) in
accidents (without the presence of water or steam) can have uncertain
impact on concrete strength and durability. A conservative analysis
(adiabatic heat case) of complete blockage of all air inlets or outlets
indicates that the concrete can reach the accident temperature limit of
177 0 C (350'F) in a time period of approximately 40 hours.
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12.3.2 HSM Thermal Performance
Surveillance:

Verify a temperature measurement of the thermal performance, for
each HSM, on a daily basis. The temperature measurement could be
any parameter such as (1) a direct measurement of the HSM
temperatures, (2) a direct measurement of the DSC temperatures, (3) a
comparison of the inlet and outlet temperature difference to predicted
temperature differences for each individual HSM, or (4) other means
that would identify and allow for the correction of off-normal thermal
conditions that could lead to exceeding the concrete and fuel clad
temperature criteria. If air temperatures are measured, they must be
measured in such a manner as to obtain representative values of inlet
and outlet air temperatures. Also due to the proximity of adjacent
HSM modules, care must be exercised to ensure that measured air
temperatures reflect only the thermal performance of an individual
module, and not the combined performance of adjacent modules.

Action:

If the temperature measurement shows a significant unexplained
difference, so as to indicate the approach of materials to the concrete or
fuel clad temperature criteria, take appropriate action to determine the
cause and return the canister to normal operation. If the measurement
or other evidence suggests that the concrete accident temperature
criteria 1770C (350 0F) has been exceeded for more than 24 hours, the
HSM must be removed from service unless the licensee can provide test
results in accordance with ACI-349, appendix A.4.3, demonstrating
that the structural strength of the HSM has an adequate margin of
safety.

Basis:

The temperature measurement should be of sufficient scope to provide
the licensee with a positive means to identify conditions which threaten
to approach temperature criteria for proper HSM operation and allow
for the correction of off-normal thermal conditions that could lend to
exceeding the concrete and fuel clad temperature criteria.
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Table 12.3.1
Summary of Surveillance and Monitoring Requirements
Surveillance or Monitoring

Period

Reference Section

1.

Fuel Specification

PL

12.2.1

2.

DSC Vacuum Pressure During Drying

L

12.2.2

3.

DSC Helium Backfill Pressure

L

12.2.3

4.

DSC Helium Leak Rate of Inner Seal
Weld

L

12.2.4

5.

DSC Dye Penetrant Test of Closure
Welds

L

12.2.5

6.

DSC Top End Dose Rates

L

12.2.6

7.

HSM Dose Rates

L

12.2.7

8.

HSM Maximum Air Exit Temperature

24 hrs

12.2.8

9.

TC Alignment with HSM

S

12.2.9

AN

12.2.10

11. Transfer Cask Dose Rates

L

12.2.11

12. Maximum DSC Surface Contamination

L

12.2.12

13. TC/DSC Lifting Heights as a Function
of Low Temperature and Location

L

12.2.13

10. DSC Handling Height Outside Spent
Fuel Pool Building

Legend
PL
L
24 hrs
S
AN
D

Prior to loading
During loading and prior to movement to HSM pad
Time following DSC insertion into HSM
Prior to movement of DSC to or from HSM
As necessary
Daily (24 hour frequency)
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Table 12.3.1
Summary of Surveillance and Monitoring Requirements (Continued)
Period

Reference Section

14. TC/DSC Transfer Operations at High
Ambient Temperatures

L

12.2.14

15. Boron Concentration in DSC Cavity
Water (24-P Design Only)

PL

12.2.15

16. Provision of TC Seismic Restraint
Inside the Spent Fuel Pool Building as a
Function of Horizontal Acceleration and
Loaded Cask Weight

PL

12.2.16

17. Visual Inspection of HSM Air Inlets and
Outlets

D

12.3.1

18. HSM Thermal Performance

D

12.3.2

Surveillance or Monitoring

Legend
PL
L
24 hrs
S
AN
D

Prior to loading
During loading and prior to movement to HSM pad
Time following DSC insertion into HSM
Prior to movement of DSC to or from HSM
As necessary
Daily (24 hour frequency)
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-01

August J., 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR:

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

FROM:

Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
Committee to Review Generic Requirements

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 259

The Committee to Review Gerric Requirements (CRGR) met on Tuesday, July 12,
1994 from 8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. A list of attendees is provided in
Enclosure 1. The following items were discussed at the meeting:
1.

The CRGR reviewed a proposed generic letter endorsing, subject to some
clarifications, industry guidance on performing analog-to-digital
replacements in safety systems. (Specially, the guidance deals with
determining whether or not prior NRC review is required under 10 CFR
50.59.) The CRGR recommended in favor ot the letter, subject to several
revisions to be coordinated with the CRGR staff. This matter is
discussed in Enclosure 2.

2.

The CRGR discussed procedures for handling comments received from
outside the NRC while the staff is preparing proposed rulemaking and
generic correspondence packages. It was agreed that the CRGR staff
would prepare a response, as appropriate, to an example of such a
comment letter and the members will be informed of the results. This
matter is discussed in Enclosure 3.

3.

Thu CRGR discussed the Commission's recent instructions on the scope of
CRGR review and developed a consensus view on several aspects of the
implementation of these instructions. This matter is discussed in
Enclosure 4.

In accordance with the EDO's July 18, 1983 directive concerning "Feedback and
Closure of CRGR Review," a written response is required from the cognizant
office to report agreement or disagreement with the CRGR recommendations in

James M. Taylor
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these minutes. The response is to be forwarded to the CRGR Chairman and if
there is disagreement with the CRGR recommendations, to the EDO for decisionmaking.
Questions concerning these meeting minutes should be referred to Dennis P.
Allison (415-6835).

Committ
Enclosures:

As stated

cc w/encl.:
Commission (5)
SECY
J. Lieberman
P. Norry
D. Williams
K. Cyr
Regional Administrators
B. Boger
W. Olmstead
CRGR Members

o Review Generic Requirements

Enclosure 1
Attendance List
CRGR Meeting No. 259
July 12, 1994

CRGR Members

NRC Staff

D. Ross (for E. Jordan
G. Arlotto
J. Cutchin (for J. Moore)
F. Miraglia
W. Kane
J. Murphy

B. Boger
J. Wermiel
J. Mauck
P. Loeser
T. J. Kim
R. Pulsipher
W. Olmstead
R. Kiessel
E. Doolittle

CRGR Staff
D. Allison

Enclosure 2 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 259
Proposed Generic Letter on Performing
Analog-to-Diuital ReDlacements
July 12, 1994
TOPIC
B. Boger, J. Wermiel, J. Mauck and P. Loeser of NRR presented the subject
letter for CRGR review. The letter, which the staff proposed to publish for
comment, would generally endorse the guidance in NUMARC/EPRI Report TR-'02348
for the purpose of determining whether or not safety systems can be converted
from analog to digital under 10 CFR 50.59 without prior NRC review.
BACKGROUND
The package submitted for CRGR review in this matter was transmitted by a
memorandum from F. Miraglia to E. Jordan, dated June 13, 1994, Subject:
of
Request for Review and Endorsement of Proposed Generic Letter titled, "Use
in
NUMARC/EPRI Report TR-102348, "Guideline on Licensing Digital Upgrades
Determining the Acceptability of Performing Analog-to-Digital Replacements
Under 10 CFR 50.59." The package included:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Proposed letter,
Responses to CRGR Charter questions, and
NUMARC/EPRI Report TR-102348

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
The CRGR recommended in favor of the proposed letter, subject to several
modifications to be coordinated with the CRGR staff. The principal comments
included the following:
(1)

The letter should make it clear that subject to certain clarifications
the staff endorses TR-102348 which describes acceptable means for
meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. This would be similar to the

regulatory position in a regulatory guide and/or similar to the response
to question (i) in the CRGR review package. Regulatory guide language
should appear on page 1 of the letter as well as in the discussion of
the clarifications, _n pages 3 and 4 of the letter.
(2)

The statement on page 2 which indicates "while these guidelines can be
useful ... the final determination..." is confusing. It appears that
this statement should apply to NSAC-125 rather than TR-102348.

(3)

It should be made clear which statements apply to NSAC-125 and which
apply to TR-102348.

(4)

A Bulletin-like structure, with numbered paragraphs, would be helpful in
clarifying the staff's intent with regard to the clarifications.

(5)

In discussing the first clarification (system-level malfunctions) it
would be helpful to adopt the following approach:
In making a determination of... under 10 CFR 50.59, the
staff would interpret the rule....
With regard to the treatment of systems in TR-102348....

(6)

With respect to clarifications in general it would be helpful to adopt
the following approach:
"Here is the 10 CFR 50.59 concern...
"Here is the TR-102348 clarification..."

(7)

On page 3, paragraph 2, sentence 4, after "report," insert the
following:
"that would represent the unreviewed safety question"

(8)

With regard to uncertainty, the following 3 cases should be articulated:

a.

If the licensee has examined the 10 CFR 50.59 questions and is
reasonably certain that the answers are negative, then prior NRC
review is not required.

b.

If the licensee has examined the 10 CFR 50.59 questions and is not
sure the answers are negative, prior NRC review is required.

c.

If the licensee has not examined the 10 CFR 50.59 questions, prior
NRC review is required.

(9)

The paragraph on page 4 of the letter discussing credit for previously
approved designs should be deleted.

(10)

It may be desirable to combine paragraphs regarding the clarifications.

Enclosure 3 to the Minutes of CRGR MeetinQ No. 259
Procedures for Handling Comments
Julj 12, 1994
TOPIC
W. Olmstead of OGC discussed with the CRGR procedures for handling comments
received from outside the NRC while the staff is preparing proposed rulemaking
and generic correspondence packages.
An example of such a comment letter is provided in an attachment to this
enclosure.
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
The CRGR reached a general consensus on the following course of action with
regard to the example in the attachment:
1.

The incoming letter will be placed in the Public Document Room.

2.

A determination on whether a specific acknowledgment (response) is
appropriate will be made in accordance with normal agency procedures.
The CRGR staff will prepare an acknowledgement (response) as
appropriate. The members will be informed of the results.

NUC L EA R ENERGY I NSTI TUTE

JAYVJO, 1994

Mr. Edward L. Jordan, Director

Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operationr'
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Data

Washington. D. C. 20555-ouOl
SUBJECT;

Proposed NRC Staff Position on Licensee Required Actions for
Cumulative Usage Factors (CUF) Greater Than Unity

Dear Mr. Jordan:
In July 1993, the NRC staff provided NEI (formerly NUJMARC) a copy of their
Fatigue Action Plan. Phase I, "Short Term Actions," stated that the NRC staff was to
develop a position on required licensee actions for M.e si-Ltion when the CUF is greater
than unity. Subsequently, we learned that the position is to be issued as a generic
communication and that it will be made available for public comment. It is our
understanding that the Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) will be
reviewing the proposed position prior to public comment. No Fatigue Action Plan stated
this issue "is a subject of controversy." Therefore, we believe providing industry's
perspective on this issue could be beneficial to the CRGR deliberations.
Industry has not reviewed the NRC staff s proposed position. Our comments are
based on a review of the ASME Code, NRC regulations/guidance, and the relevant
technical aspects. It is likely that some of our insights may agree with the NRC staffs
recommended position, while others may not.
Based on our review, we urge the CRGR to be mindful of the following points
during their deliberations on this issue:
1. The design-basis CUF should not be used as a direct indication of component
structural integrity.
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Mr.. Edward L. Jordan
May 10, 1994
Page 2
2. New NRC rules or guidance are not required.
3. The NRC staff should not be prescriptive on how licensees comply with the
existing regulations.
4. The NRC staff position should be formulated in such a manner to avoid
needless repair or replacement of components that are safe to operate.
5. The NRC staff should work through the ASME Code consensus process to
resolve the "controversy" identified in the Fatigue Action Plan. No immediate
public health and safety concerns exist that demand immediate remedial action
by the NRC staff.
Our detai -d insights are provided 'n the enclosure.
We hope that these thoughts will be useful during CRGR's deliberation of the
proposed position. Furthermore, we hope that CRGR will concur with industrys belief
that this issue is addressed optimally through the ASME Code consensus process.
If you or other CRGR members have questions concerning this information, please
contact me or Kurt Cozens of the NEI staff.
Sincerely,

William H. Rasin
Vice President and Director,
Technical
WHR/KOC/rs
Enclosure
c:

Ashok Thadani, NRCINRR
Brian Sheron, NRC/NRR
Terence Chan, NRC/NRR

Enclosure
Indust, insights on Cumulative Usage Factor (CUF) Greater than Unity
A CUF exceeding unity is a very rare occurrence. Therefore, the formulation of a
new policy to address such situation is not urgent. Only if the ASME Section III
fatigue curves were to be radically revised would instances of CUF exceeding
unity occur with regular frequency.
A CUF greater than unity does not indicate a lack of structural integrity, e.g. that
fatigue cracking is present or the component is not safe to operate. Two types of
margin exist in ASME Section III fatigue analyses: (1) margin inherent in the
ASME Section III fatigue design methods, approximately a factor of three; and (2)
margin added by the analyst due to generalized assumptions rather than application
of specific inputs. When an ASMIE Section III fatigue analysis is optimized to
remove all margin added by the analyst, the structural integrity of the component
would still have a margin of approximately three. The robust ASME design
margin provides confidence that even if the CUF is greater than one, acceptable
component operability could be demonstrated.
Generic Letter (GL) 91-18 transmitted to industry two NRC inspection manual
sections to ensure consistency in NRC staff inspection's. The section on
"Operable/Operability: Ensuring the Functional Capability of a System or
Component," paragraph 6.14, "Flaw Evaluation," states:
"Regulation 10 CFR AO.55a(g) require(s) that the structural integrity of
the ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components be maintained according to
Section Xl of the ASME Code.... The operability of such systems
containing flaws may depend on the flaw characterization or evaluation
performed by the licensee and the acceptability of continued service of the
component.... Upon discovery of a flaw exceeding the acceptance standards
in IWB-3500 (IWC-3500 for Class 2 components), the licensee should
promptly determine operability. The evaluation and acceptance criteria of
IWB-3600 may be used in the determination.
This permits component operation with an existing fatigue flaw, regardless of how
the flaw originated (i.e., fatigue, fabrication, etc.), if it can be shown to be stable.
Stability is demonstrated by performing a fracture mechanics analysis to confirm
that the indication will not grow to a critical size prior to the next ASME Section
XI inservice inspection. Note that even though ASME Section III design
requirements do not permit cracks or indications of this type during fabrication,
ASME Section XI permits their presence during service if they can be shown to be
stable. The presence of an indication or crack does not automatically require
repair or replacement of the component.

Flaw tolerance is a fracture mechanics approach that is consistent with Section X1,
IWB-3600. It is able to demonstrate component operability when CUF greater
than unity, in a manner +'1 t is more conservative than the methods prescribed in
ASME Section XM. The flaw tolerance approach uses the same methods prescribed
in IWB-3600 (IWC-3600), however since no flaw or indication exists, an assumed
flaw is used in the analysis to confirm that even if the crack did exist, it would
remain stable. The assumed flaw size is selected based on the largest flaw that
would not be detected during inspection. Consideration of a postulated crack
makes the flaw tolerance approach more conservative than the 10 CFR 50.55(a)
endorsed ASME Section XI flaw evaluation method.
ASME Section XI does not currently provide explicit actions to be taken when
CUF greater than unity. ASME Section XI has chartered the Task Group on
Operating Plant Fatigue Assessment with developing guidance when CUF greater
than unity for Class 1 components. The recommended revisions are currently
being developed. Options being considered acknowledge: (1) CUF analysis may
be reevaluated per Section III to determine if a refinement of the analysis can
demonstrate a CUF less than unity; and (2) the flaw tolerance method as an
alternate approach. The prospect for adoption by Section M of the fatigue
guidance appears good. However, industry is concerned that a new NRC staff
position may encumber ASME Code development and subsequent NRC staff
endorsement.
As with any question of crmponent degradation, the licensee has the responsibility
to assure that the component is safe to operate and will be capable of performiirt
its intended safety function. Because of the lack of a crack and the margin
inherent in ASME Section III, a CUF greater than unity results in less of an
operability concern than when an actual 4ndication is present and IWB-3600 is
invoked. The operability question to be confirmed with CUF greater than unity is
whether there will be a structural challenge during future component operation.
The question can be addressed with the use of fracture mechanics analyses and/or
inspections. This is the approach currently implemented in ASME Section Xl.
Other approaches may result in components being needlessly replaced before the
end of their operable life is expended. Such action would result in unjustified
expense to the licensee.

Enclosure 4 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 259
ScoDe of CRGR Review
July 12, 1994
TOPIC
(SRM)
On June 15, 1994 the Commission provided a staff requirements memorandum
indicating that:
1.
2.

3.

"...

the scope of the CRGR Charter should not be reduced."

the staff should consider enlarging the scope of review of the C6R
to include proposed generic requirements in the nuclear materials area
and recommend a course of action." and
"...

'The staff should look at measures which would lessen the time spent on
CRGR reviews by individual CRGR members."

A copy of the SRM is provided as an attachment to this enclosure.
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
With regard to considering expansion of the CRGR review scope to include
proposed generic requirements in the nuclear materials area:
a.

b.

The CRGR reached a consensus view that expansion might be desirable from
the standpoint of regulatory coherence. However, the cost of expansion
with
appears to be prohibitive, considering the different risks involved
materials issues.
It was noted that others, such as the Director of the Office of Nuclear
Materials Safety an Safeguards, may provide their own views separately
before a decision is made on what to recommend to the Commission.

With regard to looking at measures to lessen the time spent by individual
members on CRGR reviews:

a.

The CRGR believes it is appropriate to make more frequent use of a
negative consent process. (In this process, the CRGR staff reviews a
package submitted for CRGR review, summarizes the issues and the staff's
responses to the issues and, if appropriate, recommends to the members
that further review and discussion at a meeting are not needed. If the
members agree, no further review is performed.)

b.

In conjunction with negative consent, the CRGR also believes it is
appropriate to emphasize reducing the number of dual reviews (i.e.,
review at both the proposed and final stage).

c.

It was noted that more frequent use of negative consent does not reduce
the scope of CRGR review.

In a related matter the CRGR had earlier prepared a proposed revision to the
CRGR Charter to better reflect the Commission's understanding of the
substantial increase criterion of the backfit rule. The CRGR agreed to
resubmit essentially the same proposal, now that recommendations for reducing
the scope of CRGR review have been decided (in the negative).

ACTION - Jordan, AEOD
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MEMORANDUM TO:

James M. TaylorX
Execut e Director for Operatio6_
/ >

FROM:

John

SUBJECT:

SECY-94-109 - SCOPE OF REVIEW FOR THE
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW GENERIC REQUIREMENTS
(CRGR)

dof

pll

F Acting Secretaryot
Hoyle<
/

The Commission (with Commissioner; Rogers, Remick and de Planque
agreeing), recognizes the value added by review processes such as
that provided by the CRGR and believes that the scope of the CRGR
In addition, the staff should
charter should not be reduced.
review of the CRGR to include
of
scope
the
enlarging
consider
proposed generic requirements in tht -:-lear materials area and
The staff should look at measures
recommend a course of action.
which would lessen the time spent on CRGR reviews by individual
CRGR members.
The Chairman approved the staff recommendation.

cc:

The Chairman
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Remick
Commissioner de Planque
OGC
OCA
OIG
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ACNW, ASLBP

SECY NOTE:

(via E-Mail)

THIS SRM, SECY-94-109, AND THE VOTE SHEETS OF ALL
COMMISSIONERS WILL BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE 10
WORKING DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS SRM
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September 12, 1994
MEMORANDUM TO:

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

FROM.OriginalSignredbyEdward L. Jordan, Chairman
Committee to Review Generic Requirements
E.L.Jordan
SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 256

The Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) met on Monday, April 11,
1994, from 1:00 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. A list of attendees at the meeting is
attached (Enclosure 1). The following items were discussed at the meeting:
1.

The CRGR reviewed the proposed rule for Shutdown and Low Power
Operations. The Committee recommended in favor of issuing the
proposed rule, subject to a number of modifications (to be coordinated
with the CRGR staff) to improve clarity of the package. This matter is
discussed in Enclosure 2.

2.

The CRGR reviewed the proposed final amendments to 10 CFR Part 26 to
protect against the vehicle bomb threat. The Committee recommended in
favor of issuing the final rule for implementation, subject to minor
clarifications and modifications (to be coordinated with the CRGR
staff. This matter is discussed in Enclosure 3.

3.

The Committee reviewed a proposed urgent NRC Bulletin, "Potential Fuel
Pool Draindown Caused by Inadequate Maintenance Practices at Dresden
Unit 1." The Committee recommended in favor of issuing the proposed
bulletin expeditiously for implementation, subject several minor
modifications (to be coordinated with the CRGR staff).

In accordance with the EDO's July 18, 1983 directive concerning "Feedback and
Closure of CRGR Review", a written response is required from the cognizant
office to report agreement or disagreement with the CRGR recommendations in
these minutes. The response is to be forwarded to the CRGR Chairman and if
there is disagreement with the CRGR recommendations, to the EDO for decision
making.
Questions concerning these meeting minutes should be referred to James H.
Conran (415-6839).
Enclosures:

As stated
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cc:

Commission (5)
SECY
J. Lieberman, OE
P. Norry, ADM
D. Williams, OIG
K. Cyr, OGC
J. Larkins, ACRS
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Enclosure 2 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 256
Proposed Rule on Shutdown and Low Power Operations
April 11, 1994

TOPIC
CRGR
M. Virgilio (NRR), R. Jones (NRR), and M. Caruso (NRR) presented fornew
rule
The
Operations.
Power
Low
review the proposed rule on Shutdown and
ensure
to
controls
effective
provide
requires power reactor licensees to (1)
the availability and proper functioning of equipment relied on to perform key
safety functions during shutdown and low power (SLP) operations; (2) evaluateas
realistically the effects of fires during SLP conditions, and take measures
indicated by the evaluation to prevent loss of normal decay heat removal or
ensure that alternate decay heat removal capability exists; and (3) provide,
in PWRs, reliable instrumentation (including visible and au.ible indications
in the control room) for monitoring reactor coolant system water level during
mid-loop operation.
Copies of briefing slides used by NRR and AEOD staff to guide the presentations and discussions at this meeting are provided in the Attachments 1 and 2
to this Enclosure.
BACKGROUND
1.

2.

The package submitted for review by CRGR in this matter was transmitted
by memorandum, dated March 14, 1994, F.M. Miraglia to E.L. Jordan; the
package contained the following documents:
Enclosure 1 -

Draft Faderal Register Notice (undated), including
statement of considerations and proposed rule;

Enclosure 2 -

Draft Regulatory Analysis, dated December 1993,
"..Requirements for Shutdown and Low-Power Operations
at Nuclear Power Plants";

Enclosure 3 -

Draft Regulatory Guide (undated), "Shutdown and Low-Power
Operations at Nuclear Power Plants";

Enclosure 4 -

Technical Report, NUREG-1449, dated September 1993,
"Shutdown and Low-Power Operations at Commercial Nuclear
Power Plants in the United States";

Enclosure 5 -

"Response to Requirements for Content of Package
Submitted for CRGR Review", (undated).

The following additional documents were transmitted to CRGR members by
Note, dated April 1, 1944, from the CRGR staff:
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a.

Letter, dated Maich 28, 1994, W.H. Rasin, NEI to E.L. Jordan,
transmitting comments by NEI on SECY-93-190 (these comments were
provided to NRC staff earlier via letter, dated January 11, 1994,
to W.T. Russell).

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of its review of this item, including the discussions with the
staff at the meeting, the CRGR recommended in favor of issuing the proposed
rule, subject to modification of the draft package to reflect the following
comments (to be coordinated with the CRGR staff):
1.

The Committee noted that significant criticisms have been directed both
from outside and within. NRC at the probabilistic analyses presented in
support of the proposed action. The staff should ensure that these
analyses meet current standards for adequate peer-reviewed probabilistic analyses offered in support of major proposed regulatory actions,
in -cordance with the Commission's existing policy; and thL staff
should address all comments received and revise the regulatory analysis,
as appropriate, to reflect their evaluation of the comments prior to
issuance of any final rule.
The Committee also felt strongly, however, that the qualitative considerations cited in the regulatory analysis (as summarized in the
discussion of decision rationale at pp.34-35 in the draft document)
provide adequate justification for going forward with this proposed
rule. These qualitative considerations, in particular the continued
adverse operating experience relevant to this issue discussed by AEOD
staff at the meeting (see Attachment 2), should be highlighted
accordingly in the revised rulemaking package that is issued for
comment. Because these qualitative considerations are sufficient in
themselves to justify this proposed action, the Committee did not object
to the staff's plans to issue the package for comment expeditiously
without completing at this time revisions to the regulatory analysis
that are expected to result from staff's evaluation of comments on the
probabilistic supporting analyses. (Comments should be requested
specifically on this course of action).

2.

The staff acknowledged in the draft package that the proposed approach
involving development of detailed technical specification LCO and
surveillance requirements may be too restrictive and cause increase in
outage durations given that licensees normally inspect, test and
maintain a large amount of equipment during shutdown operations.
Accordingly, the staff had already intended to request comment on a
possible alternative approach for achieving the objectives of the
proposed rule by addressing equipment availability during SLP operations
with a configuration control program that is controlled administratively
through the administrative controls portion of the technical specifications or the outage plan. CRGR believes that explicit provision for
such a program in the administrative tech specs would be acceptable, and
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that such an alternative would likely be preferable, in that it would be
more compatible with significant initiatives already undertaken by the
industry to address SLP concerns, and could be administered in a manner
that recognizes and credits the improvements already achieved by
effective implementation of those initiatives by individual licensees.
It would also be consistent with the Commission's objective of issuing
performance-based, rather than prescriptive, requirements where
practicable.
The Committee recommended, therefore, that the package be revised to
expand upon and highlight such an alternative approach, and that this
alternative should be further developed and presented as an equal option
(rather than a footnoted afterthought) in the package issued for
comment. The revised package should acknowledge explicitly the
significant improvements in outage planning already achieved as a result
of ongoing efforts in this area by INPO, EPRI, and NUMARC (NEI). in
particular the formal NUMARC 91-06 initiative. The revised package
shoulC emphasize that NRC's objective in this proposed action is to put
a regulatory footprint in this area, i.e., to set minimum standards for
control of SLP operations (supplementing, where needed, the industry's
initiatives/guidance in this area), and ensure uniform implementation of
these standards by all licensees so that the full benefit of industry's
initiatives is realized and maintained. As a specific point, the
provisions in the new rule for realistic evaluations and contingency
planning measures relating to control of SLP fire hazards, and for
reliable mid-loop instrumentation (for PWRs), should be presented more
clearly in context, i.e., as requirements directed to areas of SLP
operations control not addressed explicitly or effectively by the
industry initiatives.
3.

The staff made clear in the discussions with the Committee at the
meeting that it i¢ not hne staff's intent to extend the Appendix R
philosophy and fire protection approach to apply to cold shutdown
conditions and operations; however, the wording of the draft package is
not clear enough on this important point. The treatment of the proposed
new SLP fire protection provisions in this package should be revised to
remove any ambiguities in that regard and to make completely clear
what is intended, i.e., realistic evaluations of SLP fire hazards to
identify vulnerabilities (or windows of vulnerability) during outages,
and improved planning that takes into account the results of such
evaluations and reasonably assures the availability and proper functioning of decay heat removal capability when a plant is in cold shutdown.
Consideration of the time dependence of both decay heat levels in the
core and combustible loadings in work areas was discussed as illustrative examples of realistic factors that could be taken into account by
the licensee in such evaluations. The Committee felt it would be useful
to emphasize this point in the revised package. Also, inspection
guidance should be developed to assure that this new requirement is
administered uniformly as intended.
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4.

With regard to the proposed requirement (for PWRs) relating to reliable
instrumentation for monitoring RCS water level during mid-loop
operations, the Committee clarified specifically in the discussions
with the staff at the meeting that the reference to "diverse" instrumentation (at p. 13 of the draft Regulatory Analysis) is in error.
Diversity is not necessary to achieve the degree of reliability intended
by the staff for mid-loop instrumentation; any such reference in the
draft package is purely inadvertent and will be corrected when the
Regulatory Analysis is published in final form.

5.

To supplement the preceding general recommendations for improvement of
the rulemaking package, the following specific changes were discussed
and agreed to by the staff at this meeting:
a.

Draft FRN, p.17. proposed requirement (c)(1):
i.

Revise the existing language of this section to relate
more clearly to the actual problems or concerns that gave
rise to the proposed rule, e.g.:
"Assure that uncontrolled changes in coolant
inventory, subcooling, and core reactivity
do not occur when the plant is in a shutdown
or low power condition."

ii.

Add to (c)(1) a provision that also addresses availability
of containment, when needed, e.g., :
"Assure that containment is maintained, or can be
reestablished in a timely manner as needed, to
prevent radioactive releases in excess of Part 100
limits."

b.

Draft FRN, pP.2-3. proposed requirement (c)(2):
Restate the proposed requirement as follows;
i.

Identify equipment (including electric power and compressed
air) that will be relied on during SLP operations to make
the reactor subcritical or critical, maintain the reactor
subcritical in a shutdown condition, maintain reactor
coolant inventory and makeup capability, remove decay heat
from the reactor, monitor reactor vessel water level, and
maintain or reestablish containment;

ii.

Establish controls for the equipment identified in (b)(i) in
plant technical specifications (i.e., either detailed LCOs
and surveillance requirements, or in the administrative
portion of the TS) to ensure that the identified equipment
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will perform its function when the plant is in a shutdown or
low power condition. (Retain unchanged the language
regarding "...sufficient redundancy of SSCs to ensure...".)
c.

Draft FRN, P.18, proposed requirement (c)(3):
Simplify and clarify the intent of proposed requirement as
follows:
i.

Remove the detailed guidance in the second and third
sentences from the rule, and move it to the Reg. Guide;

ii.

Restate the remaining provisions of this section to indicate
more clearly that the intent is simply to identify, and deal
with in a reasonable and effective manner, the fire-related
vulnerabilities that can arise as a result of the type and
complexity of activities normally conducted during cold
shutdown and refueling outages, a11d the 6. king conditions
typically associated with them; e.g.:
"Evaluate realistically the fire hazards and available
fire protection features projected for operations to be
conducted during planned cold shutdown or refueling
outages, and determine whether fires occurring during
such outages could prevent accomplishment of the normal
decay heat removal function. If so, the licensee must
take measures to prevent loss of normal DHR capability,
or have a contingency plan to ensure that an alternate
DHR capability exists. The plan must describe generally
the procedures to initiate that capability; and plant
staff must be trained to implement the contingency
plan."

iii.

d.

Make clear that major departures from an approved outage
plan that might result from unanticipated circumstances
encountered during the outage must also be evaluated in the
manner described in ii.

Draft FRN, P.19, under "Implementation":
Reconsider whether "procedures" (or "plans") developed by the
licensee for control of SLP operations must be submitted to NRC
for review, as is strongly suggested by the current wording of
proposed requirement (d)(1). Also, as a general related point,
this section of the rule should be restructured for clarity to
address separately the required schedules for installation of
modifications, submittal of technical specification amendments,
and overall compliance with the new rule.
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[Conforming changes should be made in other parts of the draft FRN
(e.g., at pp.1, ;, 9, 10, and 11) and throughout the remainder of
the draft package, to reflect the changes specified in 5.a through
5.d above and in related Recommendations 2 and 3 preceding.]
e.

Draft FRN, p.5, under "Safety Importance":
To more clearly indicate that the qualitative considerations cited
in the staff's analysis are by themselves considered adequate
justification alone for this proposed action (as discussed in
Recommendation 1), insert at the beginning of this section the
discussion given in the draft Reg Analysis under "Decision
Rationale" (pp.34-35).

f.

Draft FRN, P.6, second sentence from bottom:
Insert the word "potential" following the words "..dominant event
sequences indicate..".

g.

Draft FRN. P.7, last sentence in the first paragraph:
Replace the word "representative" with "potential".

h.

Draft FRN, p.9, subitem (6):
Revise the wording of this subitem to emphasize that operating
experience continues to show problems in maintaining the ability
to control RCS water level during draindown and steady-state (SLP)
operations. Also, delete the references here to poor procedures,
poor training, and poor planning to focus more clearly (in this
subitem) on the principal contributor to such operating events,
i.e., poor instrumentation. Reexamine wording in other parts of
the draft package and make conforming changes throughout, as
appropriate, to reflect this important point consistently.

j.

Draft FRN, p.17, proposed requirement (c)(1):
The staff should make clearer exactly what is intended by the
phrase "...plant is not producing electric power..." in the SLP
context. The term is not explicitly defined in the "Definitions"
section of the draft rule, as are other states that are referred
to in the body of the rule (e.g., "cold shutdown", refueling
condition", "midloop operation); and the intended meaning is not
completely clear from context, as written.

k.

Draft FRN, P.17:
In rewriting proposed requirement (c)(2) in accordance with other
recommendations preceding, strike the words "...in the event of an
accident or fire." following the words "...maintain or reestablish
containment integrity..."
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1.

Draft Regulatory Analysis, p.5, second paragraph:
In the sixth sentence, replace the word "imposed" with
"implemented".

BACKFIT AND SAFETY GOAL CONSIDERATIONS
The proposed action is considered a safety enhancement backfit that is in the
sufficiently justified on the basis of qualitative considerations cited
staff's analysis of this issue, chief among them being the continuing adverse
operating experience in SLP operations. A probabilistic quantitative analysis
was also prepared in support of the proposed rule; and the results of that
analysis indicate (subject to significant uncertainties) that the backfitting
involved will provide improvements in core melt frequency greater than 10E(5)/year/plant, which would provide justification for this action in accordance
with the current safety goal implementation guidance. The staff is evaluating
comments rezeived that question the adequacy and conclusions of the quantitative analysis and will address those comments in the final rulemaking
package.

PROPOSED GENERIC REQUIREMENTS
REGARDING
SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

MEETING OF THE
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW GENERIC REQUIREMENTS
APRIL 11, 1994
o

-4.
:I

n

-11%

,7 ,%

r

N

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS AND SAFETY ANALYSIS
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

1;,

RULEMAKING FOR SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
BACKGROUND
* STAFF BRIEFED COMMISSION 07/20/93
- REQUIREMENTS UNDER CONSIDERATION
- RULE VERSUS GENERIC LETTER APPROACH

* STAFF RECOMMENDED RULEMAKING BECAUSE
CURRENT REGS INCOMPLETE AND RULE IS
LEGALLY BINDING
* COMMISSION PAPER SUBMITTED (SECY-93-190)
WHICH INCLUDED PRELIMINARY REGULATORY ANALYSIS
TO CRGR
* PROPOSED RULE FOR COMMENT SUBMITTED
FOR REVIEW (MARCH 1994)

PROPOSED GENERIC REQUIREMENTS
SUMMARY

OUTAGE PLANNING AND CONTROL
* REQUIRE LICENSEES TO PLAN AND CONTROL
ACTIVITIES IN A WAY THAT PROVIDES
REASONABLE ASSURANCE THAT SAFETY FUNCTIONS
WILL BE MAINTAINED
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OR ADMIN CONTROLS
* REDUNDANT DHR, ECCS, EDG WHEN
REFUELING CAVITY NOT FILLED (PWR & BWR)
(INCLUDING REDUNDANT SUPPORT SYSTEMS)
* PWR CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY WHEN
DECAY HEAT HIGH OR NORMAL DHR UNAVAILABLE
INSTRUMENTATION
* PWRs ADD YE
s'e- S.
pi ye

LEVEL INDICATION FOR MID-LOOP
a-

RECENT OPERATING EXPERIENCE
SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

* ENTRY INTO MID-LOOP OPERATION WITH DEGRADED RHR
PUMP AT CATAWBA 1 (12/11/93)
* LARGE UNDETECTED NITROGEN GAS BUBBLE IN RCS
DURING EXTENDED COLD SHUTDOWN AT SEQUOYAH 1
(12/17/93)
* HYDROGEN BURN IN EMPTY PRESSURIZER CAUSED BY
WELDING DURING COLD SHUTDOWN AT SURRY 1 (2/3/94)
* LOSS OF ONE TRAIN OF RHR TWO DAYS AFTER SHUTDOWN
DUE TO OUTAGE ACTIVITIES AT HATCH 1 (3/17/94)

REGULATORY ANALYSIS
BASIS FOR REQUIREMENTS
* TRADITIONAL NRC SAFETY PHILOSOPHY OF
DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH
* ENGINEERING ANALYSIS (e.g DHR capability, time
to RCS boiling, containment pressurization, source
term calculations)
* COMPARISON TO REQUIREMENTS FOR POWER
OPERATION
* IMPROVEMENTS DIRECTED AT PROBLEMS
REPEATEDLY OBSERVED IN OPERATING
EXPERIENCE
* COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS INDICATING SAFETY
ENHANCEMENTS AR-JUSTIFIED (so

-

SHUTDOWN RISK PROGRAM
FUTURE ACTIONS

* ACRS MEETING ON PROPOSED RULE (EARLY MAY 1994)
• FOLLOWING COMMISSION, CRGR AND.ACRS APPROVAL
ISSUE PROPOSED RULE FOR PUBLIC COMMENT (JUNE 1994)
* RESPOND TO NEI COMMENTS ON SECY 93-190
C

CONDUCT MEETING WITH INDUSTRY AND PUBLIC TO
RECEIVE COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULE

* ISSUE FINAL RULE WITH APPROVAL OF ACRS, CRGR
AND COMMISSION (MAY 1995)

RESPONSE TO NEI COMMENTS
PROPOSED APPROACH

SEND LETTER IN PARALLEL WITH ISSUANCE OF
RULE FOR COMMENT
-

-

-

CONFIRM THAT STAFF WILL CONSIDER
THEIR COMMENTS
HIGHLIGHT CHANGES SINCE SECY 93-190, I.E
PERFORMANCE BASED REQUIREMENT ON OUTAGE
ACTIVITIES AND ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO
CONTROLLING EQUIPMENT
REQUEST THEY FOCUS COMMENTS ON CRGR PKG
TO CHANGES SINCE SECY 93-190
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Precursor Initiator Events occuring at Plant Shutdown
(Equipment Unavailability Events Excluded)
DVS-Besse 1,4/19/80, 346/80-029, Head Detentioned, CB trip lost 2 essential busses, lost RHR,
CCDP = 1.4E-3, DHR unavailable for - 2.5 hours, Reactor Coolant temp increased from 90F to 170F.
Sequoyah 1, 2/11/81, 327/81-021, Cold Shutdown, op error opens 3 vlvs, RCS blows down thru RCS
& Containment Spray, RHR lost. Op assumed LOCA occured and tripped RC pump, containment
evacuated, draining of RCS occurred. CCDP = 8.7E-4
Susuahanna 1,2/3/90, 387/90-005, Fault on RPS bus caused loss of shutdown cooling (suction valve
closed). RCS temp rose to 252 F, Suppression pool cooling used, CCDP = 4. 1E-5
Vogtle 1, 3/2'0/90, 424/90-006, LOOP and both DG inoperable at RCS mid-loop, CCDP

=

9.7E-4

Pilgrim 1, 10/30/91, 239/91-024, Severe storm caused shutdown, subsequent LOOP, CCDP = 1.2E4

In addition to the above, there were five other accident initiator events that occured at shutdown, but
were evaluated by postulating that they had occured at power ( i.e. CCDP x .75 = at power CCDP)
1976, Haddam Neck, Total loss of 115KV Station power (LOOP), CCDP = 1.4E-3 x .75 - 1.lE-3
1978, C. Cliffs 1, DG fails to start following LOOP in shutdown, CCDP = 6.4E-3 x .75 = 4.8E-3
1978, St Lucie 1, LOOP during refueling, CCDP = 5.7E-3 x .75 = 4.3E-3
1978, Ft Calhoun 1, Both PORVs open during troubleshooting, LOCA CCDP = 2.5E-4 x .75 = 1.9E-4
1987, Pilgrim 1, LOOP from Severe storm (-14 hours), CCDP = 3.9E-4

Definition: "Shutdown" means cold shutdown or refueling. Hot shutdown is considered to be at power.
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PRECURSOR DESCRIPTION AND
DATA
NSIC Accession Number:
*

Date:
Title:

-if3.

April 30,

158860

1980

Loss of Two Essential Buses and Loss of
Decay Heat Removal
Capability at Davis-Besse 1

The failure sequence was:
1. The reactor was in cold shutdown
in preparation for refueling with
the following equipment/system
status:
a. the head was detensioned but not
removed (water level below the
vessel flange)
b. decay heat was being removed using
decay heat pump No. 2
c. decay heat pump No. 1 was
out of service for maintenance
with
its associated piping drained
d.
the manway covers on the top of the steam
generators had been
removed.
2. The unit electrical lineup
had been revised in preparation
for work
on buses "A" and "C".
Buses E2 and F2 were supplied from breaker
HBBF2.
Essential distribution panels Y1 and Y3
were on their
alternate feed (YBR) which is supplied
by F2.
The ground fault relay on breaker HBBF2
actuated (possibly due to
vibration caused by construction
personnel in the switchgear
room)
and tripped the breaker.
:4. This deenergized essential
distribution panels Y1 and Y3,
which
resulted in full SFAS actuation
in levels 1 through 5.
5. The SFAS actuation isolated the RCS
letdown line and caused the
suction of decay heat removal pump No.
2 to transfer to the
emergency sump. During the
time the BWST outlet valves
and
emergency sump outlet "-ives
were stroking, water gravity
flowed
into the emergency sump (approximately
IS00 gallons). The decay
heat pump was injecting BWST
water into the RCS and increased
RCS
inventory approximately 3500 gallons.
(The high pressure injection
pumps and containment spray
pump breakers had been racked
out as
required and hence did not
actuate).
6. The closing of the BWST outlet valve
caused the decay heat pump to
draw suction from the emergency
sump which resulted in air being
drawn into the pump suction.
The pump was shut down to
stop the
injection and to prevent pump
damage due to loss of suction.
7. The emergency sump valves were
closed and power was removed from
their operators. Decay heat
removal loop No. 2 was refilled
from
the BWST, vented, and returned
to service. The electrical
lineup
was restored with buses E2
and F2 separated.
8. Decay heat removal was unavailable
During that time interval, reactor for approximately 2-1/2 hours.
coolant temperature increased
from 90'F to 170'F.
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Corrective action:
Plant procedures have been revised
sump valves during mode 5
emergency
the
The instrument ac system procedure
when the
to be supplied from the dc bus

to ensure power is removed from
and mode 6 operation.
was revised to allow inverters
normal feed for the regulated

E12A or F12A are to be
rectifiers from motor control centers
deenergized.
system or component:
to
a continuous source of power
The uninterruptable buses provide which cannot tolerate short term
control and instrumentation circuitry
power interruptions.
Design purpose

of failed

-l

rr..-

Ib

Reactor in cold
shutdown with
head detensioned.
steam generator
nanway covers
removed, and DH
pump #1 out of
service for maintenance with its
loop drained (DH
pump 12 in operation)

Unit electrical
lineup revised
in preparation
for maintenance,
Buses E2 and F2
supplied by
breaker HBBF2.
Essential distribution panels
Yl and Y3 on
alternate feed
from F2

Ground fault
relay on
breaker HBBF2
actuates due
to vibration,
tripping
breaker

Deenergized dietribution panels
Yl and Y3 cause
level 1-15 SFAS
actuation, which
transfers suction
from RCS to emergency sump

Emergency sump
valves not
locked out,
Stroking emergency sump and
BUST valves
results in
gravity flow
of BSWT water
into emergency
sump. Open
emergency sump
valves and
closed BWST
valve result In
air being drawn
into jump suction

Operator
trips
decay
heat
pump

Emergency
sump
valves
closed and
power
removed
from
operation.
Decay heat
loop *2
refilled
fom B .ST,
vented, and

Potential
Severe
Core
Damage

returned to
service

No
Possible - time period to core damage Is
Train Al could possibly
long.
have been returned to ser ice.
If not, throttled HPI pumps
could possibly have been used
for core cooling
Possible - failure to trip pumps may have
resulted in pump failure. If
so, and if train Il could not
have been returned to service,
then throttled HPI pumps could
possibly have been used for
The time period
core cooling.
to core damage is long and
paths Could
mitigation
other
provide core cooling
No
No
No
NSIC 158860 - Actual Occurrence

1
for Loss of Two Essential Busses and Loss of Decay Heat Removal Capability at Davis-Besse

tl
tn
in

Potential

Unit in Cold Shutdown
with Heed Detensioned,
SC Manways Open. II OH
Train Drained. Unit
Electrical Lineup
Revised for MainteBreaker Ground
nance.
Fault Relay Actustes
due to Vibration,
Tripping Breaker,
Resulting in Level
i-5 SPASActuation

OertarHPup
OHDopLneVlvS
Trips Dii Continues
Srkig
Sht
to OperPump
Shutm Strokc p e
atndt
eSults
EegijrVlen
Air in
in Gravity Plow of
BWSTWater into
Emergency Sump.
Open emergency Sump
Valves and Closed
BWSTValve Result
in Air bing Drawn
into DH Pup Sucton

Oeraor
Restores
Valve
Aien

OH Loop 12
Refilled
and OH
Removal
Resumed

H Loop *
Returned to
Service Prior
to Core Damage

Other Means of
OHRovlPo
v|ded (Throttled)
HPI Pumps. etc.)

Sequence

Potential

Sequence

Severe
Core

No.

Damage

Pump
Suction

No

I

No

2
3

N.

Lfl
Yes
CY%

5

No

Yes

No
No
No

9

Yes

1i

No
12
Yes

Capability at Davis-gesse I
and Loss of Decay Heat Removal
for Loss of Two Essential Buses
NSIC 158860 - Sequence of Interest

W.Mj,

-
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PRECURSOR DESCRIPTION AND DATA

NSIC Accession Number:
Date:

167611

/

June 30, 1981

Title:

Inadvertent Spray Initiation and Draining of Reactor Coolant
System at Sequoyah 1

The failure sequence was:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

The unit was in cold shutdown on RHR train and preparing to bring
RHR train B on line.
To effect this, the unit operato- sent an assistant unit operator
(AUO) to dpen locally operated valves 1-HCV-74-37 and 531. Because
the RHR containment spray valve 1-FCV-72-40 had been tested for
operability earlier in the day, the auxiliary unit operator was
also instructed to check it for closure.
A later telephone conversation between the unit operator and auxiliary unit operator apparently confused the AUO regarding the
valves to be opened, and he opened all three valves which resulted
in initiation of containment spray.
The RCS began to blow down through the B RHR train and spray line
to the containment.
RCS pressure and pressurizer level decreased rapidly.
The operators, believing a LOCA had possibly occurred, tripped the
operating RC pumps.
The containment was evacuated.
Standard emergency (LOCA) procedures were implemented:
a. containment purge was terminated,
b. the charging pumps were aligned to the RWST,
c. RHR suction valve to the RWST wac opened.
Pressurizer level oegan to increase.
Forcy three minutes after the event began, the operators learned
that the AUO had opened the spray valves and verified its being
open from the control board indicators. The valve was closed and
the RCS stabilized.
During the event, approximately 105,300 gallons of water had been
sprayed into the containment; 40,000 gallons from the RCS and
65,000 gallons from the RWST.

Corrective action:
An extensive initial investigation subsequently resulted in the
following actions:
1.

In order to clarify the duties and responsibilities of the shift
employees including the shift engineer, the structure of the
operating shift was revised and issued. The general
responsibilities and authorities of each position are described in
the job description provided to the individuals when they are
appointed to the position. Administrative Instruction AI-2 has
been revised to describe the responsibilities and authorities of
each operating station.
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2.

In order to improve communications
between shift personnel and
between shift personnel and management,
clearer lines of communication were provided between operating
positions within a shift as
well as between operating shifts
and other sections by revising the
shift structure, clarifying the
communication paths, establishing
work location routines, improving
the maintenance of telephones,
and investigating additional or
different radio communications.
3. The environment in the main
control room was improved by closer
supervision and compliance with
established policies regarding conduct, access, and housekeeping.
4. The Assistant Superintendent
and Operations Supervisor met with
each shift crew before restart to
emphasize the conduct required by
AI-2.
These discussions stressed clear
communications, control
room atmosphere, authorities and
responsibilities of operating
personnel, and status control of
safety-related systems.
Discussions were also held with
all key supervisors emphasizing
the
requirements to keep the shift engineer
informed of work in
?rogress and his responsibility
to keep control of activities
affecting safety.
5. An in-plant on-the-job training
and certification system of nonlicensed operating personnel was
established.
6. All future nonlicensed operating
employees will, upon assignment
to
Sequoyah, receive on-the-job break-in
training and examinations
before assuming responsibility for
any job position. A Sequoyah
Standard Practice describing this
break-in was issued and
implemented.
7. In order to ensure that only
qualified employees are assigned
to
perform functions that can affect
the safety of operations, TVA
evaluated nonlicensed operating
employees,
assistant unit operators and fourth-period specifically the
student operators, to
determine each individual's qualifications
and competence in regard
to performing operating functions
that can affect the safety of
operations. The result of this
evaluation is a qualification
status list which reflects the spectrum
of nonlicensed operating
personnel's operating experience
at Sequoyah.
This list will be
used to fill vacant shift positions.
Design purpose of failed system
or component:
The spray system provides water
to the containment atmosphere for
containment depressurization and
radionuclide scavenging. The RHR
system provides core cooling during
plant shutdown.
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Re4ctor at .
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operator sent
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train B valves
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to check closed
containment
spray valve

After opening
RHR valves,
AUO opened
spray valve
in lieu of
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through RHR
system
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LOCA emergency
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NSIC 167611 - Actual Occurrence for Inadvertent Spray Initiation and Draining of Reactor
Coolant System at Sequoyah 1
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Coolant System at Sequoyah 1
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ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSOR PROGRAM EVENT ANALYSIS

293/91-024, 293/91-006, 293/91-021, 293/91-025
Loss of offsite power and RCIC trip
October 30, 1991
Pilgrim

LER No.:
Event Description:
Date of Event:
Plant:
Summary

A loss of offsite power (LOOP) occurred at Pilgrim 2-1I2 h after the plant was shut down
during a storm. Both emergency diesel generators (EDGs) started and powered the
safety-related buses. Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) was manually started but
tripped on overspeed when opening of the discharge isolation valve was delayed. Four
min later, the RCIC inverter tripped because of a voltage transient caused by the start of a
residual heat removal (RHR) pump. The inverter was reset in the control room, and
RCIC operability was restored.
The conditional core damage probability estimated for this event is 1.2 x 10-4. The
relative significance of this event compared to other postulated events at Pilgrim is shown
below.

LER 293191-024
1E-7

l
1

precursor cutoff j

|

Trip

360 h
HPCI +RCIC

IE-3

IE-4

1E-5

IE-6

L360h

IE-2

EP

LOFW + HPCI
-IOP (nominal)

Event Description
The reactor was shut down in response to severe storm conditions at 1710 hours on
October 30, 1991. The main condenser vacuum had become degraded due to the storm
wind and tide conditions in which seaweed was carried over from the intake structure
onto the main condenser tubesheets. Reactor power was reduced to backwash the main
condenser.
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At 1942 hours, preferred offsite 345-kV power was lost, resulting in loss of the station
startup transformer. A flashover had occurred on an insulator column on air circuit
breaker (ACB) 104 due to salt deposit buildup on the insulator (see Fig.1). This caused
ACBs 103, 104, and 105 to trip open, thereby deenergizing one of the two lines
providing preferred offsite power. The second line was deenergized when ACB 102
tripped open in response to operation of relay 62/5, which is a time delay relay designed
to respond to a stuck ACB 105. The operation of relay 62/5 was false since ACB 105
had opened as required by design. The cause of the ACB 105 stuck-breaker relay
operation is unknown but is speculated to be either a random signal or self-excitation of
the breaker through electrical noise coupling.
EDGs A and B started automatically following the loss of preferred power and
successfully reenergized emergency buses and related AC-powered load center buses,
motor control centers, and distribution panels. Eleven minutes after the loss of preferred
offsite power, the secondary source of offsite power was lost when a storm-damaged tree
N-kV
line serving the shutdown transf rmer.
fell onto the
Following the loss of preferred offsite power, the RCIC turbine pump tripped due to
mechanical overspeed. This resulted when the operator failed to open the RCIC injection
valve promptly following the opening of the turbine steam inlet valve. Without a coolant
flowpath for the RCIC, the turbine tripped within 4 s of actuation. The operator initially
started to open the full flow test valve, realized this mistake, and closed the valve. This
delayed the manual opening of the injection valve. In addition, the simulator allows
-15 s to open the valve bcfore RCIC trip compared to 4 s on the plant.
The operator reset the turbine trip and manually restarted the RCIC. Four minutes after
the initial RCIC trip, start of an R HR pump resulted in an overvoltage trip of the RCIC
system inverter. The RHR pump start caused an AC voltage transient, which caused a
DC voltage transient of 152.5-VDC on the 125-VDC system. This exceeded the inverter
overvoltage setpoint of 150-VDC and tripped the inverter. Inability of the 125-VDC
battery chargers to adequately regulate DC output under AC transient conditions resulted
in the output overvoltage. The inverter trip prevented RCIC from attaining rated flow.
The operators responded by manually shutting down the RCIC, resetting the inverter,
and successfully restarting the system. The duration from the initial overspeed trip to
successful resumption of the RCIC function was 5 min.
Two hours after the loss of preferred offsite power, the startup transformer was returned
to service when ACB 102 was manually closed following a switchyard inspection and reenergization of a 345-kV line. The shutdown transformer was restored about 2.25 h after
initial loss of --condary offsite power.
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Additional Event-Related Information
Pilgrim 1 is a BWR with a Mark I pressure suppression containment. The unit has two
dedicated diesel generators, two 125-V and one 250-V batteries. Fig. 1 shows the
preferred offsite 345-kV power distribution system at Pilgrim.
The RCIC mission is to provide reactor coolant makeup during vessel isolation. The
RCIC inverter converts 125-VDC to 120 VAC to power the RCIC flow control circuit
and the test circuit power supply. With the inverter tripped, the RCIC can both start and
continue to operate, but at minimum speed. The RCIC inverter can be reset and RCIC
restored from the control room.
The source 125-VDC bus for the inverter is energized by a 125-VDC battery in parallel
with a backup battery charger. The main battery charger, at the time of the event, was
inoperable. The backup charger, by design, is required only to mainta..I the charging
voltage within 0.5% from n6 load to full load with an AC supply voltage variation of
10%. The transient conditions encountered in the event were not addressed in the design
specifications.
LER 293/91-006 reports a combined RCIC and HPCI trip due to inverter trips during a
recirculation pump start. The pump was being started after an earlier lockout of one of
the 4160-VAC emergency buses (see LER 293/91-005). Both inverters were reset in
9 min from the control room.
LER 293/91-021 described a change to an alarm response procedure, which specified
required operator actions if the RCIC inverter trips. An extension of the 7-d RCIC
system Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) to 97 d had been requested by the utility
on October 24, 1991, to allow testing to be conducted and modifications to be
implemented to address the inverter problem. However, as a result of the October 30,
1991, event, RCIC inverter problems were to be resolved prior to startup.
Experience of multiple RCIC overspeed trips in transient conditions exists also at Pilgrim
(see LER 293/90-013).
ASP Modeling Assumptions and Approach
The event has been modeled as a severe weather-related LOOP with RCIC unavailable
but recoverable from the control room. A nonrecovery probability of 0.08 was assigned
to RCIC. This addressed the potential for in-control-room recovery [p(nonrecovery =
0.04)] from the two separate and unrelated RCIC unavailabilities that occurred during the
event. The probabilities used for LOOP nonrecovery in the short-term and LOOP
nonrecovery prior to battery depletion were also revised to reflect values associated with a
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severe weather-related LOOP (see ORNL/NRC/LTR-89/1 1, Revised LOOP Recovery
and PWR Seal LOCA Models, August 1989).
Analysis Results
The conditional core damage probability estimated for the event is 1.2 x 10X. The
dominant sequence, highlighted on the following event tree, involves a LOOP with
failure of emergency power and failure to recover AC power prior to battery depletion.
The recoverable unavailability of RCIC did not significantly contribute to the core damage
probability associated with the event.
Additional information concerning an associated event is included in LER
293/90-013 (see NUREG/CR-4674, Vol. 13).
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CONDITIONAL CORE DAMAGE PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS
293/91-024
Event Identifier:
Event Description: Loss of Offsite Power and RCIC trip

Event Date:

10130/91

Plant:

Pilgrim 1

INITIATING EVENT
NON-RECOVERABLE

INITIATING EVENT PROBABILITIES
9.OE-01

LOOP
SEQUENCE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY SUMS

Probability

End State/Initiator
CD

1.2E-04
1 .2E-04

Total
ATWS

2.7E-05

LOOP

2 .7E-05

Total

SEQUENCE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES

(PROBABILITY ORDER)

Sequence
83
40

LOOP emerg.power -rx.shutdown/ep EP.REC
srv.chall/loop.-scram -srv.close
LOOP -emerq.power -rx.ahutdown
rhr(spcool)/rhr(sdc)
-hpci rhr(sdc)

98

LOOP -emerg.power

rx.shutdown

End State

Prob

N Rec--

CD
CD

l.lE-04
4.8E-06

7.2E-01
1 .OE-01

ATWS

2.7E-05

9.OE-01

End State

Prob

N Rec-

CD

4.8E-06

1 .OE-01

ATWS
CD

2.7E-05
llE-04

9.OE-01
7.2E-01

*- non-recovery credit for edited case
SEQUENCE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES

(SEQUENCE ORDER)

Sequence
40
98
83

-rv.chall/loop.-scram -srv.close
LOOP -emerq.power -rx.shutdown
rhr(spcooi)/rhr(sdc)
-hpci rhr(sdc)
LOOP -emerg.power rx.ahutdown
LOOP emerg.power -rx.shutdown/op EP.REC

*- non-recovery credit for edited case
SEQUENCE MODEL:
BRANCH MODEL:
PROBABILITY FILE:

c:\asp\1989\bwrcseal .cmp
c:\anp\1989\pilgrim.311
c:\asp\1989\bwr csll.pro

No Recovery Limit
BRANCH FREOUENCIES/PROBABILITIES
System

Branch
Event

Identifier:

293/91-024

Non-Reg:ov

Opr Fail
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trans
LOOP

Branch Model:

5.5E-04
2.0E-05 > 2.OE-0S

1.OE+00
4.3E-01 > 9.0E-01

2.JE-OS
3.3E-06
3.OE-05
3.SE-04
1.7E-01
1.0E+00
l.OE+00
1.3E-02
2.9E-03
3.1E-02 > 5.5E-02

S.OE-01
1.OE+00
1.OE+00
1.OE+00
1.OE+00
1.OE+00
1.OE+00
8.OE-01
1.OE+00

3.1E-02 > 5.5E-02
2.9E-01
4.OE-02
2.9E-02
6.0E-02 > 1.OE200

3.4E-Ol
3.4E-01
7.OE-01
7.0E-01 > 8.0E-02

6.0E-02 > Failed
1.OE-02
3.7E-03
3.OE-03
1.OE-03
2.lE-02
2.OE-02
1.OE+00
2.OE-03
2.OE-03
9.3E-02
2.OE-02

1.OE+00
7.1E-01
3.4E-01
7.1E-01
3.4E-01
3.4E-01
1.OE+00
3.4E-01
3.4E-01
1.OE+00
3.4E-01

INITOR

Initiator Freq:
loca
rx.shutdown
rx.shutdownlep
pcs/trans
arv.chall/trans.-scram
arv.chall/loop.-scram
srv.closa
enmrqgpower
EP.REC
1.OF.1
Branch Model:
Train 1 Cond Prob:
fw/pcs.trans
fw/pcS.loc&
hpci
RCIC
l.OF.l
Branch Mrdel:
Train 1 Cond Prob:
crd
srv.ads
lpcs
lpci(rhr /lpca
rhr(sdc)
rhr4sdc)/-lpci
rhr(sdc)'lpci
rhr(spcool)/rhrjsdc)
rhr(spcool)/-lpci.rhr(3dc)
rhrgspcool)/lpci.rhrjsdc)
rhrsw
* branch model file
-- forced

Minarick
06-01-1992
08:52:49

Event Identifier: 293/91-024

1.OE-02
1.OE-02

1.OE-03
1.OE-03
1.OE-03

2.OE-03

Enclosure 3 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 256
Proposed Rule for Protection Against Malevolent
Use of Vehicles at Nuciear Power Plants
April 11,

1994

TOPIC
P. McKee (NRR) and R. Dube (NRR) presented for CRGR review the proposed final
amendments to 10 CFR Part 26 to protect against the vehicle bomb threat. The
proposed changes would modify the design basis threat (DBT) for radiological
sabotage at operating power reactors to include use of a Design Basis Vehicle
(DBV) by adversaries for transporting personnel, hand-carried equipment and a
specified amount of high explosives. It would also require power reactor
licensees (1) to provide protective measures at their facilities capable of
preventing intrusion by the DBV into protected areas, and (2) to demonstrate
that those measures will provide substantial protection against the effects of
the DBV explosives and prevent radiological sabotage. Licensees could propose
alternatives for evaluation by the NRC staff, if it cannot be demonstrated
satisfactorily that prevention of intrusion by the DBV will provide the
necessary degree of protection against the effects of the DBV explosives. The
proposed rule was identified by the sponsoring staff as a safety enhancement
backfit.
Copies of briefing slides not categorized as Safeguards Information that were
used by the staff to guide the presentations and discussions at this meeting
are provided in the Attachment to this Enclosure. (Slides containing
Safeguards Information provided to CRGR at the meeting in connection with a
briefing on attempted quantification of safeguards-related risk factors,
including estimated conditional probability of core damage at one selected
site, were not retained in CRGR files and are not available to the public.)
BACKGROUND
The package provided for review by CRGR in this matter was transmitted by
memorandum, dated March 29, 1994, F.J. Miraglia to E.L. Jordan; the package
contained the following documents:
1.

Draft Commission Paper (undated) entitled "Amendments to 10 CFR Part 73
to Protect Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear Power Plants",
with attachment:
a.

Enclosure 1 - Proposed Federal Register Notice, including
statement of considerations and proposed rule amendments;

b.

Enclosure 2 - Proposed Environmental Assessment for the proposed
rulemaking action;

c.

Enclosure 3 - Proposed Public Announcement to accompany
publication of the final rule amendments;
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d.

Enclosure 4 - Proposed Regulatory Analysis (undated) revised to
reflect evaluation of public comments;

e.

Enclosure 5 - Proposed Notification Letters to Cognizant
Congressional Oversight Subcommittee Chairmen;

f.

Enclosure 6 - Proposed Regulatory Guide 5.68 (undated),
"Protection Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear Power
Plants";

g.

Enclosure 7 - Technical Report, dated February 1994, NUREG/CR6190, "Protection Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear
Power Plants":
Volume 1
Volumel1

2.

"Vehicle Barrier System Siting Guidance for
Blast Protection";

-

-

"Vehicle Barrier System Selection Guidance".

Addendum to the Regulatory Analysis (Item 1.d)
[Site-specific evaluations of selected existing sites. The
Addendum is categorized as SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION and was not
included in the review package. The document was available to
CRGR members upon request during their review and was discussed at
the meeting; but it is not retained in CRGR files and is not
available to the public.]

3.

"Proposed Design Basis Vehicle (DBV) for Inclusion in the Design Basis
Threat for Radiological Sabotage"
[This document is categorized as SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION and was
not included in the review package. The document was available to
CRGR members upon request during their review and was discussed at
the meeting; but it is not retained in CRGR files and is not
available to the public.]

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of its review of this item, including the discussions with the
staff at this meeting, the Committee recommended in favor of issuing the final
rule for implementation, subject to the following minor clarifying
modifications (to be coordinated with the CRGR staff:
Draft Commission Paper
1.

Page 3, first full paragraph:

Delete the last sentence; and, in th3 first sentence, change the word
"important" to "necessary".
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2.

Page 3, second full paragraph:
End the last sentence after the words "proposed rulemaking".

Draft Federal Register Notice
3.

Page 8, first full paragraph:
In the second sentence, change the words "...cannot be used..." to
"...cannot be usefully applied...".

4.

Page 23, under "Response" at the bottom of the page:
Add the words "...and plans to continue that approach for timely
notification of licensees in the current threat environment".

5.

Page 27, under the "Response" to Comment III.B:
It appears that the commenter simply misunderstood the staff's use of
the term "adequate protection" vis-a-vis "substantial additional
protection" or "substantial improvement in protection of public health
and safety". The response should be revised/simplified accordingly.

6.

Page 39, under "Finding of No Significant... Impact":
The summary "Finding..." in this section of the draft FRN, and the
Environmental Assessment itself (i.e., Enclosure 2 to the draft
Commission Paper), should address non-radiological as well as
radiological impacts.

Draft Regulatory Guide 5.68
7.

Page 2, third paragraph under "DISCUSSION":
Delete the third sentence of the paragraph entirely.

8.

Page 10, subitem (4):
Revise the last sentence to read as follows:
"The assessment should describe the extent that alternative
measures provide equivalent protection against a vehicle bomb
considering unique plant characteristics."

BACKFIT AND SAFETY GOAL CONSIDERATIONS
The proposed action is considered a safety enhancement backfit that is
justified on the basis of the qualitative considerations cited and the cost
estimates provided in the staff's analysis of this issue. The safeguards
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issues involved do not lend themselves readily to quantification; therefore,
no quantitative estimates were made of projected risk or (core melt frequency)
improvement from this action for comparison with the NRC safety goals.

4/ /
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CRGR PRESENTATION
(FINAL RULE FOR PROTECTION OF NPPs AGAINST
MALEVOLENT USE OF VEHICLES)

BACKGROUND
o Proposed Rule
JUN 93 - SRM directed expedited rulemaking
AUG 93 - Met with CRGR on proposed rule

SEP 93 - Proposed rule sent to Commission
(SECY-93-270)
NOV 93 - Met with ACRS
NOV 93 - Proposed rule published
JAN 94 - Comments on proposed rule due

o Final Rule
FEB, APR 94 - Met with ACRS
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FINAL RULE PACKAGE
o Federal Register Notice
Comment Resolution
Final Rule
o Regulatory Guide 5.68
o NUREG/CR-6190

COMMENTS/COMMENT RESOLUTION

o 35 Comment Letters Received
o Comment Areas
* Quantification of the threat
* Threat Considerations

(1) Coupling vehicle intrusion and vehicle bomb
threat
(2) Characteristics of design basis
vehicle/explosive
(3) Applicability of 10 CFR 50.13
* Rule Implementation

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Schedule
NRC review and approval of submittals
Barrier (Active and Passive) guidance
Alternative measures to protect against
explosives

* Applicability to Spent Fuel Storage Installations

o Changes to proposed rule
*

Clarification that vehicle intrusion and vehicle
bomb are separate threats

*

Specific exemption of ISFSI's

*

Clarification of meaning of design goals

*

Extension to implementation schedules

o Update of regulatory analysis
o Changes to draft Regulatory Cuide
o Development of NUREG/CR-6190, Protection
Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at
Nuclear Power Plants
*

Volume 1, Vehicle Barrier System Siting

Guidance for Blast Protection
*

Volume 11, Vehicle Barrier System Selection
Guidance

Enclosure 4 to the Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 256
Proposed Urgent Bulletin on Potential Fuel Pool Draindown
Caused by Inadequate Maintenance Practices at Dresden Unit 1
April 11,

1994

TOPIC
B. Grimes (NRR) presented for CRGR review the proposed urgent NRC Bulletin,at
"Potential Fuel Pool Draindown Caused by Inadequate Maintenance Practices
Dresden Unit 1". The purpose of the bulletin was to (1) inform power reactor,
fuel cycle and materials licensees of the results of a special NRC inspection
at Dresden Unit 1, and (2) to request certain actions from licensees of power
reactors that are permanently shutdown with spent fuel in the spent fuel pool
to take certain actions to ensure that the quality of the spent fuel pool
coolant, and the cooling and shielding for fuel or equipment stored in.the
spent fuel pool, is not compromised and that all necessary structures and was
support systems are maintained and are not degraded. The proposed action
identified by the sponsoring staff as a compliance backfit.
BACKGROUND
The package provided for review by CRGR in this matter was transmitted by
memorandum, dated April 11, 1994, F.M. Miraglia, Jr. to E.L. Jordan; the
package contained the following documents:
1.

Draft NRC Bulletin (undated), "Potential Fuel Pool Draindown Caused by
Inadequate Maintenance Practices at Dresden Unit 1";

2.

Enclosure entitled "CRGR Review Package" containing information
specified in Section IV.B. of the CRGR Charter.

Copies of the above documents are enclosed (Attachment to Enclosure 4).
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of its discussions with the staff at this meeting, the Committee
recommended in favor of issuing the proposed bulletin expeditiously for
implementation, subject to the following modifications discussed at the
meeting (to be coordinated with the CRGR staff):
1.

There is some ambiguity in the package regarding whether the requested
actions are intended only as 50.54(f) information requests or are also
intended to specify backfitting (if noncompliance is discovered). For
example, item (ix)in Enclosure 2 states that the "..bulletin contains
no requests for licensees to implement any modifications"; but the
"Backfit Discussion" in the bulletin indicates that "the actions
requested by this bulletin will ensure.. .compliance.. with existing
rules and regulations". Also, item (ii)of Enclosure 2 indicates that
the proposed actions are necessary to ensure compliance with existing
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requirements, but does not address the question of whether the proposed
action increases or only implements existing staff positions.
The discussions at the meeting indicated clearly that the staff intends
that licensees should take actions (including needed modifications) to
ensure compliance, if compliance cannot be readily verified; and the
Committee agrees that is appropriate. The staff should clarify this
aspect of the proposed bulletin to remove any ambiguity on this
important point.
2.

The following additional specific changes to the draft bulletin were
discussed and agreed to by the staff at the meeting:
a.

Revise "Requested Action 1." as follows:
Insert the phrase "..consistent with the licensing basis.."
following the word "are operable and adequate.."

b.

Revise the first sentence under "Requested Action 4." to read as
follows:
"Ensure that operating procedures address conditions and
observations that could indicate changes in SFP level
and address appropriate maintenance, calibration and
surveillance of available monitoring equipment."

BACKFIT AND SAFETY GOAL CONSIDERATIONS
as
The proposed action was evaluated and justified as a compliance backfit;
in
such, no comparison with the Commission's safety goals is required
accordance with NRC procedures.

UNITED STATES
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20566

April 11, 1994
MEMORANDUM FOR:

Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
Committee to Review Generic Requirements

FROM:

Frank J. Miraglia, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR REVIEW AND ENDORSEMENT OF A PROPOSED NRC
BULLETIN, "POTENTIAL FUEL POOL DRAINDOWN CAUSED BY
INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE PRACTICES AT DRESDEN UNIT 1"

The Office of Nuclear Reactur Regulation (NRR) requests that the Committee to
Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) review and endorse the subject proposed
bulletin.
Enclosure 1 is the bulletin as proposed by the staff. The purpose of this
bulletin is to (1) inform addressees of the results of a special NRC
inspection at Dresden Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 (Dresden 1), (2) to request
that action addressees implement certain actions as described in the bulletin,
and (3) to require that action addressees orovide NRC written response
relating to the implementation of the requested actions. During a special NRC
inspection at Dresden 1, the staff learned that a potential existed for the
spent fuel pool (SFP) water inventory to drain sufficient to reduce shielding
of the stored spent fuel creating radiation hazards for plant personnel and
allowing the potential for radionuclides to spread from the SFP to other areas
of the plant. Further, the staff learned that maintenance of the SFP water
inventory was not in accordance with the licensing basis for Dresden 1 in that
the conductivity of the SFP water exceeded the technical specification limit
and that high concentrations of cesium-137 existed. The staff believes it is
necessary to request certain licensees, whose plant status is similar to that
at Dresden 1, to take actions to verify the integrity of the spent fuel pool
(SFP) and that all necessary support systems for maintenance of the inventory
and quality of the SFP water are operable. There are two required responses.
The first response is required within 30 days of the date of the bulletin and
requests that action addressees provide the details of their planned actions
in response to the bulletin. The second response, to be submitted 30 days
after completion of the requested actions, requests that action addressees
notify the NRC that actions in response to the bulletin have been completed.
The staff considers this bulletin to be Category (1).
Enclosure 2 is the response to the questions contained in Section IV.B of the
CRGR Charter. The responses to these questions document the justification to
issue this bulletin as a compliance backfit under the terms of
10 CFR 50.109(a)(4).
A notice of opportunity for public comment on the proposed bulletin will not
be published in the Federal Register because the staff considers the need for
licensees to implement the requested actions quickly to outweigh the
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- 2 need to provide the public the opportunity for comment. The proposed bulletin
will be published in the Federal Register when it is issued.
The Office of the General Counsel has received this bulletin for review.
This bulletin is sponsored 'a Brian K. Grimes, Director, Division of Reactor
Support.

Frank J. Miraglia, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Proposed Bulletin
2. Response to CRGR Charter Questions

Enclosure 1
UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION AND
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555
April xx, 1994
NRC BULLETIN 94-XX:

POTENTIAL FUEL POOL DRAINDOWN CAUSED BY INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE PRACTICES AT DRESDEN UNIT 1

Addressees
For Action:
All holdzrs of licenses for nuclear power reactors that are permanently shut down
with spent fuel in the spent fuel pool (except Shoreham). [Humboldt Bay, Indian
Point 1, La Crosse, Rancho Seco, San Onofre 1, Trojan, Yankee Rowe, and Dresden 1]
For Information:
All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power
reactors and all fuel cycle and materials licensees authorized to possess spent
fuel.
Purpose
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this bulletin: (1) to
inform addressees of the results of a special NRC inspection at Dresden Nuclear
Power Station Unit 1 (Dresden 1), (2) to request that all action addressees
implement the actions described herein, and (3) to request that all action
addressees provide to NRC written response to this bulletin relating to
implementation of the requested actions.
Description of Circumstances
Dresden 1, one of three boiling water reactors at the Dresden site near Morris,
Illinois, was licensed for operation on September 28, 1959, and was permanently
shut down on October 31, 1978. 3 On January 25, 1994, the licensee for Dresden 1
discovered approximately 200 m [55,000 gallons] of water in the basement of the
unheated Unit 1 containment. The water originated from a rupture of the service
water system piping inside the containment that had been caused by freeze damage
to the system. The licensee investigated further and found that, although thethe
fuel transfer system was not damaged, there was a potential for a portion of
system inside the containment to fail and result in a partial draindown of the
spent fuel pool (SFP) that contained 660 spent fuel assemblies. The licensee
implemented several specific actions to guard against further damage from freezing
and appointed a team to investigate the status of Dresden 1.
The NRC Dispatched a team of inspectors from the Offices of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR), Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, and Region III to
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conduct a special inspection of the circumstances surrounding the event. The
details of that inspection will be in an NRC inspection report to be issued
shortly. Based on these reviews the following conditions existed:
Heating had not been provided to the Dresden 1 containment for the 1989/1990
and subsequent heating seasons. The lack of heating inside the containment
could have resulted in the freezing and rupture of the fuel transfer tube.
Failure of the fuel transfer tube could have rapidly drained the SFP to
several feet below the top of the stored fuel assemblies. This would have
resulted in dose rates at the edge of the pool of about 8 Sievert [800 rem]
per hour and significant scatter radiation fields inside the site boundary,
creating personnel hazards from the high radiation fields. Exposure of the
fuel may also have allowed contamination to spread to other areas.
*

*

*

*

The water quality in the SFD was poor. The original cleanup and coolirnn
system was shut down in 1983; by 1987 the water quality had degraded tochethe
puint that an influx of microorganisms had developed. Cuncerned that
microorganisms might cause microbiologically induced corrosion, the licensee
installed a temporary system to cleanup the pool. The temporary system
proved to be incapable of restoring the water quality to an acceptable
level. Licensee records show that the conductivity in the pool exceeded the
technical specification limit of 10 imho per centimeter by about a factor of
two. Also, the licensee estimated that approximately 90 stored fuel bundles
had leaking fuel pins resulting in elevated concentrations of cesium-137 of
about 370 Becquerels/ml [1 x 10-2 ACi/ml].
A number of obsolete piping lines from the original pool cleanup and cooling
system remained in the SFP and were potential siphon paths that could drain
the pool.
Because the SFP gate was not installed it could not have prevented a
The
draindown of the pool if the fuel transfer pool or tunnel had emptied.
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spent fuel gate had been exposed to adverse biological, chemical, and
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radiological conditions that may have affected their ability to seal had
gate been installed.
The licensee had no SFP leak detection or water inventory program. The
observed cracks in the unlined concrete pool indicated a significant
potential for pool leakage.
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Discussion
It is necessary to maintain an adequate inventory of water in the spent fuel pool
to safely store spent fuel. A.proper depth of SFP water provides protection for
plant personnel from excessive exposure to radiation from spent fuel and other
materials stored in the spent fuel pool. Control of the exposure of plant
personnel is required by Part 20 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR Part 20). Rapid loss of SFP water inventory may result from a failure of
piping connected to the SFP or from a siphoning action of piping as a result of an
improper valve alignment. A loss of SFP water inventory may also result from a
failure of seals or gaskets used as part of the SFP boundary. If seals and
gaskets are allowed to become degraded, a leak may increase rapidly once it
initiates. Failure to have a leak detection system or a water inventory program
may allow leakage of SFP water to go undetected.
Proper maintenance and operation of SFP systems is necessary to maintain water
quality and radionuclides at acceptable levels. Maintenance of water quality is
necessary to prevent degradation of the spent fuel and other stored materials
stored in the SFP (i.e., control rod blades or incore instrument strings). Proper
SFP water treatment programs prevent the buildup of excessive concentrations of
radionuclides. Proper maintenance of the SFP and the support systems would also
mitigate the consequences of any potential relpase from the SFP.
Requested Actions
Immediately upon receipt of this bulletin, all action addressees are requested to
take the following actions to ensure that the quality of the SFP coolant, and the
cooling and shielding for fuel or equipment stored in the SFP is not compromised
and that all necessary structures and support systems are maintained and are not
degraded.
1.

Verify that the structures and systems required for containing, cooling,
cleaning, level monitoring and makeup of water in the SFP are operable and
adequate to preclude high levels of radionuclides in the pool water and
adverse effects on stored fuel, the SFP, fuel transfer components, and
related equipment.

2.

Verify that systems for essential area heating and ventilation are adequate
and appropriately maintained so that potential freezing failures that could
cause loss of SFP water inventory are precluded.

3.

Verify that piping or hoses in or attached to the SFP cannot serve as siphon
or drainage paths in the event of piping or hose degradation or failure or
the mispositioning of system valves.

4.

Assure that operating personnel are alert to changes in SFP level and that
appropriate maintenance, calibration and surveillance of any relevant
components or monitoring equipment are periodically performed. This should
include any leak detection systems.
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Required Response
All action addressees are required to submit the following written response to
this bulletin:
1.

Within 30 days of the date of this bulletin, d written response indicating
whether or not the addressee will implement the actions requested above. If
the addressee intends to implement the requested actions, provide a schedule
for completing implementation. If an addressee chooses not to take the
requested actions, provide a description of any proposed alternative course
of action, the schedule for completing the alternative course of action (if
applicable), and the safety basis for determining the acceptability of the
planned alternative course of action.

2.

Within 30 days of completion of the requested actions, a report confirming
completion.

Address the required written reports to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, under oath or affirmation
under the provisions of Section 182a, Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and
10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, submit a copy to the appropriate regional
administrator.
Backfit Discussion
Containing, cooling, and shielding of spent fuel and other radioactive sources
stored in the spent fuel pool is required to meet plant licensing bases and, as
applicable, Section VI, "Fuel and Radioactivity Control," of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50 and to ensure that exposure limits to the public and plant
personnel do not exceed the limits in 10 CFR Part 20. Therefore, this bulletin is
being issued as a compliance backfit under the terms of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4). The
actions requested by this bulletin will ensure that the action addressees are in
compliance with existing NRC rules and regulations.
A notice of opportunity for public comment was not published in the
Federal Register because of the urgent nature of the actions requested by the
bulletin.
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
The information collections contained in this request are covered by the Office of
Management and Budget clearance number 3150-0011, which expires June 30, 1994.

The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to
average 300 hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions,
searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and
completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding
this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information,
including suggestions for reducing this burden, to uhe Information and Records
Management Branch (MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
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Washington, D.C. 20555, and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs, NEOB-3019, (3150-0011), Office of Management and Budget,
Washington, D.C. 20503.
Compliance with the following request for information is purely voluntary.
information would assist NRC in evaluating the cost of complying with this
bulletin:

The

(1)

the licensee staff time and costs to perform requested inspections,
corrective actions, and associated testing;

(2)

the licensee staff time and costs to prepare the requested reports and
documentation;

(3)

the additional short-term costs incurred as a result of the inspection
findings such as the costs of the corrective actions or the costs of down
time;

(4)

an estimate of the additional long-term costs which will be incurred in the
future as a result of implementing commitments such as the estimated costs
of conducting future inspections or increased maintenance.

NRC is issuing this bulletin to the information adocessees to alert them to the
potential for spent fuel pool draindown under the 2escribed conditions. It is
expected that recipients will review the information for applicability to their
facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems.
However, the requested actions and required responses applicable to the action
addressees are not applicable to the information addressees; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required from them. The NRC staff is
reviewing the need to request actions related to siphon or drainage paths at older
operating power plants and certain fuel cycle facilities.
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If you have any questions about this matter, please contact one of the persons
listed below or the appropriate NRC project manager.

Malcolm R. Knapp, Director
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
Technical contacts:

Luis A. Reyes
Acting Associate Director for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Steve Jones, NRR
(301) 504-1116
Lee Thonus, NRR
(717) 948-1161
Larry Bell, NMSS
(301) 504-2171

Attachments:
1. List of Recently Issued NRC Bulletins
2. List of Recently Issued NMSS Bulletins

Enclosure 2
CRGR REVIEW PACKAGE
PROPOSED ACTION:

Issue the proposed bulletin to request action addressees to take
actions to verify the integrity of the spent fuel pool and the
operability of all necessary support systems.

CATEGORY:

1

RESPONSE TO REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTENT OF PACKAGE SUBMITTED FOR CRGR REVIEW
(i)

The proposed generic requirement or staff position as it is proposed to be
sent out to licensees.

The proposed bulletin requests action addressees to take the following actions:
1.

Verify that the structures and systems required for containing, cooling,
cleaning, level monitoring and makeup of water in the SFP are operable and
adequate to preclude high levels of radionuclides in the pool water and
adverse effects on stored fuel, the SFP, fuel transfer components, and
related equipment.

2.

Verify that systems for essential area heating and ventilation are adequate
and appropriately maintained so that potential freezing failures that could
cause loss of SFP water inventory are precluded.

1.

Verify that piping or hoses in or attached to the SFP cannot serve as siphon
or drainage paths in the event of piping or hose degradation or failure or
the mispositioning of system valves.

4.

Assure that operating personnel are alert to changes in SFP level and that
appropriate maintenance, calibration and surveillance of any relevant
components or monitoring equipment are periodically performed. This should
include any leak detection rvstems.

All action addressees are requirea to submit the following written response to
this bulletin:
1.

Within 30 days of the date of this bulletin, a written response indicating
whether or not the addressee will implement the actions requested above. If
the addressee intends to implement the requested actions, provide a schedule
for completing implementation. If an addressee chooses not to take the
requested actions, provide a description of any proposed alternative course
of action, the schedule for completing the alternative course of action (if
applicable), and the safety basis for determining the acceptability of the
planned alternative course of action.

2.

Within 30 days of completion of the requested actions, a report confirming
completion.

This bulletin is being issued as a compliance backfit under the terms of
10 CFR 50.109(a)(4). The actions requested by this bulletin will ensure that the
action addressees are in compliance with existing NRC rules and regulations.
A notice of opportunity for public comment was not published in the
Federal Register because of the urgent nature of the actions requested by the
bulletin.
(ii) Draft staff papers or c-'her underlying staff documents supporting the
requirements or staff positions. (A copy of all materials referenced in the
document shall be made available upon request to the CRGR staff. Any
Committee member may request CRGR staff to obtain a copy of any reference
material for his or her use.)
The staff position is supported by existing requirements in individual plant
licensing documents and by the requirements found in Part 20 of Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 20) and, as applicable, Section VI, "Fuel and
Radioactivity Control," of Appendix A to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50). These sections of the Code contain requirements
for licensees to ensure that exposure limits to plant personnel or to the public
do not exceed the limits in 1o CFR 20.
(iii) Each proposed requirement or staff position shall contair. the sponsoring
office's position as to whether the proposal would increase requirements or
staff positions, implement existing requirements or staff positions, or
would relax or reduce existing requirements or staff positions.
The proposed requested actions are necessary to ensure that licensees are in
compliance with existing requirements.
(iv) The proposed method of implementation with the concurrence (and any
comments) of OGC on the method proposed. The concurrence of affected
program offices or an explanation of any nonconcurrences.
The proposed method of implementation is to request action licensees to verify the
status of their spent fuel pools and the necessary support systems and to report
to the NRC the status of those items. Further, the proposed bulletin will request
that action licensees take compensatory action for those aspects that are found
not to be in compliance with the licensing basis and report to the NRC any
proposed corrective actions to restore the equipment or systems to within the
licensing basis.
(v)

Regulatory analyses conforming to the directives and guidance of NUREG/BR0058 and NUREG/CR-3568. (This does not apply for backfits that ensure
compliance or ensure, define, or redefine adequate protection. In these
cases a documented evaluation is required as discussed in IV.B.(ix).)

This is a compliance issue; therefore no value/impact analysis was made.
(vi)

Identification of the category of reactor plants to "'hich the generic
requirement or staff position is to apply.

The proposed bulletin would apply to all permanently shut down reactors with spent
fuel in the spent fuel pool. The proposed I:ulletin would be provided to all
additional holders of operating licenses or construction permits for information
purposes.

(vii) For backfits other than compliance or adequate protection backfits, a
backfit analysis as defined in 10 CFR 50.109. The backfit analysis shall
include, for each category of reactor plants, an evaluation which
demonstrates how the action should be prioritized and scheduled in light of
other ongoing regulatory activities. The backfit analysis shall document
for consideration information available concerning any of the following
factors as may be appropriate and any other information relevant and
material to the proposed action:
(a)

Statement of the specific objectives that the proposed action is
designed to achieve;

(b)

General description of the activity that would be required by the
licensee or applicant in order to complete the action;

(c)

Potential change in the risk to the public from the accidental release
of radioactive material;

(d)

Potential impact on radiological exposure of facility employees and
other onsite workers;

(e)

Installation and continuing costs associated with the action,
including the cost of facility Jowntime or the cost of construction
delay;

(f)

The potential safety impact of changes in plant or operational
complexity, including the relationship of proposed and existing
regulatory requirements and staff positions;

(g)

The estimated resource burden on the NRC associated with the proposed
action and the availability of resources;

(h)

The potential impact of differences in facility type, design, or age
on the relevancy and practicality of the proposed action;

(i)

Whether the proposed action is interim or final, and if interim, the
justification for imposing the proposed action on an interim basis;

(j)

How the action should be prioritized and scheduled in light of other
ongoing regulatory activities. The following information may be
appropriate in this regard:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The proposed priority or schedule,
A summary of the current backlog of existing requirements
awaiting implementation,
An assessment of whether implementation of existing requirements
should be deferred as a result, and
Any other information that may be considered appropriate with
regard to priority, schedule, or cumulative impact. For
example, could implementation be delayed pending public comment?

This is a compliance issue only. The bulletin seeks to ensure that licensees are
in compliance with existing requirement,;.
(viii)

For each backfit analyzed pirsuant to 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) (i.e., not
adequate protection backfit; and not compliance backfits), the
proposing Office Director's determination, together with the rational

for the determination based on the consideration of paragraph (i) and
(vii) above, that:
(a)

There is a substantial increase in the overall protection of public
health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived
from the proposal; and

(b)

The direct and indirect costs of implementation, for the facilities
affected, are justified in view of this increased protection.

This is a compliance issue only. The bulletin seeks to ensure that licensees are
in compliance with existing requirements.
(ix) For adequate protection or compliance backfits evaluated pursuant to 10 CFR
50.109(a)(4)
(a)

a documented evaluation consisting of:
(1) the objectives of the modification
(2) the reasons for the modification
(3) the basis for lavoking the compliance or adequate protecti:n
exemption.

(b)

in addition, for actions that were immediately effective (and
therefore issued without prior CRGR review as discussed in III.C) the
evaluation shall document the safety significance and appropriateness
of the action taken and (if applicable) consideration of how costs
contributed to selecting the solution among various acceptable
alternatives.

The proposed bulletin contains no requests for licensees to implement any
modifications. The actions requested by this proposed bulletin are considered
necessary to ensure that licensees are in compliance with existing NRC rules and
regulations where these rules are applicable. Therefore, this bulletin is to be
issued as a compliance backfit under the terms of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4).
(x)

For each evaluation conducted for proposed relaxations or decreases in
current requirements or staff positions, the proposing Office Director's
determination, together with the rationale for the determination based on
the considerations or paragraphs (i) through (vii) above, that:
(a)

The public health and safety and the common defense and security would
be adequately protected if the proposed reduction in requirements or
positions were implemented, and

(b)

The cost savings attributed to the action would be substantial enough
to justify taking the action.

This item is not applicable to the proposed bulletin because no relaxation or
decrease in current requirements is being proposed.
(xi)

For each request for information under 10 CFR 50.54(f) (which is not subject
to exception as discussed in III.A) an evaluation that includes at least the
following elements:
(a)

A problem statement that describes the need for the information in
terms of potential safety benefit.

(b)

The licensee actions required and the cost to develop a response to
the information request.

(c)

An anticipated schedule for NRC use of the information.

(d)

A statement affirming that the request does not impose new
requirements on the licensee, other than for the requested
information.

This item is not applicable to requests for information under 10 CFR 50.54(f) that
are contained in the proposed bulletin because the information is requested to
verify compliance with existing requirements.
(xii) An assessment of how the proposed action relates to the Commission's Safety
Goal Policy Statement.
Because this is a compliance backfit, there is no impact on the Commission's
Safety Goal Policy Statement.
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